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PREFACE.

In March 1905 I undertook to catalogue the sculptures

in the Municipal Museum at Mathuia, at the request of

Mr. H.C. Ferard, C.I.E., I C.S., then Collector of the district.

The time available piovcd insufficient to finish the work, main-

ly owing to the number of inscriptions, most of which had not

yet been properly edited. My departmental duties and a pro-

longed illness prevented me from resuming the work until

December 1907, when a month's stay at Mathura enabled me to

bring the catalogue to completion.

In the meanwhile the Museum had been enriched with more

than a hundred Mathurfi sculptures, the bulk of which came

from the Allahabad Public Library. In the course of the year

1908 the collection was further increased by the addition of a

large number of valuable sculptures and inscriptions which were

collected in the locality by Pandit Radha Krishna, and pin chas-

ed and presented to the Museum by Mr. J. H. Marshall, the

Director-General of Archaeology. These also have been includ-

ed in the present publication.

A few words are required to explain the arrangement of mv
catalogue. As in past years no proper record has been kept of

the provenance of the sculptures, it was impossible to arrange

them according to their find-spots. For the same reason a

classification according to creeds Buddhist, Jaina and Brah-

manical—could not be adopted, except in the case of images,

some illustrative bas-reliefs and a few inscribed pieces. It will

be hardly necessary to add that a chronological arrangement

was out of the question, as the style of the sculptures enables us

only to fix in geneial the period to which they belong. Even

those dated in Kanishka's era cannot be referred to a particular

year, as the initial date of that epoch is still a matter of dispute.

In these circumstances the best couise seemed tome to make
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three mam divisions consisting' of images, bas-reliefs and avchi*

tectural sculptures.

It is obvious that such a division is in many cases bound to

be arbitrary. In Indian art images of deities are but seldom

carved in the louud, and have thereto o in lealitv the character

of reliefs. Most of the pieces classed as bas-reliefs, on the other

hand, served the purpose of decorating some religious building

and might, therefore, be called architectural. Within the three

main divisions I have grouped sculptures of the same kind, as

much as possible, together. This arrangement, it is hoped, will

render this catalogue more convenient to consult.

The want of a list or register is to a certain extent

supplemented by the papers published by Mr. Growse and

by General Cunningham's archaeological reports dealing

with Mathuia. A study of these publications has enabled

me to ascertain the find-places of a larger number of sculptures

than I had anticipated. Unfortunately, their descriptions are

often vague or inaccui ate, and the dimensions are but ra T,ely

given, so that in some cases it is doubtful which particular

sculpture is meant.

The present catalogue contains all the information which

from published accounts can be gathered regarding the proven-

ance of these sculptures. As to their description and interpret-

ation, a prolonged study of the Mathura art and of the closely

related Grreco- Buddhist school of Gandhara has enabled me to

propose a certain number of fresh identifications. In questions

touching the relationship between the Mathuia and Gandhara

school-, I have invariably endorsed the views put foith with

great lucid ty by M. Alm-d t oucher in his vanous publications,

and more especially in his standard work on Giseco-Buddhist

sculpture.

Here I wish to acknowledge mv indebtedness to Dr.

Heinrich Liidei's, Professor at the Berlin University, for kindly

ie\ising my readings of the inscriptions, a complete list of

which will be gi\en in all Appendix.
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Lieutenant-Colonel \V. Vu»t. I. M.S.. has lendmed me ^i-.-it

lielp in reading through the manuscript of mv work ana Mr. J.

H. Marshall in revising the proofs. To Babu R. I). Bmierji

I owe useful notes on the sculptures and inscriptions in the

Lucknow Mus. um which he has Veu oimatred in catalo<>uin"\

In uiy introduction I have supplied such information as will

render the sculptures in the Museum moie intelligible and

consequently more interesting to the public. It is perhaps dim

to personal predilection that Buddhist art takes such a Uvge

share in this introductory treatise-. But it will be admitted

that not only on account of their number, but also from an

artistic and historic p)int of view, the Buddnist sculpture-- form

the most important part of our collection as relics of ?t school,

which flourished during the most brilliant period of Mathura

history.

Mathura :

^)

[ J. Ph. YOGEL.
November 1908. )

Postscript.—The unavoidable delay in printing has enabled

me to include in the catalogue the important acquisitions made

by Pandit Radha Krishna in the course of the year 1909.

These also were due to the generous assistance afforded by Mr.

J. H. Marshall, Director-General of Archaeology, who supplied

the money from Imperial funds. I may add that the same

officer arranged for a grant-in-aid of lis. 2,000 from the Gov-

ernment of India for repairs to the Museum building which

have lately been completed and will serve the purpose of rend-

ering the edifice better suited for its present use.

Lahore : 1

> J. Ph. V.

March 1910. J
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INTRODUCTION.

I.—The Mathura Museum.

The history of the building iu which the Mathura collection of sculp-

tures is preserved, is given b}* Mr. Growse* in the following passage :

"It was commenced by Mr. Thornhill, the Magistrate and Collector of

the district, who raised the money for the purpose by public subscription,

intending to make of it a rest-house for the reception of native gentlemen

of rank, whenever they had occasioato visit head quarters. Though close

to the Courts, which would be a convenience, it is too far from the bazar to

suit native tastes, and even if it had been completed according to the ori-

ginal design, it is not probable that it would ever have been occupied.

After an expenditure of Rs. 30,000, f the work was interrupted by the

Mutiny. When order had been restored, the new Collector,.Mr. Best,

with a perversity by no means uncommon in the records of Indian local

administration, set himself at once, not to complete, but to mutilate, his

predecessor's handiwork. It was intended that the building should stand

in extensive grounds of its own, where it would certainly have had a very

pleasing architectural effect ;but instead of this the high road was brought

immediately in front of it, so as to cut it off entirely from the new public

garden ; the offices of the Tehsildar were built on one side, and on the

other was runup, at a most awkward angle, a high masonry wall ; a rough

thatched roof was thrown over its centre court
j
doorways were introduced

in different places, where they were not wanted and only served as dis-

figurements aud the unfortunate building was then nick- named 'Thorn-

hill's Folly' and abandoned to utter neglect."

"It remained thus till 1S74, when the idea of converting it into a

Museum received the support of Sir John Strachey, who sanctioned from

provincial funds a grant-in-aid of Rs. 3,500."

"The first step taken was to raise the centre court by the addition of

a clerestory, with windows of reticulated stone tracery, aud to cover it

with a stone vault, in which (so far as constructional peculiarities are

•Mathura 2nd ed. pp. 152 ff. ; 3rd cd. pp. 163 ff. Cf. also Indian Antiquary, Vol.

VI, p. 216.

fine figure 50,000 mentioned in Indiua Antiquary, Vol. VI, p. 216, as the amount spent

before 1S57, is evidently due to a misprint.
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concerned), 1 reproduced the roof of the now mined temple of Harideva

at Gobardhan. The cost amounted to R~. 5,336. A porch was afterwards

added at a further outlay of Rs. 8,404 ; but for this I am not responsible.

It is a beautiful de-igu, well executed, and so far it reflects great credit

on Yusuf, the Municipal architect; but it is too delicate for an exterior

facade on the side of a dusty road. Something plainer would have

answered the purpose as well, besides having a more harmonious effect;

and money would then have been available for the completion of the doors

and windows, without which the building can scarcely be used, and for

which there is now no provision, nor likely to be."

"Though the cost of the building has been so very considerable,

nearly lis. 44,000, it i- only of .-mall dimensions; but the whole wall

surface in the central court is a mass of geometric and flowered decora-

tions of the mo-t arti-tic character. The band< of natural foliage, a

feat ure introduced by Mr. Thornhill's own fancy, are very boldly cut and

in themselves decidedly handsome, but they are not altogether in accord

with the conventional designs of native style by which tbey are sur-

rounded."

"The following Urdu inscription is worked into the cornice of the

central hall":—

'The State having thought good to promote the ease of its subjects,

gave intimation to the Magistrate and Collector; who then,

by the co-operation of the chief men of Mathura, had this

house for travellers built, with the choicest carved work *.

Its doors and walls arc polished like a mirror; in its

sculptuie s\ery kind of flower-bed appears in view; its

width and height were assigned in harmonious proportion
;

from top to bottom it is well shaped and well balanced. It

may very properly be compared to the dome of Afrasyab, or

it may justly be styled the palace of an emperor. One who

saw its magnificence (or the poet Shaukat on seeing it) com-

posed this tar'tkh: So elegant a rest-house makes even the

flower garden envious.'"

" * Upon the word munallut, which is used here to denote arabesque carving, the late

Mr. Blochrnann communicated the following note :—"The Arabic nalata means ' to plant,

and the intensive form of the verb has either the same signification or that of 'causing to'

appear like plants,' hence munallat comes to mean ' traced with flowers,' and may be com-
piled with muthajjai; ' caused to appear like trees, ' whicb is the word npplied to silk with

tree-patterns on it, like the more common luta-ddr,"
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"As the building afforded such very scant accommodation, I proposed

to make it not a general, but simply an architectural and antiquarian

museum, arrangiug in it, in chronological series, specimens of all the

different styles that have prevailed in the neighbourhood, from the reign

of the Indo-Scythian Kanishka, in the century immediately before

Christ, down to the Victorian period, which would be illustrated in per-

fection by the building itself.
"

A vernacular record of Accounts in the Municipal Office shows that

in the year 1S75 Mr. Vigram, the then Magistrate and Collector of

Mathura, received from the liaises and Zamiudars of the Mathura dis-

trict a sum of Rs. 6,096 in the shape of subscriptions; and the money so

raised was speut on the completion of the building. The work was dona

under the management of the Superintendent of the Mathura Municipal-

ity and was finished in the year 1S78.

It appears, however, that in reality the whole work was not completed

until IStSl. For Mr. Growse notes the following in the introduction to

the second edition of his '-Mathura" which is dated Bulandahahr, June

29, 1SS0. "The Museum has again been taken in hand, and in the

course of a year or so will, I trust, bo ready for use, Noticing in one

of my recent visits to Mathura. that the collection of antiquities which I

had left behind me was utterly uncared for, and that =ome of the valu-

able inscriptions had disappeared, though it is possible Genera! Cunning-

ham may have taken them. I represented the matter ti the lo^al Govern-

ment, and was thereupon allowed to submit plans for the completion of

the building which have been accepted and are now being carried out."

It seems, therefore, that 1SS1 is the year in which the Mu-eum wag

opened to the public. In March 1SS2, when Cunningham visited Mathura

for the last time, he found the Mu-eum establish- d.

From Municipal records I ha\e been able to gather only the follow-

ing additional information: "In the year 18S9, " it is said,* "on the

report of the Tehsildar of Muttra, the Municipal Eoird appoin'ed a

farrdsh on Rs. 3 a montli to look after the building an 1 keep the rooms

and the images in the Museum clean and in proper order. It was from

this time that the Mu-eum building came under the control and supervi-

sion of tiie Municipal Board. All the expenditure incurred on repairs

&c. to the building since that year has been borne by the Muni-

cipality."

• Note by Man Mohan Lai, Secretary, Municipal BoarJ, Muttra, ilat.J the 15tli December

1899.
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In 1900 it wo,s decided by the Local Government * that the sculptures

contained in the Museum also should be formally made over to the

Mathurii Municipal Board " on condition that they are properly looked

after." It was also stipulated that <( a list of the relics should be kept in

the building and a copy recorded in the Collector's Office."

It is much to be regretted that the necessity for such a list was only

recognised at a time when the find-place of most of the sculptures could

no longer be ascertained. Let us hope that in the future all new acquisi-

tions will be registered and that an exact record will be kept of the

circumstances of each find. Up to 1903 there wa< no officer specially

appointed to look after the Mathurii Museum. The whole pr-rsonnel

consisted of the above-mentioned farrush on Rs. 3 a month, whose

appointment apparently led to the building having come under the

control of the Municipal Board.

lu January, 1908, the Museum was visited by Sir John and Lady

Hewett. In the same month, previous to the Lieutenant-Governor's

visit, Lieutenant-Colonel W. Vost, I M.S., had consented to act as an

Honorary Curator of the Museum for the period he will be statioued at

Mathurii, and Pandit Radha Krishna had declared himself willing to devote

his energies to the Museum in the honorary capacity of Assistant Curator.

Thi3 double appoiutuient has proved of the greatest benefit, and there is

every reason to hope that in future district officers will take a more

active intere-t in the autiquarian treasure? entrusted to their care. The

value of the sculptures in the Museum has not always beeu fully recognised

even by Government official-, as appears from the following marginal notes

which I fuimd on au official letter dating back to the tim3 when the question

of their ownership had been raised. Query ;
" To whom do the relics be-

long? If they were sold, who would take the proceeds ?" R-pbj : "The

relics were collected by Mr. Growse and Dr. Fiihrer by digging a til<i in

the city. They belong to Government, I think, and no one would buy

them as they are mostly broken."

What I have been able to gather from previous publications regarding

the origin of the sculptures, I wish to discuss in a following section dealing

with the archaeological explorations carried on at Mathurii. Here it will

suffice to say that the bulk of the original collection consists of sculptures

* Government Order P. W. I), no. 204M./222, dated ctli February 1900, to the Commis-

sioner of the Agia Dhibion. It appears that a Complaint made in November 1809 ty Babu

P. C. MuMiarji about the neglected state of the Mathurii Museum fl:st drew the attention of

the iiucal Government to the matter.
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and Inscriptions excavated by Mr. Growse from different mounds round

the city. Several of them are described by him in the various papers which

he devoted to the antiquities of Mathura. I am not aware that any of the

sculptures excavated by Dr. Fiihrer from the Kafikali Tila have been

placed in the Museum. All his acquisitions have gone to Lncknow.

It would seem that since the days of Mr. Growse. the collection, re-

mained stationery. Of late years I have been able to add to it four

Mathura sculptures and inscriptions which Cunningham had placed in

the Lahore Museum, the femalo statue of the Saptarshi Tila and three

inscribed Jaina sculptures which I found in the Delhi Museum and

which likewise originate from Mathura. In December, 1907, a collection

of nearly a hundred Mathura, sculptures, which for many years had been

lying in the Public Library at Allahabad, were, at my request, returned

•to the place of their origin. They belong to the sculptures excavated in

1S60 from the Janifdpur (or Jail) mound.

*

It is hoped that, in the course of time, other sculptures al-o which

originate from those early excavations and have become scattered will be

returned. The Mathura sculpture? which are preserved in the Calcutta

and Lncxnow Museum*, it will be advisable to leave where they are,

except in ca=e a piece can be shown to belong to a monument of which

uther portions are in the Mathura Museum. This, for instance, would

apply to the Bhutesar railing pillar*. The bulk <>f sculptures in the

Lucknow Museum are from one site, namely, the Kafikali Tila; and there

is, therefore, less reason for returning them to Mathura. But the case

is different with the sculptures which reached Lucknow via Agra and

Allahabad and which, like the Allahabad collection, are the produce of

the excavation of the Jamalpur site.

At present, however, the limited space available in the Mathura

Museum, does not allow of any considerable iucrease of the exhibits. "We

san only hope that the principle will be adopted and adhered to, that all

sculptures acquired in future will be kept in the local Museum. If

systematic excavations at Mathura are ever resumed and prove fruit-

ful in their results, the question of extending the present building will

have to be considered. Recently, I have made certain proposals for the

improvement of the Museum building, which are intended to remedy the

want of light and re.uhr it mere suitable for its pr^enrrurpo.e. ^Of Into

. i v. > n... oulWHnn Iris Won eomiiWaMy exten led liy purchases

Mr. J. H. Marshall, Diioctor-Genetal of Arcliaeol »gy.
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years it has been the policy of the Government to establish local Muse-

ums in important archaeological centres, such as Siirnath, Delhi and

Peshawar. For the study of Indian archaeology such Museums are

eminently useful, as their contents can be studied in connection with the

topography of the hud-places ; and in the eyes of the general public, the

vicinity of their place of origin will lend the sculptures au additional

interest. The existence of a local Museum, moreover, minimises the risk of

occasional finds being lost, and of valuable antiquities becoming damaged

in transit. Finally a local museum commends itself to the practical

mind on account of the saving of money and labour it involves. The

sums spent in past years on the removal of large numbers of bulky stones

from Mathura to Agra, Lucknow, Allahabad and Calcutta would have

been better used for the benefit of the local collection.

II. —Explorations.

The first discovery of sculptures recorded at Mathura was that of the

so-called Silenus* now preserved in the Indian Museum at Calcutta.

It was acquired by Colonel L. K. Stacy and presented by him to the

Asiatic Society of Bengal. The same officer presented to the Society a

railing pillarf which likewise has reached the Calcutta Museum. It has

on one side a female figure standing on the back cf a dwarf and holding

in her right hand a small wicker cage, the bird from which is perched on

her left shoulder. On the reverse are three panels with scenes which,

according to Cunningham, refer to the miracle of Eajagriha—Buddha sub-

duing the elephant Nalagiri let loose against him by his malicious cousin

Devadatta. This pillar must have belonged to the same railing as the

two in the Mathura Museum (nos. J, 4 and J, 5).

In January, 1853, General Sir A. Cunningham noticed some capitals

and pillars in the Katra enclosure. The first sculpture obtained by him

on this site was a fragment of a railing pillar with part of a female figure

standing under a tree, which he erroneously identified with Maya stand-

ing under the ml tree. At the same time he discovered a fragmentary

inscription containing the genealogy of the Gupta Emperors dawn to

Samudragupta, and which may be assigned to the reign of Chandra-

gupta II (c. A. D. 400). Both these objects were first deposited in

the Lahore Museum, but have, at my request, been returned to Mathura

*J. A. S. B. Vol. V (1830) p. 507 ff. (pUte). Anderson, Catalogue. Par"- I, p. 160 ff.

no. M, 1. Burgess, Ancient Monument!, plates 00-01.

t Anderson, Catalugve p. 180 ff no M, \ 5a. Cunningham, A. S B. Vol. Ill, p. 21, plate

VII. Burgess, Ancient Monuments, plate 59. C/.also Kittoe, J. A. S. B. Vol. XVI (18-17) p. 335.
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and are now placed in the local Museum (nos. J, 40 and Q, 5).

CunDi'ngham mentions, moreover," two large capitals ofcolumns, one of

them being no less than 3 feet in diameter, with a shaft of 23 inches

diameter." These evidently were left in the Katra square, and have since

disappeared. *

In 1862 Cunningham resumed his exploration of the Katra site and

obtained a " peculiarly curved architrave of a Buddhist gateway richly

sculptured on botli side-; with buildings, figures and trees including a

representation of a gateway itself." This is evidently no. M, 1 of the

Museum, which was among the sculptures returned to Mathura from

Allahabad in December 1907. (Cf. pi. XXV). The most important

discovery made here was that of a standing Buddha image (height 4' 3J"),

which was found inside a well. It bears an inscription which is dated in

the Gupta year 230 (A. D. 549-o0\ and records that the image was

dedicated by the Buddhist nun Jayabhatta to the Yasa-vihiira.

From this it may be inferred that a Buddhist sanctuary of this name

once stood on the Ivatra site, and was still extant in the middle of the

sixth century. On its ruins there rose iu afterdays a Hindu temple

dedicated to Vishnu under the name of Kesab Dev, which apparently

was seen by the travellers Tavernier, Bernier aud Manncci, f but was

shortly after destroyed by order of Aurangzeb, who raised a mosque over

it. The plan of the temple is still traceable. The inscribed Buddha

image was removed to Agra, but is now preserved in the Lucknow Pro-

vincial Museum (no. B 10).

In the same well from which the Buddha image was extracted, were

found five other pieces of sculpture including a colossal arm and hand

and a statuette of Buddha seated in meditation, with an incomplete

inscription in Gupta characters engraved on its base.

In 1860, when the foundations of the Collector's Court-house were

laid, a mound overhanging the Agra road If miles from the Holi Gate,

had partly to be cleared. Growse calls it the Jamalpur mound from an

adjoining hamlet of that name, whereas Cunningham refers to it as "Jail

mound." The latter designation is somewhat misleading, as the present

jail is nearly half a mile further clown the Grand Trunk Boad on the

•Cunningham, A. S. R. Vol. I, p. 237, aud Vol. Ill, p. 15 ; plates IV and XII A and
B. The inscription iound by Cunningham {A. S. R, Vol. Ill, p. 37, no. 24, plite XVI) has

been edited by Fleet, Gupta Liscrtptiotts, p. 25 ff. no. 4.

t Tavernier, Voyages (Paris, 1678) Vol. II, p. 71. Bernier, Voyages (Amsterdam,

1699) Vol. II, p. 76, Manucci, (storia do Mogor (trausl : Irvine) Vol. I, p. 298 f. "an
ancient Hindu town called Matora (Mathnra) distant eighteen leagues from JIgrab where

there is an imposing temple." Cf. Proc A. 3, B. for 1873 p. 15.
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other side of the Tehsll and Museum building*. I have, therefore,

adopted the name •' Jamalpur innund." It proved to contain sculptural

remains in large quantity such as statues, bas-reliefs, pillars, portions of

railings, small stone *t~ipas and umbrellas. Cunningham mentions the

left hand of a statue measuring 1' acro-s the palm (no. A, 23), two

jolossal standing Buddha statues, 74' in height, two seated ones of life

size, and one somewhat smaller in size. The most remarkable piece of

sculpture which came to light lure was, according to Cunningham, a

female figure, which from its attitude reminded him of the Venus of the

Capitol. It is now preserved in the Lucknow Museum.

Three statues of lions (ht. 3') similar to those in the Mathura Museum

(nos. O, 1-7} were also discovered on this occasion. Exceedingly

numerous were the railing pillars which exhibit thtce different tyre-,

4/ 6'', 3' 8" and 2' 9" respectively in height, and consequently seem to have

belonged to three different railings. Anions the six specimens of the

smallest type, two were found to be marked with the numerals 118 * aud

129. Moreover a fragment of a cross-bar (Sanskrit a Hehi) turned up,

which must have made part uf the medium-size railing, and a coping-

stone, ornamented cn both face? with semi-circular panels or niches

containing figures and flowers. Among the sculptures discovered in

the Jamalpur mound there were several bearing inscriptions. Accord-

ing to Growse, three were dated in the reign of Kanishka and several in

that of Huvishka. In this connection I must also mention the dis-

covery of thirty bases of column 2
, fifteen of them inscribed with

dedicatory inscriptions. Growse mentions that the whole collection of

sculptures di-covered in the Jamalpur (or Jail) mound was removed

to Agra and thence to Allahabad. The bulk ultimately found a resting

place in the Lucknow Museum. An exception, however, was made with

the thirty pillar base3 ; of these ten were sent to the Calcutta Museum,

while the rest romained at Mathura and are now in the local

Museum, f

After Mr. Growse's transfer from the district J the Jamalpur mound

was completely levelled at a cost of Rs. 7,23b\ This was done as a

famine work under the supervision of his successor.! Some of the

* That marked with the numeral 118 is no. J, 13 of the Mathura Maseum, the other
is at Lucknow (no. U Dl).

fSee beneath nos. P, 20-33.

JMr. Growse was Joint Magistrate under Mr. Hardinge whom lie succeeded as Collec-

tor. (The " Hardinge Gate" is dated A.D. 1870). He was transferred to Bulandshahr early
in 1877. The excavation was probably done in the famine year 1877-8.



sculptures nl)(;tincd mi tin- o<.'ca»i«vi are nr.w in the Calcutta Museum ; the

others apparently remained at Matbura. One at least is now in the local

'Museum, namely, the beautiful standing Buddha statue (no. A, 5). The
inscription on its base records that it was dedicated by the Buddhist

friar Yasadinna; judging from the script, it must belong to the fifth

century of our era. (Of. pi. IX).

The inscribed pedestal dated in the Gupta year 135 (A. D. 454-5-j),

which was among the sculptures in the Allahabad Institute and i-; now in

the Museum (no. A, 48), is also said to originate from this site.*

Growse speaks of an inscription of some length commencing with

the words :

—

Mahanljasya Dovapt'trnsya IIUvUhkasya *amv« tsurc ">1

Hemanta-musii \ div. . . . It is not among the inscriptions edited by

Cunningham and others; it is now at Lucknow (no. B, 3). A third in-

scribed slab is recorded by Growse to have been found after Cunningham's

visit, beginning with the word Siddh<"in followed by a date, and consist-

ing of at least seven lines of writing' This appears to be the slab erected

"at the place sacred to the Lord, the Naga king Dadhikarna" which is

now in the Lucknow Museum (no. on), f

Here I may also mention a fragmentary inscription now in the

Matbura Museum (no. A, 49), which was found by Growse in the com-

pound of the Magistrate's Court-house and which, as he supposes, wa-

excavated from the Jamalpur mound in 1S0O. but thrown aside as m um

value. It is dated in the year 2$, and in the reign of a king whose camo

is partly lost. Growse assumed that it was to be assigned to the r^ign

of Kanishka, but Professor Liiders ha- pointed out that more probably

the name is to be restored as Hushka.

In a small mound half a mile due west of the Jamalpur mound < J rows>-

discovered the lower portion-* of two large seated figures. Theortew.it

a Buddha image with a partly obliterated inscription, of which the only

legible words were vanha muse 3 diras C\,. The other is described by

Growse as "a woman with her left hand clasping an infant in her lap.

One foot rests on an elaborately ornamented sto:d, the other is doubled

under her body. There are five small accessory figures, one in front and

two on either side at the br.ck."

* Cunningham. A.X R- Vol. Ill, p. 3G, no. 22 and Fleet, Gupta Inter p, 2^2 ff.

no. 03.

t Biililer, Ep. lad. Vol. I, p. 300, no. XVIII, where it is erroneously stated that the s'ab

was found in the Kankuli Tilt. Cf. Growse, MatKura. 2nd ed. p. 108 and fac* ; mih\

J It is in the Lucknow Museum (no. B, 18).
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Growse states definitely that in i860, in digging the foundations of

the Magistrate's court-house (kachahrl,), thirty ba-es of columns were

found, partly inscribed with dedicatory inscriptions. According to

Cunningham the number of inscribed bases amounted to fifteen. Ten

out of these thirty pillar bases were presented to the Asiatic Society of

Bengal on the 3rd September 1862 by the Honourable G. F. Edmonstone,

Lieutenant-Governor of the North-Western (now United) Provinces.*

The inscriptions on these bases were simultaneously edited by Dowson

and Mitra. The number published by Mitra is fourteen, that of Dowson

fifteen, which agrees with the figure mentioned by Cunningham. Evi-

dently the inscriptions are the same, though the readings differ consider-

ably. Mitra notes of eight out of the fourteen inscriptions that they

were deposited in the Museum of the Asiatic Society.

Whtt became of the twenty remaining pillar bases is not distinctly

stated. When in 1S81-2 Cunningham inspected the Mathura Museum,

he found not twenty but thirty bases of Indo-Scythiau pillars. Twenty-

seven of these were lying outside the building, and this was still the case

in April, 1005, when I had them placed inside. Fourteen of them are in-

scribed. We must assume that in addition to the thirty specimens dis-

covered in 1S60 several more had come to light in 1877-8, when the

Jarnalpur mound was levelled. But of this " excavation " no record is

available.

Cunninghamt mentions that a few were still " lying about " at Agra

and Allahabad. Among the sculptures in the Allahabad Public Library

I found indeed two such bases, one of which bears an inscription. These

have now been returned to the Mathura Museum. One more was dis-

covered by my photographer in a wall at the entrance of the Tehsll build-

ins. The Museum now contains thirty-four specimens, one is in the Luck-

now Museum and two were recently discovered by Mr. Marshall at the

Taj at Agra, whore they had been used as supports of modern lamp-posts.

It is intended to return these also to Mathura.

The total number of these bases, including the Calcutta ones, amounts,

therefore, to forty-seven, of which at least thirty-one bear votive in-

scriptions. These epigraphs are of exceptional interest, as one of them

* A. S li. Vol. I. p. 230. Anderson, Catalogue, part I, pp. 176—179. The inscriptions

on these ten pillar-bases have lately been re-edited by Babu B, D. Banerji in Journal and

Proceedings Atialic Society of Bengal (New Series) Vol. V, no, 7
; 1909, p. 237f.

t A. S. B. Tol. XVII, p. 107.
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contains the name of the monastery to which they belonged, while four

supply the date of its construction. It is much to be deplored, how-

ever, that at the time of their discovery no notice was taken of their

position, and no plan was made of the building in which they were found.

Any interesting information they might have supplied regarding the archi-

tecture of the Indo-Scythiau period has thus been lost.

"When in March and November 1S71 Cunningham revisited Mathurfi,

he devoted his attention mainly to two other important sites : the

Kankali Tila and the Ohaubara mounds. The former, situated half a

mile to the south of the Katra, has proved the most prolific of all the sites

around Matham. The first discovery of sculptures* had been made some

years previously by men digging for bricks. Subsequently the mound was

partially trenched by Mr. Hardinge and two colossal standing Buddha (?)

images (lit. 7' 6") came to light, which apparently were sent to Agra and

thence to Allahabad. (Cf. above p. 8).

In the course of his excavations at the western end of the Kan-

kali Tila, Cunningham obtained many broken statues of Tirtharhkaras,

some of which were inscribed, as well as pillars and cross-bars of railings.

He speaks also of brick walls and pavements, but unfortunately no draw-

ings of these structural remains are now available. They prove, as

Cunningham remarks, that the Kankali Tila was the site of some import-

ant Jaina building which existed during the rule of die Iudo-Scythians.

The twelve inscriptions discussed by him range in date from the year ">

in the reign of Kanishka to the year OS in that of Vfisudeva. To these is

to be added an inscription of the year 39 in Huvishka's reign in-

scribed on an elephant capital which Cunningham discovered in a garden

near the Kankali Tila and which has since disappeared. That the Jain

establishment, which once occupied this site, existed down to the Muham-

madan period, is proved by inscribed Jiua images dated in the 12th

century of the Vikrama era f

In the space between the Kankali Tila and the Katra, stands a temple

dedicated to Siva under the name of Bhutesar (Sanskrit L'lifik&vn'a

* Growse, MaiAura 2nd ed. p. 100, gives a list of eight sculptures discovered in

the Kankali Tila, some of which are now in the Museum. The northern portion of the mound

was apparently examined by Mr. Growse in 1875.

t Growse, MaViura p. 119, mentions an image dated ta'itvat 1131 ; Fuhrer, JVitin

rial Museum Report 18S8-9 " four basements of Jina statues inscribe! sa,heat 1131" and iv

that for 1890-1 " two colossal images with the dates sa'uvit 103u( read 1038) and 1131 iount

in 1889 and another donative inscription dated saihcaC 10SQ." These three are in the Luck •

now Museum,
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"Lord of Demons"). At the back of this shrine there rises a high

mound of limited circumference. The large railing pillar (no. J, 1) in

the Mathura Museum once stood on the top of this mound and was

thence removed by Mr. Growse. It is carved with the nearly life-size

figure of a female paiasol-bearer. Over it is a bas-relief with a scene

presumably relating to -ome j<~it.'<.ka. The railing to which thi-; pillar, as

the mortices at the sides indicate, belonged, must have been one of

unusual size. Cunningham uoticed on it the symbol for 100 and in-

ferred from it that the railing consisted of no less than a hundred similar

poets.'
1

To the south of the Bhfitesar temple is a tank known as Balbha-

dar Kund. In the euulo-ing wall Growse noticed eleven cross-bars of a

railing, measuring 1' 3" in length and ornamented with a rosette, a lotus,

a winged monster and similar devices. Four were removed by Cun-

ningham, the others were left on the spot. From an adjoining well

was recovered a plain pillar measuring I' 7" in height by 11" in width and

carved with two rosette-. This is probably no. J, 3 of the Museum

c db'ctioii, though it should be noted that the height is in reality

ii' 2\".

An important discovery wa- made on the same site. Built into

the verandah of a native rest-house (dharms "tin or chan^iOl) were found

live well-preserved railing pillars, two of which are now in the Museum
(iios. -I, i ando). They are 4' S" high and 11" wide ; the front of each is

carved with a nearly nude female figure standing on a prostrate dwarf.

Ab'»ve is shown a balcony, over which two smaller figures are partly visi-

ble. The back of each pillar is carved with three bas-reliefs. In

one case (no. J, 4) the sceues evidently refer to the birth-story of

Visvantara (Visvi-'nt'ira-ja'aka), and in the other instance (no. J,5) to

that ff the tigress
(
Vy'iyliri-ji'itaka).

Not only do these five pillars belong to the same railing, hut the

one previously acquired by Colonel Stacy, which exhibits a similar type,

may safely be added to their number. Cunningham makes, moreover,

mention of two fragments which he assigns to the same monument. ' 5

Two of the five pillar- discovered in 1S71 were sent to Calcutta,

where they are now preserved in the Indian Museum together with

the one of Colonel Stacy. The remaining three specimens were intended
by Mr. frrn^se to be placed in his Museum

; but at present only two

* A a. K ,
Vol. 111. p. •_'], <ir<m -e, M.tthurr,, :jnl cd. p. 120. The numeral in question

31>]>eai f> to me to be 30,
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may be seen here. The third has reached the Lucknow Provincial

Museum, presumably vid Agra ami Allahabad.

It is much to be regretted that these pillars, winch originate from

one monument, have thus been injudiciously dispersed. The intention

evidently was to have specimens in variou- Museums. But it should

bo noticed that these pillars, though similar iu type, are by no means

identical. Only if placed side by side, as on the photograph pub-

lished by Dr. Burgess,* do they give us some idea of the effect they

produced in their original position. Besides, it is a fact not at once re-

cognised, that the bas-reliefs carved on the back relate to jntaka stories

divided in a series of scenes over different pillars. No. J, 4, for in-

stance, contains only one passage of the >tory of Visvantara. The

distribution of these pillars over various Museums is almost as bad as

the Indian practice of dividing a valuable manuscript among the heirs ot

its deceased owner.

Another important site explored by Cunningham in 1871 i- that

of Chaubara or Chauvaraj, consisting of a group of some twelve

mounds situated about a mile to the south-west of the Katra. Iu

1808, when the Sonkh road was laid through one of these mounda

(D), a gold reliquary had come to light. It was presented to Mr,

Growse and apparently remaiued in his possession. Cunningham

opened another of these mounds (A) and discovered iu its centre a steatite

relic casket, which is now in the Calcutta Museum. In mound B he

unearthed a Persepolitan capital (lit. 2'J formed by four recumbent

animals with human faces, curved- down horns and wings. This remark-

able sculpture is now preserved in the Calcutta Museum (M,14).J

A fourth mound (C) yielded a colossal head (lit. 14'') and the

right knee of a seated figure with the left foot on the calf of the leg.

Both fragments evidently belong to a Buddha statue of nearly double

life-size. Growse mentions that a knee of a colossal statue found by

Cunningham was placed in the Mathura Museum. Presumably it is the

one just referred to, and no. A, 24 of the collection. At the foot of the

same mound Cunningham found part of a seated image with the left

hand resting on the left knee. The missing right hand must have

* Ancient Monument i, plutos 58-59.

t According to Otrowsc [Malhtf't p. 122) Hie site is name! after i rest-bouse (;ha>ir'<,-«J

which once *tooil on this spot.

% A. S. R,, Vol. HI, p. 13, plate III, Anderson, Catalogue, part T, p. 180.
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been raised towards the shoulder in the attitude of protection (abhaya-

hiudra.)

Subsequently to Cunuingkam's visit Growse explored one of the Chau-

barii mounds, apparently the same which had yielded the steatite relic

vase. His researches resulted in the discovery of a colossal head

''of very Egyptian cast of features," with a rouud hole in its forehead,

probably meant to contain a precious stone as indication of the urna.

It must be no. A, 27 of the Museum. He also acquired the lower portion

of a large-size seated Buddha (Lucknow Museum no. B, 2) with an in-

scription dated in the year 33 and in Huvishka's reign, several pillars

and cross-bars of railings and "a great number of small fragments of

male and female figures, animals, grotesques and decorative patterns."

Sculpture no. J, 7 in the Matkura Museum was also found on this occasion
;

the description of it given by Growse is somewhat misleading. Another

sculpture he describes as representing "a capacious throne resembling

a garden chair of rustic wood-svork, with a foot-stool in front of it

and some drapery spread over the seat, on which is placed a relic casket.

In the background are two figures leaning over the high back of the

chair. "*

Some twenty paces from the base of the mound in which these dis-

coveries had been made, Growse came upon a pavement with three large,

square, graduated pedestals, of which apparently two were in situ. He
surmises that the Persepolitan capital, found by Cunningham, formed

part of a pillar to which one of these pedestals belonged. They were

placed in the local ivLuseutn.f Oa tho margin of an ancient tank

adjoining the mound, Growse found a stone fragment inscribed with

three letters in ancient Brahml, which he read : Ddaam chha.

Besides the main sites mentioned above, Growse speaks of several

extensive mounds, in nearly all of which he made some trial excavation,

In one of them, situated between the Cuaubiira mounds and the Kankuii

Tllfi, he discovered a few arabesque fragments, and, at a depth of six

feet below the surface, a small pediment containing in a niche, flanked

by fabulous monsters and surmounted by the mystic wheel, a figure of

Buddha, canopied by a many-headed serpent and seated on a lion

throne." It must be identical with our no. B, 26; but it should be

noted that the central figure is not a Buddha, but a Tirthamkara.

* MalliurCi, 2nd ed. p. 114and /. A. S. B. Vol. XLVII p. 119, plate XX. Tne fragment
is no longer traceable. It ia also shown on no. 841 of the photographic negatives of the
Indian Museum (Dr. Bloch's List, \>. 35).

f They may perhaps be identified with nos. B, 33 and 3-i.
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A mouud near the boundary pillar of Mathurii, Mahull and Pall-

kherii, due south of the Kankiill Tiki and east of the Girdharpur mouud

produced " a straDge squat figure of a dwarf, 3' 9" high and 2' broad,"

which may safely be identified with no. (J, 3 of the Mathurii Museum.

(Cf. pi. XIV).
In another mound just outside the Pali-khera village an important

find was made by Growse in the cold weather of 1S73-4. It is the

so-called Bacchanalian group, one of the most remarkable sculptures

in the Mathurii Museum (no. C, 2). It may be compared with Colonel

Stacy's "Silenus" in the Calcutta Museum, but as the latter is smaller

in size (ht. 3' S"), there is no reason to assume that the two sculptures are

counterparts and belonged to the same monument. (Cf. pi. XIII).

Ia the same mound Growse discovered in situ " three bell-shaped

bases of large columns at 13 feet distance from one another, at the three

corners of a square." This would seem to indicate that the Pfdl-kherii

mound marks the site of a temple. Ia the space between the pillar-

bases were found " some small figures of baked clay, glazed, of a bluish

colour, similar in character to the toys still sold at Hindu fairs; also a

few small fragments of carved stone and some corroded pieces of metal

bangles." These objects do not seem to have been preserved. The

pillar-bases are still on the spot where Growse discovered them.

Ia addition to the antiquities obtained in the course of his explora-

tions, Mr. Growse rescued for the Museum some sculptures and inscrip-

tions, which had been found accidentally and were being misused.

The base of a large-seated statue (no. B, 29 of the Mathurii Museum),

bearing an inscription dated ia the year 50 and in Huvishka's reign,

he found set up by a subordinate in the Public Works department to

protect a culvert on the high road through cantonments. An inscribed

pillar base (no. P, 22) had been plastered and whitewashed and embedded

in one of the side pillars of the Tehsil Gateway.*

Finally, I may mention the figure of the Ntiga (no. C, 15) which

Growse obtained from the village of Kukargama in the Sa'dabiid pa,'-

cjana of the Mathurii district.f

Cunningham's last visit to Mathurii in March 1SS2 had as chief object

the inspection of the newly-established Museum.

t

•Growse, Mathura 2nd ed. p. 154, 3rd ed. p. 105 and 2nd Ant. Vol. VI, p. 217.

Growse. Mathurd p. 169 and J. A. S. B. Vol. XhlV (1875), part I, p. 214 fj plate

XIV. Ttie identiBcation of this sculpture with Balaraina, proposed by Growse, cannot bo

maintained.

\A. S. U., Vol. XVII, p. 107 ff. plates XXX aud XXXI and Vol. XX p. 30 ff.
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In the court-yard ho f/Und. a-i already ~t:it< •<! , tw> nty-st-vi'ii Iki*os of

Indo-Soy thian pillar.- and inside three ruoie, making in all thirty bases

which are still iu the Museum (nos. P, 20—53). In his repon he dis-

cusses the inscriptions found on some of these bases and three other

epigraphs.

On the occa-ion of this visit, Cunningham discovered the curious

sculpture of ' Herakle- strangling the Nemaean lion" (ht. 2' 5") which he

presented to the Calcutta Museum in October of the same year.*

In examining the site of the old fort on the bank of the Jamua above

Sit alii Ghatl, he noticed '' a broken Jaina figure, naked, with an Indo-

Seythian inscription, dated in the year 57 both in words and figures,
1 '

which Mr. Grow*e placed in the local Museum (no. B, 15).

f

To the north-west of the Sit alii Gliati site there is another mound
named after the Arjunpura Mahalla. Cunningham noticed here numerous

fragment- of sculptures and large-sized bricks (18" by 10" by 2i"). The
antiquity of this -ite is indicated by the discovery of a railing(?) pillar

dwo rated with lotus-flowers :md inscribed with an inscription in three

linos in Brahml character of the Maurya period which Cunningham read:

Amogharal'litaiji' d>~',vim. The original is no longer traceable. It

will be noticed that no other inscription of so early a date has yet been

discovered at Mathura, except the Parkham image. "Whenever excava-

tions are resumed, the Arjunpura site would deserve full exploration.

In Rfml-kT-mandi, north of Arjunpura, Cunningham obtained an

inscribed Jina pedestal which had been found in a well fifteen years

before. It is dated in the year 02, in the 3rd month of summer, the uth

day. The stone was -ent to the Calcutta Museum. Tt is the sculpture

marked M, 12 in that collection, which i< described as " a pedestal of a

statue in red speckled sand-tone with an inscription in four lines
; the feet

ot the statue alone remaining, size 17''Xt3"x4". It was presented by

the Archaeological Survey of India iu December 1SS2."J

The last archaeological explorations at Mathura were those carried out

by Dr. A. Tiihrer, in the three season- 1888—01, at the KankaTt Tllii and

in February-March 1896, on the Katra -ite. On these important excava-

tions no other information is available than the brief notes contained in

Dr. Fi'threr's Annual Progress Report* and in the Museum Report* for

•Anderson, Catalogue, part I, p 100 no. M, 17.

fA. S. B. Vol. XX. p. 3C. Cf. Grow.se, lad. Ant. Vol. VI, p. 218.
{Anderson, Catalogue Part I, p. 1S5. J. A. S. S. (X. S.) Vol. V, no, 7, 1909, p. 239

no, III.
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those years.* In the Kankall Tlla were di -covered a brick sf.Hp i of 17'

in diameter an 1 two Jaina temples. Unfortunately, in proper drawings

of the-o monuments have been made, nod the few ph/tographs taken in

the coins" of the work fail to convey an idea of what they were like. At
present, no remnants of any building- are trace ible on the s;>ot.

Dr. Fuhrer's ex.uvatiuns were remark iMy fruitful in results, as

regards the acqui-ition of sculp. tires and in-eriptions. In the season

1S90-1 alone no less than 737 piece- of sculpture came to light.

All the fiuds were placed in the Lucknow Museum, which thus has

become the principal depository of Mathura -culptures. It appears

from the Museum Report that Dr. Fiihrer's explorations of the season

1SS9-90 were partly carried out at the expense of the Mathura Munici-

pality, hut the lotal Museum has not benefited by it. It is distinctly

stated that "all the newly unearthed treasures" were sent to Lucknow.

I may mention in passing that among the acquisitions of the Luck-

now Museum for the year 1S8S-9, f I find, besides numerous sculptures

from the Kankall Tlla " a collection of ornamental plinths, string-

courses, door-sill*, door-jambs, pillars and pilasters of the original

.temple of Kesava-deva, destroyed by Aurangzeb in A.D. 1(361, exca-

vated from the Katra, mound, " and five large columns, beautifully

carved and inscribed s.imua 1' 1 220 (real 1227), from the Assi Khambha
temple at Mahaban. " It is much to b3 regretted that, in disposing of these

antiquities, so intimately connected with the hi->tory of Mathura, the

claims of the local Museum were so entirely overlooked.

O i account of their exceptional interest, I quote the following

.pa-sage in full from Dr. Fiihrer's Progress Report J regarding his

last explorations of 1S90 on the Katra site.

' ; During the months of February and March 139(3, I was enabled to

resume the explorations at Mathura, which in 1SS9—91 had yielded

the -pleudid collection of important Jmna sculptures and inscriptions,

on which a detailed mo lograph, illustrated by 103 plates, is now in

the Press. With the sanction of the Local Government, Rs. 3S0

were spent partly on 'prospecting operations' in the largo Katra

* The passages regarding the Kinkilli Tlla f.o n the ilase i,a Reports will bo foanrtiu

V. A. Smith, The Jain Slvpa of ilathuro pp, 2—4.

t Minutes of the Managing Comuii ttec, Provincial Museum, Lucknow, tSSS-0, p t
>.

130-137, 1SSO-00, pp. 102-103 anil pp. 232-233.

t Annual Progress Heport of the Archaeological Survey, Circle Korth-TTeilern

Provinces and Oud!>,for the year ending 30th June 1000, pp. 1-2.
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mound, which is believed to conceal the ruins of Kesava Deva ?
s ancient

temple, destroyed by Aurangzeb in A.D. 1G69, and partly on diggings in

some unexplored portions of the Kan kali Tila, which mound in foimer

years had furnished numerous Jaina sculpture; and epigraph ical docu-

ments. "

" The Katni is an oblong brick enclosure, built like a sarai, measuring

404 feet in length and G53 feet in breadth. In its centre is a raided

terrace, 72 feet long and S6 feet broad, upon which stands Aurangzeb's

M sjid, occupying its entire length, but only GO feat of its breadth;

about 5 feet lower is another terrace, measuring 2S6 feet by 2fiS, into

the pavement of which are let some short votive Sanskrit inscriptions,

dated Saihvat 1713 and 1720, corresponding to A. D. 1G56 and 1G63.

At the back of the Ma^jid, and running at right angles to it for a

distance of about 1G3 feet, may be traced the plinth of some old

brick sub-structure, which, according to the popular belief, marks the

ground floor of the sanctum of the once famous and imposing temple

of Kesava visited and described by the French travellers Ta vernier

(1650) and Bernier (1663). About 50 paces to the north west of this

plinth I dug a trial trench, SO fee: long, 20 feet broad and 25 feet deep,

in the hope of exposing the foundations and some of the sculptures of this

ancient Kesava temple. However, none of the hoped for Brahrnanioal

sculptures and inscriptions were discovered, but only fragments belonging

to an ancient Buddhist stupa. At a depth of 20 feet I came across a por-

tion of the circular procession-path leading round this stupa. On the

pavement, composed of large red sandstone slabs, a short dedicatory

inscription was discovered, according to which this stupa was repaired

in samvat 76 by the Ku&hana King Va.-ushka
;
unfortunately, I was

unable to continue the work and lay bare the whole procession-path,

as the walls of the brick sub-structure, adjoining the Masjid, are built

right across the middle of this stupa, "

Thus the Mathura explorations ended in 1S9G on the same spot,

the Katra site, where thsy had been begun in 1853. The rosults obtained

in the course of these forty-four years' research have been very consi-

derable. An imposing series of epigraphical records of great pnlaeogra-

phical, linguistic and historical intere3t has come to light. In them

we can follow the transition of the script of Asoka's edicts to that of the

imperial Guptas, which has finally developed into the alphabets of

modern India. In these inscriptions we see the ancient Prakrits gradu-

ally superseded by Sanskrit, which henceforward becomes the sole
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language used in epigraphical documents. The Mathura inscriptions have

supplied dates for the great Kushana rulers of India, and thus enabled

us to fix their order of sueees-ion and the approximate duration of their

reigns. When once the difficult problem of the era used in these epi-

graphs has been definitely solved, they will form the basis for the chro-

nology of the Indo-Seythian period. The past explorations have further

revealed the existence of a Mathura school of sculpture which flourished

in the Kushana period.

The importance of this Mathura school in the history of Indian art as

a link between old-Indian and Mediaeval sculpture and its close affinity

with the Graeco-Buddhist school of Gandluira will be treated in a follow-

ing chapter.

III.—The Monument* of Ancient Mathura.

When about A.D. 400 the Chinese pilgrim Fa-hien travelled through

the country of Mathura, he counted no less than twenty Buddhist monas-

teries which stood on both banks of the Jamna and contained some three

thousand monks. Hiuen Tsiang, who visited Mathura in the first half of

the 7th century, found the same number of monasteries, but estimates

that of the residing priests at only two thousand. He mentions, besides,

five Brahmanical or Deva temples. When the Chinese pilgrims speak of

monasteries, the word is not to be taken in the sense of a single dwelling-

house for monks or nuns. It means a monastic establishment, consisting

of a group of sacred buildings including convents, temples and stupas.

The scattered and mutilated remnants of these Buddhist sanctuaries,

now preserved in the Mathura Museum, still convey some faint idea of

their former splendour. They call to our imagination monuments of im-

posing dimensions, covered with ornamental carvings and possessing

numerous statues, some of gigantic size. It i3 less easy to form a more

exact idea of the appearance of those buildings, of the plans on which

they were designed and of their architectural features. The broken bas-

reliefs and headless images leave no doubt that they met with a violent

end at the hands of some enemy of the Buddhist faith. Who this enemy

was, it is difficult to decide. The destruction of these buildings probably

happened many centuries before the Muhammadans made their appear-

ance in India. For the latest Buddhist inscriptions hitherto found at

Mathura belong to the Gupta period. There would, therefore, be

reason to assume that the Huns are responsible for the ruin of the Buddhist

monuments of Mathura. We know from Hiuen Tsiang that their king
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Mihir Gul or Mihiragula (e. A. 1). !7.3) was a bitter enemy of the

Buddhist-, an 1 ' issued an edict to destroy all the prie-ls through th : five

Indie-, to overthrow the law of Buddha, and leave nothing remaining."

This assumption, however, seem- ineomp itible with the exi-tence of

twenty monasteries and the flourishing state of B iddhi-ru at M ithura at

the time of the pilgrim's visit.

However, it is certain that at the tim? when the reimant- of the-e

monasteries were excavate 1, hardly any wall- we.e found standing, so

that Growse even double 1 whether on the site of the Kaiikali Tlla there

had ever exi-tad a building at all and whether perhaps the mass of

images found on the -pot had heen coll" j to 1 f' om somewhere else.* It is,

however, not very difficult to account for the complete disappearance

of structural remain-. The wall- were built of brick-, and these have

heen gradually dug up and used as materials for later building-. Th i 3 is

the common fate of ancient monuments which, like those of ilathuivi,

are situated in the neighbourhood of a large town. I must, however, add

that Dr. Fiihrer, in the course of his siib-equent excavations, did find

distinct remains of building-;. It can hardly be doubted that, if explora-

tions at the various ancient sites round the city had been earrie 1 on

more systematically, and if the re;ults hvl been published iu detailed

and illustrated accounts, our knowle Ige of the architecture of ancient

Mathura would have been much greater than it is now.

As it is, we have largdy to depen 1 oa the evida.ioj of t'n sculptures

themselves and on. the testimony of Bu Idhist monuments elsewhere. We
know that three clas-e- of su;h mo mime its existel in India : the sti'ipa,

the temple and the convent. The 1 ist-riientioned class can be -afely left

out of discussion, as the convent, used as a dwelling-plice for thj m;mk-i

,

was usually not of a highly decorative character, though it oft'Ui, if not

always, comprised a chape) with an image of Buddha.

The Buddhist convent assumed the shape of a .-quare block formed by

four row- of cells built along the sides of an inner courtyard. It had

indeed the same type as the sar~ol of mo!e;n India, with this difference

that the larger convents consisted of several storey3. Along the inner

courtyard there was usually a verandah supported oa pillars. It is not

impossible that the pillar-bases, thirty-four of which are preserved in

the Mu-eum (nos. P, 20-53), belong to such a building. From an inscrip-

tion on one of them, now in Calcutta, it appears that it belonged to the

vih'tra of the Maharaja Huvishka, which oucn st io 1 on the site of the

• Growse, 3Jiilhuru, p. US,
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Magistrate's court-house. The word v ;hnra. however, means both a

monastery and a temple, so that the inscription affords no certainty

regarding the [oiut under rli-cussion.

It is very probable that highly ornamental pillars and pilasters,

like nos. P, 54 and 5.5, forme 1 part of a temple, and that the two carved

stone-, nos. P, 1 and 2, al-o belongtd to such a building. But regarding

the temple architecture of that period little is known. On the

fragment of a railiug pillar (no. J, 21) we find a building which seems

to represent a temple. It has a high conical roof which apparently

is provide 1 with several cornices. The lowermost cornice rests on

four pillars or pilasters. Between the two inner pillars is an arched

tloorwav and at e tich side a square window. The building is unfor-

tunately shown on so small a scale that it is impossible to judge of the

details, and the carving is, moreover, much defaced. Its spire looks very

similar to that of the temple of Bhitargaon (Cawnpore district), which is

the oldest brick temple existing in this province. (PI. II and III a.)

We are better informed about the third and most important cla-s

of Buddhist monuments—tie stiipa or tope*. Stfipas are solid struc-

tures of brick or stone, often of enormous size, coQsisthg of a basement

of one or more square terraces fmedhi) approached by a flight of

stairs (sopiina), a circular drum and dome lanJuJ and a cube

(linrmtka)-f surmounred by a range of parasols (chb'HrCivall.) These

para-ols (chhattra) were attached to a metal mast (yskfi) on the top

of which a "rain vase" (v.irsha-sthdlaj was placed. In the oldest

stt/pas there is no drum; the dome stands immediately on a circular

base. In the latter example?, this base has, as it were, become a

drum, and the whole structure is raised on a square plinth, sometimes

consisting of several terraces. The dome at the same time becomes

more elevated and the whole structure assumes the character of a

"tower," the name by which stnp is are usually designated by the

Chinese pilgrims. They are in the first instance raised to contain

relics of Buddha himself and of his chief disciples. Next they were

built to commemorate some important event in his life or in one of his

previous existences. Finally stupas were erected merely for the sake

of merit and specimens of miniature size were given as votive offerings.

* Cf. I oucher, L'art grecu-louddhique du Gandhara,\o\ I, pp. 45—98. Ferguieon,

History of Indian and Eastern Archilicture (London 1899) chapter III, pp 57—104.

t For this incmler we use tlia Burmese term liti.
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The Matbura Museum possesses a specimen of such a votive stvpa

(no. N, l;pl. IV) inscribed with a dedicatory inscription. It will convey

some idea of the shape and decoration of the monumental stupa of

the period. It should, however, be remarked that this stupa model

is not complete, as both the lowermost and uppermost members are

missing. It consists merely of a drum and a dome. On the top of

this dome we still find the mortice which was meant to receive the

tenon of the hti and the bottom of the stone has a flange showing that

it fitted on to a basement. The remaining portion, however, is suffi-

cient to show that this stupa belongs to the later type ; and this is of

special interest, a-<, on account of the inscription, we may assign it to

the flourishing period of Mathurii architecture—that of the Kusbanas.

The shape of the Idi placed on the top of the stupa dome can be

best seen from no. 1, 9—the upper portion of a bas-relief on which

evidently two* Kfigas were shown worshipping a stupa. Complete

stupa* may also be seen on the reverse of some railing pillars, such

as nos. J, 10 and 11 (pi. XXIII.)

The Museum possesses two fragments of large stone parasols (nos.

it, 10 and 11), carved with concentric decorative borders. These may

have belonged to the pinnacles of si upas ; but it isal»o possible that they

were placed over statue3 of colossal size. That this was the custom is evi-

dent from the two inscribed Bodhisattva statues which have been found at

SahC'th (Bahraioh district) and at Sarnath near Benare-;. The inscriptions,

the latter dated in the I5rd year of Maharaja Kanishka, state de6nitely

that these images were dedicated together with parasols; and at Sarnath

a carved parasol with in-cribed post was found near the image.

One of the most interesting objects in the Museum is no. N, 2—the

drum of a miniature diepa from Dhruva Tlla*. It will be seen that it is

carved with eight scone- uf Buddha'-, life. Thus it helps us to under-

stand how fragments like no. II, 7, which exhibit similar scenes, were used

to decorate sj»/x<s of larger size. But as these fragments are not curved

but straight, they inu-t have belonged to the square basement and

not to the drum of some small-sized stupa. The bracketed cornice of

this stupa drum (no. N. 2) deserves also notice not only on account of its

debased classical style, but also because it explains the use of fragments

like nos. N, 4—6.

* Cf. V. A. Smith, Jain Stupa pUtes CV—CVII, and my No(e$ de sculpture

bonddhique, B.E.F.S.O. Vol. VIII (1903) pp. 492-500.
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There is one decorative detail in the votive stitpa (no. N, 1)

which deserves special mention. It will be seen that the top of its drum
is decorated with a garland carried by little figures. The same device

we find on the bas-reliefs uos. I, 2—6, and there is, therefore, reason

to assume that these sto les once formed part of the facing of a stitpa.

It will, however, be noticed that they cannot have belonged tj the

drum, but adorned some flat surface. The special interest of these

garland-carrying figures in the history of Buddhist art will be printed

out in the next chapter.

It is well known that the famous stUpas of Barah.it (Bharhut),

Sauchi and Amaravatl were enclosed within stone railings of a highly

ornamental character. The procession-path thus formed round the stupa

was approached through four gateways (torani), facing the four cardi-

nal points s.nd adorned with profuse carvings. Railing-; and gateways

of the same type existed rouud the stapas of ancient Matimra. On a

so-called tablet of homage (iiyiig ipat'i)* which was recovered near the

Holi Gate (no. Q, 2; pi. V.), we fiud the complete representation of a stup:i

with the staircase leading up to the terrace which is surrounded by a

railing. At the top of the flight of steps we notice the gateway with its three

architraves, similar in shape to those of Barahat and Sanchi. This alone

would suffice to show that the gateways of the Mathura stupas were

derived from such old-Indian examples. I must remark here that the

tablet of homage just mentioned is not Buddhist but Jain, as appears

from its inscription. But this is immaterial for our present purpose.

The Buddhist and Jain stupas were similar iu appearance, so that accord-

ing to a curious legend preserved in a Chinese text f even the great

Indo-Scythian King Kanishka, who was a fervent Buddhist, could mis-

take the one" for the other.

The type of a so-called Buddhist railing^ can be best seen on the

fragment no.' I, 32 where we distinguish three elements; first, the pillar

(Sanskrit stambha) decorated with a human figure
;
second, the coping-

stone, and, third, the cross-bar or transom (Sanskrit suchi). Detached

specimens of these three members of a Buddhist railing, varying in size

• V.A. Smith, The Jain Stiipa of Jlathurd, plite CI II. Cf. also Plato XII, which

shows a similar tablet' of which the upper portion is missing. It ia now in the Lucknow

Museu in.

f Ind.]Ant. Vol. XXXII (1003) p. 385.

I On the Mathura .railings cf. Cunningham, A. S.E. Vol. Ill, pp. 23—25. The Sanu-

krit-raH term for a railing appears to be vtdi, vediJca cf. A. S. E. Vol. Ill, p. 36, no. 21,

plate XVI and Mahdvanso (ed. tumour) p. 228.
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and ornament, have been found in great numbers on the ancient sites

of Mathura. Xo=. K, 1

—

C> of the Museum ollection are portions of

coping stones. The carving on no. K, 1-2 is similar to that on the frag-

ment no. I, 32. The cross-La is arc usually decorated on b th sides with

a medallion.* "In the ornamentation of rhe Lo-ses or medallion-," Cun-

ningham say-, " the chjice of su
l

'je:ts seem- to have been left entirely to

the artist. Here, accordingly, we seo him di-play his taste in the variety

of his flower?, or letting his fancy revel almost wildly in the creation of

fabulous animals. We see fish-tailed lions, both with and without wings ; a

crocodile or rflagir, and an alligator or gariO.l, each with only two feet."

Of greater interest are the railing-pillar?'}, of which the Museum posses-

ses a representative number, varyi ug in size from the large pillar no. J,

1 (ht. G' 8|"j which once stood in front of the Bhutesar temple, to the minia-

ture specimen no. J, 15 (ht. 2' Si"). First of all we notice thatall these pillars

are provided with a tenon at the top which fitted in the coping-stone, and

with three mortices on each side to receive the cross-bars. It i- noteworthy

that, whatever the size of the pillar may be, the number of cross-bars is

invariably three. The- railing pillars are all carved on two sides except

only nos. J, 1-3.

On one side, we usually find a nude female figure, standing on a pros-

trate [Jwarf, either under a tree, of which she clasps a branch, or under a

balcony, over which one or two smaller figures are partly visible. These

female pillar figure-, which are typical of Mathura sculpture, have

sometimes been identified with Maya standing under the sCd tree,

but are mostly designated as dancing-girls. The prostrate dwarfs, how-

ever, on which they are commonly placed, do not admit of either interpre-

tation. On the railing pUlars. of the Barahat stupz, we find figures

standing on animals in the same position, and these are marked by

in scriptious as semi-divine beings.

There is, to my mind, little doubt that the Mathura pillar figures,

which are derived from old-Indian examples, have the same meaning and

represent fairies or nymphs (Yaluh't), which were supposed to guard the

sacred monument round which they were arrayed. The lascivious atti-

tude of .several of these figures, does not militate against this interpreta-

tion. On the other hand, it should be noted that in some ca=es they are

armed (no. J, G3), and assume the distinct character of guardians They

• Cf. V. A. Smith, op. cit. plates LXV-LXXVI for crosa-bais, and plates LXXVII-

LXXXIV for coping-stones.

f Cf. V. A. Smith, op. cit. plates LII-LXIV.
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evidently occupy tlie same function a- ihsdoor-keeperg (Sanskrit dvuropOla)

of the Brahmanical temples unci of the Rakshasas placed at the entrance

of Javanese shrines.

The female figures just described, are by far the most common on the

railing-pillars of Mathura. We find, however, sometimes male figures.

It is interesting that some of these wear Scythian dres-—a conical cap, a

long co.tt, trousers and heavy boots—exactly as it is found on the coins of

the Knshana kings. Apart from epigraphical evidence, these figure?

puiut to the Indo-Scythian period as the flourishing time of Mathurft

sculpture. In other railing figures we recognise Bodhisattvas (pi. III).

lite reverse of the Mathura railing-pillars, is carved in two different

way-. The older method followed on the railings of Bariihat is to decc-

i-ite them with medallions containing a conventional flower, a sacred sym-

bol or a phautastical animal. But on same of the Mathura pillars, for

in-tance those from the Bhutesar site, we find the reverse divided in three

panels -.daeedone over iiie other, and carved with various scenes. Some-

times the-e scenes seem merely to represent devotions! subject?, such as

the worship of a *t«pa or sacred tree. But in other cases they refer to some

We have noticed that one of the Bhutesar pillars (no. J, 4) conliiim

three scenes of the Visvont ira-jCituka, in which the future Buddha in

his existence as prince Visvantara performs the extraordinary act of giving

away his own children in charity.

The other Bhutesar railing-pillar in the Museum (no. J, o) contains

three scenes which seem to refer to the jO.to.ka in which the Bodhisattva

gave his own body to feed a hungry tigress. On a fragment of a railing-

pillar of unknown origin (no. J, 36) we find the concluding scene of the

jataka of the loquacious tortoise, and on another fragment (no. J, 41)

there are two monkeys pouring out water over the head uf an owl, which

must refer to the jOlaka of the owl (Ul'ika-jotaka).j

I may mention here that on the large railing-pillar (no. J, 1) there is

a curious bas-relief, which apparently also represents a jataka in which

two monkeys, an ogre and an owl are the actors, but which has not yet

been identified. On the large pillar no. J, 2 also, we find a medallion

*A jutah.1 or " birth-sloi'y'' is a story relating to some provinus existence of the Buddha.

They form a special section of the Pali canon and have a'ao been preserved in a Sanskrit

collection known as JCdaJcamdlci,

t Cf, A. S. B. for 190G-7, pp. 153-157 pi. LI and 2. E. T. E. 0. Vol. Till (IOCS) pp.

52S--530.



whicb possibly ixier- to some biith-story. It i- noteworthy that in both

cast- the y'tub.'. scene i- eaived nut ou the back ol* the po-t, Uu uvei the

pillar lignrc.

There remai; « one point to be mentioned with :et;.ird to ti„ dteoia-

tioc of a Ji:;i.illii>t u'ra. The Mu-eum contains scwrul -j.r-c.:. •„ >j- of

lion figures -oui.-n O). raosl of w hi. h consist only ot the ir.nii
:

-on or

the animal. In the Trai^-Iuuii- eoimiry— tiie ancient Ganli u;;a— ueii

half ei,gaged lions weie tued tu decorate the base tr. "lit- otVfvus widen t'.ey

were supposed to support. Y.'e nr..;y '-r-ume tliat ... Mad.ma thev eive : the

same purpose. ' Le lion
,;

says M, roachcr*," bien qu ' ii aoheve settle-

ment do s'eteindre dans ITndc a etc hvnte clans un Sivle asscz convon-

tionnei, et »a criuiexe »oigaai$eiaent peiguee on bouc'.ee se -etn des modes

d'As-yrie, Le pin- s«,uvt«t, il oruo le? coins <hs ba-os (a dOfaut de

balu-trades) clcs st'pa en attendant qifii -upporto le trone (shhk'i&fim)

du Bieahctircux. Que son avaut-traiu seulemen t s;'u dogate de la pierre,

eomme sur les exemplus tie Saughao (Pe ;havar; et deMathura, ouqu'il soit

eonipletement detachecurame a Amat\hati. le mouvement in.kque d'hal i-

tude qu'il est nssisi sur hi partes de derriere, exactcment tol qu'il se diesse,

langue pendaute, an liaut de 1'uu des piliers d'As jka. '' It deserves notii e

that the Museum contains lion figures of the two kinds described by M.
Foucher—viz, hail-engage 1 ami detached. In this re<peo: alio Mathurii

forms a link between Gandhara and Amaravati.

The names of only a very few of the ancient monuments of Mathura

have been preserved in inscriptions. We have already noticed that on the

site of the Magistrate's eourt-hoti-e, there once stood a Buddhist Convent

founded by the Indo-Scythiau king Huvi-hka and evidently named after

him. The sculptural temains found on the spot still attest its royal magni-

ficence. It is curious that side by ride with this sanctuary there existed

once a shrine dedicated to the Xiiga king Dadkikarna. .-\t. other impor-

tant Buddhist establishment occupied the site of Aurangzeb'-^ mosque. It

must have comprised several edifices including a fane of the name of

Yt.§a-vihara and a ^tupa restored by a king V:"su-hha. The mound- on

the bank of the Jamna to the south of the modern city, -ecm to mark the

&pot of a third group of Buddhist buildings, which existed in the days of

the Satraps, and comprised a sanctuary of the name of Guha-vihara and a

stupa founded by the Chief Queen of the Great Satrap Rajttla.t

«A. Fouchfi, L'ari (jrlcQ-louddlu^nC d» GandMra, p. 210, f fi-.oJ,

t Ep. Ind, Vol, IX pp. 141 and 140.
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The Chaub'tra mound* are undoubtedly the remnant-; of Buddhist

stup'i? and thus represent a fourth group. An inscription found here

mentions a locality Madhuravanuka.*

Tbe Jain community of ancient Mathura had its main sanctuary on

l ; i e e ite of tiie Kankfdl Til.l. In r lie days of ihe Kit-liana rulers there

existel liera a ni .muniem oallo.1 in au iusjription :
- tin Vodc < St'^y,

built by the gods." From this we may infer that even at that time its

origin wa-s lo-t in obscurity. From other insrriptions we know that the

great Jain establishment of the Kankull Tila existed till thj time ._,f the

Muhainmadau conquest, when all Bit limit monuments of Mathura had

long since fallen into ruin-.

Tuns we can still imagine the ancient city of Mathura. a- it revealed

it-elf to the wondering eyes of the pilgrim-, with the glittering domes of

its 8i~'px8—enclosed by elaborate railings an 1 surmounted by rows of

parasol-, with the dazzling splendo ir of its temple-, i:i which gigantic

Build has silently received the homage of the faithful, and with its ma--

sive convents thrmged by hundreds of yellow-robed monks.

'V.—The Mathura School of Sculpture.
'"

The vast umjunt of sculptural lemaius discovered at Mathura would

suffice to -how the importance of this pla:o in the hi-tory of Indian art.

One of the very few statues in the whole of India which can be assigned to

the Maurya period is {Le colos-al image (no. C. 1; pi. XII) wlii.li once

stood at Farknaca, a village 1-i miles from Mathura on the road t> Agra.

That it belongs to so early a period is proved by it- inscripti :m written in the

character of the Asoka edicts. The Saka satraps win ruled in Mathura

in the first century B. C. were patrons of Buddhism aul Ea Idhist ait, as

app. vs Lorn the Khar,' \thi iuseripiK>.ii on tLa Kou-capi.ul. The great

flouri-hing podo.l of the Mathura -ehool of sculpture coincides with the

ivign of tbogr-.-at Indo-Seythiau rulers Kanidika. KavHhkaaml Ye.sudevu.

Tiie bulk -l the in-crip:ions found ou or in connection whit M.-.thurii

scidptu-os are written in Brahml character of the Kushana type, and

povc-r.il oi them are dated in the rc.'gu of one of those tiir-o kings. We
have seen that; the BuJd.ii-t uiona-tery whioa ouc° itoo.l on the -ite of the

Colbeior's e cart-house was founded by Iluvishka himself in the 17th

year of Kanishka's en. Bidlhi-t tralitioa pie'ures us K.mi-hka the

r:l,j. Vol. VIII. p. 182.

iC/. my paper The Mathura School of Sculpture in the An. it S-porl of tha

Acchar-ological Survey fjr 10C6-7, pp. 107— ISO.
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Kuskana as the greatest patron of the sacred law, next to ASoka. On

some of his gold coins we find the figure of Buddha with the legend

BocWo in Greek letters. This royal patronage explains the flourishing

state of Buddhist art under his own and his sneee-sor?' rule.

That the Mathura school still existed in the Gupta period is attested

bv several Buddha image-, with votive inscriptions iu the Gupta charac-

ter. One of tiieni is the beautiful Buddha statue, no. A,,j, of the Mathura

Mii-eum (pi. IX). A- appears from the character of the inscription, it be-

longs to the 5th century of our era. The Museum alst' contains the pedestal

of a Buddha image (no. A. -J 8) which has an inscription dated in the year

135 of the Gupta era, corresponding to A. D. 454-5. Both these inscrip-

tions were excavated from the Jamalpur mound, which once occupied the

site of the Collector's court. There is, therefore, reason to assume that they

belonged to the monastery founde 1 by Huvishka. Another inscribed

Buddha image, dated in the year 230 of the Gupta era or A. D. 5-19-50,

was discovered in 18(32 inside a well at the Katra. These and similar

images prove the existence of the school iu the days of Gupta rule. Cut

it-i production during this periol is small as compared with that of

Kushana times. After A. D. GOO the great activity of the Matnura

sculptors apparently ceased. Only a few inscriptions of a later date are

funnd, and these all occur on Jaina images (Of. nos. B, 22-24 of the

Mathurii Mu-eum.)

There is plenty of evidence that the Mathurii school greatly influenced

Buddhist art throughout the period of its existence. " Everywhere

in the North-West," Cunningham remarks, "I find that the old Bud-

dhist statues are made of the Sikri sandstone, from which it would

appear that Mathura mu-t have been the great manufactory for the

supply of Buddhist sculptures in Northern India." This observation

is fully confirmed by epigraphical records. The colossal Bodhisattva

statue erected at Benares in the third year of Kanishka's reign and the

nearly contemporaneous SravastI imago are not only carved in the

spotted red sandstone of the Mathura sculpture-:, but both were the gift

of the Buddhist friar Bala who, in all probability, was a lesident of

Mathura, as hi" name occurs also on an image found near that place.*

A third colossal Bodhisattva, discovered on tiie site of the Jetavana

(SravastI), bears an inscription which mentions Mathura, evidently as the

place of residence of the maker.

* He- TmJ. Vol, VIII, pp. 173-182.
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Cunningham* remarks that the earliest Buddha image found at

Bodh-Gaya is made of a sandstone resembling that of Matlmrft. Its

style is that of the Mathura school.

The famous Nirvana statue of Kada (Gorakhpur district), which may
be assigned to the fifth century, appears also to have been the work of a

Matuura sculptor Diuua by name. He is mentioned as the maker of an

inscribed Buddha statuette which I discovered in the winter of 1906-7

in the course of my Kadi excavations. This discovery led me to restore

his name also in the inscription on the Nirvana image.

f

A point of special interest, which from the beginning was noted by

students of Mathura sculptures, is the Greek or rather Helleni-tic

influence which several of them betray. The first piece discovered at

Mathura—the so-called " Silenus" iu the Calcutta Museum—was, at once,

describe 1 as "a relic of Grecian sculpture" and attributed to "an able

artist who could not possibly have been a native of Hindustan." Prinsep

speaks of it as " a piece of sculpture bearing reference to Greek mythology,

if not blasting as unequivocally of the beauty and perfection of Grecian

se u!piure It was, however, apparent that, though the sculpture in

question was classical in character, it did not reach even the lowest

standard of Greek or Hellenistic art. For this reason Growse rejected

Cunningham's theory of the existence of " a small bo.ly of Baolrian sculp-

tors who found employment among the wealthy Buddhists at Mathura,

as iu later days Europeans were employed un ler the M u glial emperors."

Iu this connection it is of interest to consider the relationship

between the Mathura sculptures and those of the Peshawar district (the

ancient Gandbara) which likewise betray classical influence. Oa this

point two widely different theories have been advanced. Mr. V. A.

Smith§ expressed the opinion that " the Mathura sculptures have very

little in common with those of Gandhara and seem to be tho work of a

different school." For this school ha proposes the term Iudo-Hellenic to

distinguish it from the Romano-Buddhist school of Gandhara to which he

assigns a later date.

The opposite view is that propounded by M. FouoherU, who ranks

first among the students of Buddhist sculpture. According to him, the

Mathura school, far from being a direct and earlier expression of Greek

* M-Jiabodhi, p. 53 f. pUto XXV. It is now in the Calcutta Museum,
t A. S. S. for t'JOu-7, pp. i0 f.

% J. A. S. B. Vol. V (LS36J pp. 5G7—370.
§ J. A. S. S. Vol. LVIII (1839) Part I, pp. 140 and 15(3.

U L'art greeo-louddhigue dn Qnndhdra, p. 222.
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influence, received its classical inspiration indirect through Gandhara.

The influence of the Gi'ieco-Buddhist school on all later Buddhist arr has

so clearly been shown in M. Fourier's standard- work that no doubt can

now subsist on this point. Mathura. owing to its geographical position

and—I raw add— to its political importance during tlu Ivusbaaa epoch, 'was

the fir-t to feel that influence. This explain- the mixed character of the

Mathura school in which we find, ou the one han I, a direct continuation

of the old-Indian art of Barahat and "vuithi and, on the other hand, tho

classical influence derived from Gandhara.

The nK'st important point in which the Mathura school differs from

the old-Indian school is the Buddha imago. During the Maurya period,

representations of Buddha, either as detached statues or in bas-reliefs, are

wholly unknown, In scenes de.Jing with episodes of his life, his presence

is indicated by some sacred symbol. Ac Mathura, ou the contrary,

images of Buddha are exceedingly numerous, and we find him figured both

in illustrative and decorative bas-reliefs. This innovation is, no doubt,

due to influence from the North- West ; for all evidence points to the

fact that the Buddha image is a creation of the Hellenistic sculptors of

Gandhara. This point I wish to discuss more fully in the next chapter.

Tho Mathura Museum pos-esses a number of sculptures with sjenes of

Buddha's life. Here Gandhara influence i» evident not only from the

occurrence of the Buddha figure, but al-o from the treatment of such

scenes. The episodes of Buddha's life are far less numerous and varied

than in Gnejo-Buddhist sculpture. Most frequent are the four main

events of his existence : his birth, enlightenment, first sermon and death.

These we find on the slab of the Uaj Ghat (
no

-
H, 1; pi. Via) and outhe

s(>~pa drum of the Dhruv Til« (no. 1\\ 2). The birth scono we find com-

bined with that of the first bath in which tho new-born Buddha (or better

Bodhi-uttva) is b.ing worshipped by the two Xaga kings, Nanda and

Upauanda, who ate shown emerging half-way from masonry wells. This

treatment seems to be peculiar to the Maduira school. It is true that on

Sarnath sculptures also the first bath is Usually shown together with the

birth. But there we see the two ISagas standing in the air and pouring

water over the head of the holy infant.

Besides the four main events of Buddha's life, there are four episodes

of secondary importance which form a favourite subject of Indian art.

These ate:—the descent from the Heaven of the thirty-three gods, the sub-

jugating of the elephant Xalagiri, the offering of honey by the monkey, and

the miracle of Sruyastl. On the t'J'im drum of Dhruv Tlla we find, be-
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side- the four main events, four scenes, which, however, only partly agree

with those four minor episodes. It would seem that at the time when the

Mathuia school flourished, the choice of the four minor scene- had not yet

been definitely fixed. It is stirpii-ing that representations of the offering

of the m onkey are wholly absent,, as this event, according to Hiuen Tsiang,

was beared not only at Vais'di but also r.t Mathuia.

On the btt'iAi drum of Dhruv Tl!a these two scenes are re-

placed by the offering of the four bowls by the Lokapalas and by In-

dra'a visit to Buddha in the Indrasaila Cave. Of tiiis last scene the

Museum pos-es-v- two very full reprc.-entations—one on the t'/rana

lintel no. M, 2, and another on the bas-relief no H, 11 (ph VIb). There

are certain details in the latter sculpture which leave no doubt that it is

an imitation of Grocco-Buddhist work. The peacock over the Buddha

figure and the two wild animals in their caves ate especially remarkable.

On the other hand it should be noticed that the Mathura school has

introduced a new element in this scene—Indra's elephaut Air "i vat a, which

is also found on the replica in the Calcutta Museum. This points again

to the truly Indian character of the Mathura school. A comparison of

the bas-reliefs in the Mathura Museum and the exquisite bas-relief of

Loriyan Tangai (-Swat) in the Calcutta collection will, notwithstanding

the points of similarity, serve to emphasise the wide gulf between the

Gaudhara and Mathura schools, as regards artistic merit. In Gaudhara

the classical influence is still onvijus in the harmonious arrangement of

the figures and in the variety of their attitude and expression. At Ma-

thura the figures are reduced to a few fixed types, and the !>a --reliefs re-

presenting scenes of Buddha's life, ber.r di-tinct evidence of being only

clumsy imitations of their Gandhiiran prototypes.

These points are also evident in the decorative elements which Ma-

thura borrowed from Gaudhara. Here 1 wi-h first of all to draw attention

to the friezes with garland-carrying figures of which the Museum possesses

several specimens (uos. I, 2-0j. These figures are ultimately derived from

tho garland-carrying Cupids which are found on the sarcophagi of Hel-

lenistic and Romau art. On tho Buddhist monuments of the North-West

they are extremely common. "They are represented," Grunwedel says,

" on string courses, plinths or friezes, as boyish figures carrying garlands or

playing between garlands. In the intervening portions lotus-flowers are

sometimes introduced, or the intervals are filled in with symbols, animal?

or birds."*

• Buddhist Art in ludta, p. 143,
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Grumvedel was the first to point out that the same device, in a modified

form, i- found on the rail coping of the Amarfivatl bt~>p't. Here '''the

boys at play have turned into men who, bearing huge snake-like bodies,

advance in studied and graceful attitudes.'' A CDunejting link between

Gandhara and Amaravati is supplied at Mathura, where we find the gar-

laud carriers in an intermediate sbige of their development —less classical

than in Gandhara and les- indianised than at Amaravati. It has been

noticed above that this device occurs not only in detached fragment? of

friezes of various sizes preserved in the Mathura Museum, Ijut also on the

miniature stupa (no. X, 1 ;
pi. IV). This proves that at Mathura -uch

friezes were indeed u-ed for xtiipt decoration in exactly tiie same

manner as in Gandhara.

Another curious instance in which influence of the Grccco-Euddhist

school of Gandhara is plaiuly vuible is no. I, 1 of the Mathura Museum.

Among Gaudhara sculptures we often inee; with senn-circuhir or curvili-

near pediments divided into various compartments by means of

concentric arches. The centre of each luuulate area thu- formed, is occupied

by a -eated Buddha or Bodaisat;va figure, by an alms-bjsvl or some other

objejt of worship, whilst on both side3 we find an equal number of

standing or kneeling figures of devotees. At the end of each group

of wor.-bippers there is usually a winged Triton, the coil of whose snake-

like body effectively fills the narrow end of the lunulate space.

If we compare our no. I, 1, it will be evident that it is derived from

such pediments, though its shape is ditfereut and it cannot have served

the same structural purpose. Each side is divided into three luuulate

spaces; in the centre we fin 1 Buddha and Bodhisattva figures, Buddha's

alnis-buwl and head-dre-s each approached on both sides by worshipping

figure-. But here the latter have became flying Devas of a thoroughly

Indian type, and at the end of eich group there is a yawning crocodile,

which has replaced the classical Triton. The spandiils are occupied by

conventionalised Garuda-. Here again we notice how the Mathura school,

in copying Gaudhara examples, has replaced many ola-sical elements by

typical Indian motives. With the bas-relief in question may al~o be com-

pared the remarkable sculpture excavated by Dr. Fiihrer from the Ivan-

kali Tila and discussed by Professor Buhlcr.* It evidently served the

same purpose, but is much more elaborately carved.

It is clear that in the instance ju-t quoted, there is no question of

direct Greek or even Hellenistic influence. The sculpture is thoroughly

* Ji£. Ind. Vol. II, p. Biy, also V. A. Smith, Jam tStupu, plates XIX and XX.
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Indian, both in its general conception and decorative details. But

the influence of the Grteco-BuddhUt school is unmistakeable. In other

instances Mathurii has preserved some of the classical elements which

characterise that fchool, but usually in :i more iudianised form, so

that without the connecting link in Gandhara, their true origin would be

hardly discernible. Tiiis applies also to the garland-carrying figures.

It is truj that. Mathura. ha? produce 1 a few sculptures, such as

the Bacchanalian group and the so-called Herakles, of a distinctly

classical parentage, though no immediate prototypes can be pointed out in

the North-West. It is, however, by no means improbable that some day

such prototypes will be found. Those few sculptures which have hitherto

received so much attention do not justify us in assuming a direjt Greek

or Hellenistic influence or even fie esi-tence of a body of Bactrian

sculptors in au3ieut Mathura, as Canuinglum suggestc !. It is not impos-

sible that the men who fashiouel tho?e so-called Grecian sculpture

had inherited their skill from some Greek or Bactrian ancestor. But

that they were European Greeks, nobody will assert who has onca set bis

eyes on a Greek sculpture.

A study of Mathura sculpture as a whole only confirms the fund-

amentally Indian character of this school which followed the traditions

set by the sculptors of Barfdiat, and Sanchi. At the same time it received

its inspiration partly from the North- \Ve<t, but here its activity resulted

in thoroughly iudianising the creations of Gandhara. Not only the stttpa

drum of Dbruv Til'i, the friezes of garland-carrying figures, but every

Buddha or Bodhisattva image which Mathura has produced, bears testi-

mony to this process.

Apart from the style of the sculptures, there is some more tangible

evidence of Gandhara influence having been at work in ancient MUhurii.

One sculpture has been found which is not only thoroughly Gandharian in

style, but which is made of the blue schist universally used for Gandhara

sculptures. It is the female statue discovered by Bhagvanlal Jndraji in

the Saptarshi mound and recently returned to Mathura. There can be

no doubt that this sculpture was made in Gandhara and was brought from

there to Mathura. We may perhaps connect it with the inscribed lion-

capital, which apparently was found on the same site, and dates back to

the time when Mathura was ruled by foreign satraps. The close relation-

ship between these satraps and those of Tnxiln must have favoured the

intercourse of artists from both places, and we may well assume that the

Gandhara figure just mentioned was sent to Mathura by order of the
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Court. Anyhow, it is evident that the sculptors of Mathurfi had actual

Gandhiira sculptures at hand, which they could imitate on the spat.

It is not a little curious that iu the beginning of Kanishka's reign we

find Mathura, in its turn, sending down images to the sacred sites of the

Gaiigetic Plains, thus setting examples to the sculptors of Benares and

Gaya.

V.—Iconography.*

The name Buddha was the title given to Siddhiirtha or Gautama,

the founder of the Buddhist religion. It is a Sanskrit word meaning

"awakened" or ''enlightened." Other titles of Gautama Buddha are

feukyamuni aud Hakyasimha, the Sage or the Lion of the Siikya

race." The Sakya? were a elan who were settled in the Nepal Tarai,

and Buddha's father was a Sakya chieftain, Suddhodana by name, whose

capital was Kapilavastu. It is related that his queen Maya gave birth to

the future Buddha iu the Lumbiul garden not far from Suddhodaua's

capital. The site of Buddha's Nativity is marked by an Asoka pillar

which was discovered by Dr. Fiihrer in 1896 near the village of Runi-

niindei in Nepal territory at a distance of 5 miles from the British

border. It can best be readied from Dulhii in the BastI district. From

the inscription on the pillar it is clear that as far back as B.O. 250—the

tradition of the Buddha's birth wa3 associated with this spot.

Gautama did uot really become ' ! Buddha" until the moment when

he attained enlightenment (Sanskrit Boihi) under the pi pal tree of

Bodb. Gaya. Up to that time the Buddhist texts designate him as Bodhi-

sattva, viz. a person predestined to become a Buddha. In the texts,

Buddha is described as a being of supernatural powers, to whom the gods

and demi-gods of ancient India were subject. He is called the Lord

(Bhagav'in), the Omniscient (Szrvaj'u,), the Supreme (Anuttard) and

the god of gods ( Dev'itidevci).^ Ho received the worship due to a deity,

and this explains the multitude of Buddha statues found all over India.

It must, however, be remembered that the first images of Buddha were

made several centuries after his death. In the monuments of the Maurya

period, as noted above, the Buddha is invariably represented by a sym-

bol. It is curious that in all probability the Buddha image origina-

ted with the Hellenistic sculptors of Gaudhara, the present Peshawar dis-

* Of.— Giiiaw del-Burgeaa, Buddhist Art in India (Iioudon 1901) pp. 158—177 aud

foucher, Etude sur I'iconograpMe botiddhique de I'Inde (Paris 1900) pp. 76— 95>

t Cf.—Kern, Manual of Indian B»ddhim (Stiassburg 18y6) p. 63.
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trict, who apparently, in fashioning bis face, took the Greek sun-god as an

example.

In any case, the Buddha type found in sculpture, is purely conven-

tional. It is, however, partly based on the Buddhist texts in attributing

to Buddha, the thirty-two bodily marks peculiar to a great man (Sanskrit

mahu-pnruska). To these belong the protuberance of the skull (Sanskrit

u*hn!sha)— apparently a kind of bump of intelligence—on the top of the

head, and the circular mark between the eye-brows (Sanskrit urnd)

which, at first sight, one might take for a fibl or sect-mark. The treat-

ment of the hair—arranged in schematic little curls t timed to the right - is

also in accordance with the characteristics of the mahu-purusha, though

it would have been more natural to represent Buddha with a shaven head

like a Buddhi-t monk. There are indeed Buddha images of the Knshana
period in which this is the case (nos. A, 1 and 4; pi. VII & XV a),

but from the Gupta period onwards we meet only with the curly-headed

Buddha. Among ihe peculiar marks of the Buddha, are also to be reckoned

the symbols of the wheel (Sanskrit chalirn) and of the three jewels

(Sanskrit triratva) visible in the palms and on the soles of the feet.

The dress of the Buddha is that of a Buddhist monk 1

*. It consists of

three pieces (Sanskrit tricfiivctra) : first, the lower garment (antoravu-

saka), something like a petticoat, hanging low down and bound to the loins

with a girdle
;
second, the upper g-M-meni(v/Aar"i^:inga), which covers the

breast and shoulders and reaches below the knees ; and third, the cloak

(mnghci/i) worn over the twounder-garinents. On the images, the long

foUed cloak is naturally most prominent; but the lower garment is also

shown over the lower portion of the leg-, and in images of the Gupta

period, the girdle is mostly skilfully indicated under the folds of the

tahrjka'i (cf. no;. A, 3 and 6-10). The treatment of the drapery is of

particular interest, as it was evidently derived from classical art through

Gaudhfira. The indication of the drapery is indeed foreign to Indian art.

Though very common in the Buddha images of Gandliitra and Mathura,

it is seldom found on those of the Gupta period and of the Middle Ages.

In Mathura art the treatment of the robe is much more schematic than in

Gaudhfira, which received its Hellenistic influence more direotlv.

Another fer-ture which the Buddha figure has borrowed from the

"West is the nimbus. It does not, however, appear in classical ait until

the time of Alexander, aud belongs originally to astral deities. Professor

* Kern, op. cit. pp. 70-80.
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Grunwedel * remarks tint " the nimbus is a purely pictorial clement

which, executed in stone, present* a strange appearance, anil points in tlio

clearest way to a.i old school of painting." Strangest it seems, if

associated with recumbent figures of Buddha in the scene of his Nirvana

(nos. II, land 7). The fact that Buddha is always pourtrayed with a

halo, points also to his divine rank. It deserves notice that in Gandhfu a

sculpture the nimbus is plain : to this rule there are but few excep-

tions. f In the Mathura. images of the Kushana period we find regularly

a halo with a simple scalloped border (pi. XV), whereas those of the

Gupta epoch are distinguished by elaborately carved haloes, which how-

ever have retained the scalloped border of the earlier type. A fine

specimen of such an ornamental nimbus will be noticed on tho standing

Buddha image (no. A, 5; pi. IX) which on thestiength of its inscription

may be assigned to the time of die Guptas. t Qua torso (no. A, 13\

apparently of the same period, we find remnants of a halo, enveloping not

only the head, but the whole figure.

Buddha images are invariably executed in certain conventional

attitudes (Sanskrit mudrd, literally "a seal, mark or stamp") of

symbolical meaning. In Mathura sculpture these attitudes are practically

limited to two. The standing statues are invariably shown with the

right hand raised towards tho shoulder, the open palm turnel outward.

This inudt'u is known as that of imparting protection (Sanskrit nbhaya-

mudrd). Several of tho seated ones have the same attitude. It will

be remarked that in the statues of the Gupta period (no. A, 5) this

attitude is much more graceful and easy than in those of tho earlier

Kushana epoch (no. A, 4). In tho latter it should be noticed that the

stone between the raised hand and the shoulder is not cut away, but

carved in a decorative fashion so as to assume the appearance of a cushion.

In the images of the Gupta time we find the hand regularly free from

the shoulder. Evidently the sculptors of India had then become

familiar with the execution of detached statues. Another point of differ-

ence, which may here be noted, is that the Kushana images are usually

carvod in the round, while the ki/er ones are always carved in relief

projecting from a back-slab.

* Buddhistische Kanst in Indien (Berlin 190J) p. 83. The pissage has been

misinterpreted in the English version, p SC f. Cf . also Drouin, Sevue mimismatique, series

IV, Vol. V. 10O1, pp. 154-106 (transl. Ltd. Ant. Vol. XXXII (1003) pp. .427 - 432).

t Cf. Buddhist Art in India, fig, 143.

X Another specimen from Sarnath is reproduced A. S, B . 1004-5, plate XSIXc.
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Other seated Buddha images assume tin attitude of meditation (dlvjfosi-

mudm). They are sitting cross-logged with tli3 sjle3 of the feet turnel

upward and the two hanls resting in the bp, the one upon the other.

Besides these two, there are the mnlrCn of touching the eardi (Sans-

krit bhrtnii-spursa-mudrii) and that of expounding the law (iVixnn't-

chiki' i-mvArd.) The latter pirticularly symbolizes Buldha's first sermon

at Benares and is consequently ve-y common in the sculptures of Sar-

inth, but at Mathura I do not kaow of a single instance. In the re-

presentation of the fir-t sermon on the miniature slfipi drum of Dhruv Jill

(no. N, 2 c ; we find the Buddha seated in the act of turning a wheel

placed at his side. In the previnis scene ( b) of his enlightenment, Buddha

is rightly shown touching the earth with his right hand in order to call

her to bear witness to his medtorbus dee Is, but it is the only instance of

this mtidra known in Mathura sculpture.* Apparently thecano 1 of these

mud ras was not yet fixel at the time when the Mathura school flourished.

As eady as the time of Asoka, there existel among Buddhists the be-

lief that previous to Gautama, there had been a numbor of other Buldhas,

who, like him, had preache 1 the law tD save mankind from suffering. Both

the northern and southern texts mention, six pre leeessors of Gautama,

and at igllva in the Nepal Tarai an Asoka pillar has been found which

was erected at the reputed birth-p!a:e of one of these previous Buldhas.

At the same time, it was believed that after Gautama Budlha there was

to be another Buddha of the namj of Maitreya. This future Saviour be-

came very soon an important figure in Buldhist worship.

In later Buddhist iconography, the various Budlhas are all similar

in appearance. They are only distinguished by their gestura (mxtdru)

and by a peculiar cognizance. But from the abrre remark it will be

clear that no such distinction existel at .Mathura, that it is impDsdble

to tell whether a certain imago represents Gaitvma or some other

Buddha.

With the future Buddha Maiireyn, however, the case stands different.

Ho is s'ill a Bodhisattva and is therefore representel not in monk's

dress but in royal attire. We know that Gautama was a prince before

he became a Buddha; it i*, therefore, only natural that the future

Buddha Maitreya should be repicsented under the same a-peet. He is,

moreover, usually di-tinguished by an attribute — a small ve-sel in his left,

* There is uuath.'i- instmce m a sculp'uie no b 2_>3ot the Lucknow Museum, lit 1'

width 4' 1Y rcpre*en'ing a series of sconce, namely. 1. The sun god on a chariot with four

horses, 2. The Sodhi, 3. The 6rst s.rnou, 4. ludrrt's visit. Rest missing.
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banc]. This lias been explained as an oiutment vessel to mark his royal

rank. The same attribute i= sometimes held by the Bodhisattva figures of

Gandhara. We find it also in the left hand of a statuette (no. A, 43;

pi. XV a) in the Mathura Museum, and for this reason I feel inclined

to identify it with the future Buddha Maitreya.

Both the Northern and Southern Buddhists, recognize Maitreya the

future Buddha, but it is a distinguishing feature of the Nonkern school

that it has adopted a plurality of celestial Bodhisattva^, among whom
Avalokite'svara takes a prominent place. In mediaeval Buddhist sculp-

ture Gautama Buddl 1 1 y attended by Maitreva and Avalokite-

svara, and numerous images of these and other Bodhisa'tvas found at

Bodli Gaya, Sarnatli and other important Buddhist sites show the great

popularity of these divinities in mediaeval Buddhism.

The Mathura sculptures, howover, point to the fact that during the

Kushana period this Bodhisattva cult was not yet developed. The

statuettes, no. A, 43 and 63 of ttt3 Mathura Museum are the only figures

which can bo identified with Maitreya. I do not know of any represent-

ation of Avalokitesvara, not to speak of other less popular Bodhisattvas.

Even those well-known groups of a seated Buddha between two standing

Bodhisattvas, so common in later Buddhist art, do not seem to

occur at Mathura. This is the more remarkable, as such triads were

already known in Gandhara.

In a previous chapter I have mentioned the two colossal statues of

Sarnfith and Sah'"th-MahC'{h, which were erected at those places by Bala, a

Buddhist fri ir fioin Mathura. In the inscriptions on the-e images

they ara distinctly marked as Bodhisaftvas, but their aspect is totally

different from that of the celestial Bodhisattvas of later Buddhist art.

They wear a very plain dress, consisting of a kind of petticoat and a thin

upper garment thrown over the left shoulder, and have neither diadem

nor ornaments. They have indeed the appearance of Buddha figures

without a monk's robe.

The fact that these two colossal statues were set up at places

intimately connected with the legend of Gautama Buddha "on the

Promenade of the Lord" (Bhagavato Ch'inkrame), as the in-eriptions

say, makes it highly probable that they were meant for the historical

Bodhisattva Gautama before he attained Bnddha-hoxl. The Sarnath

image has a small lion figure between its feet, and we may assume

that this refers to his appellation fi'ikijashhha " the lion among the

Sakyas." I may note that standing Bodhisattva images of the Kushana
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period frequently have such symbol-, placed between their feet, the me:m-

iug of which remains as yet unexplained.

Among the sculptures preserve 1 in the Mathura, Mu-eum there

is a statue (no. A, 40) which in its style and attitude betrays a close affinity

to the Bodhisattva3 of Sarmuh and Saheth-Mdieth. Unfortunately,

the head and arnii of this image arc missing, but there can be little doubt

that it likewise represents a Bodhisittva an.l belongs to the Kushana

period. Whether it is meant for Gautama, Maitreya or some other

Bodhi-attva, it is impossible to decide, but it is noteworthy that, unlike

the Bodhisattvas of Saruath and Sahcth-Mahefch, the figure wears orna-

ments.

With these figure? may also be compared a life-size statue said to have

been found among the ruins of Ganesra about 3 mile? unrtli-west of

Mathura and now in the Luckuow Museum.* The head and feet are

lost, but both the arai.i are preserved. They exhibit the stiff posture

peculiar to the Bodhisattvas of Sarnath and Saheth-Maheth : the left fist

is placed against the hip and the right hand is raised at the height of tiie

shoulder, the palm turned outward. It is the gesture which in Buddhist

iconography symbolises, as we saw, the granting of protection. We
notice here also this peculiarity that the right hand is not carved in

the round, but connected with the shoulder, the stone being carved so as

to assume the appearance of a cushion against which the hand seems

to re.it. The Lueknow image wears a necklace and bracelets ; the dress

consists of a dhut'i and an upper garment arranged in the same fashion as

on Bodhisattva figures like no. A, 40 of the Mathura Museum. But the

girdle here assumes the aspect of a thick cord tied together in front and

hanging down between the knees in a decorative tassel. A similar girdle

is peculiar to the Bodhisattva figures of Gandhara. The similarity iu

attitude and dress also makes it highly probable that these were the pro-

totypes from which the Bxlhisittva imiges of M it aura, are ultimately

derived.

The GancSra image was supposed by Dr. Fiihrer to represent the

Tlrtharhkara Vardhamana, but Mr. V. A. Smith rightly points out that

there is no foundation for this identification. I have little doubt that

this figure also is a Bodhisattva imago, though I do not venture to suggest

the name of any particular Bodhisattva. Possibly another statue f at

* V. A. Smith, up. at. plate LXX.X.VII. The vill.tge of G.inesii lies so ne 3 miles due

we-t of the Kit r:i, north of the Govardhan road. Tl»e sculptural remains f->und there are

distinctly Buddhist.

t V. A. Smith, ojp. cit. plate LXXXIX.
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Luokuow, said tooriginate from the Iv.tnkfdl Tilu, represents a Bodhisattva,

though the attitude is different (vu rd-mu.lrd) and the apparel of a much

1 ichor kind.

The evidence afforded by the standing images would seem to justify u* iu

framing the following rule: images in full monk's dress including the robe

(sahghan) are Buddha figures ; tho:C of the Sarnath type in monk's dress

without robe, represent Gautarai as BodhUattva, while those iu secular

dress and royal omameiKs, like that of Ganesra, arc other Bodhis.Utvas

But a serious difficulty presents itself, if we exten.l our survey to the

seated images. The Mathurfi Museum po-sesses two statuettes (nos. A, 1

and 2 ;
pi. VII & VIII), one from the Katra aud the other from Anyor,

both of which are inscribed aud mint belong to the early Ivushana period.

The Katra image is in a perfect state of preservation, whereas that

of Anyor ha-! lost its head and right arm. The two figures are exactly

similar in dress and attitude
;
yet the inscriptions designate the one

as a Bodhisattva aad the other as a Bud J ha image. It should be noticed

that in both cases the back-slab displays the foliage of thsp'.pal tree (ficus

religiosa) so that both figures undoubtedly represent Gautama—the one

before and the other after tli3 bodki, as would appear from the inscrip-

tions. But iu the sculptures themselves this difference is not indicate 1,

unless we are to assume that it was expressed in the head.

On the pedestal of the Katra statuette we not'ee three lions. The

two at the side3, whidi occupy tluir usual position, are probably indicative

of the throne (Sanskrit $imh~<sana literally "lion's seat"), but the third,

placed in the centre, may here have the same meaning as on the Bodhi-

sattva statue cf Sarnath and mark the image as that of the Lion aanng

the Sakyas." The four atteuding figures—two ch-iuri carriers aud two

celestials—are common in later Bud lhist art, but there the stmJing fig-

ures are replaced by the Bodhisatlvas Avalokitesvara and Ma'ureya. The

Katra statuette possesses the distinctive marks of the Buddha referred to

above: the excrescence of the skull (uihmsha), the mark between the

brows (tvn't) aud the symbols on the palm aud sdes. We are thus led

to the conclusion that, iu seated image, at least, the Mathura sculptors of

the early Kushaua period made no distinction between Gautama the

Bodhisattva aud Gautama the Buddha.

The Museum possesses a statuette (no. A, 21 ;
pi. XVI), which was

obtained from the Slfala Ghati and belongs to a somewhat later period.*

* Compare tlic similar ii.»cribed, statuette from Sahtlth wl'icli was presented by Siihhadeva,

a chief ot Sfiketa or Ayodbja. H appears to be lato Kualiina or early Gupta. J.lt.A.S.

for 1000, p. 1005, pi. Iil, b.
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It is clad in an ample robe which covers both shoulders, and may, therefore;

safely be identified as a Buddha. The mo^t interacting feature is the

pedestal on which we find a seated Bodhisattva with figure? of worship-

pers standing on both sides. Such a devotional scene is commonly found

on Buddha images from Gandhfira, and we cannot but conclude that here

we have another element borrowed from the North-Vest.

The Bodhisattva type in secular attire is also represented by a seated

statuette (no. A, do; pi. X), the head and right arm of which are unfortu-

nately broken. It is represented in the attitude of meditation (dhyd-

na-mudm), as indicated by the position of the hands resting in the lap.

The soles of the feet are marked with the symbols found iu Buddha

figures, while a circular halo with scalloped border is still traceable,

The dress is similar to that of standing Bodhisattva figures, particularly

to that of the Ganesra statue. We notice the cord-like girdle

the tasseled ends of which are displayed on the top of the pedestal.

Especially interesting are the ornaments—the flat torque, the heavy neck-

lace with a clasp of mak-xra heals, the string of amulet-holders passing

under the right arm, and the bracelets with plaques bearing a figure of

Vishrm (?) astride on a Garuda.

I now wish to offer a few remarks regarding images of Jinas or

Tlrtharhkaras, the patriarchs—twenty-four in number—of the Jainas. As

stated above, the great Jaina site of Mathura. is the Kankall Tila, where

Dr. Fiihrer excavated a large number of Tlrtharhkara figures varying

in size and in date. These have all been deposited in the Lucknow

Museum. The Mathura collection contains more than eighty pieces

(Section B), but they are mostly broken or defaced.

The Tirthamkara image is in all probability a purely Indian

creation ; at least it does not bear any mark of classical influence and we

find such figures on " tablets of homage " which, from their inscriptions,

appear to belong to a time anterior to Kushana rule*. The mo3t strik-

ing feature of the Tirthamkara figure is its nudity, by which it can easily

be distinguished from Buddha and Bodhisattva images. This remark,

however, is only true with regard to images of the Digambara or Sky-

clad " sect, whereas the Svetambaras represent theirs as clothed and

decorate them with crowns and ornaments. Those in the Mathura

Museum beloDg all to the former class. The Jina has symbols not

only on the palms and soles, but also in the centre of the breast. The

hair is usually arranged in short curls in the shape of spirals turned

• V. A. Smith, Jain Sti^a, platea VII, IX an d X.
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towards the right, as is also the case with most; Buddha linages. But

in the earlier specimens we find sometimes a different treatment : the

hair assumes the appearance of a periwig, or it hangs down on the

shoulders in straight locks. In the latter instance we have probahly

to deal with a particular patriarch. In contradistinction with the

Buddhas, the earlier Tlrtharhkaras have neither ushnlsha nor iirn't, but

those of the later pare of the Middle-Ages have a distinct excrescence on

the top of the head.

The attitude of the sealed images is invariably that of meditation

(dhyuna-mudra), the hands being placed in the lap. In artistic

merit these Jain images are far inferior to those of the Buddhists
;

their conventionalism and uniformity will appall even the most

enthusiastic admirer of Indian art. This does not imply that in the

course of time they have undergone no change.

A specimen of the earlier type is no. B, 4 (pi. XI), which bears an

inscription dated in the reign of the Kushana king Vasudeva. The

pedestal, on which the inscription is incised, deserves special notice.

Between the two lions, which, as usual, are placed at both sides to>

indicate the throne or " lion-seat, " there is a Las-relief representing a

wheel of the law and a number of worshippers arranged in two

groups at both sides of it. Such devotional scenes are commonly

found on the pedestals of Tirtharhkara figures of the Kushana

period. They occur also on the bases of Buddha images, a9 appears from

the instance above quoted, in which, however, the object of worship

in the centre is not a wheel, but a Bodhisattva. There is some reason to

assume that in both cases the figures of devotees carved on the

pedestal represent the actual donors of the sculpture.

A Tirtharhkara image of a somewhat later date is the seated colossus

no. B, 1, the provenance of which is unknown. It displays the same

characteristics as the one of Vasudeva's reign just described; but the

elaborate nimbus leads me to attribute it to the Gupta period.

The standing Jain images are, if possible, even more devoid of grace

and expression than the seated ones. The treatment of the arms,

stretched out along the body, is particularly stiff and inartistic. I must

make special mention of the four-fold Jaina figures (the inscriptions

designate them as pratima sarvato bhadrilca "an image auspicious

on every side"), of which the Museum possesses several specimens.*

They consist of a block, square in section, on each of the four face3

(*) Cf. Smith, oj>. cit. plate X c.
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carved with a TIrthamkara either seated or standing. The four corners

of the pedestal are often occupied by figurines of human devotees.

It deserves notice that usually one of the four Jinas is distinguished by a

snake-hood expanded over his head, and another by long hair falling

down on the shoulders in straight locks, whereas the remaining two have

the usual typo with curly hair and nimbus. The figure with the

snake-hood must represent either Suparsva the 7th or Parsvanatha

the 23rd Tirtharhkara*

It should be noticed that in the earlier Jain sculptures of the Kushana

and Gupta periods there is nothing to distinguish the individual

Tirthamkaras, except the snake-hood in the case of Suparlva and

Parsvanfitha. The name of the pontiff represented is, however, sometimes

recorded in the inscription incised on the base of the statue.

In mediaeval sculpture there is usually a symbol or cognizance

(Sanskrit chihna, lailchhana) carved on the pedestal, to shosv

which TIrthamkara the image represents.! Thus we find a bull

as emblem of Rishabhanatha or Adinatha the first TIrthamkara

(no. B, 21). The Jain sculptures of this period are often very elaborate,

the main figure being surrounded by numerous attendants

—

chaurl bear-

ers standing at his sides, kneeling devotees and crouching goblins

(Yalcsha) with the usual lions on the pedestal and garland-carrying

celestials and elephant-riders on both sides of the triple umbrella placed

over his head. Very often we find twenty-three miniature Tirtharh-

karas, arranged along the sides and top of the back-slab, which together

with the main figure complete the full number of Jain patriarchs.J

Finally, a few words may be said about the representations of the

demi-gods, called Yakshas and Nagas, which form the third section (C) of

the Mathura collection. The Yakshas are comparable with the goblins

of Western mythology. They are misshapen dwarfs who guard the

treasures of the northern mountains, and their king is Kubera, the god of

wealth. They are usually malignant of disposition and sometimes even

feeding on human flesh; but the benign influence of the Buddha's teach-

ing makes them forego their cruel habits. In architecture they appear

frequeutly as Atlantes, for instance on one of the toranas of Sanchi. A

(*) In later Jain iconography Suparsva has a five-fold and Farsva a seven-fold snake-

hood.

fCf. Burgess, Digamlara Jaina Iconography, Ind. Ant. Vol. XXXII, pp. 439—464 and

Trogress Report, Archl. Survey, Northern Circle, for 1903-4, p. 61 f.

JCf. Smith, op. cit. plates XCIV and XCVIII.
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good specimen of a Yaksha is the crouching figure (no. C, 3 ; pi. XIV) of

the Museum collection. We may perhaps assume that the colossal Park-

ham statue (uo. C, 1
;
pi. XII) also represents a Yak-ha, though it is not

designated as such iu the inscription. In the famous Bacchanalian sculp-

ture (uo. C, 2; pi. XIII), I recognise groups of Yakshas and Yakshls

(female Yakshas), the corpulent figure seated on a low rock (Kailasa?)

being their king Kubera. This I infer from certain statuettes (no-. C,

4 and 5), apparently later in date but similar in subject, iu which the

main figure holds a moneybag, the typical attribute of the goJ of wealth.

It is not impossible that the Faun-like figures standing under trees

(nos. C, 18 and J, 7; pi. XXII a), one of which seems to hold a bag,

represent Yakshas, though of a much more pleasing appearance than the

de formal dwarfs figured elsewhere. Tae changeable mool of the^e

mountain spirits i> thus apparently expressed in plastic arc also.

The Yakshls lived certainly in the imagination of aiuient India as

beings of beauty. In the Mahabharata* we hear the messenger of the

wicked king of Sindh address DraupadI, the spouse of the five Pandavas,

in the following terms: " Who art thou that, bending down the branch

of the kadamba tree, shinest lonely iu the hermitage, sparkling like, at

ni^ht, a flame of fire shaken by the breeze, oh well-browed one! Exceed-

ingly art thou vested with beauty, yet nothing fearest thou here in the

forest. Art thou a goddess or a YakshI or a Danavl or a celestial nymph

or a fair Daitya damsel or a beautious maiden of the Naga king or a

night-wandering (RakskasI) woman wandering in the wood?" On

the gates of Barahat there are female figures which the inscriptions

describe as Yakshls, and it is not unlikely that the lascivious nymphs

standing on dwarfs which decorate the railing pillars of Mithur.l are

also meant for such semi-divine beauties. It will be noticed that their

attitude is exactly that of DraupadI ••' bending down a branch of the

Itadamba tree."

In this connection I may draw attention to a railing pillar (no, J, 55)

carved with a female figure leaning iu a graceful attitude against the

trunk of a flowering asohx tree. It seems that the sculptor has intended

here to illustrate the poetical conception, frequently referred to in old

Indian lyrics, of the a$ok:i troe iuduced to burst into bloom by the touch

of the left foot of a fair woman. It will be seen that on the sculpture

the figure stands with her left foot placed against the trunk of the tree.

• Bopp, Diluvium cum tribui aliis Mahdbhdrati praeiiantitsimis epiiodiU (Berlin,

1892) Pt.I.p. 51.
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Kalidiisa alludes to it when in his "Cloud Messenger" he make3 the

exiled Yaksha say :*

"Profuse aiohi sheds its radiant flower,

And budding kesara adorns the bower

;

These are my rivals, for the one would greet,

As I would willingly, my charmer's feet,

And with my fondness, would the other sip,

The grateful nectar of her honied lip."

It should be remembered that in this passage there is question of a

Y'akshI, though in Sanskrit poetry e.g., in the play " Mfdavika and Agui-

mitra" the ceremony of ' : kicking the aiokj," is usually performed by

mortal women.

The Nagas play a not less conspicuous part in Indian lore than the

Yakshas. The name Naga is usually rendered by "Snake-god" or

"Serpent-god." But, though in sculpture they are almost invariably

figured with a snake-hood expauded over their head, they have the

character of water-spirits both in the ancient legends and in the popular

worship of to-day.f They are believed to dwell in springs, lakes and

tanks, and have the power to yield rain. In this respect they are benevo-

lent deities. But, if roiued to anger, they hurl down rocks fro u the

mountain tops and destroy fair cities garlanded with grain.

Naga images can easily be recognised from the canopy of five or

seven snake heads, but it has already beea noticed that the Tlrthamkaras

Suparsva and Parsva wear the same emblem. The Museum possesses a

life-size statue (no. 0, 13) which in an inscription incised on the back is

denoted as a Naga. It was erected during the reign of Huvishka and in

the 40th year of Kauishka's era. The Naga is figured with his right

hand raised over the head, as if about to strike. The left hand, which is

broken, must have held a cup. This we may infer from a comparison

with another smaller Naga image (no, C,15) which Mr. Growse erro-

neously identified as Balarama, the elder brother of Krishna. Mr. Growse

was led to this identification by the circumstance that such ancient Naga

figures are now-a-days regularly worshipped as Diui-jl, the popular appella-

tion of Balarama. It is not a little curious that modern images of this

deity, such as the white marble statuette (no. D, 3G) which was manufac-

*Meghaduta stanzi 75 (ed. Stenzler, p. W). I have quoted Wilson's version. Cf. also

Saghuvamsa VIII 62 and Bohtlingk, Indische Spriiche 1st. ed. 2580 (Kavyaprakasa 105).

t For a different theory see C. F. Oldham, Serpent WortMp in India, J. S. A- S. for

1891, pp. 361—392.
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tured at Brindaban, are exact copies of the Nagas of the Kusliana period.

In this connection it i3 interesting to note that, according to the Pnranic

accounts, Balarama was an incarnation of Sesha-uaga, and that at the time

of his death a large show-white snake was seen issuing from his mouth.

Are we to assume that the elder brother of Krishna started his career as a

simple " fcmake-god ?

"



CATALOGUE.

A—G.—IMAGES.

A.— Buddha axd Bodhisattva Images.

* A I
1

.— Statuette (ht. 2'
3J" or 0 m. 092 : width V 8" or 0 m. 51) in

black sand-tone, representing a Bodhisattva, presumably Sakyamuni,

seated cross-legg.d with his left hand resting on his knee and his right hand

raised to the shoulder in the attitude of imparting securiry (Skr. u.bhaya-

mudrn). The hand is connected with the back-slab by means of a projec-

tion carved with a decorative pattern. The figure is clad in a garment which

leaves the right shoulder and breast bare. The folds of the drapery are

indicated in a conventional fashion on the left shoulder and arm and beneath

the legs. The palm of the right hand is marked with the symbol of the

wheel, and the soles of the feet with the wheel and three-jewel symbols.

The toes are each marked with a sV'iti/ca. The treatment of the hair

deserves special notice. It is not carved in curls, but is only indicated by a

line over th.' forehead, so as to give the impression that the head is shaven.

The protuberance of the skull (Skr. uf>hn'^h r
') has the shape of a snail-

skill (Skr. knpardu^. The TirnA is indicated between the eyebrows. It is

curious that, though the image thus possesses the marks of a Buddha, it is

designated in its inscription as a Bodhisattva.

The head is encircled by a halo with scolloped border, around which

the foliage of the Bodhi tree is shown The circumstance of the foliage

being that of the j>'pul tree (fie us rel>g>Oi"~') renders it highly probable that

the image represents indeed Sakyamuni before the attainment of Buddha-

hood. To the right and the left of tho Bodhisattva stands an attendant,

wearing royal attire and waving a fly-whi-k in his right hand.

Over these two attendants are two living figurines, presumably Dev.is,

showering flowers over llu Bodhisatt va. One of these figures, that to the

proper left, is slightly damaged. For the rest the sculpture is in excellent

preservation. The pedestal is supported by three seated lions
; the one in

the centre facing, the other two, placed at the sides, turned outward. On
tho three raised rims of the ped i =tal i 5 a Prakrit ins:ription in three lines,

measuring 15^", 1(H" and 7J" respectively. I read it
2

:

1 Inscribed sculptures ara marked n'itu an asterisk.

s In a preliminary note on this inscription (Annual Progress Report for 1007-08,

p. 37) 1 read Naia-vitare "in tUc S ika-SIonastery," but tlii-s reading is to bo abandoned,
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(1) BudluJ ralli '.taw r
ni<~d.:t'rc A rni< h<~-<~*iye Lod'iiW'i'ho 1 jj.UitJiOpito

(2) ,«'"/('?, m~i f <~ p't'lil s<ihi lik'-rc {)) savasatcunn hiti'sukhiiyc.

Or rendered in Sanskrit :

Biuldlt'ir.iksli't'isiiu m'lJrO, A ri>ivhj*ya BodhisoAtv'th pratiihthup'dah

uaJiit iiiii f ~ipi 1

fib
1
/ y'nh sr-ike r */«"«;•« sorva^itte'iuCtui hiUi.^uklutyu.

'' Budliardkhita'.s moth r Amohii-iNI lias erect ed [this] Bodhisattva together

with her parent- in her own oonwnt (or temple) for the welfare and

happim ss of all s.mtient Icings."'

Palaoographieal evidence point, to the sculpture belonging to the early

Ku-hana period. It is with the Buddha image of Auyor (No. A 2)

the old..st reprcsentaaon of Sakyamuni of wdii-h the date can approxi-

mately he fixed by an iusciiption. and must ho one of the first Buddhist

images made in 3Iatliura. On account of its, artistic meiifc and excellent

preservation a\-u this Bodhisattva is one of the most remarkable sculptures

preseiv d in the Museum.

Thj stutit'-tte was purchased for the )fu>euiu by Pandit Radha Kiishna

from a Brahmin who is said to have found it in digging a well on the Katra

t-it ', and wdio worshipped it a-> Yi<vamitra, w hile assuming that the four

attending figures represented Rama and his three brothers Lakshmaua,

Bharata and Satrughna (Hate YIlj. On loan from the Government of

India.

* A2.—Image (ht. 2' 9'' or 0 m. S3S; width 2' 1" or 0 m, G'.i) of a

Buddlia seated cro-sdegged with his kit hand resting on his knee. The
right arm is lost, but the hand was evidently raised to the shoulder in the

attitude of imparting security (.*>kr. abhay i-mudrii). The head is lost : it

was provided w ith a circular halo, which is partly extant. On both sides

of the halo is the ioliage ot the Bodhi tree (jicus religion"). The figure is

chd in an up}, r garment which leaves the right shoulder and breast bare.

Th tnrncd-up soles of the feet are marked with the wheel and three-jewel

symbol-. The image is placed on a pedestal decorated on the sides with a

pair of soat.d lions turned outward. The central portion of the pedestal

appears, to be d. faced and may have contained a third lion, as is found on
the Kaha Budhisattva (cf. above A 1). Along the raised upper rim of the

jiedestal is an imcripiiou in two lines of 23" and ITi" respectively It reads :

1. Upi'is'ibmyn ^asha>yi Iirirv^fmsya dann[*m] J3u[~*d]dha-

2-i'at[i]mu Ut>'ir'sy<t Il[i'i]rvifni[>yi]

2. vlh-J.re >y'/t"< mut"-pit'hi »nn: ix 'tv'/ i,[<T]m h;t>i-svAL[<~],'ilm[m].

1 With tb* I'-n-m Bjd'um.o f-r Both ,.iltta cf, c'i ichclu, a for chatvara, pahuchchai

l..rr rtirt «lcjii, -ill iicU:.-' fur frn'vCi ttVi.-uci.cmc in AidInuiub'iidLI and connected dialects.
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" Gift of the lay-member Sudia of Ilnru-Un
1

. a Buddha image- at tho

convent of Utt.ira of Haru-ha togKher with his ptr nts f« >r the stko of the

welfare and happiness of all s'-'iiti.'nt beings."

It deserves notice that the. laagu \gi u muili rcuro banskritic than

that of tli j Kah\i Be. IhUattva, inseripti en. It may be assigned to the caily

Kushana period on account of tin character whi-h agrees clo>oly with that

of th_> Samath B xlhisittva inscriptions of the 3rd year of Kanidika.

The image is the oldest Buddha figure designated as such in an insoiip-

tion and must, therefore, be one of the first representations of Buddha tound

in India, excluding Gandhiira. It was discovered by General Cunningham

in 1882-83 at the village of Anyor at the south-eastern foot of the Giiiraj or

Govardhan hill and acquired tor the Museum in .January 1!J0 8 by Pan lit

Radha Krishna. (Plate YIII. Cf. A. ,8. R., Vol. XX, p. 49. plate V,

No. 5 ) On loan from the Government of India.

A 3.—Image (lit. V IV or 0 in. G02) of a Buddha2 .seated cross-legged,

with his right hand raised to the shoulder in the attitude of impairing

protection. The right hand is l>roken : the head and kit arm are missing,

Part of the halo is preserved. The robe Laves the right shoulder uncovered

and is tied to the. loins by means of a girdle ending in two tassels which are

visible below the feet. This image was standing at the entrance of the

Damdama or Sarfd-Jamfdpur now occupied by the Police hues. Possibly

it originates from the neighbouring Jamfdpur -ite.

A 4.—Image (lit. 2' 8" or 0 m. 81) of a standing Buddha. Fe t and

pecbstal missing. The head is provided with a circular halo with scolloped

border. The hair is treated so as to simulate the shaven head ot a monk
;

the protuberance of the skull is conical in shape. Circular mark (Skr. i'i'ii''.)

between tlu eye-brows. Protruding lips. The right hand is labtd to the

height of the shoulder ; th a open palm is marked with th syml ol of the

wheel (Skr. chaJint). The stone connecting the hand and the halo is carved

so as to present the appearauee of a cushion. The loft hand iii'is the hem of

the robe (Skr. sihjhnt'i) to the level of th? shoulder. The robe covers

both shoulders. The general attitiub of the image i< similar to that of some

Gandhara images, but the style is typical for the ITathura sehool. Find-

place unknown. (Plate XVa. Ct. Griinwed 1, Buddh'<»t Ait, fig. 117).

*A 5.— Statue (ht. 7' 21" or 2 in. 20, width across shoulders 2' or

0 m. bT) of a standing Buddha clad in a w.dl-earved upper garment (Skr.

'. The genufr iphicil i?) iimie IIuusliu I am uuatile to iil<.:iti:y.

:
I b:ive desumtei] ail imi^i i i m mVs rob-sa us Ballbi figures, though, lika No. A 1,

they possibly represent S iky.vjiuni bebre the Biihi, iu which use they nould La Currcctly

iinmed UoJliisattvas
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fiahghfc!) which covers both shoulders. Round the waist wo notice he

indication of a girdle which holds up the lower garment visible above the

ankles. The light hand which is broken was raised in the attitude of

prot.ction (Skr. abhaya-iaudra). The left hand holds the hem of th

3

upper garment. The hair, in agreement with the canon, is arranged in

schematic little curls turned to th right. The protuberanc e on the tip of

the skull (Skr. itfh n'nhn ) , a charaet eristic of the Buddhas, is cLarly

mark.d. But th >ro u no trace of the mark on the forehead (Skr. until),

another sign of the bodlii. The nose and elongated ear-i are slightly

injured. The head is adorned with a magnificently carved halo (diameter-

s' or 0 m. 915), circular in shape, consi-tiag of concentric, decorative bands

of various design,

At the feet of the statue we find two kneeling figurines, partly broken,

which represent a couple of human wor-hippers, presumably the donors of

the sculpture. On the front of th; base a Sanskrit inscription is cut,

consisting of two lines in Gupta character of the fifth century :

—

Dey nlhnrmo

yam iCikyalhikiho (r* ) Ya's <di a ivisya. Ya:l atra puvyarh tad hhavniu

vui (2) tu-'pittro Cicliary- jpaddlty't (dhyDyiin'oh ch't tsorvva- sat va, (ttco)-

nuttar-i-j udn<i (n'i)-vupt n/e. " This is the pious gift of the Buddhist monk

Yaiadinna. Whatsoever merit [there is] in this [gift], let it be for the

attainment of supreme knowledge of [hi-.] parents, teachers and preceptors

anJ of all sentient beings.'

The sculpture was discovered ii the cours of the excavation of the

Jam'ilpur (or Jail) mjunl. It was found broken in two pieces by a

fracture above the ankles. Apart from the mi -.sing right hand, it is in

an excellent, state of preservation, (Plate IX. Cf. Growse, M<ithura,j>.

115 and plat e facing p. 172. and J A. S. B., Vol. XLYII (1878;, Part I.

p. 130
;
plate XXI. G. le Bon, Les Civil hat ions de I' lade (Paris 1887;

hg. 94 ).

A G.—Statue (ht. 4' 9" or 1 m.47) of a Buddha standing in the attitude

of imparting security (Skr. uhhay'i.-mudi ««). Head and two hands broken.

The drapery of the robe whh:h covers both shoulders is indicated bv sche-

matic folds. At the feet of the Buldha are two kneeling figurines of

worshippers. Judging from the style, the image belongs to the Gupta

periol. The statue is broken in twopieees across the knee*. It was

preserved in the Allahabad Library up to December 1907, and perhaps

came from the Jamalpur site.

A 7.—Torso (ht. 4' 4" or 1 m. 33) of a Buddha statue of which the head,

hands and feet are mis dng. The draping of the robe which covers both
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shoulders is marker] by schematic folds. The imago stands in the attitude

of imparting security (Skr. abh"yi-muA >*«). Over the left shoulders part

of an ornamental hilo. Oa aeejunt of tli3 stylo, the imigo can be

assigned to the Gupta period. It was kept in tlia Alhhabad Library up to

December 1907, an 1 perhaps came from the Jamllpur site.

AS.—Torso (ht. 3' 8'' or 1 m. 11) of a Biddha statuo standing in the

attitude of imparting protection (Skr, abhaya-mvAr''). Head, rkjht hand

and feet with pedestal missing. Th drapery of thj robe which coveis both

shoulders is marked in schematic folds. Uuder the upper garment the

girdle is shown with which the lower garment is fast eiied round the loins.

On account of its style, the sculpture may be attributed to the Gupta

peiiod. It was preserved in the Allahabad Library up to December 1907,

and perhaps originates from the Jamfdpur site.

A 9.— Torso |ht. 3' C or 1 m. 075) of a standing Buddha draped in a

foldy robe which covers both should ers. The girdle (Skr. Inyab'sndhann),

by means of which the lower garment is fastened to the loins, assumes the

appearance of a double, flit belt. Tiie heal, which must have been

provided with a halo, is mining. Th? arms are broken off at the elbow*.

Evidently the right hand was raised to the shoulder and the open palm

turned outward in tip gesture expressing protection (Skr. alh njn-niU'lni).

The left hand probably hold th: hem of tlu monk's robe. Oa account of

its similarity in style with no. A 5, the image may be assigned to the Gupta
period. Find-place unknown.

A 10.—Torso (ht. 3' 3'' or 0 m. 90) of a Buddha statue standing in the

attitude of imparting protection (Skr. nbhaya-iandrri). Head, hands and
feet with pedestal mining. The drapery of the robe which covers both

shoulders is disposed in sohemati: folds. Judging from the style, the image
belongs to the Gupta p uiod. It was preserved in the Allahabad Library

up to December 1907 and perhaps originates from the Jamfdpur sit

A 11.—Torso (ht. 3' 3" or 0 m. 99) of a Buddha image standing in the

attitude of imparting protection (Skr. ablmya-mvAru). Head, hands and
feet with pedestal missing. Carving defaced. Drapery of the robe, which
covers both shoulders, is arranged in schematic folds. Th :• <~tvle of the

image i, that of th ; Gupt.i period. It was preserved in th.- Allahabad

Library up to December 1907 and perhaps came from the Jamfdpur site.

A 12.— Low, r portion (ht. 2' 8" or 0 in. 825) of a standing Buddha
image. Feet with pedestal missing. Drapery indicat.d in the usual

fashion. It was preserved iu the Allahabad Library up to December
1907 and perhaps originates from the Jaimlpur site.
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AlS.—Torso (lit. 2' 5" or 0 m.72) of a Buddha M-atuett} standing ia

the attitude of imparting protection (Skr. alhaya-mudrn). Head, hand's

and feet with pedestal missing. The robe which covers Loth shoulders is

schema tii 'ally treated. On both sides of the figure remnants of an orna-

mental halo. It was preserved in the Allahabad Library up to December

1907 and was perhaps excavated on till' Jjiiulpur sit'.

A 14.—Image (lit. 3' or 0 m. 925) of a Buddha seated cross-legged

on a throne or lion-seat (Skr. siihhni < a i), his right hand raised in the

attitude of protection (Skr. ahh nj i.-mv.dia). Hi. ad and left arm missing.

The well-draped robe covers both shoulders. Wheel (Skr. chakra) and

three-jewel (Skr. tviratnx) symbols on the soles of both feet. Lion on pro-

per right side of pedestal missing. The image was pres-rval in the

Allahabad Library up to December 1907 and perhaps cam: originally from

the Jamalpur site.

A15.—Image (lit. 2' 8'' or 0 m. 81) of a Buddha seated cross-legged.

Head and both arms broken. Eeinnant of a halo with scolloped border

under the right arm. The right hand was probably raised in the attitude

of protection (Skr. abhuya-mudro), whilst the left held the hein of the

garment. The well-draped robe leaves the right shoulder bare. Wheel

(Skr. ch'ikro) and three-jewel (Skr. trirutnn) symbols on the sole of ea-h

foot. The image was kept in the Allahabad Library up to December 1907

and was perhaps uneaithed on the Jam.llpur site.

Al 6.— Image (ht. 2' 6" or 0 m. 7G) of a Buddha seated cross-

legged. Head and arms missing. Tli left hand is preserved and re-ts

on the knee. Bight shoulder bare. The drapery is slightly indicated on

the left shoulder. The lower garment is fastened to the loins by moans

of a double girdle. The right hand was perhaps raided to the level of the

shoulder in the attitude of protection (Skr. a^haya-'mudra). The wheel

(Skr. chak'i) and three-j -wel ('Skr. t firat no) symbol-) are marked on the

soles of the feet. The image is perhaps identical with the mutilated figure

found by Growse in one of the Chaubarfi mounds together with an ins-

cribed image, (//id. Ant., Vol. VI, p. 217.)

A17.— Statuette (ht. 1' C or 0 m.45) of a Buddha seated cross-

legged. The luad is miming and both arms are broken. Th? attitude

was probably that of imparting protection (Skr. ahh nj i-mudrn) expressed

by thj right hand, still traceable, being raided toward, the shoulder, the

open palm turned outwards. The left hold-, the hem of the monk's robe

which covers both shoulders. The beginning of the halo is vi.ible near the

right shoulder. Find-place unknown.
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A 18.- Statuette (ht. 1' 11" or 0 m.204)ofa Buddha seated cross-logged

on a throne, on which is a wheel between two liuiis couehant with their

heads turned back The head of the' Buddha figure with most of the orna-

mental nimbus is lost. The right hand, which is also missing, was raised

in the attitude of imparting security (Skr. ahh r<y i-mudrO.) The other

hand holds th_- hem of the monk's robe which covers both shoulders. The

s iles arc mark.d with the wheel (Skr. chnkrn) and three-jewel (Skr.

ti iratna) symbols. Find-place unknown.

A 19.—Statuette (ht. 1' or 0 m. 304) of a Buddha seated cross-

legged in the attitude of meditation. The robe covers both shoulders,

Head and right knee missing. At the sidj of the left knee is a project-

ing piece of stone. The image was preserved at the Allahabad Library up

to December 1907 and perhaps originates from the Jamalpur site.

A 20.—Statuette (ht. 71" or 0 m. 19) of a Buddha (/) seated cross-

legged in meditation on a throne between two attendants. On the

front oftli3 ped.stal is a wheel placed between two seated female figures;

two lions couehant occupy the corners. It was found in clearing a well

at Jaunlpur 1 and was madj over to the Museum by Lietitenaut-Colonel

W. Yost, I. M.S.

A 21.—Statuette (ht. 1' oh" or 0 m. 444-) of a Buddha seated cross-legged

oa a cushion placed on a throne suppoited by standing lions. The head which

was detached has been refixjd. The two arms are broken, but evidently the

right hand was rais.d in the attitude of imparting protection, whilst the

left held the hem of the garment, as appears from th:- drapery displayed over

the left knee. The robe cover, both shoulders. Over the left shoulder is a

remnant of an ornamental halo. In front of the throne between the

two lions is a relief representing a seated figurine with halo, presumably

a Bodhisattva, with four figures of devotees, two on each sid >, approaching

him with offerings. The figure on the proper left end is a woman. Part

of the pjeelestal with the lower portion of these five figures is defaced. The

scene on the front relief is evidently derived from similar devotional scenes

commonly found on the pedestals of the Buddha and Bodhisattva images

of Gaudhara. (Cf. A. S. R., 1903-04, pp. 235—257 and plate LXVII.)

On the proper left sidd are traces of an inscription. I found the statuette

set up near a shrine at Sitalfi-GhatI in Mathura city, where it was being

worshipped, and purchased it for the Museum. (Plate XYI.) On loan from

the Governm nt of India.

1 The site of the hamlet of Jamiiipur is now used aa an encamping ground for civil

efScers.
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A 22.—Statuette (ht. 7" or 0 in. Iu5) of a Buddha (
;

) .seat d cross-

1 gged on a throne supported by two lions. In front of the throne is a

figurine with halo seated in the attitude of ni.'ditaiioii between two standing

figures. (Cf. above Xo. A 21.) Find-place unknown.

A 23.—Fragment (length 1' 11" or 0 m. 5*4. with 1' 31" or 0 m. 304)

consisting of th.' left hand of a Buddha st.Utte of colossal size. The statue

was evidently standing in the attitude of imparting M.vurity (Skr. ahltnyn-

mudru), the left hand holding the h.'tn of the garm-nt. Symbol of wheel

(Skr. ch'ili'u) partly vi-.il »L • beneath drap;ry. Th: fragment must lie iden-

tical with " the stone hand, measuring afoot acio-sthe palm, which mu4
have belonged to a statue not less than 20 to 24 fe.t in height ' and which,

according to Grows"-, was ex.wvat.'d trom th: Jamllpur (or Jail) mound in

18C0. It was preserved at th: Allahabad Library till December 1907.

(JIutliuru p. 107.)

A 24.—Fragment (ht. 1' 5" or 0 in. 432) consisting of part of the

right leg and a portion of the Lit foot of a eolos-al Buddha (?) figure seated

cross-legged. Drapery indicated. The svmbol of th 3 wheel ('Skr. ch'ikru)

is partl\' preserved on the -ele of the ioor. The to.s are marked with five

different symbol-;, i. [eluding the myotic cross (Skr. swuHk'). This

fragment must be identical with that d. 'seiibed by Cunningham as "the

right knee of a .squatted colossal drap.d figure, with the left foot resting

on til 3 calf of the leg.'"' It was found in the Chaubara mound C which also

yielded a colo -sal Buddha head (A 23 '.) belt ved by Cunningham to belong

to the same statu'. (A. 8. /?., Vol. Ill, p. IS; cf. Mnthurii p.

124, wh:re the fragment is said to come from Chaubara mound B.)

A 25.—Fragment (ht. 1' S'' <.r 0 m. 508) of a Buddha image

consisting of a portion of the left shoulder and aim draped in a monk's

robe. Find-place unknown.

A 20.—Bust (ht. 31" or 0 m. 11) of a Buddha statuette clad in a

well-draped robe which cowl's both shoulders.

A 27.—Head (ht, 1' 104?' or 0 m. 57) of a Buddha image of colos-

sal size. Nose broken. Shaven he, id. IT^kn'eha distinctly marked in the

shape of a snail .shell. Cra't indicated by a circular hole between the eye-

brows, evidently in: ant to contain a precious stone. This h ad is no doubt

identical with '• the head of a cobasal figure of very Egyptian cast of fea-

tures with a round hole in its for head, in which was once set a ruby or

other precious stone." It was found by Mr. Growse in one of the Chaubara

mounds, the same which yielded the steatite relic casket now in the

Calcutta Museum and the railing pillar Xo. J 7, (Muthurd
, p. 123.)
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A 28.—H;ad (lit. 1' 5" or 0 ra. 432) of a Buddha image of colossal siz?.

Ushn'thci distinct. Forehead, no;:, chin and oar? broken. Cheek-* and

chin round and full. Pupil? not indicated. Find-phvo unknown.

A 29.—Head (ht. 1' i" or 0 m. 40 )) of a Buddha image- of colossal

size. Nose missing ; ears da micod. H.iir arranged in rows of M-hemaiic

waves. Protubcran?D of the skull (Skr. usl:n'ih i) damag' d. 3I.uk on

forehead (Skr. iiny'i) hidi.-atid by a slightly raided di?\ Three moi'thcs,

two over the ears and one behind the ushu'tsh". Fiud-plaee unknown.

A 30.—Head (ht. V 2'' or 0 m. 355; of a Buddha image of life-

size. Nose broken. Forehead, chin and ear< damaged. Hole mi prop .a'

light side. Hair arranged in sdiomatie curls, Ushiy+hct distinctly

marked. The head was preserved at the Allahahul Library till D. ember
1907. Perhaps from the Jamalpur sit?,

A 31.—Head (ht. V V or 0 m. 355) of a Buddha imago of life-siz?. with

portions of the draped shoulders and of the plain halo, Xos? and ushnl-

slut broken
;
eyes damag.d. Hair arrange! in schematic ouiK It was

found in clearing a well at the village of Jamilpur and niadj over to the

Museum by Lioutenant-Colonel W. Yost, I.M.S.

A 32.—Head (ht. V V or 0 m. 33) of a Buddha or Bodhwittva

image of life-siz?. Nose missing, cars and chin damaged and surface

generally disintegrated. There arc traces ot an ??>// //"?•// a. but not of

an iirnCt. On the top behind the v.xhn'hlni are two hoi.-?, evidently

meant to receive iron clamps or hooks. This h jal was found on the

Anyor Buddha image to which it had be'-n atf idled with mud planter

by the inhabitants of the village who used to worship the image. It is,

however, obvious that this head belongs to an image of much larger size

than that on which it was placed. The head was acquired for the Museum
by Pandit Radha Krishna at the panic time with the' Buddha imago. On
loan from the Government of India.

A 33.—Head (ht. 11" or 0 m. 25) of a Buddha (') image of life-siz-.

Nose, right eye and ushnTjt i broken. Hair indicated by a line over

the forehead. It was preserved at the Allahabad Library till December

1907, and perhaps came originally from the Jamalpur site.

A 34.—Head (ht, 10" or 0 m. 253) of a Buddha ('.) image of bss

than life-size. Unhnhha broken ; nose damaged. Hair indicated by

a line over the forehead. Uiu'i Ixtweeii the eye-brows. I lie head was

kept at the Allahabad Library till December 1C07, and perhaps originates

from the Jamalpur sit

A 35.—Head (ht. 10 7 or 0 m. 254) of a Buddha (.
;

)
image of life-size.

Back of head broken off: nose mi-dug. No trace of an Uiltn'sha. Vrn't
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marked between the eye-brows. Hair arranged in schematic curls. It

was found in clearing a well at Janulpur and made over to the Museum
by Lieutenant-Colonel W. Yost, I.M.S.

A 36.—Head (ht, 10" or 0 in. 234) of a Buddha
(

;

)
image of less

than life-siz?. Nose and ushmshi broken. Ears damaged. No iirna.

The head was preserved at th3 Allahabad Library till December 1907,

and was perhaps excavated on the Jamalpur site.

A 37—Head (ht. 11" or 0 m. 23) of a Buddha image of life-size.

Half of the face is broken off. Hair arranged in conventional curls.

Ushi'isha partly preserved. It was kept at the Allahabad Library till

December 1107, and perhaps originates from the Jamfilpur site.

A 38.—Head (ht. 5J" or 0 m. 133) uf a Buddha figure. Find-place

unknown.

A 3D.—Head (ht. 5 V' or 0 m. 14) of a small Buddha (?) image.

Nose brokjn. Hair arranged in shart, schematic curls. Ushn'isha on

top. No tirnii. Pupil in left eye inlicatod
;

right eye, lips and chin

slightly injured. Elongated ears, the lobes touching the shoulders
; ears

broken.

A 40.—Statue (ht. 6' 7" or 2 m. including tenon) of a Bodhisattva

standing. Head and arms mis-iug. The left hand probably rested on

the hip, where the stone is Woken. The upper part of the body is nude,

except for a torque and flat necklace. A scarf thrown over the left

shoulder passes round the right leg beneath the knee. It was probably

held at the hip with the missing left hand. The lower garment which

covers the legs h fastened round the loins by means of a double flat belt,

the upper one being knotted over the right thigh. It has the appearance

of a dhoti with its ample folds hanging down between the legs. On both

sides of the feet are traces of a kneeling figurine. These presumably

lepresent the donors of the statue. The image shows a marked affinity

to the Bodhisattva of the third year of Kanimka excavated by Mr. Ocrtel

at Sarnath in March 1905 and to the one previously discovered by Cun-
ningham at Saheth-Maheth, the site of the ancient city of Sravasti. (Cf.

A. S. R. fur 1904-05, pp. 7 8 ff., plate XXYI.) We may, therefore, assume

that the pose of the present Bodhisattva was the same, the right hand being

raised towards the right shoulder, and that the image belongs to the

Kushara period. A comparison with the Bodhisattva statuette A 43 will

show what the image was like when entire. (Cf. ak> A. S. Jt., Vol. Ill,

plate XI D.) Find-place unknown.

A 41.—Life-size statue (ht. 4' 5" or 1 m. 342) of a standing Bodhisat-

tva, of which the head and feet are broken off. Near the right shoulder
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are traces of a circular halo with scolloped border. The right arm is

missing ; the hand was probably raised to the level of the shoulder in tha

attitude of imparting protection. The left hand rests on the hip. The

figure is clad in a thin upper garment, of which the drapery is indicated oil

the left arm and breast, and in a dhoti fastened to the loins by means

of a flat girdle tied in a knot over the right thigh. The dhoti falls down

in ample folds between the legs. The statue is of exactly the same typo

as the Bodhisatlva statues of Sarnfith and Saheth-3Iaheth and, on that

account, may be attributed to the Kushaua period. I found it in December

1 907 lying at the side of the kachch't, road at the foot of the M.nagar

Tlla close to the garden known as the Bangalanvfill Baghichl. On loan from

the Government of India

A 42.— This head, which was lying in front of a house on the top of

the Henagar Tilft, was said to have been found at the same time as the

image A 41, but it is doubtful whether it belongs to it. The image

represents a Bodhisattva, whereas the head with its conventional little

curls and ushnisha must have belonged to a Buddha image. Its style

is of the Kushana period. The nose and cars are broken.

A 43.—Statuette (ht. 1' 5" or 0 m. 43) of a Bodhisattva, presumably

Maitreya. Right arm broken. It has a plain halo with scolloped border,

an elaborate head-dress and the usual ornaments. It wears a scarf over

the left shoulder and arm, and holds an ointment vessel between the fore-

finger and the middle finger of the left hand, the palm of the hand being

turned foreward. The figure is clad in a dholl fastened to the loins by

means of a double flat girdle tied in a knot above the right thigh. The

statuette has a marked resemblance to the headless statues A 40 and 41,

and must belong to the Kushana period. The Bodhisattva type represented

by these figures seems to be derived from the Graeco- Buddhist art of

Gandhara. Find-place unknown. (Plate XV b.)

A 44.—Fragment (ht. 1' 51-'' or 0 m. 444, including tenon) of a standing

Bodhisattva (?) statuette of which only the lower half remains. Between the

legs is a portion of the drapeiy of a dhoti. Cf. Nos. A 40, 41 and 43. Tho

sculpture was preserved at the Allahabad Library till December 1907 and

perhaps originates from the Jamfdpur site. I found it broken in two

pieces.

A 45.—Image (lit. 2' 2" or 0 m. G8) of a Bodhisattva seated cross-legged

in the attitude of meditation (Skr. dhyana-mudrd). Head missing

and right arm broken ; the halo with scolloped border is partly preserved.

The soles of the feet are marked with the wheel and three-jewel symbols,
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The figure wear, a s-\trf thrown mvt th> left shoulder and arm, and a

r7W», th = on ! tit' whidi is spiv.- 1 1 out in front on the pedestal together with

the u — /I- of rh ? cord with which it i- fa-t?ned to the loins. The breast and

arms are decorated with proftis.0 ornaments. We notice particularly the

broad necklace la-toii.'d with buckles in the shape of animal-heads and the

string of amulet-holders1 uud :v the right arm which are commonly found

on th j Bjdhisattvas of Gandlnra The bracelets on the upp?r arms are

embellished with plaque- on whi-h we ob.erve a human figure riding on

a convention d biid, probably a Garuda or a peacock. The spread-out tail

of tli j bird form-, a- it were, an ornamental halo round the rider. The image

was found inside a well near the village ot Gaue-ui five miles from Mathura

on the Govardhan road and was pi iced in the Museum in 1005. (Plate X.)

On loan from the Govemin -nt ot India.

A 40.—Torso die. 2' 2" or 0 m. (30) of a male figure of colossal siV,

p.-rhaps a Budhisattva, proiu-dy adorned with various ornaments. Over

a strine' of bead- and two flat tonaie* a hea\ v beaded necklace hangs down

between the biea-ts. This necklace i- very curiously decorated with four

makara In ads. These are evidently copied from the Bodhisatha figures

of Liandhara which generally war necklaces with cla-ps in the shape

of animal head-. But in the present instance the meaning of this ornament

seems tu have been misunderstood. In the centre of the chest we notice a

di-k with nine ta—ids attached to a thin cord which passes round the neck.

To another cord, pa-sing undtr the right arm, lour amuletdiolders are

attached, such as are peculiar to the Bodhisattva figure.- of Gandhara.

Finally we notice the kng locks falling down on both shoulders. Pandit

Kadha Kn-lma obtained thi- torso for the Museum at the same time with

the - at d Buddha image Ao \s hir-h had been placed at the entrance of the

Damdama or Jam;dpur Sarai. There is rea-on to suppose that both

.- ulptur.s oiigiuatJ Irom the neighbouring Buddhist site, now occupied by

the Collector's Court House.

A 47.—Fragmuit (lit. 2' ol" or 0 m. 745) consisting of the lower

portion of a B<»dhi-attva figure -rated in European fashion on an orna-

mental stool of wickoiwork, The sandaled left foot is placed on a foot-

stool, on which the ulnr empty sandal lies. The right leg, now missing,

niu-t have been drawn up in the' attitude peculiar to Bodhi-attui images of

the Gra«.co-Buddhi-t -choi4(Cf. A.S.R., 1000-04, p. 234. plate LXYIII c

and 1000-7, p 131. plate LI16).

1 lie Iiiubli Jlu-cr.ni contains a inuilai amulet-holiler cf geld net «ith jewels which

was uiscu\eredl y iir. \V. ^icison lu the Alan-l'Csh Stupa rear Jftlalatatl. Cf Froc. A. S. S.

fcr ] p. T7-7!', c: U 112 11', e.m.1 A, cln color: tu, Yd. L\ III tK02), p. 2C1 and plate 10.
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*A 4S.—Pedestal ('lit. 1' 3V' or 0 m. 30 including the square tenon) of

a standing Puddha (') hinge of which only the bare feet ivmain. Outside

the feet are kneeling figurines of which the upper portions are lost. These

two figures, mal: and female, probably represent the donors of the image.

The front of tin pedestal has an inscription in four lines, first deciphered

by Professor J. Duwsju and re-edited by Dr. J. F. Fleet, who gives the

following transcript and translation :—

1. S'lilvji) dsara-s i'e p nhiha-stris (trim^)-ottar:dame 135, Pashya-

'Htuse dica-ie vt[ih] :[e] di 20. Diy ' V.t (r,n,[.?] yxm vih<ira-svil'<niny[<~i~\

2. Deviayn (Devatuy'ih) Yad ntra punyam tad bhiv'tu miitd-

pltroh sarvva-sot [t*]vCinan cha anidtaro-jw'inaptoye.

o. Saubliogyum pratlrTtpatu guharad kirttis sap:dna-kshciy<'h

inmanlo vilhavtibhava [§*] sukha-phulu nirvvniiam athte sivom

4. Afstabdhunl bhacanti dana-nlratau chittam niyojyaikxdd

— <j-?itarana<J ^dhiylm ^ ^yam.
" In a century of years increased by the thirty-fifth [year], [or in figures]

135 : in the month Pushya ; on the twentieth day [or in figures] the day

20. This is the appropriate religious gift of the abbess1 Devat'i. What-

ever l'jligious merit [there is] in this act, let it be for the acquisition of

supreme knowledge by [her] parents and by all sentient beings.

Good fortune ; the condition of being a model [worthy of imitation],

abounding in virtuous qualities ; fame ; the destruction of the enemies [of

religion] ; riches abounding in prosperity ;
births that result in happiness;

[and] finally, an auspicious nirvfiiia
;
[all these] are not permanent (?) ;

having

once fixed the thoughts upon the happiness of making gifts ;
"

The date of this inscription, if referred to the Gupta era, corresponds to

A.D. 454-5. The pedestal was found in the Jainfilpur (or Jail) mound

probably in the course of the excavations carried on by Mr. Hardinge in

1S77-8. It was removed presumably first to Agra and then to Allahabad

where Dr. Fleet examined it in " the Government Museum " shortly before

1888. I found it in 1904 in the Allahabad Public Library and arranged in

December 1907 for its return to Mathura together with the other sculp-

tures from this place.

(Cf. Dowson, J. X. A. 8., X. S„ Vol. V, p. 184, No. 8 ;
Cunningham,

A. S. R., Vol. Ill, p. 36; plate XVI, no. 22; Corpus laser. lad., Vol.

Ill, pp. 262-263, no. 63
; \ late XXXIX A.)

1 I do not quite agrje with Dr. Fleet regaidittg the interpretation of tlio word

" rilidra -itamihl" which I believe to mean "an abbess or female superior of a nunnery '' and

not "the wife of a Yibar snamin." Ihe latter i^as no doubt a Ihilshu and as such had to

take the vow of celibacy.
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* A 40.—Fragment (ht. .5" or 0 m. 127 ; width 1' 31" or 0 m. 393)

apparently belonging to a seated Buddha imago. Only some drapery

ot the robe is preserved. Tlu tint surface beneath the drapery is inscribed

with a fragmentary inscription in one line of which the b. ginning and con-

cluding portions are lost. It reads shkasi/<i riijya-sahvatxare 28

hemanta 3 di ' In the 2>>th year ot the reign of shka, in the third

month of winter, on the... . day...." It was discovered by Mr. Growse in the

courtyard of the Magistrate's Court House and had probably been brought

to lig'ht in 1SG0 when the foundations of this building were laid. Growse

presumed that the name of the king is to be restored as that of Kanishka.

Professor Liiders, however, has pointed out that the stroke preceding the

syllable bhka is in favour of the rcsroration Hu>Jilvsyu. (Cf. Growse

Matliura (2nd ed.), p. 1UG, with plate ; Inch Ant., Vol. VI, p. 217, no. 1

with plate ; and Liiders, Ind. Ant., Vol. XXXIII, pp. 38-39, no. 8).

*A 50.—Pedestal (ht. 1' or 0 m. 314} of a seated Buddha (!) image of

which only the left foot, marked with the wheel symbol, together with the

drapery beneath the legs is preserved. On this drapery we notice two

tassels apparently belonging to a girdle. In the centre ot the pedestal is a

wheel placed on a pillar between two standing figures of worshippers,

apparently each carrying a garland and a bunch of flowers. On tho proper

left end is a lion turned outward ; the corresjonding lion figure to the right

is lost. On the upper and lower rims of the pedestal is a mostly defaced

inscription in two lines which I read :

—

i liWH*]
2 [pra]t[i]m[<~<] 2{r]atish[ihu]pit[0]

Pandit Padha Krishna obtained this inscribed fragment from the

village of Xaugava, 4} miles west of the City south of the Govardhan road.

On loan from the Government of India.

A 51.—Pedestal (ht. 11" or 0 m. 28, including tenon) of a standing

Buddha (!) image of which only the bare feet remain standing on a kind of

cushion, perhaps meant for a lotus-flower. At the light foot there is the

lower portion of a miniature kneeling figure, pro L ably the donor of the

image. It was preserved at the Allahabad Libiaiy till December 1907

and perhaps came originally from the Jamalpur site.

A 52.—Petlestal (ht. V 10'' or 0 m. 557, including square tenon) of a

standing Podhisattva (?) image of -which only the bare feet remain. On
each side a kneeling figurine, presumably a human devotee, can be traced.

The fragment was brought to the Uuseuru fiom the Joint Magistrate's

bungalow, Its find-place is unknown,
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A 53.—Fragment (lit. 1' 2" or 0 m. 355, including square tenon) of

a standing Bodhisattva (?) image, of which only the bare feet remain.

Between the feet is a cluster of lotus-buds (surmounted by a full-blown

lotus-flower. At tli 3 sides of the image ar3 tv.n figurine*, male and female,

both standing and holding a wreath in their right and some, other offering

in their left hands. These figures probably represent the donors of the

image. It was brought to the Museum from bungalow no. 14 in Canton-

ments. Its find-place is unknown.

A 54.—Fragment (lit. V 5" or 0 m. 431, including square tenon) of a

standing Bodhisattva (?) iinag>, of which only the bare feet remain.

Between the feet is a cluster of lotus-buds. It was br 5-tight to the Museum
from the same bungalow as A 53. Its find-place is unknown.

A 55.—Fragment (ht. V 3 " or 0 m. 38, including tenon) of a standing

Bodhisattva Q) of which only the bare feet remain. Between the feet is a

projection -which perhaps was part of the dhoti. To the proper right is a

figurine of a male devotee, to the left a woman and a child. These three

figures, which are mum defaced, peobably represent the donors of the image.

The sculpture was brought to the Museum from the same bungalow as

A 53. Its find-place is unknown.

*A 5G.—Fragment (lit. 10" or 0 m. 255) of a pedestal of a standing

Bodhisattva
(

?
) image of whieh only one foot rem tins. On the front of

the pedestal are traces of two lines of an inscription in Brahml of the

Kushana type.

A 57.—Bust (lit. 61" or 0 m. 105) of a Bodhisattva (') figure wearing

a torque and flat necklace similar to tli.it of the Bodhisattva
(

;

)
images

A 42 and 43. The fragment was beought to the Museum from the Joint

Magistrate's bungalow. Its find-place is unknown.

A 58.—Fragment (lit. 8^'' orO m. 223) carved with drapery, probably

belonging to a Buddha image. Find-plac • unknown.

A 59.—'Fragment (ht. Ill'' or 0 m. 292) carved with drapery, probably

belonging to a Bodhisattva image. Find-place unknown.

A 60.—Statuette (lit. 6]-" or 0 m. 163) of a Buddha seated cross-legged

on a lion-throne in the attitude of meditation. Four miniature figures

are to his light, one of whieh is a chowrie carrier. The other side is broken.

The sculpture which is much worn was obtained by Pandit Radha Krishna

from a weaver in the City. O.i loan from the Government of India

A 61.—Bas-relief (ht. 121'' or 0 m. 321) representing a Bodhisattva,

perhaps Maitreya, seated cross-legged on a throne decorated with a wdieel

and two lions. He raises his right hand to the shoulder and holds a vessel
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in his left hand. On each side stands on attendant chowrio-eamer. The

sculpture whi:h is mu:h d?fa?ed was purchased from a Cham'n' who

worshipped it as Buudcla Babii. On loan from the Government of India.

A 02.—Life-siz? statue (hi. C *V or 2 m. 04, including tenon) of a

Bodhi-iattva standing. Head and arms missing
;
pedestal defaced. B.'twecn

the feet is a cluster of lotus-flWcrs. The stylo of the image which must

belong to the Kushana period is the sain? as that of A 40. It was found

in two pieces at the Bharatpur Gate, thj larger iragmeut being used as a

wheelsruard, and taken to the Museum in December 1008. On loan from

the Government of India.

*A G3.—Life-size statue (height G' 4" or 1 m. 02G, including tenon) of a

Bodhisattva standing. It is broken in two ; the head and right arm are

lost. The right hand was mo-t probably rais ed to th3 shoulder, the attitude

of the image being the same as that of the Bodhisattva statue of Sarnath.

The tlre^s also is similar. It consists of a dh'd'k fastened to the loins by

means of a flat girdle and an upper garment thrown over the left arm and

shoulder. The front of the pedestal is cut off with part cf the feet. Between

the feet we notice a cluster of lotus-buds. On the top of the pedestal is a

fragmentary inscription of one line which reads: SithVta[m] Mahn-

rajaxya Devaputrasyt Havixhknsya *a[m] 3-7 hernata "Success!

In the year 35 of the King, His 3iaje-ty, Huvishka The image

was acquired by Pandit Radha Krishna from L'lkhanu, Hathras parganu,

Allgavh district. On loan from the Government of India.

*A 04.—Fragment (lit. V 2 V' or 0 in. 80S; of th« p --dotal of a seated

Buddha figure of which only the kgs are preserved with indication of

the clothing and legs of attendant standing behind left knee. On the front

of the pede-tal is a relief similar to that on Xo. A 50 representing a dwarf

pillar with wheel (?) in the centre, and a worshipping figure standing on

each side, that to the proper left a female holding a garland in her right

hand, whilst of the other, male (?) figure only the h 'ad and loft arm remain.

There is a lion rampant on the pr.ip.~r Mt end. Th pedestal bears a

fragmentary inscription, apparently consisting ot four lines, of which two

are placed above and two beneath the front-relief.

It reads (1) i?[_/']>'a«[e] JO c'n[yya] C2; [L
m.rvn you].

2)a *d vadhu[ye] Dccarakshi. (o)

[8arvu-]i"tva-h > (4; [ta*ukh'oj «].

The character is Brahml of the Kudiaua period. Th ' fragment was

acquired from the Dhun^arpiru Quart er in Mathura city, On loan from

the Government of India.
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*A 05.—Statucttj (ht. 1' 2" or 0 in. 355) of a Buddha seated cross-

legged with his right hand raided in tin attitude of imparting protection

(Skr. abhay.t-mud.'d), whil st the left holds the hem of the rote which

covers both shoulders. Tli • drap.TV is indicated in a schematic manner. The

halo is broken. On the front of tin pedis: x\ is a bas-relief representing a

Buddha seated in the attitude of meditation between two devotees standing

at his sides. Both ends are occupied by lion ligures. The workmanship, both

of the Buddha and of the pjdestal is clumsy. There is an indistinct

inscription of two lims cut on the raised rims above and beneath the bas-

relief. It is dated Sa 51 g[ri] 3, On loan from the Government of India.

The sculpture was discovered by Pandit Radlia Krishna at Anyor near

Govardhan, whrre it was being worshipped as the Goddess Durga by the

Malkhana Thakurs (Moslims '.) who inhabit the vi'lage.

*A CG.—Fragment (ht. V or 0 m. 305) of a seated Bodhisattva (?)

image of which only the left leg, right foot and left hand remain, together

with the left leg of an attendant standing on his left side and part of the

pedestal. From the little that remains of the image we may conjecture that

it was similar in attitude and style to the Anyor Bodhisattva (So. A 1).

It certainly belongs to the same period, as appears from the character

used in the inscription, The front of the pedestal was evidently cut in three

facets, the side ones measuring 3'' iu width and receding 1". The

central facet is carved with a female figure standing turned to the proper

right and raising both hands to the forehead in token of respectful salutation.

From the position of this figure—apparently a female devotee—we may

surmise that the centre of the pedestal was oeciqiied by a Buddha or

Bodhisattva figure. The corner of the rim over the central part of the front

fa^o is supported by a standing winged lion. The inscription in Kushana

Brahnu is cut on the two rims (1st) above, and (2nd) beneath the bas-relief,

(3rd) on the rim and (4th) on the facet under the attendant. It reads:

—

[iq)a?i]kaye Namduye kshatrapa sa

(2) [Bojdhisat [va] visa — ta[re].

(3) savasatdnuih hitasu[Icha]rtha[>h].

(i) 8avost!u[*va] diydnam par!grlfa>.

The inscription is too fragmentary to allow of a consecutive translation

of it being given. It seems that the donor of the image was a female

relative of a satrap, We further find the usual formula : " For the sake

of the welfare and happiness of all sentient beings." Finally the image is

said to be an object of homage (pari/ji iha) of the Sarvfisfcivadins, if at least

we may assume that this is meant by the expression sdvciBthidiydnam.
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The fragment was obtained by Pandit Radha Krishna from a shrine

known as Galatesvar Mahadov Math near the Katra where it was inserted

in a wall. It is said to have been unearthed from a small mound in the

neighbourhood. On loan from the Government of India.

A 67. Life-size image (ht. 5' 11" or 1 m. SO including tenon) of a Bo-

dhisattva standing. Head, right shoulder and arm and left hand missing and

carving generally obliterated. The right hand was probably raised to the

shoulder and the left hand either rested on the hip or held an alabastron.

The figure wears a dliud fastened with a girdle, and an upper garment

hanging down from the left shoulder. The upper jart of the tcdy is deco-

rated with several necklaces and other ornaments similar to those of the

torso A 4G. Between the feet we notice a clui-ter of lotus-hues and nest

to the left foot a female figurine standing to front and holding in her right

hand a garland as an offering, whilst the left hand is jlactd on the hip.

Of a corresponding figure standing on the proper light side of the image,

only the feet are left. Those two figurines presumably represent the donors

of the statue.

The imago which must belong to the Kushana period was found by

Pandit Radha Krishna at the Kaiikor Tlla near the village of Jaisinghpura

3 miles north of Mathura, west of the road to Brindaban. It was being

worshipped as the guarelian-god of the village. On loan from the Govern-

ment of India.

A 68. Statuette (ht. 2' or 0 m. 61) of a Bodhisattva, probably Maitreya,

to judge from the alabastron or ointment vessel in his left hand. The

right arm and part of the halo are missing, also the feet with the pedestal.

The halo shows traces of a zigzag border. The hair is arranged in curls

schematically treated. The figure is dressed in a long robe which leaves

the right breast and shoulder bare. A loose upper garment hangs down

from the left shoulder and from the left hand. The Bodhisattva wears ear-

pendants, a flat torque and necklace, and two bracelets round the left arm.

The present figure is in some respects similar to the Maitreya statuette

No. A 43, but is decidedly superior artistically. This is particularly notice-

able in the position of the legs and in the treatment of the hand with the

alabastron. The statuette is carved in the round which is another indica-

tion of its early date. It may be safely assigned to the early Kushana

period. It was obtained from the Shsih-garj mound near the Brindaban

Gate of the city. On loan from the Government of India.

A 69. Image (ht. 2' 5" or 0 m. 736) of a seated Buddha clad in a

monk's robe, much worn. Obtained from a bagh'icha opposite the Bhutesar

mound. On loan from the Government of India.
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A 70. Head (hfc. 7" or 0 m. 179) of a Buddha image with iirna and

pronounced ushnlsha. Hair arranged in curls. From Chiimunda Math

at ' Azampur Sarai, 3 miles from Mathura on the Delhi road. On loan

from the Government of India.

*A71. Fragment (lit. 9" or 0 m. 228) consisting of a pedestal with

the lower portion of a Buddha figure seated cross-legged. Indication of

drapery on right leg. The face of the pedestal is carved with a r
-

elief, partly

defaced, consisting of two seated lions which occupy the corners and two

human figurines, probably worshippers, standing on both sides of a wheel-

pillar (?) On the rim above there is aa inscription in one line which com-

mences with the name of Huvishka and appears to be dated in the year 31.

The sculpture was acquired from the mound of Rfil-Bhadar, 8 miles north-

west of Mathura. On loan from the Government of India.
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B. JlN'A OR TlRTHAMKAEA IMAGES.

B 1.—Imago (ht. 4' 7£" or 1 in. 103) of a Jina of colossal size seated

cross-legged in the attitude of meditation (Skr. dkyana-raudrn) with

both hands resting in the lap. The lower portion of both arms is broken

as is also the upper portion of the elaborate halo, decorat.d with concentric

bands of various design. The nose is broken ; th_> lips and elongated ears

are slightly injured. The hair is arranged in short schematic curls turned

to the right. There is the ir'ivatsa symbol in the centre of th.3

chest. The palms of the hands and soles of the feet are marked with

the symbol of the wheel. The image probably belongs to the Gupta period

on account of its ornamental halo and the treatment of the hair. Find-place

unknown.

*B 2.—Image (ht. 3' 3|" or 1 m.) of a Jina seated cross-legged in

meditation (Skr. dhyana-mud i'o'). Head and left arm missing, Sr'tvatsa

symbol in centre ot chest and symbols in the palms of the hands and on the

soles of the feet. Belief on front of pedestal defaced. Inscription in two

lines on rim over front relief. It was first published by Professor Dowson,

corrected by Cunningham and re-edited by Professor Luders who reads :

1. Siddham Mahurdjasya Vu.sudevasya sam S3 gri. 2 dl. 16 etasyn

purvvaye Senasya

2. [dhi]tw Dattirsya vadhuye Vyn, , . cha . . sya ga.ndhikcsya

Kutumbiniye Jinadusiya pratima dhar[rma]dunam.
" Success ! In the year 83 of Maharaja Vasudeva, in the second [month

of] summer, on the 16th day, on that [date specified as] above, an image,

the pious gift of JinadasI, the daughter of Sena, the daughter-in-law of

Datta, the wife of the perfumer Vya . . cha . .
."

The image was presjrved at the Allahabad Public Library till Decem-

ber 1907 and perhaps originates from tho Kankfill Tlla.

(Dowson, J. R. A. 8. N. S., Vol. V, p. 184, No. G
;
Cunningham, A. S. R.,

Vol. Ill, p.- 34, No. 16: Biihkr V, 0. J., Vol. IV, p. 324; Luders, hid.

Ant. Vol. XXXIII, p. 107, No. 21.)

*B 3.—Image (ht. 2' 8}" or 0 m. 82) of a Jina sjated cross-legged

in meditation. Head and left arm missing, Hr'tvatsa symbol in centre of

chest and symbols on the palms of the hands and soles of the feet. Belief

on front of pedestal defacjd. Fragmentary inscription in one line on

rim over front relief. It was read by Cunningham : Sam. 83. gri. 2, di.

25 [etaye purvvaye] " In tlu year 83, in the second [month of]

summer, on the 25th day " The dale proves that the image was

made in the reign of the Kushanaking Vasudeva. Cf. above sub B.2.
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Io was preserved at tlrj All t'u ibal Public Library and cam3 perhaps

originally from the Kaiikfdl Tlla.

(Cuuaiughain, A. ,S'. E,, Vol. Ill, p. 34, No. 17.)

*B 4.—Image (he. 2' 10" or 0 m, 89) of the Jina Adimttha or Risha-

bha-n-itha seated cross-legged in meditation. Head and arms missing.

Halo with scolloped border partly preserved. fer'tvaJsa symbol in centra

of ehe^t, and wheel symbols on the palms of the hands and soles of the

feet. The iv lief on the front face of the pedestal represents a wheel of the

law (Skr. dharma-elmkra) placed on a pillar. It is being worshipped

by ten human devotees, both male and female, of whom two are kneeling

at the foot of the pillar, whilst the others are standing, some carrying

flowers as offerings and others folding their hands in the attitude of

adoration. The two ends of the relief are occupied by lions standing.

The sculpture was carved in the reign of the Kushana king Vasudeva,

as appears from the inscription of three lines, two above and one beneath

the front relief. It reads :

—

1. Siddlui[m] Mah~cr[a]jLis7/a r[<yu]tlr[a]jasya Devaputrasya

|S/i<«Ai] V [d~\sv,devasyt.<, rujya-sa\ih\vatsare 84 grishmamase d.vi 2

2. di 5 etasya pur[ut~/]yttm Bhatadatti'sya Ugabhiaalcasya vadhiie

sya kutublnie.

3. Bhagavato Arhato Rishahh'-isya pratim'i pratislithapita l)ha-

rasahasya kutub[i]nle —mi—gidta'Kumara\cl>x\ttasya nirvarttana.

"Success! In the reign of the king, th : king of kings, His Majesty

[Shiihi] Vasudeva, in th? year 81. the 2nd month of summer, the 5th clay,

on that [date specified] above, • the wife of the daughter-

in-law of Bhatadatta U^abhinaka has erected an linage of the Lord the

Arhafc Rishabha at the request of Kuinarada tta .

This image was discovered in November 1903 by Pandit Radha

Krishna on the bank of the Balabhadra Kund. where it was being used

as a grinding stone. He subsequently secured it for the Museum. (Plate

XL Cf. A. S. B. N\ H., Vol. V., p. G, no. VIII). On loan from the

Government of India.

*B 5.—Image (lit. 2' 7i" or 0 m. 77) of a Jina seated cross-legged in

meditation (Skr. dhyliii-mulr'i). Hiad and arms broken; sculpture

otherwise dxmagad. Symbol ofwli3 3l on th? palms of the hands and

solos of the feet. Oa front of th) pjd.'stal is a relief representing a wheel

placed on a trident which is being worshipped by six monks ({), ot whom

the two nearest it are kneeling, while the others are standing. At the

sides a lion couchant with head turned outward. On the pedestal there
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is an inscription, considerably mutilated, which consists of two lines (2' 2"

in length), one over and the other under the relief. Some more letters are

traceable beneath the second line.

The inscription was hist edited by Cunningham and subsequently by

Biihler. Cunningham's facsimile proves that some letters have disappeared

since its discovery. Tho-so I have placed between round brackets.

1. Suva (90 va.) [Ku}tu[th]ban\e D(i)na$ya vadhiiya

2. Ko[(tiyoto] ga(n~i)to [Pa]ca[ha)l;ato IculCtto Majhamato

iuhhu(to) sanikaya Bhatibidda (tha)bhaui—
3. ye d[a]na[rii].

According to Cunningham . this image was found in the KahkSli TIlS.

(.4. S. It, Vol. Ill, p. 33, No. 19 : Buhhr, Ep. Ini., Vol. II, p. 205, No. 22.)

B 6.—Image (ht. 3' 5" or 1 m. 04) of a Jina seated cross-legged in the

attitude of meditation (Skr. dhy'nu-mudra). Head missing. Orna-

mental halo and locks partly preserved. On each side stands a male

attendant, holding a fly-wisk in his right hand. The sculpture is perhaps

identical with " the life-size s?ated figure with an elaborately carved nimbus

and long hair flowing over the shoulders and down the back " excavated

by Mr. Grow=e from the Kahkall Tlla (Mathuru, p. 117).

B 7.— Statuette (ht. 2' 5" or 0 m. 737) of a Jina seated cross-legged

in meditation on a cushion which is placed on a throne (Skr. sirhh'isana)

supported by a pair of lions. In the centre is a wheel between two

figurines of meditating Jinas, both defaced. The head of the main figure

is missing, but the long straight hair is still visible on both shoulders. An

attendant chowrie-bearer stands on a lotus-flower on each side ; the left

one is missing. Find-place unknown.

B 8.—Image (ht. 2' 5" or 1 m. 04) of a Jina (?) image seated cross-

legged in the attitute of meditation (Skr. dhy'ma-mudra). Find-place

unknown.

B 9.—Torso (ht V 10V' or 0 m. 50) of a Jina (?) image seated cross-

legged in the attitude of meditation (Skr. dhydna-mudra). Find-place

unknown.

B 10.—Lower portion (ht. 1' 3" or 0 rn. 39) of the figure of a Jina

seated cross-legged in the attitude of meditation. Brought from the Joint

Magistrate's bungalow.

B 11.—Image (ht. 2' 6" or 0 m. 74) of a Jina seated cross-legged

in the attitude of meditation. Head missing. Symbol in the palms of

the hands and on the soles of the feet. Pedestal defaced. Find-place,

unknown.
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B 12.—Image (ht. 1' 11" or 0 m. 584) of a Jina seated cross-legged

in meditation (Skr. dhyana-mudru). Head missing. On front of

pedestal a devotional scene, a wheel placed on a pillar, worshipped by three

men, four women and a child. On both ends a lion to front. Find-place

unknown.

B 13.—Image (ht. 1' 7i" or 0 m. 495) of a Jina seated cross-legged

in meditation (Skr. dhyuna-mudril). Head missing. Arms broken. On
front of pedestal a relief, much defaced, representing a wheel being worship-

ped by male and female devotees. On each end a lion to front ; that to

the proper left broken. Over relief traces of an insaii tiou. Tho image

probably belongs to the Kushana poiiod. Find-place unknown.

*B 14.—Fragment (ht. 7" or 0 m. IS) of a statuette of a Jina (?)

seated cross-legged in the attitude cf meditation (Skr. dhyuna-mudru).

on a throne (Skr. simhnsana), sujpoited \ y two lurs stfndirg to bent.

Between these lions a devotional scene rejre c.«rtirg a wretl cn a pilar

with three figures of human worshijpus ttardirg cn cr.ch fide. Over

this an inscription in one line 6|" Icrg. It was \ ullifhcd 1 y Sir. Grcwse

and re-edited by Professor Liiders n ho reads: Siddhcnh Vachakatya

Datta-sishyasya Sihasya ni[vartana] " Success 1 [At the request]

of the preacher Siha (Skr. Sirhha) the jupil of Datta

The remaining portion was evidently on the lower lim which is broken.

There are also a few letters on tho piopcr left side of the pedestal.

On palseographical grounds the sculpture is to he assigned to the later

Kushana period. It was found at the Kankali Tila. (Growse, Mathu.ru

p. 118; Ind. Ant., Vol, VI., p. 219, No. 8 ; J. A. S B., Vol. XLVII,

(1878) Pt. I., p. 119; plate XX [inscription erroneously described as that

of No. B 15] Biihler, Ep. Ind., Vol. I., p. 383, note GO
;
Ltiders, Ind. Ant.

Vol. XXXIII, p. 154, No. 33).

*B 15.—Statuette (ht. 1' 7" or 0 m. 482) of a Jina seated cross-legged

in the attitude of meditation. (Skr. dhydna-mndra ) The head is lost,

but remnants of a radiating halo are still extant. An attendant on each

side ; but one to the left broke n. The one to the right stands in the

attitude of adoration (Skr. namobkara) and wears a snake-hood, showing

him to be a NSga. On the front of the base is a relief representing eight

human worshi ppers including three women and two children, standing

in the attitude of adoration on both sides of a wheel placed on a pillar.

Similar devotional scenes are commonly found on the bases of Gandhara

images. On both sides of the relief are defaced lions. On the pedestal

over the relief is an inscription in two line?, each 7" in length, which was

first e dited by Grcwse and re-edited by Biihler. It reads :

—
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1. Samvcitsare saptapaTielu'fe 57 lie
rinanta-tti(tri)t%—

2. ye divnse trayoduifi sya p orwayam
" In the fifty-seventh (57th) year, in the third month of winter, on the

thhtccnth day ; on that [date .specified as] above "

Professor Liiders refers this date to the Kushana era
; but on account

of the character I feel inclined to refer it to the Gupta era, in which case

it would correspond to A.D. 370-7.

Evidently this sculpture j, the same as " the broken Jaina figure naked

with an Indo-Scythian inscription dated in the year 57, both in words and

in figures ''; which was obtained by Cunningham from the Sltala-ghfitl mound

on the bank of the Jamna and placed by Growse in the local museum.

But Growse says that it had been built, up into a mud wall in tie

Mauoharpur Quarter of the city and that his attention was first called

to it by General Cunningham. (Cunningham, A. S. R., Yol. XX, p. 86;

Growse, lad. Ant., Vol. VI., p. 218, No. 5, and plate
;
Biihler, Ep. hid.,

Vol. II., p. 210, No. 38 and plate.)

B 1G.— Statuette (ht. 1' 41" or 0 m. 41S) of a Ththarhkara seated

cross-legged in the attitude of meditation on a throne supported by a pair

of lions. Between these lions arc four figures, mostly defaced, worshipping

a wheel. The main figure has a circular halo with scolloped border round

the head, and the ir'wtm symbol in the centre of the chest. The soles of

the feet also are marked with symbols. On each side stands an attendant

figure, with an elaborate head-dress.

It was purchased by Pandit Radha Kiishna from a Khattri, Girdhar

Lai by name, who is said to have found it in the Jamna near tho Gokaran

Mahiklev Temple. On loan from the Government of India.

*B 17.—Statuette (ht. 10' or 0 in. 255) of a Jina (?) seated cross-

legged in the attitude of meditation. (Skr. dh ydna-mudra) on a throne

supported by two lions. Between these lions are two male and two female

figurines worshipping a wheel which is placed on a pillar. On the rim

over this relief is an inscription in one line, 8" long, It reads ... . jn

da sa ... . W- [Dhajmcn^i] trusa vadh[fiye].

*B 18.—Statuette (ht. 10" or 0 m, 255) of a Jina seated cross-legged

in the attitude of meditation. CSkr. dhyana-mudrd) on a throne

supported by two lions. Between these lions are two male and two

female figurines worshipping a wheel which is placed on a jiillar. On
the lim over this relief is an inscription in one Hue, Gh" long. It reads :

—

Koijikato ganuto Vachhzliknto Icvlalo vadha . . ''Out of the Kotiya

gana, out of the Vachchhaliya kula " The inscription
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was evidently continued on the lower rim which is defaced. It shows

the statuette to be Jaina and to belong to the Kushana period l
. There

arc some more letters on the side of the proper left lion. The image was

found at the MatI Math inside the Holi (or Hardinge) Gate, where

it was being worshipped. It was obtained fur the Museum by Pandit

Kadha Krishna On loan from the Government uf India.

B 19.—Image (ht. 2' 2" or 0 m. CG) of a Jina (
?
J seated cross-legged in the

attitude of meditation. (Skr. dkynna-mudru ). Ushivshu on top of head and

si-lvatsa symbol in centre of the chest. On each side a miniature attendant

standing on a lotus and waving a fly-wisk (Sanskrit cJulmara, Hindi chaur't).

In the two upper corners two flying figures, apparently carrying garlands.

The relief is enclosed between two pillars indicating a chapel in which the

image was supposed to be placed. The stone was at the Allahabad

Library up to December 1907 ; it is doubtful if it originates from Mathura.

B 20.—Image (ht. 2' 2" or 0 m. GO) of a Jina seated cross-legged

in the attitude of meditation (Skr. dkyn na-mud n~',) on a low triangular

cushion, with ornamented frout. Head missing and arms broken. The

nipples are marked by wheel symbols. In the centre of the chest is a

ir'ivatsa symbol. Projecting disk in the palms of the hands and on the

soles of the feet. Find-place unknown.

*B 21.—Statuette (ht. V 7" or 0 m. 48^1 of the first Jina, Adinatha or

Yrishabhanatha, seated on a cushion in meditation. Head missing with

top portion of the slab. The figure was originally placed in a chapel, the

pillars of which are broken off above the base. The Jina's seat is supported

by two lions couchant placed between two broken pillars. A piece of clot

h

with garlands hangs down from the seat, so that its border touches the wheel

beneath. Below it is a miniature bull couchant, the cognizance of the Jina

Yrishabhaniitha. The lower portion of the sculpture is divided by four

pilasters into three compartments. In the proper right and central one are

two, in that to the left, three standing figures of Jinas. Immediately beneath

the outer pilasters are two kneeling figurines of human worshippers. On
both sides of the projecting portion of th e stone is a vertical row of five figures

of which four are Jinas, seated in meditation. The missing top por-

tion of the slab, probably coutained eight more Tirthamkara figurines

making a total of twenty-four, the traditional number of Jaina patriarchs.

The lowermost figures of both rows are a male and female probably a Yak-ha

and YakshI ; the latter holds a flower in each hand. A Nagarl inscription

in one line runs along the raised rim over the lions. It reads :--

Om Famdita Sri-Gctnavara-devaya.

1 Cf. Eg, lad,, Vol. II, p. 202, No. XIII.
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*B 22—Statuette ('lit. 2' 3" or 0 m. 63) of tho 22nd Jina Xominatha

seated cro33-L*gged in the attitude of m 'dilation on a throne supported by

two lions. On each side of the main figure stands a male attendant waving

a flv-wnk. Under the ^e two attendant* ar.e two crouching figurines, male

,i id female, with a start in eaeh hau 1. Th:-y probably repres nit Yakshas.

Tlr> male wears n diadem on the top of his head, the female a high tiara.

Over the elm vr'i bearers are two flung figures, apparently carrying garlands,

and over these two elephants standing on both sides of the para-ol which

surmounts tho Jina's head, Oa the top of the parasol there are traces

ot a miniature figure beating a hand-drum, On the raided rim beneath

rh • p
j destil is an inscription, f in length, of which tho greater part

is destroy :d. It rends -.—Somvat 1104 Sri Bhc-dh-u-ayn-g ichchha

Miih'iln The year, if referred to the Yikrama era, would

f-omsp-md to A D. 104-7, Under the inscription is a conch, the cognizance

i if tiie Jina X 'mia.itha,

The sculpture wa-. preserved at the Allahabad Public Library till

I) member 1007 : it is uncertain whether it originates from Mathura.

' B 20.—Sruuett- (hi. 1' 4V or 0 m. 407) of a Jina seated crossWo-ed— no
in meditation (Skr. dhy'tna-iuudm) on a cushion placed on a throne, which

i< supported by a pair of lions couchant. The sculpture is much demaged and

the head is mining. An attendant with a fly-fan to tho left. The corres-

p >n ling figure to the right i-, lo-t. A kneeling figure of a human worshipper

on faeh end ot the pedestal. Tncre runs an inscription in one lino along

the low- r rim of t'a • pHh,tal. bat only a few letters are
i
reserved.

* B 24.- -Fragment (lit. fiV' or 0 m. 1G5) consi-ting of the lower

portion of a Jina figur seated cross-legged in the attitude of meditation

(.Skr. dhytna-madra) on a triangular cushion ornamentally carved along

the front. It beaes an indistinct Nagari inscription dated s'~nhvat 1234

(•nrre-ponding to A.D. 1177.

Tin- sculpture was found at the Kaiikull Till according to Growse.

(.Vathura 2nd. ed., p. 110, with plate ; lad. Ant. Vol. YI, p. 219, No. 10.)

* B 25.—Statuett e (lit. 1' 2" or 0 m. 356) of white marble, represent-

ing a Jina seated cross-legged in the attitude of meditation. Head lost.

In the palms of the hands is a four-petallcd flower. On the soles of the

feet is another symbol. On the front face of the cushion is an inscription

in three lines, composed in a mixture of Sanskrit and Hindi and written in

the Xagarl character. The date is the Yikrama year 182G, Maghara. di. 7

Thursday, coi responding to the 18th January A.D. 1870. It reads :—

1. Saihvat 1826 varshe mitt Magha va. di. 7 Guro.vdsara Digana~

ijrre Mahu[va]je Kchar'i Si[m]<]ha raja vijay«[rajyej.
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2. mahfibhafttiraka ir'iyujya-Sn-Mahanamda-svgarz-siirilhis tad

upadat (

—

desfit)
|)
Palli-vuluvam&tmagihiigai.

3. tre [H>-i]ras>'inu-nagara-vusind Chaudhari Jodharujena p<~'titf~i

(pratiahthu <) Icarapiteya (karitegam).

" In the year 1826. [the month] Magha, the 7th flay of the dark fort-

night, on Thursday, in the victorious [reign] of Maharaja, Raja Kehar

Singh at the Town of Dig, by order of the great master the worshipful Sii

Mahanand Sugar 1 Suri, this consecration (!) was caused to be made by

Chaudhaii Judh Raj of the Pallival clan and of the Magiha family, and a

resident of the town of Harasana."

For part of the above reading I am indebted to Mr. A jit Prasada,

Vakil, High Court, Lucknow. Maharaji Keharl or Kesarl Singh was a

grandson of Maharaja Sii raj Mall, the founder of the Bharatpur Gadcli.

Maharaja Jawahar Singh was his father. On Jawahar Singh's death his

brother Ratan Singh became the ruler and Keharl or Kesarl succeeded Ratan

Singh. He ruled from Chet sudi Oth, Samba t 132(J (A.D. 1769) to Chet

badi 15, Sambut 1834 (A. D. 1777).

B 2G.—Statuette (ht. 1' S" or 0 m. 51) of a Jina, either Sup.'rsva

or Parsvanfitha ?
,
wearing a Naga-hood and scat.d cross-legged in medi-

tation on a cushion, supported by sitting lions. The figure is placed in a

miniature chapel, the pillars of which are broken. The projecting pcrtion-

of the architrave are supported by lions rampant which stand on the heads

of elephants couchaut. This sculpture seems to be identical with that

found by Growse at a dei !h of six feet in a fvlfl between the Kankall Tila

and the ChaubarM mounds He de tribes it a> " a small pediment contain-

ing in a niche, Hanked by fabulous monsters and surmount. d hy the my-tie

wheel, a figure of Buddha, canopied by a many-headed serpent and seated

on a lion throne." (Mathiird p. 124.)

B 27. Fragment (he. 1' oh" or 0 m. 445) consisting of the lower

portion of a Jina (?) image seated cross-legged in meditation, as expressed

by the position of the hands which rest in the lap, with the i alius turned

upward. In each palm is the sign of the wheel (Skr. chabra). On the sole

of the feet is the same emblem besides the symbol of the three jewels

(Skr. triratna). The sculpture is said to originate from the Kankall

Tila.

B 28.-"Fragment (ht. 1' 7'' or 0 m. 483) consisting of the lower

portion of a Jina (?) image seated cross-legged in meditation. Lelt knee

1 Suri iSuniida is mentioned in Ep. hid , Vol, I, \i. 37".

» Cf. aboy:, p. -13.
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mining ; pedestal defaced. Symbol of the wheel in the palms of the hands

and on the soles of the feet. Find-plane unknown.

* B. 20.—Fragment (ht. 1' or 0 m. 305) consisting of the legs and

upper part of the pedestal of a Jina (!) seated cros^-legged in meditation.

The relief on the front face of the pedestal evidently represented a wheel

with four worshipping figures who are holdiug buuche? of flowers as offerings.

Only the heads are partly preserved. Oa the rais.'d rim over the front

r.'lief runs an inscription in two lines 1' 4'' in length ; the last portion of

the first lino and almost the entire second line arc destroyed. It reads :

—

(1) ITahdi'itjctxya DiV'-iputrdxy-t Huv'ishkutya r['i]jya-s"(m) 50 he. 3

di. [2] (2) vaha botha sa gha ne.

" In the reign of the king, His Majesty Huvishka, in the year 50,

in the third mouth of winter, on the second day ..."

This inscription shows the imago to belong to the Kushana period.

The ston.' which had been set up by a subordinate; in the Public Works
Department to protect a culvert on the high road through cantonments was
rescued by Mr. Growse (Mathurt, p. 1G5, and Ind. Ant. Vol. YI, pp. 217

and 201, No. 11.)

B 30.—Fragment (ht. 1' Gh" or 0 m. 47) of a Jina figure seated cross-

legged on a throne much defaced. Find-place unknown.
* B 31.—Fragment (ht, 10]" or 0 m. 2G) of the pxlestal of a seated

Jina image. To the proper right is a wheel placed on a throne which

must have occupied the centre of the front relief. On the proper left side

i, a lio.i fa.-nig, part of who-c bedy is carved on the side of the stone.

B.twecn the wheel and the lion are two figures, male and female, standing

to Imnt with fold el hands m the attitude of adoration. There is an

iu>ciiption in two lines, 13'' and 1G V
long, of which the lower line is mostly

destroyed, on the' raised rims over anil beneath the relief. For the following

reading I am indebted to Professor II. Liiders:—
h O'ui/i] >:vt [/*] [07] vr.h'i-;nii 1 Kof-y i-gaai- Vaim-iakhi
2. ddli'i [ma-Huilenhi] . . . , vi [bu ?] prat lshth[ti]pita.

In Professor Liideis' opinion the date refers to tli3 Gupt.i era, in which
ra

-
-.' the inscription would be dated in A.D. 41(3.

The sculpture was preserved in the Delhi Municipal Musjum till Octo-

ber 1007, when it \va~, trarsferred to the Mathur.T Museum. Judging from
its st\le and the kind of ston j us.d, it originates from Mathur.l, but the

exact find-place is unknown.

B 32. —Image (ht. 3' 3j" or i ra.) of a standing Jina. Head and feet

lost ;
hands injured. Male attendant with fly-wisk standing on each side.

Lower portion of back square. Vertically along the back project three
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sides of an octagonal shaft. The image is said to come from the Kankall

Tila.

B 33.—Fragment (ht. 1' 11" or 0 m. 584) of a .slab containing the torso

of a standing Jina figure. Head lost. Portion of an ornamental halo;

straight locks on shoulders. On both sides an attendant standing on a

lotus and holding a fly-whisk. Find-plaee unknown.

B 34.—Torso (ht. 2' 4" or 0 m. 71) of a standing Jina figure. Find-place

unknown.

B 35.—Torso (ht. 2' 8" or 0 m. SI) of a standing Jina. Symbol in

centre of chest. It was brought to the Museum from the bungalow no. 14.

B 3G.—Torso (ht. 2' oV or 0 m. GSG) of a Jina figure, standing against

a slightly projecting pillar. Remnants of a circular halo visible on the back of

the stone. Long straight locks falling on shoulders, Find-place unknown.

B 37.—Torso and head (ht. 1 ' 81/ or 0 m. 52) of the figure of a

Jina. Arms missing, nose broken, lips slightly injured. No halo. Hair

arranged in conventional short curls, Ear-lobes elongated. &rivatsa

symbol in centre of chest. Find-place unknown.

B 38.—Torso (ht. V 6" or 0 m. 457) of a Jina (?) figure. Bnvatsa
symbol in centre of chest. Find-place Kankali Tila (?).

B 39. -Torso (ht. 1' 3" or 0 m. 33) of a Jina (?) figure. Srivatsa

symbol in centre of chest. Find-place unknown.

B 40.—Torso (ht. 10" or 0 m. 254) of a Jina figure, tinvatsa sym-

bol in centre of chest. Find-place unknown.

B 41. —Torso (ht. 8A" or 0 m. 21G) of a Jina figure. Hrlvatsa sym-

bol in centre of chest. Attendant holding fly-whisk to proper right.

Find-place unknown.

B 42.—Tor- o (ht. S" or 0 m. 20) of a Jina figure. Srivatsa symbol

in centre of chest. Find-place unknown.

B 43.—Fragment (ht. 8" or 0 m. 20) consisting of thighs of standing

Jina figure. Find-place unknown.

B 44—Mask (ht, 1' 9" or 0 m. 53) of the head of a Jina (?) figure of

colossal size. Left cheek and nose missing
;

lips and chin damaged. Hair

in short conventional curls. Face round and full
;
eyes large and protrud-

ing ; pupils not indicated. Neither usJuusha nor urnd. Find-place

Kankall Tila (?).

B 45.—Mask (ht, 1' oi" or 0 m. 35) of the head of a Jina (?) image
of colossal size. Nose and chin broken. Hair arranged in short conven-

tional curls. The head seems to have an ushnWia and there is a small

urjia above the nose. Find-place unknown.
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B 40.—Head (ht, V 1" or 0 m. 33) of a Jina (?) imago, of buff-

coloured sandstone. Nose, chin and ears slightly damaged. Hair in short

tchimatic curls. Face round and full. Eyes large, pupils not marked.

Eve-brows in two curves almost touching each other. Find-place Kankull

fila(?).

B 47. -Head (ht. V 1" or 0 m. 278.) of a Jina (?) figure. Top of the

head and nose broken. Ears and chin injured. Deep, round hole on place

of left ear. Hair treated in schematic waves. Face round and full
;
eyes

large. Pupils not indicated. No urnd,. Find-place unknown.

B 48.—Head (ht. 1' or 0 m. 305) of a Jina (?) image. Nose broken
;

ear-lobes injured. Hair in short conventional curls. Face round and full,

eyes large. Pupils not indicated. No vrijd. At back traces of pillar.

Find-place Kankali Tila ('.).

B 49—Head (ht. 1' or 0 m. 305) of a Jina (?) figure. Nose broken
;

chin injured. Back of head, including ears, missing. Hair arranged in

short conventional curls. It was brought to the Museum from the Joint

Magistrate's bungalow.

B 50.—Head (ht. 10" or 0 m. 255) of a Jina figure, much defaced.

Hair in wavy rows. Find-jjlace Kaiikfdi Tila (?).

B 51.—Head (ht. 81'' or 0 m, 215) of a Jina figure, well preserved

Nose and cars slightly injured. Hair in rows of schematic waves. Face

broad and flat. Criifi between eye-brows. Find-place unknown.

B 52.—Head (ht. 11 J" or 0 m. 29) with portion of left shoulder and

halo of Jina (?) figure. Hair arranged in wavy rows. Forehead, nose and

lips damaged. Find-place unknown.

Boo.—Head (ht. 10'' or 0 m. 255) of a Jina figure. Nose broken:

face much injured. Hair arranged in short schematic curls. Pupils in-

dicated. Portions of ornamental halo. Find-place Kankfdl Tila ('.).

B 54.—Head (ht. 101" or 0 m. 205) of a Jina figure. Much worn.

Hair in short schematic curls. It was brought to the Museum from the

Joint Magistrate's bungalow.

B 55.—Head (ht. 8J" or 0 m. 215; of a Jina (?) figure. Nose, chin

and right cheek broken. Hair plain. Find-place Kankfdl Tila (?).

B 50.—Head (ht. Si" or 0 m. 215) of a Jina (?) figure. Forehead and

nose broken. Hair plain. Traces of ushn'.iha. Find-place unknown.

B 57. —Head (ht. 7'' or 0 m. 179) of a Jina (?) figurine. Nose bro-

ken
;
lips, chin and left ear injured. Hair plain. No ushitisha or iirnii.

Pupils not indicated, Find-place unknown.
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B 58.—Head (ht, 8" or 0 m. 205) of a Jina figure. Much defaced;

nose broken. Hair arranged in short schematic curls. Face round and
full

;
eyes large. Find-place Kankfdl TUa ('<).

B 59.—Fragment (ht. 3]" or 0 in. 95) consisting of the lower portion of
th.; head of Jina (?) figure. Find-place unknown.

B CO.—Fragment (lit. 10'' or 0 m. 25) of the head of a Jina Q) figure

with hair arranged in conventional curls. Find-placj unknown.
B Gl.—Head (ht. 2' 4" or 0 m. 71) of a Jina image of colossal size.

The surface has peeled off in ptaces. The hair is arranged in schematic

curls. The sculpture was kept at the Allahabad Public Library till Decem-
ber 1907.

B G2.—Head (ht. 1' 4" or 0 m. 40) with portion of a Xaga-hood,
presumably belonging to a figure of the Jina P.irsvanatha. The hood
must have consisted of seven snake-heads, one on the proper right side

missing. Over each snake-hood is a sacred symbol. That over the

central head is the triratna symbol and that over the outermost head on

the proper left end the svastilca. The head of the Jina, of which the nose

and chin are missing, has short schematic curls and elongated ears. The

eye-brows are drawn in one line. The cheeks are full ; the lips thick and

protruding. Find-place unknown.

B 63.—Statuette (ht. 1' 4" or 0 m. 419) of a Jina seated cross-legged

in the attitude of meditation between two attending figures, standing with

folded hands. The central figure has a symbol in the middle of his chest

and remnants of a circular halo with scolloped borcL r on both sides of his

head. On the pedestal is a relief, flanked by two lions, which represents

four human figures worshipping a wheel. The carving is partly defaced

and the workmanship poor.

B 64.—Fragment (length 8J" or 0 m. 216) consisting of two hands of

a Buddha or Jina figure seated in the attitude of meditation. Find-place,

unknown.

B 65.~Stcle (ht. 2' 10" or 0 in. 8C2) with a nude Jina figure seated

cross-legged in meditation on each of the four sides 1
. One wears a

seven- headed Naga hood ; and another of the four figures has straight

hair falling on both shoulders. Two are seated on a throne supported by a

pair of lions between which stands a wheel, the narrow side facing. A
1 Quadruple Tirthaihkara images like B 05— 74 are designated in the inscriptions

as pratiinu sarvato bhadriba "an image auspicious on all sides." (Cf. Ep. Ind. Vol. I,

p. 382, No. II ) Growse (Mathv.ra p, US) mentions two such sculptures found in the

Kankali Ilia under the name of chattiixuHl. For similar images cf. V. A. Smith, Jain

Slvpa, plite XC.
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similar wheel in the same position is found on the two remaining sides,

but here it is placed between two squatting figurines, one a corpulent male

figurj holding a cup in his right and a money bag in his left hand ; the

other a female holding an infaut in her left arm, and in her right an in-

distinct obj.'Ct. The^e figurines probably represent Kubera, the god of

wealth and Hariti, the goddess of abundance. Cf. beneath C 2 and 4-5.

Each Jina has on both sides of his head a flying figure carrying a garland.

Find-place unknown.

B 06.—Stele (ht. 2' 4," or 0 m. 709) carved on the four sides with

a nude Jina figure seated cross-legged in meditation on a cushion placed

on a throne (Skr. simhasa net) supported by a pair of lions, turned out-

ward with one forepaw raised. Between each pair of lions, in the centre

of each of the four sides, is a wheel. In one instance there are two kneel-

ing human figures on both sides of the wheel. Along the four faces of the

pedestal are miniature figurines in vaiious attitudes. Most of them are

male figures, probably Yakshas, squatting and holding a money bag in the

left hand. On one side there is a kneeling female figure and on another side

a grotesque head, perhaps Riihu. The upper portion of the stone with

the four heads is missiug. One of the four figures is distinguished by

long straight locks falling on the shoulders. Each Jina figure has

symbols hi the shape of conventional flowers, in the palms of the hands

and on the feet. The sculpture is said to originate from the Kankali Tlla,

B 67.—Stele (ht. 2' 10" or 0 m. 859, including tenon) with a nude

Jina standing on each side. One is distinguished by a seven-headed Naga

hood ; another by straight hair falling on both shoulders. Each figure has a

sr'ivutsa symbol in the centre of the chest. On each side of the pedestal

is a bas-relief representing a devotional scene. In the top of the stone is a

square mortice for the reception of a tenon ; there is a square tenon in the

bottom. Find-place unknown.

* B 08.—Stele (ht. 3' 3" or 0 m. 99) with a nude Jina figure standing

on each of the four sides. The four figures are all defaced and other-

wise injured. Three have ornamental haloes and one a seven-headed Naga

hood. One of the three haloed figures has straight locks falling on the

shoulders. Each figure has the sr'ivatsa symbol in the centre of the chest.

There is a square mortice in the top of the stone. The pedestal is broken,

on one side arc traces of an inscription, which I read :...ka lhaginlye

Gho..." [ofj Gho...the sister of..." The character is that of the Kushaiia

period.

The sculpture is said to have been found in the Kankali Tlla.
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* B 69.—Stele (ht. 1' 11" or 0 in. 5S2) with a nnrlc Jina figure stand-

ing on each of the four hides. Three of th''sc figure* have haloes and ono

a seven-fold Naga hood. One of the haloed figures has long straight hair

falling down on both shoulders. All four figures have a symbol in the

centre of thj chest. On the four corners of the pedestal are human
worshippers, facing both sides. Hound moitico in the top of the stone.

On oae face of the base is an inscription in on.' line.

The sculpture is said to originate from the Kankfdl Tlla.

*B 70.—Stele (ht, V 101" or 0 m. 57) carved with a nude Jina

figure standing on each of the four sides. Three of these figures have a

halo and the fourth has a sat en-headed Xa^a-hood. All four figures have

a symbol in the centre of the brea-t. On the four corners of the pedestal

are figurines of devotees facing both ways. Th.rc is a round mortice in

the top of the stone. The base is broken, Along the three entire sides

runs an inscription in two lines. The lettering un side b is partly, and that

on c wholly, lost.

The inscription which was first brought to notice by General Cunning-

ham and re-edited by Professors liiihl r and Ltiders, runs a> follows :

—

a 1. Siddham [sum] So 1 he 1 di 1*2 c.sya pnrvvaye Ko—
2. tato BrahmadOsib'ito Uchenalcarito

b 1. £r[i]grihato

2 [ska [bha]

d 1, . . . bodhi-labhde Vish[*it]udeva pruti—
2. . . . sarva-sat[t vc"']nam hita-sukha[yo].

"Success: [In the year] 35, the first mouth of winter, the 12th day

on this [date specified as] above, [at the request of] ..... out of

the Kottiya [gam], the Brahmadasika [hula], the Uehchanagari [sdlchd]

the Srigriha [sambhoga] .... for the welfare and happiness of all

creatures."

The sculpture was found in the Kankfdl Tlla and preserved in the Delhi

Municipal Museum till October 11)07 when it was transferred to the

Mathura collection. (Cunningham, A. S. li., Vol. Ill, p. 20, no. 2 and

plate. Builder, Almanack der Wiener Akademie der Wisscnschaften,

Vol. XXXVII, p. 266 ;
Vienna Oriental Journal, Vol. I, p. 176, no. 5 and

Vol. IV, p. 171 and Liidcrs, 2nd. Ant., Vol. XXXIII. 30, no. 5).

* B 71—Stele (ht. 1' 10" or 0 m. 558) carved with a nude Jina

figure standing on each of its four sides. Three of these figures have

haloes and the fourth has a broken Xaga hood. All four figures have a

1 Professor LuJors reads so. 5.
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symbol ia th: centre of th? ohi-st. Oa the four corners of tho'pedcstal

are fi"-urines of hum-in devot?es, ftv-ing both ways. Their hands are

missing. Ther.- is a square mortice in the top of the stone. On the lowui

rim of the bav along the four sides run? an inscription in one line, which

was fir-t published by General Cunningham and re-edited by M. Boyer.

(a) [Saw] 5 lie 4 di 20 [asyu purviiydih K[otiya]

(h) [gan'i]to Uchfijvtgarito iakk'lto Bim[h~\ndu[^i!c('it.o] [kuliito]

(c) 31[i]kila tasya iishyo uryyo

" [In the year] 5, the 4th month of winter, the 20th day, on that [date

specified as] above nit of the [Kotiya] giya. the Uchenagara

iukkii, tlt2 Brahmadasika kuhl .... Mihila—his disciple, the

reverend

The sculpture was found in the Kaukali Tila and preserved in the Delhi

Municipal ITu-cum till October 1907 when it was transferred to the

Mathur.l Huveum. (Cunningham, A. 8. I}., Vol. Ill, p. 31, plate XIII,

no. 3
;
Boyer, J. A., series IX, Vol. XV, p. 574.)

B 72.—Stele (lit. 1' 3" or 0 m. 303) carved with a nude Jinn, figurine

standing on each of the four sides. Ei<dt of the figures has a sr~iuat.ua

symbol in the centre of th ' chest. One is distinguished by a snake-hood

and the other three by haloes with scolloped borders. The sculpture was

found let into the wall of a >mall lihg<i shrine near a well at the junction

of the Circular Road and the cart-tract leading to Maholl and was being

worshipped a- Vlrabhudra, a g ot Siva. Possibly the image came

originally from the Kaiikali Tila.

B 73.—Stele (lit, 1' or 0 m, 314) carved with a nude Jina figurine

standing on < ach of tli tour sides. The carving is much defaced. Pandit

Kadha Krishna purchased it from a Brahmin resident in Vlafchura city,

who worshipped it as Brahma and at the same time explained it to the

ignorant as a representation of the four Yugas, all but the Kaliyuga being

obliterated.' On loan from the Government of India.

B 74.—Fragment (lit. 10,;" or 0 m. 275) of a stele similar to Xos.

B 05— 73. Of the four images only the halo and remnants of the heads

are preserved on three sides. One of them probably wore a Naga hood.

Over each Jina are two flying figures, much worn, which carry garlands,

flower.-., &v. On the top of the stone is a raised disk, with two concentric

circles. Tlie fragment is said to originate from the Kaiikali Tila.

B 75.— Sculpture (ht. 3' or 0 m. 1)1.5; of buff-coloured sandstone repre-

senting a Tirthaiiikara .seated cro.s^-legged in the attitude of meditation

(Skr. dhyunct-i/iadri'i) on a lotus-throne supported by two lions couchant.

The main figure is headless and all the attending figures as well as the proper
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discovered by Mr. F. S. Growse in the winter of lS'73-4 in a mound near

the village of Pall-Kher.'i (/,.7i'v<"s-mound) belonging to the ancient site of

Madhupurl 2 miles south-west from the ruined temple of Kesab Dev.

" On one side," Growse says, " it represented a group of six persons, the

principal figure being a man of much abdominal development who is seated

in complete nudity on a rock or low stool," His right leg, which is some-

what injured, rests on the ground and his left, the foot of which is missing, is

drawn up. The head is defaced, but enough remains to show that it was

bearded and had long curly locks kept together by a fillet. His left hand

rests on his calf; his right holds a cup, the curious shape and design of which

deserve special attention. At his right knee stand* a child, entirely

defaced, 1 behind which is a female figure clad in a long-sleeved jacket and

a skirt falling down on the feet which are shod with plump shoes. Her

head-dress is that found on the Graccn-Budhist sculptures of Gandhara.

She has long curly locks falling on the shoulders, heavy ear-pendant*, a

necklace consisting of several rows of pearls or round beads, which hangs

down between the breasts, and a bracelet. In her right hand she holds a cup

of the same shape and design as that of the main personage of the group.

Another female figure, somewhat smaller in size, occupies the proper

right side of the relief. Her dress is the same as that of the female just

described. But she wears a flat torque round her neck and holds a bunch

of grapes in her l ight hand.

In the back-ground between the two cup-bearers a defaced figure is

partly visible -evidently a bearded man wearing a mantle or scarf over his

left shoulder. On the other side of the chief figure stands a boy, clad in a

long-sleeved tunic reaching down to his knees, long trousers (
?
) and plump

boots. In his right hand he holds what appears to be a bunch of grapes.

His head is missing. The dress of this figure is that of the Kushana

period. Above the figures we notice the foliage of an asoka tree.

On the opposite side of the block we find the fat man again " in a

state of helpless intoxication." He occupies the centre and is seated on

what appears to be a low rock. A loose sheet covers the lower part of his

body. His left leg is drawn up and his right is hanging down. His right?

arm is held by a female figure dressed in Greek costume and his left by a

male person, who wears a mantle, " fastened at the neck by a fibula and

hanging from the shoulders in vaud)~ked folds, which are very suggestive

of late Greek design." (Growse) . On each side of the seated man we find

1 On the photograph published by Growse (Mathurd, p. 168; this figure is still

extant. Since writing the above, part of the figure has been recovered and refiseil
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C. Yaksha and KIga Images.

CI.—PARKHAM IMAGE.— Statue of colossal size (ht. including

pedestal, 8' 8" or 2 m. 62 ; width across the shoulders 2' 8" or 0 ra. 812)

representing a corpulent male figure, standing with the left knee slightly

bent. The head is detached and both arms are lost. The head is provided

with heavy ear-rings, but further details are obliterated. The figure wears

a dhoti held round the loins by means 0 f a flat girdle tied in a knot in

front. A second fiat girdle is laid round the chest, which is decorated with

a necklace and a torque. The latter is provided with four dependent tassels

at the back. Near the break of the left arm traces of an ornamental

bracelet are still visible. It is impossible to decide what the position of the

arms was. But on the left side of the image tlvre is a break which seems

to indicate that the left hand was placed on the hip. The right arm was

evidently free from tha body, as on this side no break is visible. Possibly

the right hand was raided towards the shoulder and the attitude of the

image the same as that of standing Buddha and Bodhisattva images.

The statue was discovered by General Cunningham in the village of

Parkham 14 miles south of Mathurii on the Grand Trunk Road. The

villagers worshipped it under tire name of Deuatn (" Deity "). Cunningham

conjectures that it represents "a yifoha or attendant cbmi-god who
carried a ch'iuri over the right shoulder." It docs not however seem very

probable that an imig.' of this siz i should havj served the purpose of a

simplj attendant. Besides, there is no indication that it held any object

over its shoulder. On account of the corpulence of the figure, I feel

inclined to identify it. with Kubera, the god of wealth.

The Parkham statue is of particular int 'rest, as it is the only image yet

found in India which can be assigned to the second century B.C. It has an

inscription in Maurya Brahmi cut in three lines on the top of the pedestal on

both sides of and between the feet. The first portion on the proper right

side and that in th j centre are partly destroyed, and in the third line several

letters are uncertain.

Ireadit: . . . [ni] Bluidapugariiiii [ki] . . [gu] atha . . .

pi ...... . Kunl[hi]tevusinu [Gomitukena] Icata,,

" Made by Bhadapugarin .... Gomitaka the pupil of Kunika."

(Plate XII. Cf. Cunningham, A.S.R. Vol. XX, p. 41 and plate VI
;
Konow,

Ind. Ant).

C2.—" BACCHANALIAN GROUP/'—Sculpture (ht. including tenon

5' V' or 0 m. 538 ; width at ba,c 3' 5" or 1 m. 04 ; thickness 1' G" or 0 m. 458),

carved on both sides with a so-called " Bacchanalian group." It was





Plate XII.

X<>. C, i ; lit. 8' S".

Yakmia l?) St\ti'i: h;u\i Parkiiam ; Mai rv\ Pkriod.
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Gandharva and an Apsaras, of which the male figure carries a garland as an

offering, -whilst the fem.Jeseeins to shower flowers. Over each of these two

groups there must have been an elephant standing on a lotus-flower. The
. feet of that on the proper left are still traceable. The head of the Tirtham-

kara is provid ed with an ornamental halo and is surmounted by a triple

parasol, on the top of which there is a prostrate figurine beating a hand-

drum.

The sculpture is of the mediaeval type. It was presented by Captain

F. B. Barrett, 15th Hu^ar.s, in the compound of whose bungalow (Xo. 23

in Cantonm aits) it stood tor many years. It i^ said to have been found

in the course of construction of oil'": of the barracks about the time of the

Mutiny. On loan from the Government of India.

B 78.—Head (lit. 1' or 0 m. 004) of a Jina (?) figure. Hair only in-

dicated by a line above th • forehead. Xo«e broken, ears slightly damaged.

From a bjghwh'.t near the Bhutcsar mound. On loan from the Government

of India.

B 79.—Statuette (lit. Si-
7 or 0 m. 210) in black marble representing a

Jina seated cross-legged in the attitude of meditation on a plain base.

Head lo.-,t. Symbols on chest and on the palm of the hand. It was

obtained with No. B SO from the Sarasvatl Km.id, 1 mile from Mathurd on

the Delhi read. On loan from the Government of India.

B S').—Statuette { lit, 'A;" or 0 m. 00.5) in white marble representing a

Jina seated cro->s.-legged in the attitude of meditation on a plain base.

Head lo^t. Symbols on che>t and in the pilm of the hand. It was obtain-

ed with No. B I'd from the Sarasvatl Kund, 1 mile from Mathurl on the

DjIIu road. On loan from the Government of India.
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loft lion arc defaced. Between the lion* we notice a wheel and two

deer, which in Budhist iconography denotes the Buddha's first sermon in the

Deer-park near Benares. On tin receding ends of the pedestal there are

figurines of Kubera, the god of wealth, with his money-bag, and of the

goddess of fertility, who holds a child on her left knee. Above them are

two attendants, standing, who are broken and must have held fly-whisks,

Each of those is surmounted by four figurines, arranged in groups of two

placed one over the other, and seated on lotu-e-, so that four are l laced to

the right and four to the left of the ornamental halo of the Tlrtharhkara.

These eight figurines evidently represent the sun, the moon and the five

planets (which have given their names to the seven week-days), the last of

the number being Rfdm, the Eclipse demon who is shown as only a bust.

The main figure was evidently canopied by a parasol, on both sides of

which there is a group of two flying celestials, male and female, probably

meant for a Gandharva and an Apsaras. These figures are all defaced.

The sculpture forms a transition between the Tlrtharhkara figures of

the Gupta period like No. B G, 7 and 33 and those of the late Middle Ages

like No. B 77. It was obtained by Pandit Eadha Krishna from Potra

Kund. On loan from the Government of India.

B 76.—Sculpture (ht. 2' 2" or 0 m. GO) in buff-coloured saLdstone

representing the first Tlrtharhkara Adinatha or Vrishabhanatha seated

cross-legged in the attitude of meditation (Skr. dhyfina-mi'drii) on a

lotus-throne supported by two lions couchant. Between the lioas there is

an effigy of a bull, the cognizance of the first Tlrtharhkara. We notice two

kneeling figurines on both ends of the pedestal. They probably represent

the donors of the sculpture. The back-slab is lost together with the head

and arms of the Tlrtharhkara figure. The knees also are broken. Note

the lock of hair on the left shoulder. Obtained from Potra Kund. On
loan from the Government of India.

B 77.—Image (ht. 4' 51" or 1 m. 3.5G1 of the 22nd Tlrtharhkara

Neminatha seated cross-legged in the attitude of meditation (dlnjnna-

mudru) on a throne which is supported on two dwarf pillars and a pair of

lions seated with one forepaw raided. Half concealed behind the pillars

are two figurines, male and female, standing with hands folded
;
they pro-

bably represent the donors of the statue. From the throne an ornamental
clot hang.-, down between the two lions. Under it there appears to bo
a wheel and on the plain rim of the p dostal beneath we notice a conch, the

cognizance of th > Tlrtharhkara Neminitha. To the right and left of the
mam figure there is an attendant .standing with a fly-whisk in one hand,
and on both sides of the halo, a couple of flying celestials—probably a
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the figure of a little boy standing, apptrently nude. That to the proper

left has his right hand raised. AH the figures of this group are defaced.

It is of interest that a sculptured stone, somewhat smaller in size

(lit. o' 8") and similar in subject, had been found in Mathura by Colonel

L. R. Stacy about 1836. The exact find-spot is not known. It is now in

the Calcutta Museum. The Calcutta " Silenus" is tersely described by

.lames Prinsep in the following term's: "His portly carcass, drunken

lassitude, and vine-wreathed forehead, stamp the individual, while the

drapery of his atteudants pronounces them at least to be foreign to India,

whatever may be thought of Silenus' own costume, which is certainly highly

orthodox and Brahmanical. If the sculptor were a Greek, his taste had

been somewhat tainted by the Indian beo.u-ide.il of female beauty. In

other respects hi-, proportions and attitudes are good : nay, superior to any

specimen of pure Hindu sculpture we possess; and, considering the object

of the group, to support a sacrificial vase (probably of the juice of the

grape), it is excellent." Colonel St ley's id .-a was that the principal figure

represents Silenus, that the sculptors were Bactrian Greeks, and that their

work was meant to be a txzza, or rather a pedestal for the purpose of a

tazza, or large sacrificial vase. These opinions were endorsed by James

Prinsep. Mr. Growse conjectured that, more likely, they are the bases of

pillars (probably octagonal), the socket being clearly visible on the top of the

Mathura Museum specimen. On the top of the Calcutta Silenus also

Cunningham notes " a circular bason in diameter and 8" deep.'' We
may assume that they stood, at the entrance of some Buddhist building.

That these sculptures are reproductions of classical Bacchanalian scenes

has been recognized from the beginning. But the subject must have been

adapted to an Indian conception. The main figure is a copy of Silenus,

but not Silenus himself. Both tit • position and appearance of the figure

suggest Kubera or Jambhala, the Buddhist god of wealth. Images which

are supposed to represent this deity have been found in the Peshawar dis-

trict, the ancient Gandhara. They are regularly accompanied by two or

more nude figures—Cupids turned into Yakshas. The attitude of the boy

to the proper left side of our second group singularly reminds us of similar

figures on Gandhura reliefs. The rock on which the main figure is seated

I suppose to be meant for Mount Kailasa. the abode of Kubera. More-

over, the explanation would well agree with the assumption that the stones

stood at the entrance of some Buddhist building, as we know that this was

the place where images of the king and ipieen of the Yakshas were com-

monly found,
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Wo may compare two -tatuette- m the Mathurfi Museum (Nos. C 4 and

5) which represent a corpulent deity who hold.- ;i cup in his left hand into

•which a female attendant is pouring some liquid, There can be little

doubt that these two statuette- represent the same person as the principal

figure in the so-called Bacchanalian-group, and I am inclined to identify

them with Kubera on account ot the pouch in their left hand, which is the

typical attribute of the god of wealth.

(Plate XIII. Cf. Cunningham, A.S.R., Vol. I, pp. 242—244; Growse,

M&'hura, pp. 124 and 16*5-109, with two plates : and J.A.S.B., Vol. XLIV
(1875), Part I, pp. 212-215, with two plates. On Colon 1 Stacy's Silenus

cf, also J. A. S. B., Vol. V. (1838) pp. 367-570, with plate ; and Burgess,

A. M. I., plates 00(21 and til.)

C 3.—Image (lit. 3' 8" or 1 in. 115) ot a crouching, corpulent male

figure, presumably a Yaksha or goblin. Hi- leit knee is fastened to the

body by means oi a scarf, Round his neck is a wreath. Both the scarf

and the wreath are also shown on the back of the image. From his left

ear a heavy car-ring hangs down. The broad flat face has a small mous-

tache, a characteristic of demonical beings, The hair is arranged in short

curls, turned alternately to the right and left. The arms are missing,

but must have reached upwards, which indicates that the figure served the

purpose of an Atlaut. Crouching supporting figures are very common in

the sculptures of Gandhara.

There can be little doubt that this sculpture is the " strange squat figure

of a dwarf, 3' 9" high and 2
' broad " which Growse. obtained from " a mound

immediately adjoining the pillar that marks the boundary of the township

of Mathura and the ^ illages ot llahoh and Pall-kherfi lviug due south of

th j Kankall Tlla and east oi the Girdharpur mound'"

(Plato XIV. Cf. Growse, Mathurn. p. 124.)

C 4.—Statuette fht.l'TV' or 0 m. 49) of ,a corpulent squatting figure

holding a cup m hi- right and a money-bag in his left hand. Hair

arranged in short curb. Two female attendants, partly defaced, are stand-

ing to his right and left behind his .shoulders. The one to his right seems

to hold a pitcher (el, no. C 5). The figure may have served the purpose

of an Atlant at the foot of a pillar or pilaster, as indicated by the hemi-

spherical projection over it- head (cf. Go1

,) and probably represents Kubera

or Jainbhala. the Budhist god of wealth.

C 5.—Statuette (lit. 1' 2" or o m. 355) of a corpulent male figure

squatting and holding in hi- left hand a bag and in his right hand a

cup into which a female attendant, standing at his right side, pours soms
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liquid from a pit.-her which she holds with both hands. Bxh figures

wear the usual ornaments. Over the left shoulder of thr> seated figure is

the leaf of a tree. Ou account of the bag in his left hand I am inclined to

identify the male figure with Kubera of Jambhala, the god of wealth. The

subject is evidently the same as that of the Bacchanalian group no. C 2 :

but the present sculpture mibt belong to a lut-r date and is purely

Indian in its style. It was presi rved at the Allahabad Library till Decem-

ber 1907, and perhaps originates from the Jamfdpur sit?. (B. E. F. E. 0.,

Vol. VIII (1908), p. 490 f., fig. 2.)

C G.—Image (ht. 2' 8" or 0 m. H12) of a corpulent map figure.

Legs, arms, nose and part of the halo broken. Hair arranged in schematic

ciuK Flat knot on top of the head. Large, -dig-Inly protruding eyes, thin

moustache, teeth visible between lips. Pendants in ears, necklace and

arm-rings. The figure shows tlu same type as the goblin No. C 3. The

position of the legs was probably similar. It is said to originate from tho

Kankali Tlla.

It is the image referred to by Mr. Growse as '• a rudely executed

figure of a fat li* tie fellow, who has both his hands raised above his head,

and holds hi one a cup, in the other a bunch of grapes." Mr. Growse

conjectured the figure to represent Buddha in the days of his youth or to

be " a caricature of Buddhism as regarded from the point of ui_w of a

Brahmanical ascetic ;'' but there is nothing to support this supposition.

From the plate published by Growse it appears that the two amis of the

figure were broken since its discovery. (Mathurd, p. 1G9, and J A. S. B.

Vol. XLIV (1875), Part I, p. 215 : plate XIV).

C 7,—Statuette (ht. 1' H" or 0 m. 353) of a corpulent male figure,

perhaps a Yaksha, carved in the round. Head and arms missing. Like

C 3 he has a flat band fastened round his belly and one of his legs. The

attitude of the two figures is the same. Tlu sculpture was obtained by

Pandit Radha Krishna from a suburb of tlu village Xaugava, 4 miles

from Mathura city on the Dig road. On loan from the Government of India.

C 8.—Relief (ht. S'' or 0 111. 203). much defaced, representing two

squatting figures facing ; the right one a pot-bellied male, wears an elabo-

rate head-dress and ornaments, His right arm is raised to the shoulder

The hand is broken, but does not seem to have held any object. The left

arm rests against the knee. To his left is a female figure in a similar

attitude. On both sides four smaller figures are standing with folded

hands in the attitude of adoration, one to the right and three to th.' left.

The sitting persons possibly represent Kubera, the god of wealth, and his
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consort. Wi' may compare tin- figurine^ occurring on the bases olthcjaiua

stele No. B Go. Thi' sculpture seems to belong to the Kusharja period

and is said to originate tivm the Kankfdl TIM.

C 0.—Fragment (lit. 31" or 0 m. 132) carved with a corpulent male

figure squatting and holding a cup(') in his right and a bag in his left

hand. At his side is another figure standing of which th * upper portion

is lost. The fragment was brought Ivro from th? Joint Magistrate's

bungalow. Cf above No. C 5.

C 10.—Fragment (lit. 71" or 0 in. IS) ot a corpulent male figure, squat-

ting and holding a cup in hU right and a bag in his left hand. Cf. above

Is os. C i and 5.

C 11.— Sculpture (lit. 9" or 0 m. 228) representing a corpulent male

deity, probably Kubera. seated to front between two rudely carved dwarf

pilasters, of which that to the proper light is broken. He holds a cup in

his left hand. The right, holding an indistinct object, is raised to the

shoulder. Provenance unknown.

C 12.—.Sculpture (lit. IT or 0 m. 228) representing two corpulent figures,

male and female, seated side by side, the latter with a child on her left

knee. Carving defaced. Provenance unknown.

*G 13.—Lif--size statue (lit. 7' b" or 2 in. 407, including snake-hood

and tenon; lit. of figure prop.-r 5' or 1 m. 57) of a Naga standing in a

spirited attitude with his right hand raised above the head. The left hand

must have held a cup, as may be inferred from Xo. C 15, which is similar

in attitude. Both amis arc biokou and the lioht leg damaged. The head

is surmounted by a hood ot seven serpent heads, that to the proper left

being lost and the central one broken. The head of the imago is defaced.

It is clad in a dluAl and a scarf tied round the loins. A necklace can be

traced on the breast. It dese-r\cs notice that the coils of the snake are

also indicated on the back of the stone.

The sculpture belongs to the Kushana period, as appears from the

following inscription cut in six lines on the back :

—

1. Malta vojasya mjiittirajusya Huviskasya savxtsara chat[u]risa 40

2. Hematta-nxose 2 diva-se 23 etta purvoyya

3. Senahasti [cha] Pindapiyya-putro Bhoauke (or Bhond'Ake ?) c/tci

4. V ti'avriddhi-putro ctti vayyasyu ubhayye

5. Xi'ign (or 210gain <) prattibt~tp[e]tti iU3hkaraniyy[Cnii]

C. svak'jyyom. Priyy.'tti Bhagavn Ndgo.

Rendered into pure Sanskrit, this legend would run :

—

1. Maho.rO,j'jsyu r0j0.tiv0j<isya Iluvishkasya sumvatsare chatvurimse 40
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2. Remanta-muse 2 divase 23 af/vi purvuyum

3. Senahasti cha Pindapayya-'puti'o Bhonulcaicha

4. Vtravriddhi-putra etau vay'synu ulhayau

5. Nugaik pratishth'tjicya'/ih pushkarinyum

G. svakuynm. Pr'iyat'nh Bhnga.ranNO.gal},

Translation.

" In the fortieth year (40) of the king, the king of kings Huvishka, in

the 2nd mouth of winter, th.* 23fd day. On this [date spo ?ifi j .1 as] above

Senahasti [n] the son of Pindapayya and Bhonukathe son of Vhavyiddhi,

these two comrades, erect[ed] both [this] Niiga at their own tank. M&y the

Lord Xaga be pleased1 ."

The image, together with the inscribed slab 04, was discovered by Pandit

Radha Krishna in March 1908 near the ullage of Chhargaon 5 miles

map-measurement almost due south of Mathurii City and one mile south-

south-west of Bhamsa, the first railway station south of Mathura on

the narrow gauge line. The villagers used to worship the image as

Diiuji, i.e., Baladova or Balarama, the elder brother of Krishna. It is not

a little curious that ancient Xaga images found in the Mathura district

are nowadays regularly worshipped as idols of Baladeva : e.g., iu the villages

of Bakko near Mahaban and Sakhana on the Delhi road and als > at the

Dhruv Tlla just outride the City. Moreov r, modtu idols of Paladeva

manufactured here are exact copies of the ancient Xaga iigiuv s. This will

be evident from a compari-.on of the Chhargaon Xaga of the reign of

Huvishka with the white marble statuette of Baladeva made at Biindaban

(No. D 36.) In the ca-e of Baladeva the Xaga hood is explained as

referring to his being an incarnation of the world-snake Sesha-naga and

the cup in his left hand is believed to refer to his drinking propensities.

On loan from the Government of India.

C 14,—Statue (ht. 5' 7" or 1 m. 758) of a Xaga standing in the same

attitude as Nos. C 13 and C 15. The Wer portion of the figure beneath

the feet is missing and the sculpture much defaced. Both arm? are

broken. On the left shoulder and arm are traces of ornaments. The

snake coils are also indicated on th_' back of the stone.

The sculpture was obtained by Pandit Piadha Krishna from the village

of KhtimnI 6 miles from Mathura City on the road to Govardhan where

1 Comers the foi mula found at tie end of au inscription of the 10th year of KauUhka

preserved in the British Museum : JPi iijaliim Jiti gram uya ' May the gojioss of the village

be pleased!'' Ep, Ind., Vol. IT p 240 C f. also F.p. I:,d„ Vol. I, p. 3S>, no. VIII and

beneath p 94, no. C 28. My first reading was : Stalca<-i/ h'i priyatti Bhatjavu Xdjo "May
the Lord Naga delight in his own work !"
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it was being worshipped as Pfurjl or Balarama, tlio elder brotlier of

Kyi-ln.ia. On loan from tiro Government of India.

C 13.—Figure (lit. 3' 1" or 0 in. 935) of a Xaga surmounted by a hood

of a seven-headed snake, the coils of which are visible on both sides. The

right haiul of the figure is raised above the head: the left holds a, cup.

He wears elaborate headgear and ornaments, A wreath is slung round

his shoulders. The lower portion of tho figure is missing. It was- errone-

ously identified by Mr. Grows' with Balarama, the elder brother of

Krishna.

The -eulpture was obtained by Mr. Grow.se from the village of Kukargiirh

in the Sa'adfibad pKrgaija. {Jfathur", p. 109 and J.A.S.B. Vol. XIJV
(1875). Part I p. 813 ; plate XIV.)

* C Hi Fragment i ht. 1 '3" or 0 m. 445) consisting of the hind

portion of ;i a coil d-up snake carved in the round. Possibly the sculpture

represented a Xaga. the missing upper half being a human bust with snake-

hood. Xaga figures of this type are said to exist in Bihar. On the front

face of the roughly diessed base is the following Sanskrit inscription in two

lines, the second line being continued on the proper left face of the base:

Sr[t]-Ah'inlevaftija {2)Bluvana-t r
i
pravarakn-pultrasya.

' [The gift] of Asvadeva, the son of Bhuvana the Tripravaraka."

From the designation tripravaraka meaning ' a descendant of three

prominent
;
i--li-s" it follows that the donor of the sculpture was a

Brahmin. Judging from the character of the inscription, the sculpture

must belong to the later Kushana or early Gupta period. It was obtained

by Pandit Kadha Krishna from a place on the perambulation road

between the villages of MahOlI and Usphar. The owner had made a mud
figure on the top of tin.- sculpture which he explained to the ignorant

pilgrims as a representation ol Krishna subduing the Kaliya Xaga. On loan

from the Government of India.

C 17.—Head (ht. 1' 4" or 0 m 40) with a five-headed Xaga hood,

much damaged. Tho head is presumably that of a Xiiel or female Xaca

It is very fiat at the top, the hair being indicated by parallel straight lines,

passing backward. In trout is an ornament in the shape of a conventional

flower. On the forehead over the nose is a circular mark. The ears and

eyes arc large. Tb- nose is broken, the lips and chin are injured. Find-

place unknown.

C IS.—Sculpture (ht. 'V 21'' or 0 m. 975) representing a male figure,

pei haps a Yak^ha, standing under a tree. He wears an elaborate head-

dress, ear-rings, a torijue and bracelets. His dress consists of a thin
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scarf laid over the left shoulder and bii.asl, and a dhOt't tied round the loins

by means of a girdle. He holds a 1 a» in his kit hand . his right arm which

is slightly injured is raised ro the hr. a-t. Outside the feet aiv two crouch-

ing figurines much defaced. The sculpture i- carvd m the round. At

the back the trunk of the tree is shewn against which the figure is kaning.

Find-place unknown.

C 19.—Figure (ht. 1' 10" or 0 in. ooN) of a hooded Xaga standing with

right hand raised. Lower portion <>t sculpture missing. Obtained from

the Dlrgha-Yisliim temple n"ar the Bhtratpur Crate, Mathura City.

On loan from the Government ol In.lia.

C 20.— Sculpture (hr. 7.V er 0 in. 1!) i
representing two figures of a

Naga and a Nag! standing, each with [he right hand raised to the shoulder

and holding a water-vessel in the left hand. The coils of the snake are

visible behind their bodies. Obtained from Dhruv Tlla on the bank of the

Janma, south ot 31athura City. On lean from tin.' Go\ eminent "f India.

*C 21. —Statuette (ht. '.)[" or 0 m. 23.3) of a Xaga standing with his

right hand raised to the shoulder, whiKt the left holds a ve-sel. He is can-

opied by a heed of seven snak -heads the coils of the snake-bodies being

shown on both sides of the figure. Tn attitude and dress the figure is

similar to the Bodhi-attvas of the Ku-haiia period. .At the same time it

.shows a clos." relationship to the Xaga statue of Ohhargaon (no C 18),

though the latter is .superior in style. Th • Chliaiga.'U image is only twelve

years anterior in date. It is noteworihy thai the siatuetfe here described

has a moustache.

On the base is an inscription in one line, 5" long, which I read : Sui'u 52

va 3 di 25 bhagavu[ta], 1: In th- \ear 52, in the Hrd month of th- rainy

season, on the 25th day. [Image] of the lord.''

The statuette was worshipped a- liabdeva in a shrin.' near the Jama'

Mosque in the City and is said to have ken found in the BhuU'sar mound.

On loan from the Government of India.

C 22.—Statuette (ht. 10.] " i >r 0 m. 20 I of a Xfiga, canopied by a serpent-

hood, standing between two smaller figures, mak and female, kneeling with

hands folded in the attitude of adoration. These two probably represent

human devotees. It was obtained trout a n'nUn'.. (hi loan fr<>m th Gov-

ernment of India.

C 23.—Two fragments, one (ht. 1' 2" or 1 m. 2D consisting of th"

h.wl and bust with part ot tlv 1-tt arm, and the other (ht.. 2' 5" or 1 m.

347) consisting of th.' feet and pedestal ot a statu" of colossal .size. The

carving is much obliterated, but the h.-avy cartings, th; necklace with tour

tassds at the back, and the tiat girdle suggest a cf.se relationship between
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this figure and the Parkhara imago (no. C 1) which it surpasses in size?.

The present statue, when entire, must have been about 12' in height, which

would be about double life-size.

Pandit Radha Krishna obtained those fragments from the village of

Baroda, 4 miles from Parkhani and 2 miles from Chhargaon. It was being

worshipped under the name of Jakheya. On loan from the Government

of India.

C 24.—Image (ht. 3' 3" or 0 m. 99 including tenon) of a crouching

dwarf, probably a Yaksha, with large head and protruding belly. He is

nude and wears a garland round his neck ; the left is tied to the body by

means of a scarf. The arms are broken, but were evidently stretched up-

wards. We may assume that the figure served the purpose of an Atlant

and carried the shaft of a pillar on its head. It is similar to no. C 3, but

not so well preserved. Pandit Radha Krishna found this sculpture let in

the wall of a house at the village ot Pall Khera 2\ miles west of the City.

On loan from the Government of India.

C 25.—Double figure (ht. 1' 7" or 0 m. 482) of a Yaksha crouching

and holding a cup in each hand. He has a disproportionately largo head

with moustache, a protruding belly and small legs. He is nude, but wear's

a garland round his neck and two bracelets on each arm. There is a tenon

on the top of the head. Said to have been found in the river Jamnfi near

the Yinayak TUS. On loan from the Government of India.

C 26.—Sculpture (ht. S" or 0 m. 206) representing a corpulent male

and female figure seated to front side by side. The male holds a money-

bag in his right and a cup in his left hand. The female has a flower in her

left hand, the right being raised to the shoulder. They probably represent

the god of wealth and the goddess of fertility. Obtained from Potrfi Kund.

On loan from the Government of India.

C 27.—Sculpture (ht. 10'' orO m. 234) representing a corpulent male

and female figure seated side by side, the latter holding a child on her Wt
knee. The mal figure seems to hold a money-bag and a cup. They may
be identified with Kuvera and HaritT. On loan from the Government of

India.

*C 28.— Sculpture flit. 9" or 0 in. 22S) representing a corpulent male

and female figure seated to front side by side. They are similar to nos. C 8

and 12, but the hands are broken with the objects which they held. On
the base is an inscription consisting of two words, written one over the

other, which I read -.Priyatl Sidha[l.]. " Hay the Siddha bo pleased :
" 1

The character is Brahmi of the Kushana period. The proper right side of

1 For tliia formula ci. ubove [) 91, fuutnotu
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the base is defaced. The sculpture was obtained from the- ancient side of

Rfd-Bhadar, 9 miles noith-west of Mathura. On loan from the Govern-

ment of India,

C 20.— Sculpture (ht. 6-1'' or 0 in. 222) representing a [corpulent male

and female figure crouching to front, bid-- by side. The male holds a cup,

the female a child aud a flower {'.). They probably represent Kubera and

his consort. Obtained from the village Keravi, 2 miles off Mathura oppo-

site th? Yisrant Ghlt on the left' bank of the river Jamna. On loan from

the Government of India.

C 30.—Sculpture (hfc. G|" or 0 m. 165j
representing one corpulent

male and two female figures seated to front side by side. The male holds

a cup in his left hand, the females a Mower and a cup in their left hands,

while all have the right hand raided to the shoulder. The male figure

probably represents Kubera the god of wealth. The female figures arc

distinguished by hoods. The sculpture contains, moreover, four figurines

probably human worshippers, standing with hands joined. The sculpture,

which must belong to the Kushana period, came from the Manoharpur

mound in th; City. On loan from the Government of India.

C 31.— Sculpture (ht, 12 1" or 0 m. 317) representing a corpulent

male figure, perhaps Kubera, crouching to front. He holds a cup in his

right and a bag ('.) in the left hand. Both hands are raised to the should-

ers. The sculpture, apparently of the Kushana period, was obtained

from Bahadurpur near thj Rajputana Malwa Railway station of Mathura

City. On loan from the Government of India.

C 32.—Sculpture (ht. 9}" or 0 m. 235) representing a Naga, stand-

ing, canopied by a seven-headed snake -hood ; lace and arms broken.

Obtained from a sudhu. On loan from the Government of India.
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D 1.—-Torso and headiiht. 1' or 0 m. 400) ..1 an image ol Surya (0

the Sun-god. lu'iiinanis ni a circular ]i:ilo. Fa'.'.' considerably injured.

He wear> a holm 't, fast led und -v the chin by moans of a strap. Long

curly locks falling <Wn on both should, r-. Tliin moustache ('). He is

clad in a cuira-> "Yer which appe us a \cry elaborate necklace. A scarf

thrown over both -boulder- is fa-teiied m a knot on the loft breast. A
double-eord girdle i- ti 'd ruuud th • loin- and fastened in front. Find-

place unknown.

D i—Statuette (lit. 0" or 0 m. 220 ) of Vishnu standing. He wears

a high m tre, a halo, raiious ornaments and a brahnianieal cord. The

face is injured aud two uf the i' nil' anus aie broken. Of the two remaining

hands the right hold- the uuve {Q"

0

r<
) th- upp jr pait ot which is broken,

the left the conch (/a >i '„'/<''). The other- either li -Id th'- lotus {^adma) and

the wheel (c/tatra) or were pine.'d on the heads of th mal aud female

attendant chauri bearets, Hjudiug at his right aud left -ide. The two

figures seated at the sides of the halo must represent Brahma and Siva.

Brahma, with a point ed board, sit, to tho pi'Mper right aud Siva, with a

trident (<}'i?
("'

'). to th' 1 lett. fVs-ihly ther was a Garuda projecting from

the pedestal beneath the teet ot the main figure.

D 3.— Statuette (ht. 11" oi 0 m 270
; uf Surya the Suu-god, standing.

The head which is broken, ha- a nhtre and a halo. He holds in each hand

a lotus-stalk with a full-blown lluv.er rai-.-d over his shoulders, The flower

to the. left is defaced. Th" figur w. ,ns ,i cuhass [t) ami high boots. On

either side stauds an att end mt (Brahma and Siva ') The one to the right

has a pointed beavd and h.dd- an indefinite object in his right hand.

Find-pla-e unknown.

D 4.—Statuette (lit, U
v

oi 0 in. 155) "t Vishnu erect, wearing a hhdi

mitre and halo, various oinaia'in- and a bnihmanic;d curd. In his four

hands arc the usual attributes, mace, lotus, wheel and conch. The right

lower hand which held the conch is broken. Probably there was a kneeling

figure under that hand, similar to th one to the Left under the wheel. They

represent human worshipper-. At either -ide ut the halo is a very

indistinct miniature figure, apparently ---at'-d. The-e are probably Brahma

and Siva, the two other member- of the Brahnnuueal Trinity (Sanskrit

tri-murtl lit. three-form). Find-place unknown.

Do.—Statuette (hi. 1' o'' or 0 in. 43) of a corpulent male ('.) deity

.seated on an elephant, the trunk of which is broken. His head aud arms

are missing. The lett hand evidently rested on the knee which is also

injured, On each -side of the central figure suuids an attendant
;
upper
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portion of both missing. Beneath these arc two human devotees a man
and a woman, kneeling wiih folded hands. Tiny possibly represent the

donors of the sculpture. Judging irom the vehicle, the main figure seems

to represent cither Indra, the Indian thunder-god, on his elephant Airavata,

or the Bodhisattva Samantabhadra~-more probably the former as the

sculpture is Brahmauieal rather than Buddhist. (Cf. Foucher, Icono*

grapMe'Jjov.dJklque, pp. 120-120 ; pi. VI. 2). Find-place unknown.

D G.—Statuette (ht. 2' 5 \" or 0 m. 745) of a goddess, perhaps Vaish-

r>a\I the female counterpart (Skr. idW) of Vishnu, standing on a cushion

supported by a Garuda. Originally the iuiage must have had ten arms,

each of which hold a wheel (chaJcra). The head which is broken is

&urround -d by an elaborate halo in the shape of an expanded lotus-flower.

On each side standi a female attendant, that to the right holding a fly-

whisk (Skr. chnmo.w) and that to the left a wreath. Both are defaced.

In the centre of the top of the slab is a cross-legged figure of a Jina (?)

considerably injured, seated in meditation (Skr. dhyuna-mv.dfa). On both

sides of it is a flying figure carrying a garland.

The sculpture seems to be the same as the " brahnianical female

figure with ten arms " mentioned by Cunningham, as having been

disco\ered in the Kaiikfill Tila. If so, the sculpture is probably Jaina.

(Plate XVII. Cf. A.S.R. Vol III p. 19).

D 7.—Statuette (ht. 1' 9" or 0 m. 549) of a female deity, perhaps

PiirvatI, with ornamental halo, seated on a lotus cushion supported by a

couehant lion, her left leg drawn up, her right foot placed on the ground.

In her right hand she holds a bunch of flowers, partly broken, and with her

left clasps a male child which sits on her thigh playing with the lower

necklace on her left breast. Both these figures are defaced. The female

figure is clad in a garment which covers the lower part of the body. A
shawl thrown over the shoulders and passing behind the neck falls over the

upper arms. She wears an elaborate head-dress, a double necklace, brace-

let^, anklets and an ornamental girdle. The child is nude, has a necklace,

rings round its upper arm and wrist and a narrow band round its loins. To

the left of the central figure stands another child, also mutilated, with

similar ornaments and the right hand resting on the right knee of the

goddess.

At the other .side of the standing child is a miniature Gauesa seated on

a low cushion and holding in his left hand a vessel of sweetmeats to which

he applies his trunk. On the corresponding side, to the right, is another

seated figure, the face of which is broken. It holds a bowl in its right and
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a hug \j) in its left hand. It probably represents K libera the god of wealth.

Thi->and the Gauesa figure have oblong haloes. On both bides of the central

group stands an attendant waving a fly-whisk. On thj panel beneath are

eight dancing female figures, probably saktis. From tin upper portion of

iho reli -t projects a campy of flowers. In the centre is a defaced figure

of a Jina (?) seated cross-legg ,-d on a lotus in the attitude of meditation. On
both sides is a four-armed figure standing on a flower. Next to these are

two flying figures, one with folded hands and th.j other holding a fruit ot

nunc kind. Another pair of flying figures, carrying garlands, occupies the

upper corners of the relief. All the figures are defaced except the Ganesa.

Find-place unknown. (Plato XYIIh).

D S.—Sculpture (ht. 1' 9'' or 0 m. 533) representing a chapel in which

the defaced figure of a four-armed goddess, perhaps Parvati, is seated with a

child on her left knee. On the roof squats a male figure (Siirya?), wearing

a high tiara, a cuirass (r) and high boots, and holding in each hand an
expanded lotus, that to the left being defaced. Outside the chapd to the

proper right is a two-armed female figure seated on a lotus-cushion, support-

ed by a lion facing. She holds a mirror in her left hand. The right hand

and head are missing. The corresponding figure to the proper left is lost.

Find-place unknown.

D 9.—Image (ht. 1' or 0 m. 303) of Lakshmi (?), the goddess of Fortune,

holding in each hand a lotus on which stands an elephant. The sculpture,

which is much defaced, is said to come from the Karikfdl Tfla (Cf.

Guinwedel—Burgess, Buddhist art p. 39, figs. 1-1 and 15.)

D 10.— Statuette (ht. 1' 6i" or 0 m. •!/) of a squatting female deity with

a c ircular halo, holding in her left arm a child, which is seated on her knee
and tourh.-s her left breast. In her left hand she holds a cup (?) over her

shudder. Both figures are defaced. Behind the child rise two stalks,

issuing from the pedestal and carrying each a lotus flowa", naturalistically

tr ated and projecting from the halo over the head of the child. Find-

] lace unknot n.

D 11.—Statuette (ht. 8
J" or 0 m, 21) representing a squatting female

figure holding on her left hip a child, which touches her breast with its left

hand. In her right hand she holds an indefinite object. The idol was
evidently until lately worshipped, as the faces of both figures are besmeared

with redlead. The carving is rude and much defaced. It is said to

originate from the Kankfdl Tlla.

D 12.—Image (ht. 2' 9" or 0 m. S3) of the eight-armed goddess Durga
slaying the Buffalo demon (Skr. Muhlshasura). She wears a double

necklace and flat ear-rings. The right arms which are provided with bracelets
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are partly broken. Two hold a snake ( ') over her head; the second and

third arm are broken; the fourth holds a sword ('.). With one left hand she

clasps the tail of the buffalo-shaped demon whom she is piercing with a

trident. The arm holding the weapon is broken. The sculpture which is

of very inferior workmanship is said to originate from the Kaukfili Tlla. I

found it broken in two pieces, which have now been re-fix-.d.

D 13.—Fragment (he. 1' 4" or 0 m. 405; consisting of th . left kg of a

seated male image of natural size wearing a loin cloth and a liug round its

ankle. On his thigh a female figure is seated of which only the lower half

remains. The sculpture probably represents Siva holding Parvatl. It is

said to originate from the Kankall Tlla.

D 14.—Statuette (ht. 7J-" or 0 m. 183) representing Siva and Parvatl

seated on the bull Xaud:. Siva is four-armed aud holds in one of his right

arms a trident and in one of his left arms a cobra. Paivati holds in her left

hand a mirror : her right arm is laid rouud Siva's neck. On both sides of

the main group is a squatting figurine. That to the proper right is Clanesa
;

that to the left is probably the god ot war, Skanda, holding a lance in his left

hand.

The statuette was presented to the Museum by Mahani Saligrani from

Cawnpoiv who had found it in digging the foundation* ot his house at

Brindabau.

D 1.5.— Statuette (ht. Si" or U m. 21C) of Surya, the Sun-god, standing

between two attending male figures and holding m each hand a full-blown

lotus-flower raised over his shoulders. It was obtained from a Koli who is

said to have found it in the Jumna.

D 1G.— Statuette (ht. 7|" or 0 m. 107) ot Surya standing aud holding a

lotus-flower in each hand.

1) 17.— Statuette (ht. Si" or 0 m. 21G) of Sri or Lakshml, the goddess

of luck, standing with her right hand raised to the shoulder and holding m
her left hand a flower. On both sides of her head are the' usual figurines of

elephants pouring out water over her. It was present d by Mahant Sahgram

of Cawnpore who had found it in digging the foundations of his house at

Prindaban.

D 18.—Figurine (ht. -3" or 0 m. 127.1, rudely carved, of * male person

sitting to front and holding both hands before his biva-t. It was presented

by Maha.it Saligram of Cawnpore who had found it in digging th-' founda-

tions of his house at Brhidfiban.

D If).—Figurine (ht. 5" or 0 m. 127) of a woman seated to front and

holding a child in her left arm. It was presented by Mahant Sah-ram of
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Cawnpore who had found it in digging the foundations ot his house at.

Brindfiban.

D20. —Figure (lit. 4' V or 1 m. 289) of a three-faced, four-armed male

deity, standing on a lotus. The arms with the attributes are broken. To

the proper left are traces of a miiiiacure att endant figure. The material is

buff-coloured sandstone and the style modern. It probably belongs to the

JIuhammadan period.
r

J he sculpture is said to represent Dattatrcya one

of the twenty-tour in -amadous of Vi-.hi.iu. It was obtained by Pandit

Kadha Krishna from the Sarasvati Kuiidun the Delhi road outside Mathura

City. On loan from the Government of India.

D 21.—Figure (ht. 3' 9" or 1 m. ITS) of Vishnu standing on a lotu-.

The head and four arms with the attributes are broken. On each side of

the main figure are three attendants. Two, apparently a male and a female,

are kneeling in front
;
possibly they represent the donors of the sculpture.

Behind them two male figures are standing which hold two of Vishnu's

attributes, the conch (Skr. iahkhu) and the wheel (Skr. chakra). The two

remaining figurines are a male and a female occupying the two recessed ends

of the front face and each holding a lotus-stalk. Over the two last -mentioned

figures we notice the decorative device of the leogryph on the elephant,

originally meant as a bracket supporting the projecting ends of the back of

the throne. The leogryphs are surmounted by mokara heads, over which

are figurines of Brahma to the proper tight and Siva to the left, each accom-

panied by a female attendant. It should bo remembered that Brahma and

Siva form with Vishnu the TritnurH or Hindu Trinity.

The top of the slab is carved with a row of miniature figures, of which

the two seated on each end seem to be Brahmanical ascetics, whereas the

others represent the ten avatnras of Vishnu. Beginning from the proper

right we notice :— 1. The fish, 2. the tortoise with two figures churning

the ocean, 3. the boar, i. the man-lion disemboweling the demon Hirauva-

ka§ipu, y. the dwarf, 6. Parasuriima, 7. Rama. 8. Krishna, 9. Buddha and

10. Kalki (the future incarnation) on horseback.

The sculpture was obtained by Pandit Radha Krishna from the village

Gantyauli 1 mile east ot Govardhan. On loan from the Government of India.

D 22.— Sculpture (ht. 1' 10'' or 0 m. ,376) in buff-coloured sandstone

representing Brahma, the Creator, and Sarasvatl, the goddess of Wisdom,

seated on a lotus-flower, his right and her left foot being placed on small

lotuses which spring from a common stalk. Between these two lotuses

we notice a pair of geese, of which the one to the proper left is broken

Of Brahma's four faces only three are vi-ible, as the fourth is supposed to

be at the lack : the god i- tour-armed. The two right hands hold a staff
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and a waterpot which is broken. The two left arms are slung round the

neck and waist of Sarasvati ; one ot the left hands holds a manuscript of the

Veda. Sarasvati has a miiror in her left hand, her right arm is laid

round the neck of her consort. The two lower corners of the carved surface

are occupied by two male devotees, standing in the attitude of adoration.

In each of the two upper corners is a Gandharva carrying a garland and

accompanied by an Apsaras, both figures projecting from a cloud. The

sculpture, judging from its style, is of comparatively ivcent date. It is

well-preserved, except for the breakage of the right leg of the male figure.

Pandit Radha Krishna purchased the sculpture at Mahaban. On loan from

the Government of India.

D 23.—Sculpture (ht. V 10|" or 0 m. 50) in buff-coloured sandstone

representing Vishnu standing on a lotus. He wears the usual ornament i

and a high tiara. Behind his head is a halo shaped like a conventional

lotus. His four arms with the emblems are broken. On each side of the

god are three figurines of attendants. Two of these, a male and a female,

which are kneeling in front possibly represent human devotees. Two male

figures standing behind them carry a conch and a wheel, two of Vidrnu's

emblems. The two remaining figurines, male and female, occupy the

recessed ends of the slab, and seem each to carry a lotus flower. The

male figure is perhaps a Naga. Over the last-mentioned pair of figures

\\e notice two leogryphs oi the usual type and over the 3e two seated deities ;

Brahma to the proper right and Siva to the proper left. These two god-;,

as remarked above, form with Vishnu the Hindu Trinity or Trimurti.

The sculpture is well preserved. It was obtained by Pandit Radha Krishna

from the Askunda Ghat in Mathura City. On loan from the Government ot

India.

D 24.—Sculpture (ht. 2 7" or 0 m. 812) representing Agni ('<), the god

of fire with a halo of flames, standing between two miniature attendants of

which the one to the right has a goat's head. The central figure has a

jiointed beard and holds a bag {'.) in his left hand. On each side of his

head is a flying figure carrying a garland. The sculpture was obtained

from Narad Kund, a mined tank between Radha Kund and Govardhart,

whore it was being worshipped as Narad. On loan from the Government of

India.

D 25.— Statuette (ht. 1' 21" or 0 m. 38) of the goddess Durga with

her infant son Karttikeya seated on her left knee. Her vehicle, the lion,

is sitting in front. Behind the head of the goddess is a halo in the shape

of a conventional flower, to the proper right of which we notice an anirnal-

h jaded female figure crouching on a lotus-flower. The upper left corn
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of the slab is broken. The sculpture was obtained by Pandit Kadha

Krishna from Mahiiban. On loan ftom the Government of India.

D 2G.—Slab (lit. 4' 9i» or 1 m. 30) carved with a figure of Krishna

standing to front and lifting with hi-, left hand Mount Govardhan on which

two parrots and four peacocks are walking. At his feet are a cow and a

human figurine standing with both hands in front of the breast. The two

raised vertical borders on both sides of the deity are carved with a series

of fourteen small panels, containing various figurines and symbols. The

upper four show the attributes of Vishnu : the lotus, the couch, the mace

and the wheel. On the remaining panels we notice to the proper right

:

Balarama, KyLhwa's elder brother carrying a plough, a Brahmin with a

rosary and a staff, two female figures (perhaps milk-maids) and the

Kadamba (!) tree. The lowermost panel on the proper left side represents

the milk-churn of Yasodha, the foster-mother of Krishna. The figures

above I am unable to identify with certainty.

Judging from the freshness of the stone and from the stylo of the

caning, the sculpture is not earlier than the Mughal p-riod. Xote parti-

cularly the cusped arch above the main figure. It was obtained by Pandit

Kadha Krishna from the village of Hans Ganj on the left bank of the Jamna

opposite the City. On loan from the Government of India.

D 27.— Statue (ht. 6' 7" or 2 in. 07 ; width 1' 0" or 0 in. 471) of colossal

size representing Hanuman {'.), the monkey hero. He is standing with his

left foot on a prostrate female figure, the head of which is lost. The left

kg of the god and his right arm which is raised above the head are broken

with the top of the slab. A flying figuic carrying a garland is shown above.

The statue was obtained by Pandit Kadha Krishna from the village of

Parkham, 14 miles south of Mathura on the Grand Trunk Koad, which also

yielded the inscribed colossal figure Xo. C 1. On loan from the Government

t,f India.

D 28.— Statuette (ht. Ill or 0 in. 202) of Vista; u standing. He is

three-headtd, the side ones being those of a boar and lion, evidently

symbolic of the Boar (Skr. Varoha) and Man-lion (Skr. No.vasimha)

incarnations. Two of the usual four arms of the god are broken. The

remaining two hold a conch and a wheel, placed on the heads of two

miniature male attendants. The sculpture was acquired by Pandit Kadha

Krishna from the same spot as C 14. On loan from the Government of India.

D 29.—Sculpture (ht. 10" or 0 m. 268) apparently representing Vishnu

standing with three attendants on each side. The sculpture which is much

defaced was obtained by Pai.dit Radh i Krishna from a weaver (Kol') in

the City. On loan from the Government of India.
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D 30—SI.—Two figurines (Tit. 8" orO m. 21) of Hindu ascetic seated

cross-legged and holding a rosary with both hands in front of the breast.

The two figures which are apparently modern were obtained bv Pandit

Eadha Krishna from Mah.iban. One of them is defaced. On loan from the

Government of India.

*D 32 —Stele (ht. 3' or 0 m. 942', broken in two, with a rudely carved

figure of the eiyht-armcd goddess Durga standing with her right foot on

her vehicle, the lion, and with the left on the prostrate Buffalo demon (Skr.

Mahishasura). The figurine of a warrior between these two animals

probably represents the same demon in human shape. The stone bears

a Nagarl inscription: Pudya Gosuhh-j't over which there are traces of

a line in characters of an earlier period. The stone was obtained from

the village of Midhauli, Sa'adabadpar^cr/ia. On loan from the Government

of India.

D 33.—Statuette (ht. 7|" orO m. 197) of Surya standing with a lotus-

flower in each hand. Purchased in Mathura City. On loan from the Gov-

ernment of India.

D 34.— Statuette (ht. 6¥' or 0 m. 164) of Vishnu standing between two

attendants. The sculpture is water-worn. Purchased at Mathura. On loan

from the Government of India.

D 35.—Sculpture (ht. 2' 41" or 0 m. 745) in blue schist representing

Yishnu between two female attendants, each standing on a conventional

lotus. The god wears a high conical diadem (Skr. mukufa, hirVn), a breast-

jewel (Skr. kauxtubhu) attached to an elaborate necklace, a sacred

thread, an elaborate girdle and a long garland reaching down beneath

the knees. The folds of the drapery of his two garments are only slightly

indicated on the chest and the thighs. He is four-armed and holds

his usual emblems : the mace (gadu) and the lotus flower (padma) in his

right hands and the wheel {chakr t) and the eoneh-shell {iahkh") in his

left hands. Of the two female attendants, that to the right of the central

figure raises her right hand and holds the stalk of a lotus (podma) in her

left. The other plays the lute (vino-). In front of the lotus-flower on which

"Vishnu stands are three figurines : Garuda between two kneeling devotees,

apparently male and female, who carry vases of offerings. The Garuda is

defaced ; for the rest the sculpture is in excellent preservation. It is a

fine specimen of mediaeval Brahmanical art. It was purchased from a

resident of Brindaban in December 1°08 and is said to have been found

in the vicinity of that town. On loan from the Government of India.

(Plate XVlIIj,
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T> 3(5.—White marble statuette (ht. 1' 51" or 0 m. 458) of Balar.lma

the elder brother of Krishna. He is standing with his right hand raised

and with a cup in the left. Over his head is a serpent-hood of seven

snake-heads which is beliuved to refer to the circumstance of his being an

incarnation of tho world-snake Sesha-iriga. A comparison with Nos.

C 13—15 will, however, make it quite clear that the modern representa-

tions of Balarama are copied from ancient Nfiga figures. The statuette,

which is modern, was purchased at Brindaban in December 1908. On loan

from the Government of India.

D 37.—Sculpture (ht. 2 ' 10 '' or 0 m. 862) of buff coloured sandstone,

representing the four-armed Vishnu apparently in the Buddha avahlra

seated cross-legged on a lotus-seat. He holds thj mace (gadn) and the

wheel (cht'kro), whilst the two remaining hands are resting on his lap in

the attitude of meditation. He has long locks and wears a high, elaborately

carved tiara, ear p?ndants, a double necklace, a breast jewel (kausfubhn),

bracelets round his arms and wrists, a brahmanical thread and a long

garland hanging down on his lotus-seat. Beneath the Ictus-scat is a group

of miniature figures : in the centre a female figurine seated cross-legged

to front with hands joined in adoration, on each side of it two Niigas with

serpent tail and triple snakehood, which likewise join thiir hands in the

attitude of wor?hip, and at the ends two kneeling figures, male and female,

which probably represent the donors of the sculpture.

Next we notice four attendant figures of somewhat larger size standing

on both sides of Vishnu's lotus-throne, two to the right and two to the left.

That on the extreme proper right is a female, the others are male. They

hold Vishnu's attributes : the lotus-flower (padma), the conch (smilcka), the

wheel (chaJcra), whilst the fourth holds a cobra. The projecting ends of

the bar of Vishnu's throne are supported by rampant leogrvphs standing

on elephants, whilst they are surmounted by makara heads on which

female musicians are standing.

Behind Vishnu's headdress we notice a decorative halo shaped like a

full-blown lotus-flower. On both sides of it and above it are three project-

ing chapels supported on a pair of dwarf pillars with bogryphs rampant.

They contain seated figures of the three groat gods : Brahma, Vishnu

and Siva who form the Hindu Trinity (frimtirti). Vishnu occupies the

centre, Brahma the proper right and Siva the proper left side. Each of

these figures is four-armed and holds the usual attributes. On both sides

of the central chapel there is a group of flying and garland-carrying

celestials.
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The sculpture was found in a mound near the Gatasram Temple
in Mathurfi City together with nos. D 38-12. Evidently they belonged to

a Vishnu temple which was destroyed by the Muhammadans. On loan from

the Government of India.

D 38.—Sculpture flit. 1 ' if or 0 m. 425) of buff sandstone repre-

senting Vishnu standing on a lotu*. The trad is lost and two of the fore-

arms are broken. In the remaining two hands he holds a mace and a

wheel. To his left stand three miniature male figures, of which two hold a

conch and a cobra respectively. The corresponding figurines on the proper

right are lost. On both sides of the slab we notice the usual leogryph (proper

right broken) and m«h.iva, whereas the top is occupied by seated figurines

of Brahma and Siva, forming with th? main figure the Hindu Trinity (Skr.

trimurti). Cf. above sub no. D 37. On loan from the Government of

India.

D 39.—Sculpture (ht. 1' 11" or 0 m. 343) of buff sandstone,

evidently a counterpart of no. D 33. The mrin figure is four-armed, but

its two right hands are lost with tli3 attributes. The left hands hold an

ornamental wheel and a mac?. There can, therefore , be little doubt that

the image represents Vishnu, but from its corpulence I infer that it is

meant for Vishnu,. in the Dwarf incarnation. Th1 head of the figure is lost

and likewise the feet with the lower portion of th" slab. On both sidis

we notice the leogryph aud male ira ornament, and in the top portion seated

figurines of Brahnn and Siva similar to those found on no. D 38. On loan

from the Government of India.

D 40.—Fragment (1' 61" or 0 m. 409
)
forming the lower portion of

a large image slab which probably represented Vishnu standing on a lotus

surrounded by the usual attendants. Of the main figure only the ilet now

remain. To his lAt there were three standing figures, of which only one is

preserved, who holds a lotus-flower, one of Vishnu's four attributes. The

second holds a cobra in both hands. In front of the first attendant a

female figurine is seated with hands joined in adoration. Of a corie-pond-

ing figure to the proper right only th • legs are extant. Cf. alove sub

no. D 37. On loan from the Government of India.

D 41.—Two fragments (ht. 1' or 0 in 3)4) containing a lr ad with

lotus-shaped halo and high head-dress whi -h probably belonged to a figure

of Siva. This may be inferred from the frontal ev • and from the tiideut

which is paitry preserved. Behind it there is a figurine of Brahma three-

faced (the fourth face is supposed is to be at the back) and four-armed.

He is seated on a goose and holds his usual attributes—a staff, a rosary,
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a book and a water vessel. To his right we notice a skeleton (?) figure

standing or a mahara head. Cf. above sub no. D 37. On loan from the

Government of India.

D 42. —Fragment (ht. 7 V' or 0 m. 19) of an image slab containing

three attendant figures standing, of which the second, a female, holds a

lotus-flower in her left hand. Cf. above sub no. D 37. On loan from

the Government of India.

D 43.—Image (ht. 3' 2" or C m. 8G4) of buff-eolomvd sandstone,

representing Siva seated. He is four -armed and holds a trident (trisilla),

a tabor {damo.ru), a wheel (chakra) and a rosary (nkshamula). He

wears his hair tied up in a top -knot (jatfi) and has cobras serving as ear-

rings, diadem, necklace and bracelets. Small cobras support his knees.

His forehead is marked with the frontal eve, a crescent and a sect mark

(tilaka). He wears a necklace of human heads.

The sculpture is of inferior workmanship and evidently of a late date.

It came from a lugh'tchn near the Bhutesar mound. On loan from the

Government of India.

D 44.—Image (ht. 2' 1" or 0 m. 636) of Siva seat.d with his

right knee raised. He is four-armed and holds a trident, a rosary, a wheel

and a tabor. His forehead is marked with the crescent and the frontal

eve. He wears his hair tied up in a top-knot and has cobras serving him

as a necklace, ear-iings and bracel ts. Round his neck is also a string of

human heads. Th.j sculpture is very similar to No. D 43 and evidently

belongs to a late date. On loan from the Government of India.

D 4-j.—Sculpture (ht. 2' 9'' or 0 m. 838) of buff-coloured sandstone,

much defaced, representing Surya, the Sun-god, seated on his chariot

drawn by seven horses, Between his feet the figure ofAruna, the charioteer,

is still traceable and at the sides two other figures too much worn to be

identified. Two female attendant >, one of which holds a lotus-flower, stand

on both sid s of the chariot.

The sculpture which is of the m 'dia:val type was obtained from the

\illage of Dhangaon, 7 miles west of the City south of the Bharatpur road.

On loan from the Government of India.

D 46.—Slab (ht. 2' 9" or 0 m. 834) with a corpulent figure of Surya,

the Sun-god, seated squatting on a chariot drawn by four horses. He

holds in each hand an indistinct object, probably a lotus-flower. He has

long lo:ks and wears a torque round his neck. It is des rving of note that

his shoulders are provided with small wings, as we find in Garuda figures.

Another point of interest is the number of horses which corresponds with
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that found on a railing-pillar at Bodh-Gaya l
, whereas in mediaeval

sculptures the chariot of Surya is invariably drawn by seven horses. The

present sculpture belongs to the Kushana period. It was extracted from

the Saptasamudii well,
f-

mile south of the City and was presented to the

Museum by Pandit Earn Chand, Head Clerk, Collector's office. On loan

from the Government of India.

D 47.—Sculpture (ht. 1' 8i" or 0 m. 52) representing Krishna

standing and balancing Mount Guvardhan on the ralm of his left hand.

He wears a long garland and heavy ear-pendants. On each side is a

dwarf-life figure standing with both hands resting on a club and surmounted

by two cows one placed over the oth_r. The sculpture is interesting as

the earliest representation of Krishna hitherto found at Mathura. Obtained

from a mound near the temple of Gatasram Narayan in the heart of

Mathura city, when the foundations of a new building were laid. On

loan from the Government of India.

D 48.*—Statuette (ht. 7|
7 or 0 m. 197) of the Sun-god Surya seated on

his chariot drawn by seven horses. Obtained from a boatman who is said to

have found it in the liver Janinii. On loan from the Government of India.

D 49 —Figurine (ht. 21" or 0 m. OGo) of black marble representing

Jaganmltha, vie, Krishna, Subhadrii and Balabhadra. Obtained together

with previous number. On loan from the Government of India.

D 50.—Group (ht. 4^" or 0 m. 107) consisting of Krishna uplifting

Mount Govardhan on his left hand, a cow and a calf. Found in thj river

Jamna. On loan from the Government of India.

D 51.—Statuette (ht. 10 7 or 0 m. 253), much defaced, of ParvatI,

standing between a linga and a miniature figure of Ganefia. The goddess

is four-armed and holds a conch (?) with two hands in front of her breast.

In the second right hand she holds what appears to be a ram's head. On

both sides of her head are flying garland-carrying celestials. Obtained

from a sadhu, resident in a bdgh'icha near Potra Kund, Mathura City.

On loan from the Government of India.

* D 52.—Sculpture (ht. 1' 8i" or 0 m. 52) with sunk panel containing

a three-headed male figure (Brahma?) seated cross-legged. Under it

there is a Nagarl inscription in two lines : ft)H-Gan[e]$aija. nama[h] 167[3]

0a [feci] 153[8]. The date corresponds to A.D.1616. The sculpture came

from the Arjunpura Tlla in the City. On loan from the Government of

India.

1 I'ouohec, V art grico-bo uddhique da Gandhara, pages 20G £ figs, 62 and 63 ; also

J. It, A, 8. for 1008, pages 1096 f, plate IV and Si-gv.-iii (traml. Beal), vol, I, r- 83.
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D 53.—Fragment (ht. JO\" or 0 in. 20t'!) containing two staiulintr

figurines— a corpulent male figure holding- a conch and a fl male w itli a lulu—

flower in her left hand. Th.- iragm. nt p< lhap belong d to a Yi-hnu

imao-e. From Manohari ur Mahalla in the Cuv. On loan J'rom the

Government of India.

D 54. -Sculpture (ht. V :>" or 0 m. Ss : length V W
t
" or 0 m. .172)

probably the top portion ut a large Yi-hmi imago cut.lining time chapels

with figurine? of Bralnnj, Yi-hnu and Sivn. ( >n both - i< t< s ot the central

chapel we notice a femalo attendant earning a fly-'wliUk and one or two

flying celestial-. Beneath the chapeK there K a row nt figures repr. -.-nt-

incr the nine Gruhas and the ten A>:at~tr<'s. l>ut on 1>. >t h -ides -oycral figures

are missing. Of the Grab's, uhi-h occupy the proper right >\>h; the

following aie preserved : Sukra. Sanii -hara. Kfdiu and Ketu. The A'-aU'ir is

which are preserved are the ti-h, the tortoi-e, the boar, the man-lion ami

the dwarf. Mo-t of the figur. - arc defaced. The sculpture was obtained

by Pandit Radha Kri-hna from the Manoharpur MahalLt in' the City.

On loan from the Government ot India.

D ~.o.—Figuiine (ht. 41" or 0 m. 12) of a enw with a calf and

Kri-hna uplifting Mount G'lvardh.-m, From Hakimpur (j miles south-

west from Mathura, On loan from the Government cf India.
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E.

—

Miscellaneous Images.

E 1.—Statuette (ht. 1' Si" or 0 m. 303) of the goat-headed god Nemesli

or Naigamesa ^ho presides over child-birth. Eight arm and legs beneath

knee missing. In his left hand he holds two children hanging down along

his thigh. Besides, there was on each of his shoulders a figure of which

only the logs arc still traceable. Judging from the style, the statuette

belongs to the Kushana period. It is said to originate from the Kankall

Tila (Cf. A. S. B. Vol. XX, plate IV, 5 ; Biihler. Ep. lad. Vol. II, p. 314,

plate II ; and V. A. Smith, Jain Stopa, plate XVIII. Cf. J. R. A. S., for

1895 p. 153).

E 2.—Figure (ht. 1' 4" or 0 m. -405) of a goat-headed goddess with

prominent breasts holding with her left hand a pillow (') on which a male

child (defaced) is lying with hands joined on its breast. The right hand

of the goat-headed figure is broken, but seems to have been raised to the

shoulder. (Cf. A. 8, R. Vol. XX, plate IV, 2).

E 3.—Fragment (ht. 1' j" or 0 in. 315) of a goat-headed goddess with

prominent breasts over which is a necklace. The figure is evidently a

replica of no. E2. It is said to oiiginate from the Kankfdl Tila.

E 4 —Fragment (ht. 1' 1'' or 0 m. 333 ) of a female figure holding with

her left hand a pillow (?) } laced in her lap. On it a male infant is lvimr,

which she seems to fan with her right hand, which is broken. The sculp-

ture was obtained by Mr. Growse from the Mauoharpur Quarter of the City

(J. A. S. B. Vol. XLVII (1878), Pait I, p. 120 ;
plate XX. Cf. A. S .R.

Vol. XX, plate IV, 3).

E 5.—Fragment (lit. Hi" or 0 m. 292) of a seated female figure of

which only the left leg and left hand remain. She holds a cradle (0 on

which an infant is lying. On both sides of her feet is a crouching figure.

Pedestal defaced. The fragment was obtained from Arjunpura Mahalla in

Mathurfi City.

E C—Image (ht. 3' 7" or 1 m. 09) of a' standing male deity, perhaps

a Bodhisattva, wearing an elaborate diadem and profuse ornaments. The
lower portion of the figure is missing. The upper portion of the body is

nude, the lower half is clad in a dhoti tied to the loins by means of a

girdle. A garland hangs down along the arms, which are broken off at

the elbows. From the left shoulder a double cord interlaced with asoka (?)

flowers runs down along the breast towards the knee. The figure was

originally provided with a circular halo, the lower portion of w-hich is still

% iaible at the back. Judging from its style, the figure belongs to the

Kushana period. Its find-place is unknown,
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E 7.—Image (lit. 3' 7" or 1 m. 09) of a standing male figure. It has

an elaborate head-dress, heavy car-ring?, a double necklace and a bracelet

and wears a dhuii and a scarf, thrown over the left shoulder. The lower

portion of the image beneath the knees and the right arm arc missing.

The left hand holds an ornamental staff, considerably injured, resting

against the left shoulder. Possibly it belonged to an umbrella. The figure

is carved in the round, from which it appears that it had neither a halo

nor a snake hood. Judging from its style, it belongs to the Kushana

period. Its find-place is unknown.

E 8.—Fragment (ht. 2' 3" or 0 in. 733) of a standing male figure hold-

ing a bunch of lotusas in his right hand and a garland under his left arm.

The figure is clad in a dliutl tied round the waist with a flat girdle over

which a scarf is bound. Judging from the style, the figure belongs to the

Kushana period. Find-place unknown.

E 9.—Bust (ht. 2' 4" or 0 in. 711) of a male figure wearing a turban

and heavy earrings. Car-sing much defaced. Pandit Eadha Krishna

found this sculpture let into the wall of the house of a Chainar inside the

Bharatpur Gate and secured it for the Museum.

E 10.—Fragment (ht. 1' S" or 0 m. 523) consisting of tli3 right

shoulder of a colossal image, with a necklace, a garland and a double bracelet

round the tipper part of the arm. It was standing in the compound of the

Collector's bungalow and was made over to the Museum by Mrs. Last in

January 1908.

E 11.—Fragment (ht. 8Y or 0 m. 222) of a male figure standing to

front with a garland in his right and a flower-offering in his left hand

.

Find-place unknown.

E 12.—Statue (ht. 3' 10" or 0 m. 204) of a male deity standing with

his left hand resting on his hip. Both arms are broken and the figure is

otherwise damaged. The feet and pedestal are missing. It had evidently

three heads, but that to the proper right is lost. Judging from the style,

the image seems to belong to the Kushana period. It is of interest as the

only polycephalic image which can be attributed to that epoch. It was

found by Pandit Radha Krishna at the village of Bhadar 9 miles north-west

of Mathura City, but, according to local tradition, it came from Chaumuha

where it was worshipped as the four-faced Brahma. On loan from the Gov-

ernment of India.

E 13.—Statuette (ht. 1' G" or 0 m. 471), carved in the round, of a

male standing with his right hand raised in front of his shoulder and hold-

ing a staff or spear in his left hand. He wears the usual ornaments, a
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dhoti fastened to the loins by means of a flat girdle, and a scarf thrown

over the left shoulder and arm. The head is mutilated and the feet are

missing. This sculpture belongs to the Kushara period. It was purchased

by Pandit Radha Krishna in Mathura City. On loan from the Government

of India.

E 14.—Torso (ht. 1' 7J" or 0 m. 511), carved in the round, of a male

figure standing. He wears a dhoti fastened to the loins by means of a

flat girdle tied in a knot above the left thigh. His necklace is fastened on

the bai with a pair of flat bands. Part of a garland is visible on the back.

The sculpture was acquired by Pandit Radha Krishna from the village

of Khiimni 6 miles west of Mathura on the GGvardhan road. On loan from

the Government of India.

E 15.—Sculpture (ht. oV or 0 m. 144) with a square panel containing

two hfdf-figures, male and female, the former holding a cup in his right

hand. Obtained from the village Garni between Ganesra and Sitoha. The

sculptuz-e was placed over a burixl double-headed hatchet. On loan from

the Government of India.

E 16.—Sculpture (ht. 2' 5" or 0 in. 730) with two seated figures, male

to proper right and female to proper left, both defaced. The male figure

is seated on a rectangular block with lii s l.-ft leg drawn up and holds an

indistinct object in his left hand. The female is crouching with her right

hand raised to thi shoulder. Obtained from the village of Usphahfir. On
loan from the Government of India.

E 17.— Figurine (ht. 10|" or 0 m. 265) of a bird probably meant fer

Garuda, the bird of Vishnu. Very clumsily carved. It was brought to the

Museum from the Joint Magistrate's bungalow.

E 18.—Figurine (ht. 4}" or 0 m. 115) of a bird probably meant for

Garuda.

E 19.— Figurine (ht. V 3V or 0 m. 395) of a Garuda holding a cobra

in its beak.

* E 20.—Two fragments (ht. 3' 1" or 0 m. 94) making the lower

half of a female figure, carved in the round, standing with her left hand

placed on her hip. She wears a short petticoat and a loose garment

hanging down from her left arm. On the pedestal there is a fragmentary

inscription in three lines which I read :
—

(1) syn [n]uuli*h]k:i[?yri]

(2) etzsya purv-iye Mjilhurikal-xvadip ....
(3) ye Tusaye pxtima

The sculpture, together with nos. E 21— 23, was obtained from an ancient

site 1 mile west of the village of Mora (of. sub Q 7). These fragments
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were found lying near the remains of a brick temple, in which evidently

they were originally enshrined. On loan from the Government of India.

E 21.—Torso dit. 3' or 0 m. 914) of a corpulent male figure, standing,

carved in the round. Head, arms and feet lost. He wears a heavy

necklace tied in a knot at the back, a flat girdle and a shawl tied round the

legs. From the 3lGra site. Cf. above sub No. E 20. On loan from tho

Government of India.

E 22.—Torso (ht. 2' 3" or 0 m. 6SG) of a male figure, standing, carved

in th.3 round. Head, arms and feet lost. He wears a double necklace

fastened in front by means of a clasp, a dhot' hold to the loins with a

girdle and a shawl tied round the legs. From the Mora site. Cf. above

sub No. E 20. On loan from the Government of India.

E 23.—Pedestal (ht. 2' or 0 m. Gl) of a standing statue, of which only

the feet now remain. Fiom th? site of Mora. Cf. above sub E 20. On
loan from the Government of India.

E 2-i.—Torso (ht. 1' 9" or 0 m. 533} of a male figure, carved in the

round but very flat, wearing a torque, a necklace and a long garland and

holding in his left hand a thunderbolt (vrijra) with triple prong on both

sides. The sculpture appears to belong to the Kushara period. Jt was

acquired at the village of Tarsi six miles from Mathura on the read to

Bharatpur. On loan from the Government of India.

* E 25.—Figure (ht. 2' 5" or 0 m. 737) of a male, standing, clad in

Indo-Scythiai! dre»-> : tunic, trousers and boots. He holds a bunch of

lotus-flowers in his right hand and an indistinct object in his left hand.

Heart lost.

On th.- base is an inscription, in two lines, too much obliterated to be

deciphered. It appears to be dated s'lmvataare 4-
',
tho sculpture would

therefore belong to die reign of Huvishka. It was found in a bugh'cha on

th Brindlbau road about 11 miles from Mathura. On loan from the

Government of India.

E 26.—Figurine (ht. fi" or 0 m. 153) of a ram standing. From

Bharatuur Gate of Mathura City . On loan from the Government of India.

E 27. Sculpture (ht. 12V' or 0 m. 32) carved on the front and back

face with two figures, male and female, standing. In ona instance tho

female is looking in a mirror and flu male seems to assist her in her toilet.

On the rev.-r-e the f male is dressing her hair and the male seems to hold

a bunch of flowers and a garland. Tenons in top and bottom of stone.

On loan from tlv Government of India.

E 28.—Figurine (ht. 6Y' or 0 in. 105) of a male standing with hancte

folded. On loan from the Government of India.
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F.—Female Images1
.

F 1.—Sculpture (lit. 8' 8" or 0 in. 51) carved on both faces with the figure

of a galloping Cmalo centaur ridden by a male with floating garments who

hoi' Is a dagger (?) in his left hand. The centauress wears round her

neck a garland, which she holds by one hand, besides bracelets and a flat girdle.

Her horsj-shaped body is disproportionately elongated. Below is a palm-leaf

which is continued on one of the narrow sides of the stone. The sculpture

was preserved at the Allahabad Public Library till December 1907 and pro-

bably came from the Jamfdpur sit i.

31. Foucher has drawn att .union to two medallions on the railing of the

small *tupa of Slnchi. One represents a centaur and th? other a centauress

which carry a woman and a man respectively. Willi these he compares the

Machura sculpture just described, which seems to be derived from such

Old-Indian examples. (Foucher, L'art greco-boiuhlhique, p. 211).

F 2.—Fragment (lit. 2' 5" or Om. 734) of a seulpture carved on both

faces On one fa~o is th? nearly life-size figure of a female deity, identi-

fied by Cunningham as "Queen of the Xagas." Over the head, now

defaced, is the remnant of a Naga-hood, which once must have consisted

of nine snake heads. Both arms are broken off near the elbow and over

the left arm a scarf is thrown. The right hand is raised towards the

head, but th.'re is nothing to show what was her attitude. The head

is surrounded by a large circular halo, of which only the lower half is extant.

From it radiate five female figures, presumably snake-maidens (Skr.

nuga-kanya). The lower portion of their bodies is hidden by the main

figure, according to Cunningham, " to avoid the representation of the snaky

lower extremities." It will, however, be noticed that the figure to the

proper l.-ft side, tli3 head of which is preserved, has no snake-hood.

The central and two adjoining figures are almost entirely destroyed.

Evidently they were nude to the waist, and wore a broad girdle' to which

a loin-cloth was attached. Their dress is the same as that of the figures

on the railing-pillars. Of the figure to the proper right side the head

and hands are missing. That to the proper left is well preserved. The

forehead, nose, chin and right breast are slightly damaged. This figure has

a very elaborate hair dress. The hair is drawn flat mcr the top of the head

where it. is kept down by a narrow band, and collected at the back m three

heavy chignons. On the palms of the hands which are raised totlie height

of the shoulders sh carries two bowls, from each of which rises a cobra (').

The bowl to the left is defaced, and that to the right slightly damaged.

Other female images are included iu section D.
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On the reverse is an ahha tree, rawed in very shallow relief. On its

trunk i^ a striped squirrel ascending. Cunningham remarks that " the

style of the tree is similar to that of the ba"k of a group from Kota "

(No. F 11). Find-place unknown.

(Plate XIX. Cf. A.S.R., Vol. XX, pp. 34-33 and 3S ; plate III.)

F 3.—Slab (ht. o'lO" or 1 m. 105) showing throj standing figures

in relief, much worn. The central one is a female, evid.jntlv a Xagi with a

hood of five snake-heads. The upper portion of her body is nude and the

lower broken. Her left hand, draped with a scarf, rests on her hip and

holds a vessel. Her right hand is laised to the shoulder. She stands

between two somewhat larger figures of warriors, each holding a spear in

his left hand and raising his right hand to his shoulder. Find-place

unknown.

With this relief should be compared a fragmentary sculpture,

from the Kankali Tlla, now preserved in the Lucknow Museum, which

contains a female figure and to her left a male, somewhat larger in size,

holding a staff. The right arm of the female and the head of the male are

lost, but their attitud} and dress are exactly the same as on our sculpture.

It is noteworthy that over the left shoulder of the woman two figurines

are visible occupying th > same position as on the group of the "Queen
of the Xagas " (Xo. F 2 of the Mathura Museum). This leads us to

assume that the central figure of the present sculpture and that of the

Lucknow fragment also represent a Xaga Queen, guarded by two soldiers,

(The Lucknow fragment is reproduced by V. A. Smith, The Jain Stupa.

plate LXXXYI.)
'

F 4.— Statuette (ht. V U" or 0 m, 354) of a female (Xagi ?) standing

with her right hand raised in front of her shoulder and holding a vessel (!) in

h.T left hand. Besides the usual ornaments, she wears a short petticoat and

;i scarf thrown over the left shoulder. The mutilated canopy over her head

is probably a snake-hood. The right hand is damaged and the feet are

missing. The style of the sculpture is that of the Kushana period. With
this statuette may be compared the central figure of the group Xo. F 3.

F 5.—Image (ht. 5' or 1 m. 57) of a female standing with her left hand

resting on her hip. Eight arm and feet broken. The figure wears a

scarf round her left arm anil shoulders, a girdle and the usual ornaments.

It is broken in two pieces. It was pointed out to me by Pandit Radha

Krishna in the Arjunpura Mahalla of Mathura City, where it was being

worshipped as Kubja, and obtained for the Museum in January 1908. On
loan from the Government of India,
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F C.—Figure (ht. 1' 111'' orOm. 013), carved in the round, of a

female standing with her right hand raised to the shoulder and the left

resting on her hip. She wears a scarf round her back and falling

down from her shoulders, a broad zone round her loins and the usual orna-

ments. The elaborate head-dress shown on the Lack deserves .special notice.

Judging from the style, the figure belongs to the Kushana period.

It was obtained from a cowherd who is said to have found it near the village

of Akrur, 4 miles north of Mathura City on the Biindaban Eoad. On loan

from the Government of India.

F 7.—Figure (lit. 1' 5" 1 or 0 m. 445), carved in the round, of a female

standing with her right hand raised in front ol her shoulder and her left

hand resting on her hip. The carving is much defaced. She wears a

torque and a necklace hanging down between her breasts. A scarf is

thrown over her left shoukLr. The lower portion beneath the knees

is missing. Judging Irom the style, the sculpture belongs to the Kushana

period.

F 8.—Fragment (ht. 1' 10" or 0 m. 57(3) consisting of the lower

portion of a female figure. She is seated in the European fashion on a

bench and apparently is playing with a child lying on its back in her lap.

The carving is much defaced, but it seems that the woman holds with her

left hand the left hand of the child and puts the forefinger of her right

hand in its mouth. It was found by Pandit Badha Krishna in a I'igh'cha

near the Bhutesar Temple. On loan from the Government of India.

F 9.—Bu-t (ht. 1' 11" or 0 m. 003 j of a fcmab figure of which the

right arm and halo are partly- preserved. She wears a double necklace

hanging down between the breasts, heavy earrings and a garland (/) attached

to her head-dress. The nose of the figure is broken.

It was found together with Xo. F 8 in a Mglucha near the Bhutesar -

Temple. On loan from th.' Government of India.

F 10.—Fragment (ht. 2' or 0 m. 628) consisting of the upper half of

a female (?) figure wearing the usual ornaments and standing under a tree

('). The carving is much defaced. It was purchased by Pandit Badha

Krishna together with the inscribed pedestal No. G42 from a Koli who is said

to have obtained it from a Brahmin's house in the ullage of Gauesra, 5

miles north-west of the City. On loan lrom the Government of India.

F 11.—Sculpture (ht. 1' S" or 0 m. 505) carved in the round. On

one face are two female figures, whose feet are lost with the lower

portion of the stone. They are clad in a dh'it'i held round the loins

by means of a broad ornamental girdle, and have a scarf tied round the
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waist. Thoy seem to carry offerings and are standing under an usaka tree,

the foliage of which is also shown on the reverse of the sculpture. The top

of the stone is carved in the shape of a calico which makes it probable that

it served the purpose of a pillar base. The sculpture was found by General

Cunningham at the village of Kota, three miles to the uorth-w-fet of Mathurii

and sent to the Lahore Museum. It was made over to the Mathura Museum

by the Panjab Government in July 1905. (Cf. A. S. B., Vol. XX, plate III.)

F 12.—Bust (ht. 1' 81" or 0 m. 55) of a female figure. Arms broken,

scarf over the left shoulder. Ear-pendants. Hair falling on breasts,

Kushana period. Find-place unknown.

F 13.—Torso (ht. 1' 21" or 0 m. 3GS) of a female figure clad in a

close-fittins: bodice, as is still worn round Delhi, covering the waist and the

shoulders. She wears a double necklace over her breasts. Over her left

shoulder are tiaces of a scarf. Her right arm, decorated with numerous

bracelets and raised towards the shoulder, holds a defaced object, perhaps

a flower or a fly-whisk. Find-place unknown.

F 1-1.—Fragment (ht. I'll" or 0 m. 582) consisting of the central

portion of a standing female figure with highly ornamental bead girdle over

which a broad flat belt is parsed tied in a double bow, and apparently made

of some costly material, which was worth embroidering. One of the ends

is placed towards the right, while the other hangs down midway between

the thighs. The sculpture must be identical with the fragment of a colossal

ft male statue wearing a curious bead girdle, which, according to Cun-

ningham, was found in the Kankfdl Tlla before 1871. (A. S. R., Tel. Ill,

p. 19, plate XI, A.)

F 15.—Fragment (lit. 1' 7" or 0 m. IS) consisting of the middle por-

tion of a female figure wearing a triple bead girdle round the loins and

holding in her left hand the handle of a fly-whisk ('.). Drapery slightly

indicated. It is said to originate from the Kankali Tlla,

F 1G.—Fragment (hi. I'i"or0m. 318) containing the bust of a

female with elaborate head-dress and profuse ornaments, who stands under

an asoka tree, and holds on her left hip a child which with its left hand

touches her breast and with its riglit grasps a lock of her hair. In her

right hand she holds a fan (.'). Tenon on the top of the stone, Find-

place unknown.

F 17.—Fragment (ht. 9' or 0 m. 227) containing the upper half of a

female figure playing on a flute. She wears a flat cap and a scarf thrown

over the left shoulder. Over h.r is a cluster of conventional flowers.

Tenon in top of stone. Find-place unknown.
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F 18.—Fragment (lit. 5jj" or 0 m. 145) consisting of 'the bust of a

female figure playing on a flute and wearing tlu usual ornaments. The

figure is similar to No. FIT. Its find-place is unknown.

F 19.—Fragment (lit. 8i" or 0 m. 215) consisting of the head of a

female figure, with elaborate head-dress, standing under a tree. Tenon in

top of stone. Find-place unknown.

F 20.—Stele (lit. Vol/ orOin, 443) carved on two sides with a female

figure standing under a tree of which she grasps a branch. Find-place

KankalITila(?).

F 21.—Fragment (ht. 1' 4" or 0m. 44) containing the lower portion

of a female figure standing in front of a cluster of lotus-flowers and holding

her girdle with her left hand. There are traces of a bird perched on her

arm. Find-place Kankall Tila (?).

F 22.—Fragment (lit. 11" or 0 m. 28) carved with the bust of a female

figure, with elaborate head-dress, standing under a tree and playing a

flute. Tenon in top of the stone. It was preserved at the Allahabad

Library till December 1907 and perhaps originates from the Jainiilpur

sit.\

F 23.—Fragment (ht. 10' or 0 m. 252) carved with the bust of a

female figure standing under an asoka tree, a branch of which she holds

with her left hand. Tenon above. It was preserved at the Allahabad

Library till December 1907 and perhaps originates from the Jamalpur

site.

F 24.—Fragment (lit. 6" or 0 m. 154) consisting of the bust of a

femah figure. The right hand is raised to the shoulder. She wears

a torque round her neck. It was preserved at the Allahabad Library till

December 1907 and perhaps originates from the Janialpur site.

F 25.—Fragment (ht. 9" or 9 m. 227) carved on both sides with the

bust of a female figure standing (?) with her left arm raised. On back-

ground foliage and flowers of a tree. The figure presumably grasped a

branch of this tree with her left hand. Find place unknown.

F 26.— Statuette (lit. 9" or 0 m. 235), broken in two, representing a

female, crouching, with a child in her lap. Her right hand is raised to

the right shoulder. Over the left shouleler is a lotus-flower. The sculp-

ture probably represents Hariti or some other goddess of abundance and

fertility.

F 27.—Belief (ht. 1' 3" or 0 m. 38) carved with a female figure, wear-

ing Greek dress and standing to the right with hands folded. Foliage above

head. From Mahollpur Ghat I, On loan from the Government of India,
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F 28.—Figurine (ht. G" or 0 m. 152) of a female sealed on a wicker

stool to the left with her right foot placed uii a fout stool. With her right

hand she holds a goblet which rests on her right knee. From MahOlipur

Chati. On loan from the Government of India.

F 29.—Figure (ht. 1' 1" or 0 m. S3) of a female standing under a

tree, of which she seems to clasp a branch with her right hand. She is

nude, but for the usual ornaments, and holds an indistinct object in her

left hand. Obtained from Manoharpur Mahalla in Mathura City. On loan

from the Government of India.

F 30.—Image (ht. 2' 8" or 0 m. 812) of a female deity. Head and

right arm broken ; knees damaged. She probably represents tho goddess

of fertility, seated to front with an infant in her lap and four children

between her feet. By her right foot is a corpulent figure of which the head

is lost. It seems to represent Kubera, the god of wealth. The pedestal

is carved with a group of playing children, much defaced. The sculpture

is interesting on account of its close relationship with images of HaritI, the

queen of Yakshas, found in Gandhara, We may compare particularly the

HaritI group of the British Museum. 1 Pandit Eadha Krishna obtained

this sculpture from the village Tayapur two miles from Mathura City on the

road to Riiyii, where it was being worshipped as Gftndharl the mother of

tho Kauravas. It was said to have been extracted from a well. On loan

from the Government of India.

F 31.—Relief (ht. 1' or 0 m. 47) showing a row of four female

figures seated to front with their feet placed on foot-stools. Each holds a

child in the left aim. Over these figures there is a row of arches suppoi ted

on brackets. Thj proper right lower corner of the stone is missing with a

considerable, portion oi two of the figures. Obtained from a bagh'tcha near

the Kaiikall Tila not far from the City. On lean from the Government

of India.

F 32.—Relief (ht. 1' GV' or 0 m. containing a female figure,

apparently a XagI, standing between two warriors armed with spears.

All three figures have their right hand raised to the shoulder. Lower

portion of the sculpture with the feet of the three figuivs defaced. The

subject is evidently the same as that of no. F 3. The sculpture was

obtained from a b<~fg'cha near th_' ullage- of Girdharpur beyond the Bhutcsar

Mound. On loan from the Government of India.

F 33.—Head (ht. 1' 2" or 0 m. 354) of a life-size female figure, with

elaborate head-dress and a large caning on the proper right side. From

1 Cf. Journal of Indian Art, Vol. VIII, no. 62
;
pi IV, liy X.
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ChamnmLi Math at ' Azampur Rarai throe miles from Mathura on the road

to Delhi. On loan from tho Government of India,

F 34.—Sculpture (ht. 3' 1" or 0 m. 94) representing three femab

figures seated Co front, side by side, with their feet placed on footstools and

each holding a child in various attitudes. The figures are all more oriels

damaged and the carving is generally worn. They are surmounted by a

projecting cornice, supported on brackets, and decorated with ogee-arches

corresponding with the female figures beneath. Each arch contains a

corpulent male half-figure holding a garland. The sculpture is evidently

broken off on the proper light side. It was acquired by Pandit Radha

Krishna from the village of Rfd, 8 miles north-west of the City. On loan

from the Government of India.

F 35.— Figurine (ht. 8'' or 0 m. 204) of a female seated with a child iu

her lap with her right hand raised to the shoulder. Two figures of attendants

standing on both sides can be traced. From the Bhutesar temple near tho

Kankall Tilii. On loan from the Government of India.

F 36.—Sculpture (lit. 8" or 0 m. 202) with a female figure seated to

front with right hand raised to the shoulder and holding a lotus-flower in

her left hand. Two miniature figures on both sides of the base. From the

city. On loan from tho Government of India,

F 37.—Sculpture (ht. 8" or 0 m. 202) with a female figure seated to

front with right hand raised to shoulder and holding an infant in her lap.

Two attendant female (?) figures standing on both sides, partly preserved.

From Manoharpur Mahalla. On loan from the Government of India.

F 38.—Sculpture (ht. 1' 31" or 0 m. 395
;
length 3' 3" or 1 m. 258)

containing a row of eight figures standing with their right hand raised to

the shoulder. The one on the proper right end is a male, holding a staff

or lance in his left hand, the others are females. From Dhano-aon, a

village 6 miles south of Mathura, east of the road to Bharatpur. On loan

from the Government of India.

F 39.— Sculpture (ht. 1' 31" or 0 m. 395
;
length 2' 7" or 0 m. 787)

containing a row of five seated female figures and one male figure stand-

ing with a lance in his left hand. All have the right hand raised to tho

shoulder. The sculpture belongs to the Kushana period. It was found

on the Jamfdpur site and presented to the Museum by Pandit Ram
Chand, Head Clerk, Collector's office.

F 40.—Fragment (ht. 71" or 0 m, 19) of a goddess seated with a

child on her left knee, between two standing figures, On loan from the

Government of India,

1
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F 41.—Figurine (lit. 1" or 0 m. IS) of a two-armed goddess standing

with her right hand raised to shoulder and an indistinct ohject in her

left hand. On loan from the Government of India.

F 42.— Image (lit. 4' 5" or 1 m. 347; width 1' 11" or 0 m. 5S5)

probably repi\ senting Hfiritl, the goddess of abundance and fertility. She

is elad in a well-drap. d robe and wears a flat torque and a necklace hang-

ing clown between the breasts. She has bracelets round the upper arms

and a wreath on her head. The feet, arms below the elbows and no>o

are broken. This sculpture is of particular interest as it is made

of the blue schist of Gandhara and exhibits the style of the Graeco-

Buddhist school. It was evidently import;d from the North-West to

serve as an example for the sculptures of Mathura.

The image was found by Bhagawan Lai Indraji in the Saptarshi Tilii

on the right bank of the Jamnfi immediately below the City. It was first

preserved in the Municipal Museum at Delhi, then transferred to Lahore

with other Gandhara sculptures and finally returned to Mathura. (Cf. J. R.

A. S. 1894, pp. 542 f
;
Burgess, Ancient Monuments, plates 56 and 57.)

Presented by the. Government of the Punjab.
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G.«~Miscellaneous fragmentary figures.

G 1. -Torso (ht. V 7" or 0 m. 481) of a male figure wearing a double

necklace and a breast jewel. Both arms are broken. The left hand rested

on the hip. The sculpture is said to originate from the Kankall Tila.

G 2.—Torso (ht. 8£" or 0 m. 215) of a male figure nude to the waist

and decorated with two necklaces and a bracelet round the upper arm.

Find-place unknown.

G 3.—Sculpture (ht. 1' 8" or 0 m. 506) carved with a male figure standing

on a muhira and holding a staff in his right hand. Head and right arm lost.

Tenon beneath. Kushana period. It was preserved at the Allahabad Lib-

rary till December 1907 and perhaps originates from the Jamfilpur site.

G 4.—Fragment (ht. 10J" or 0 m. 267) consisting of the legs of a

squatting male (?) figure. The left hand rests on the knee. On tha

front of the pedestal is the kneeling figurine of a devotee.

The fragment possibly belongs to a statuette of Jambhala. (See above

no. C 5.) It was preserved at the Allahabad Library till December 1907

and probably originates from the Jamalpur site.

G 5.—FragmDnt (ht. 7" or 0 m. 18) consisting of the right foot and

left leg of a male (?) figure seated on a pedestal carved in front with a

railing, in the centre of whbh stands a figurine holding a tabor under his

left arm. The fragment possibly is a portion of a Jambhala imago. (See

above no. C 5.) It was preserved in the Allahabad Library up to December

19D7 and robably originates from the Jamalpur site.

G 6.—Torso (ht. 1' or 0 m. 305) of a male figure standing and

holding his right hand raised towards the shoulder. He wears a flat

torque and ear-pendants. It was found in clearing a well at Jamalpur

and rescued for the Museum by Lieutenant-Colonel W. Yost, I. M.S.

G 7.—Torso (ht. 1' 3" or 0 m. 38) of a male figure carved in the round.

It has a necklace, and a garland hanging down from its shoulders. The

figure is four-arm^d, but the arms are broken off at the elbows. It was

found in charing a well at the village of Jamalpur and made over to the

Museum by Lieut mant-Colonel W. Vost, I.M.S.

G 8.— Bust (ht. 1' or 0 m. 305) of a female figure with long locks

falling down on th 3 breasts. She wTears ear-pendants, a torque round her

neck and a necklace hanging down between the breasts. It was found

in clearing a well at the village of Jamalpur and made over to the Museum

by Lieutenant-Colonel W. Vost, I.M S.

G 9.—Fragment (ht. 7" or 0 m. 18) consisting of the feet, ornamented

with bangles, of a female figure standing on a conventional lotus. It wa3
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found in clearing a well at the village of Jamalpur and made over to the

Museum by Lieutenant-Colonel W. Vost, I.M.S.

*G 10.—Fragment (ht. 7£" or 0 m. 19) consisting of the lower portion

of a corpulent male (?) figure seated to front and supported by another

corpulent male figure of smaller sizi squatting between its feet. On the

base is an inscription in one line of Kushana characters. It reads : [Su]-

gatapara Baddhaclirsuva. These two words I take to be the names

of the donors. It was found in clearing a well at the village of Jamalpur

and made over to the Mus;uni by Lieutenant-Colonel W. Vost, I.M.S.

G 11.—Statuette (ht. 7" or 0 m. 178) of a male figure standing to

front in the attitude of adoration (Skr. namctskara), the hands folded

before the breast. Rudely carved. Find- place unknown.

G 12.— Statuette (ht. 8j" or 0 m. 205) of a female figure standing

under a canopy and holding a water-vessel or flower-vase in her right hand

raised at the level of her shoulder. Indefinite object in left hand. Carv-

ing indistinct. Find-place unknown.

G 13.— Sculpture (ht. 2' 8J" or 0 m. 825) carved on both faces with a

male figure clad in a tunic and trousers and holding a garland in both

hands. Feet missing, carving much worn. Find-place unknown.

G 14.—Fragment (ht. 8i" or 0 m. 21) with crouching female figure

facing. Find-place unknown.

G 15.—Head (ht. 7" or 0 m 178) of a female figure with elaborate

head-dress. From Arjunpura Mahalla, Mathurj. City.

G 16—Fragment (ht. 3£" or 0 rn. 09) containing the busts of two

female figurines, each carrying a bunch of lotus-flowers. Find-place

unknown.

G 17.—Fragment (ht. 5J" or 0 m. 14) with the lower portion of a

male figure dressed in a long, ample robe. Find-place unknown.

G IS.—Fragment (ht 6" or 0 m. ] 52) with a seated Buddha (?) figurine

wearing a halo. Rudely carved. Find-place unknown.

G 19.—Fragment (ht, 7" or 0 m. 178) with two seated figurines in

monk's dress, partly destroyed.

G 20.—Fragment (ht. S" or 0 m. 203) showing the feet of a standing

image over a lion-faced dragon.

G 21.—Head (ht. 1
'

3" or 0 m. 38 1 of a male (?) figure with elaborate

head-dress, with foliage behind and portion of foliated calice over it. Nose
broken, face otherwise injured. Find-place unknown.

G 22.—Head (ht, V 1" or 0 m. 33; of a female figure, defaced. Nose
broken. The hair is fastened on the top of the head by means of a
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wheelshaped buckle. Circular mark, probably t'daki, between the eye-

brows. Find-place unknown.

G 23.—Head (ht. 1' or 0 m. 305) of a male figure wearing an elaborate

diadem. Fiud-place unknown.

G 24.—Head (ht. 7h" or 0 m. 19) of a male figure wich moustache.

Found in clearing a well at the village of Jamalpur and made over to tha

Museum by Lieutenant-Colon. 1 W. Yost, I.U.S.

G 25.—Figurine (ht. 9" or 0 m. 23) of a male, facing, with his hands

folded in fro it of hi-i breast. Find-place unknown.

G 26. —Fragment (ht. tth" or 0 m. 215) consisting of central portion

of a male figure clad in a dhoti and shawl and holding an offering in his

left hand.

G 27.—Bust (ht. 9A" or 0 in. 24) of a male figure carrying a bird in his

left hand. Fiud-place unknown.

G 28.—Bust (ht. 5" or 0 m. 127) of a male figure resting his chin ou

his hand. Find-place unknown.

G 29.—Fragment (ht. 7" or 0 m. 177) of a standing figure of which the

feet remain. Pedestal carved with a couchant bull and a fi.>h inseited

between the stalks of the lotus on which the figure is standing. Find-

place unknown.

G 30.— Fragment (ht. or 0 m. 267) showing a lion's head, pre-

sumably portion of pedestal. Find-place unknown.

G 31.—Head (ht. 1' 4i» or 0 m. 42) of a life-size Bodhisattva (?) statuo

with elaborate head-dress. Kushana period. Find-place unknown.

G 32.—Head (ht. 1' 6" or 0 m. 455) of a life-size statue with high

conical hat. Kushana period. Cf. Kohl railing pillar no. J 56. Find-

place unknown.

G 33.—Head (ht. 9" or 0 m. 23) of a male (?) figure with elaborate

head-dress. Lower portion of face destroyed. Find-place unknown.

G 34.—Head (ht. 10" or 0 m. 262) of a male figure wearing a close-

fitting cap with raised rim. The hair is indicated by straight parallel

lines. The nose and lips are damaged.

G 35.—Fragment (ht. 2' 2" or 0 m. 66) of a halo carved with con-

centric decorative borders of various design. These borders are partly

similar to those on the haloes of the images nos. A 4 and B 1. The frag-

ment must have belonged to a statue of colossal size. It was preserved

at the- Allahabad Public Library till December 1907 and perhaps origi-

nates from the Jamalpur site.

G 36.— Fragment (length 9f or 0 m, 248) of an ornamental halo

Find-place unknown,
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G 37.—Fragment (length 8J" or 0 m. 21G) of an ornamental halo.

Find-plaee unknown.

*G 38.—Fragment (ht. 9J" or 0 in. 235) of pedestal with rampant

lion to proper right and upper portions of two standing figures, perhaps

Buddhist friars, one carrying a garland and a bunch of flowers. On the

raised rim over these figures is a fragmentary inscription in two lines.

[1.1.] Mahdrajasya, Vd[su] . . . [1.2.] sya vadhuya Sena[sya]

• • * •

The sculpture which belongs to the Kushana period (reign of Vasudeva ?)

came from the ancient site of L/ikhanii near Hathras, Aligarh district.

* G.39.—Fragment (ht. 61" or 0 m. 165) of the upper proper right

corner of a pedestal with lion's head and portions of a fragmentary

inscription in four lines. The first line is incised on the raised border over

the lion's head. The inscription reads: [1.1.] [Si]ddha[m] Maharaja

[1.2.] ya [1.3.] pcitimd [te] ....
[1.4.] o

Find-plaee unknown.

G 40.—Fragment (ht. 9h" or 0 m. 249) of a halo with scalloped border

surrounded by foliage from which a flying Deva figure projects. Kushana
period. Find-place unknown.

G 41. -Fragment (ht. 6|" or 0 m. 177) with a female figure seated on a

tortoise between two mermaids.

* G 42.—Pedestal (ht. including tenon 1' 7" or 0 m. 497) of a standing

figure of which only the feet, apparently shod, remain. On the top of the

pedestal between the feet is a partly effaced inscription in two lines of 10"

and Uh" in length which I read
: [1.1.] Maha[hi]aa[yanasya] yamasha

.[1.2.] [keka]>>ya [Vi]sa [ya]sya Ulanasya patimd. "The image
(patima= Ski: prutimd) of Ulana (rest illegible). The pedestal was
acquired by Pandit Eadha Krishna together with the fragment No. F10
from a Koli who is said to have obtained it from a Brahmin's house in the

village of Ganesra, three miles north-west of the City.

* G 43.—Fragment (ht, 6" or 0 m. 157) of a pedestal carved with three

figurines of devotees standing, two with garlands and the third with his

hands folded in adoration. A headless lion, standing, must have occupied

the proper right side of the stone, when complete. On the raised rim
beneath these figures is a fragmentary inscription in one line Jayadeva-
jmtrena Ghoshena . ..." By Ghosha the son of Jayadeva ..."
The character is Brahmi of the Kushana period. The sculpture must be

the same as the inscribed base of a statue found by General Cunningham

at Kota, three miles north of 3Iathura, He must have deposited it in
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the Lahore Museum together with another sculpture from the same

place. (F. 11.) In December 1908 it was, at my request, made over to the

Mathura Museum by the Panj5b Government. (Cf. Cunningham,

A. S. R, Vol. XX
;
plate V, no. 2 )

G 44.—Fragment (ht. 7J" or 0 m. 19) representing two garland-

carrying, flying figures, male and female, perhaps Gandharva and Apsaras.

It must have formed the upper right corner of a large image slab. Found
in the river Jarnna. On loan from the Government of India.

G 45.—Fragment (ht. 4" or 0 m. 10) of a statuette, of which only

the feet are preserved, standing on a lotus with three kneeling figurines,

two male and one female. Of an attendant, standing on the proper left

of the main figure, the feet are preserved. Obtained from a Koli. On loan

from the Government of India.

G 46.— Fragment (ht. 9" or 0 m. 229) showing a miniature Tlrtham-

kara figure seated in meditation on a lotus in a r-hapel supported on two

dwarf pilasters. To the proper left of this chapel there is a nude Tirtham-

kara figure standing and a female figurine seated with a child on her left knee.

The fragment has evidently made part of an image slab. It was obtained

from a garden at Mathura. On loan from the Government of India.

*G 47.—Fragment (ht. 3|" or 0 m. 095) containing the feet of a

female figure which rests on a footstool. On the base is a fragmentary

inscription consisting of two lines in characters of the Kushana period,

which I read : vashorisha masa ....
. . (2) tvo.ni hita-sukha [rtharh ] Obtained from the village of Sakna,

two miles west of Gaoesra and five miles west of the City. On loan from

the Government of India.

G 48.—Fragment (ht. 9" or 0 m. 229) carved with a lotus-rosette

which contains a female figure seated on a bench and playing on a harp

under a palm-tree conventionally treated. The fragment appears to belong

to a railing-pillar. Obtained from a nvfth in th^ G5p5lpur Quarter of

Mathura City. On loan from the Government of India.

G 49. Fragment (ht. 7" or 0 m 177) of a dressed stone carved on

one face with a cobra. Found in a brick-kiln near the Mathura Junction

railway station. On loan from the Government of India.

G 50.—Fragment (hb. 6" or 0 m. 152) carved on both sides with a

scroll. From brick-kiln near the Mathura Junction railway station. On
loan from the Government of India.

G 51. Head (ht. 7|" or 0 m. 19) of a lion with tenon above. From

Jamalpur site. On loan from the Government of India.
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G 52 —Relief (ht. 11" or 0 m. 28) carved with two figurine?, male

and female, standing with their right hands raised. From a mound near

the Brinduban gate of Mathuni City. On loan from the Government of

India.

G 53.— Fragment (ht. 9" or 0 m. 23) containing the foliage of a tree

with the upper half of a male figure and the capital of a Persepolitan pillar.

Find-place unknown. On loan from the Government of India.

G 54.—Head (ht. 11" or 0 m. 28) of a male figure, perhaps a

Bodhisattva, wearing elaborate head-dress. Obtained from Sarai, Azampur,

two miles north of Mathuni on the road to Delhi. On loan from the

Government of India.

G 55.— (ht. Si" or 0 m. 215) consisting of a male figure standing

with a garland in his right and a handful of flowers in his left hand.

Head and feet missing. Fmd-spot unknown. On loan from the Govern-

ment of India.

G 50.—Fragment (ht. SJ" or 0 m. 215) carved with three male figures

walking to the proper left, of which one in front carries a garland and the

other two a dish with some offering. Obtained from a Kofi at Mathuni.

On loan from the Government of India.

G 57.—Fragment (ht. 6" or 0 ru. 153) carved with a row of five

fetnab figures seated with th.ir right hand raised to the shoulder and three

male figures standing with hands joined. On loan from the Government

of India.

G 58.—Fragment (ht. 7" or 0 m. 178) carved on the obverse with a

standing female figure and on the reverse with three lotus-rosettes. It

must have belonged to a solid miniature railing. From the village of

Gancsni. On loan from the Government of India.

G 59.—Fragment (ht. 6|" or 0 m. 166) carved with a railing sur-

mounted by a seated Buddha figure. From the village of Ganesra, On
loan from the Government of India.
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H—I—BAS-RELIEFS.

H.

—

Scenes of Buddha's life.

H 1.—Bas-relief (ht. 2' 2" or 0 m. 66 ;
with 3' of" or 1 m. 06) con-

taining five scenes of Gautama Buddha's life :

(a) (proper left) His birth in the Lumbini garden near Kapilavaitu

His mother Maya, is shown standing in the usual attitude under

the sal tree, a branch of which she clasps with her right hand

She is supported by her sister Prajiipatl standing to her left.

On the other side is Indra who receives the child on a cloth

Beneath the Nativity is the scene of the first bath. The infant

Buddha (or more correctly Bodhisattva) stands in the centre,

whilst the two Naga kings Nanda and Upananda, their hands

joined in the attitude of adoration, issue from masonry wells.

Cf. nos. H 2 and N 2(a).

(6) Buddha's enlightenment (Skr. bodhi) at Bodh-Gaya. Buddha is

s sated under the b odhi tree in the traditional pose of touching

the earth with his right hand. The female figure to his right is

probably one of Mara's daughters. Beneath is Mara in the act of

shooting an arrow at the Sakya Sage. The other big-headed figure

is probably a demon of Mara's host. Cf. nos. H 6 and N 2 (6).

(e) His descent from the " Heaven of the thirty-three gods" where he

had preached the law to his mother reborn as a deva. Buddha,

accompanied by the gods Indra (Sakra) and Brahma, is shown

in the act of descending by the triple ladder, at the foot of

which we notice the kneeling figure of the nun Utpalavarna who

was the first to receive him. Cf. no. N 2 (/).

(d) His first sermon in the Deerpark near Benares. It should be

noted that Buddha is not shown here in the attitude of" turning

the wheel of the law " which in Buddhist art is peculiar for this

scene. He has his right hand raised towards his shoulder, a

gesture which in Buddhist iconography denotes the imparting of

protection. Beneath thive is a wheel placjd on a pillar with

two worshipping figures at its sides. Cf. nos. H 7 and N 2(c).

(«) His death or pwinirvana at Kusinara or Kuianagara. Buddha

is lying under the twin ml trees. Three mourning figures are

standing behind his couch and three are seated in front. Cf

nos. H 7, 8, 9 and N 2 (d).

The sculpture was pointed out to me by Pandit Kadha Krishna at the

Kaj Gha{ in Mathura City, where it was being worshipped by the Hindtts.
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It was purchased for the Museum In January 1908,— (Plate Via). On loan

from the Government of India.

H 2.—Sculpture (ht. 1' 9£" or 0 m. 542) carved on two faces in

bas-relief. On the obverse is the nude figure of a male child standing on a

platform, with his right hand raised towards his shoulder and his left

resting on his hip. On each side of him a Snake-god (Skr. Naga),

canopied by a nine-headed snake-hood, issues from a round masonry well.

Both are turned towards th? central figure and have hands joined in

adoration (Skr. namatktira). The faces of the central figure and of one

of the Nagas are destroyed. Suspended in the air are six musical

instruments, namely a conch (Skr. iahlcka), flute, tabor, harp, bag-pipe (?)

and drum. Cunningham believed the nude figure in the centre to be a

Jina, but a comparison with the scene of Buddha's birth on H 1 («), and

on the bas-relief no. a of the shlpa drum no. N 2 makes it evident that

the relief represents the infant Buddha and the two Naga kings Kanda

and Upananda who are mentioned in the Lalltav idura (td S. Lefmann.

Halle 1902, pages 83, 84 and 93). I refer also to the following passage from

Hiuen-Taiang {Si-yu-ki transl. Beal, Vol. II, p. 24 fj
' :

to the east of this

stupa are two fountains of pure water, by the side of which have been

built two st'ipas. This is the place where two dragons appeared from

the earth. When Bodhisattva was born, the attendants and household

relations hastened in every direction to find water for the use of the child.

At this time two springs gurgled forth from the earth just before the

queen, the one cold, the other warm, using whbh they bathed him."

It appears from Hiuen T.siang's account that the stupas which

commemorated the Buddha's first bath by the Naga kings Nanda and

Upananda, stood not far from the famous Asoka pillar of Rummindei u hich

marks the spot where he was born.

The six musical instruments shown on our sculpture indicate the

heavenly mu^ic which according to the Buddhist scriptures was heard on this

joyous occasion.

On the reverse are a male and a female figure, both defaced, walking

to the proper left. They are clad in a dhoti and a shawl or scarf tied

round the waist. The male figure carries in both hands a di^h or basket

ontaining a garland. The female has hei* right hand raised over head
;

in her left hand she holds an unrecognizable object. It seems that both

figures were standing under trees.

Cunningham states that the sculpture was brought either from the

gankali flla. or from one of the mounds in that direction. (A. S, R.
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Vol. XX, p. 35; rIato IV, fig. L, cf. B. E. F. E. 0., Vol. VIII, p. 493

and A. S. R. for 190G-7 p. 152; platJ LIII.)

H 3.—Fragment (ht. 1' 6" or 0 m. 457) containing a series of scenes

placed one above the other. The only seen 3 almost completely preserved

represents the Bodhisattva (i.e., the future Buddha) in the act of leaving

his royal abode in order to become a recluse. The technical designation of

the subject is "the great Renunciation" (Skr. MaltObhinishkran.ana).

Siddhartha (the Buddha's secular name) is rising from the couch on

which his wife Yasodhara is sleeping. In front of the couch are the figures

of three female musicians, who have fallen asleep over their instruments.

The sculpture is of great interest, as it is undoubtedly copied from Graeco-

Buddhist examples. The panel immediately below may have contained the

scene of Siddhartha's leaving Kapilavastu which in Gandhara is usually

found combined with the zenana scene. If so, the head immediately

above the break would be that of Siddhartha. The sculpture formed

evidently part of a doorjamb. To the right and left of the panels are

vertical ornamental borders. The stone is also carved on the proper left

side. (Cf. Griiawedjl, Buddhist arf, figs. 50—53 and 81. Foucher,

L'art greco-bovAdhique, du Gaiidharn., pp. 349—361
;

fig--. 178—183).

H 4. —Fragment ' ht. 81" or 0 m. 216) carved with the figure of a

man to front on hors -back
;
possibly the future Buddha riding out through

the city gate of Kapilavastu. Cf. above No. H 3. It was found in clearing

a well at Janulpur and made over to the Museum by Lieutenant-Colonel

W. Vest, I.M.S.

H 5.—Fragment (ht. 1' 3'' or 0 m. 303) of a stole (urdhvapntt t.) carved

with two panels, placed one over the other and separated by a Buddhist

railing and by a band of ch iity o windows. The lower panel, of which only

the upper half is preserved, seems to represent the future Buddha leaving

home. Thehjad of th : horse and part of the mounted figure are preserved.

Among the remaining figures we notic in the centre the one holding a

bow, which no doubt is Mara, the Evil Spirit, and at his side another with

a fly-whisk (?) in his right and a thunderbolt in his left hand. It is not a

little curious to see here the Thunderbolt-bearer (Vajrapani), so common

in Gandhara sculpture, reappear on a Mathura relief,

The upper panel seems to represent the future Buddha, after leaving

home, in the act of laying off his royal ornaments and making them over

to his groom Chanda kneeling in front of him. In the third figure above

we may perhaps see either a repetition of Chaada or a Deva. At his side

we discern the head of tb.3 horse Kanthaka which is always present at this
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scene. But it is curious to find an elephant also introduced here, perhaps

meant to indicate the royal rank of the main person. The rest of the

panel is occupied by five figures which are not so easy to identify. I

conjecture that the female figure seated in front on a stool is Yafiodhara,

the Buddha's spouse, who receives from a maid servant the news of her

lord's departure. It will be noticed that her right hand is raised to the

head in an attitude of grief which is common with the mourning figures of

the Nirvana scene. Th j other figures are too indistinct to be identified with

any amount of certainty.

Pandit Radha Krishna obtained this sculpture from a bughicha near

the Seth's Garden on the right bank of thj Jamna about H mile south

of the City. On loan from the Government of India.

H 6.—Stone (ht. l'l" or 0 m. 33) of curvilinear shape, probably from the

top of some building. The front is carved with a bas-relief representing

the Buddha seated cross-legged on a platform under the Bodhi tree. His

right hand which is broken was probably raised towards the shoulder in the

attitude of protection (Skr. ab haya-mudru). On each side are three

female figures, perhaps Mara's daughters Desire, Pining and Lust. (Cf.

Cunningham, Bharhut, p. 28).

H 7.—Fragment (ht. 10i" or 0 m. 265) of a bas-relief containing two

scenes : (a) (Proper right) Buddha's first sermon at Benares. Buddha

(defaced) is turning the wheel of the law, i.e., preaching. He has a halo

with scollop 3(1 border. On each side are two figures in monk's dress, one

seated, the other standing. Those to the proper right are only partly

preserved.

(6). Buddha's death or parinirvdna (final extinction). The Buddha

is lying on his right side with his head supported by his right hand and

one foot resting on the other in close agreement with the Buddhist scrip-

tures (Mahuparinibbuna-sutto , Ch. 5§ 1. TJte Booh of the Great Decease,

S. B. E. Vol. XI, pp. 85f). In front of his couch are three figures. The central

one in monk's dress is Subhadra, the Buddha's last convert. The other two

are laymen and possibly the Malla chieftains who witnessed the Master's

last moments. Behind the couch three figures are standing with arms

outstretched in the attitude of grief.

The sculpture, when complete, presumably contained the four principal

events of the Buddha's life, namely :—(1) His birth near Kapilavastu in

the Lumbini garden (Padaria, Ruminindei tappa, Xepal Tarai). (2) His

attaining of enlightenment (bodhi) under the bodhi tree at B6dh-gaya

(Giya, District, Bihir). (3) His firs; Sjrmon in the Deerpark, now Sarnath
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near Benares, to the fire mendicant friars. (4) His death at Kusinara

in the Malla country (locality not identified).

It is noteworthy that tb.3 antelopes in front of Buddha's scat, which

elsewhere characterize plastic representations of the third event, are want-

ing here. But this may be due to inadvertence on the part of the sculptor.

In the same way we do not find the two sal trees which are typical of the

death-scene.

The treatment of thj two scenes pictured here shows distinctly the

influence of the Gandhira school of sculpture, which is also noticeable

in the dwarf-pilaster with Indo-Coiinthian capital on the proper left.

Such pilasters are commonly found to divide the different scenes portrayed

on Gandhara bas-reliefs.

The sculpture must have belonged to the stone facing of the square

basement of a stupa. Its find-place is unknown.

H 8.—Fragment (ht, 3' 4" or 1 m. 03) of " a high slab " (Skr. urdhva-

patta), the lower portion of which represents the parinirvima or death

of Buddha Siikyamuni between the twin sal trees of Kusinara. The

Master is lying on his right side on a couch, his head supported on his right

hand and one foot resting on the other. The head is provided with a halo.

Bihind the couch are three figures of mourners. That to th; proper right,

apparently a monk (Skr. bhikshu), holds in his left hand a square board

on which four four-petalled flowers are visible ; his right hand is applied

to his head. The two others are evidently lay-members, possibly two

Malla chieftains who witnessed the Master's last moments. One raises his

two arms as in despair ; the other stands weeping, his face concealed by

a kerchief. To the proper right is one of the twin sal trees ; from its

foliage issues a dryad, who showers flowers on the dying Buddha. Of

the corresponding tree to the left only a portion of the trunk can still be

traced. In front of the Buddha's couch are three figures. The one to the

left, wrapt in meditation, must be Subhadra, the Tathagata's last convert,

who before his conversion was a Brahmanical mendicant. This we may
infer from the three staffs placed at his side to indicate that he belonged to

the sect of the Tedandikas (from Skr. tridanda " a triple staff"), though

this is not expressly stated in the Buddhist books. The central figure is

possibly one of the Malla chiefs and that to ths proper right the Thunder-

bolt-bearer (Yajrapani) who dropped his diamond mace (Skr. vajra) on the

occasion. The monk standing at the Buddha's feet must be Mahakasyapa,

one of his chief disciples, who hastened to pay reverence to the Master's

feet. The figure at the head wears the dress of a layman. The scene

is enclosed between Persepolitan pilasters with capitals containing winged
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animals (horses ?) The missing panel above perhaps represented the Illumi-

nation (Skr. bodki). expressed by the scene of the presentation of the cups by

the four guardian-gods (Skr. hi:nj.>0la); only two standing figures are partly

pres.rved. It is separated from the lover panel by a row of two busts and a

Buddha figurine placed in liiehes separat d by dwarf-pilasters. Cf. H 11.

The proper left side of the two panels is decorated with a lotus stalk

rising from a vase. This border is much d faced. Find-place un-

known, (Cf. Foucher, L'art greio-bouddhique, p. 260, fig. 282).

HO.—Fragment (ht. 91" or 0 m. 24) of a bas-relief representing the

2)ii'inirvuun or death of Buddha. He is shown lying on a couch in the

usual attitude. At the side of his bed, two figures, apparently monks, are

seated ; and behind it a figure is standing which is only partly preserved.

The stone probably belonged to the facing of the basement of a miniature

stiipj. It was found in clearing a well at Jamalpur and made over to the

Museum by Lieutenant-Colonel W. Yost, I.M.S.

H 10.—Fragment (ht. 1' 4" or 0 m. 395) of a slab, perhaps belonging

to a doorway, carved on one side with two panels enclosed between vertical

decorative borders and separated by an ogee arch and a railing. The

upper panel represents Buddha receiving in his alms-bowl a handful of

dust from the children Jaya (the future Asoka) and Vijaya. The subject

is often pictured in the Graeco-Buddhist; art of Gandhara. The lower

panel shows Buddha standing and a small figure to his right offering

flowers. This scene is perhaps an abridged rendering of the Dipankara-

jataka, as represented in Gandhara reliefs. On one of the narrow sides of

the stone are two figures placed one over the other and separated by an

ogee arch and two railings. The upper one appears to be a Bodhisattva

standing with a garland in his right hand. The lower one is a Buddha with

a haloed head standing on a lotus in the attitude of imparting protection.

The stone was found in clearing a well at Jamalpur and made over to the

Museum by Lieutenant-Colonel ~\Y. Yost, I.M.S. (On the scenes repre-

sented in the two panels, cf. Foucher L'art greco-bouddhique, pp. 517

520, figs. 255—256 and pp. 273—279, figs. 139—141).

H 11.—Bas-relief (ht. 1' 6" or 0 m. 457) representing Buddha visited

by Indra in the Indrasaila cave near Rfijagi-iha (the modern Rajgir in

Bihar). To the proper left of the slab a piece of about 8" in width is lost.

The original centre of the bas-relief is occupied by Buddha seated in medita-

tion inside the cave on which a peacock above and two lions at the sides

should be noticed. Towards his right approaches Indra, the lord of the

gods, clad in royal robes and carrying a bunch of flowers and a garland as
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an offering. Ho is preceded by the chief of the Gandharvas or heavenly

musicians who is recognisable from a harp 'which he plays. Indra is

followed by three female figures, each carrying a bunch of flowers and a

garland. They may be identified as celestial nymphs (Skr. aps tras) of

Indra's heaven. On the oth -r side of the cave we notice Indra's elephant

Airavata and three male figures crouching in front.

The upper portion of the sculpture is divided into a series of arches

separated by dwarf pilasters. Under the central arch is Buddha's head-

dress ; the others enclose the upper halves of worshipping figures, probably

Devas. Buddha's crest jewel (Skr. chuclnmani), according to the Buddhist

scriptures, was worshipped in the heaven of the thirty-three gods, of which

Sakra is the head. This explains why the sculptor has combined it with

the representation of Indra's visit. The lower portion of the sculpture is

carved with a Buddhist railing and some decorative borders. The stone was

pointed out to me by Pandit Eadha Krishna in front of a hut near the third

milestone on the Mathura-Delhi road. On loan from the Government of

India.

The scene of Indra's visit to Buddha in the Indrasaila cave is a favourite

subject of Buddhist art. It occurs first on a railing pillar at Bodh-Gaya
;

here only the empty cave is shown and a figure with a harp standing at its

side. On a bas-relief from Loriyan Tangai in the Svat valley we have a

very fine and full representation of this scene. The Buddha figure in the

cave is remarkable for its expression of repose and serenity. Indra is

attended by numerous celestials and above and below the cave are various

plants and animals such as lions in caves, peacocks and also monkeys who

are imitating the meditative attitude of Buddha. The Loriyan Tangai

sculpture is preserved in the Calcutta Museum, which also possesses another

Mathura bas-relief of Indra's visit. Finally I draw attention to the fine

rendering of this scene on the toram architrave No. 31 4 of the Mathura

Museum. There can be little doubt that here again Mathura has copied

Gandhara. An innovation found on the Mathura reliefs is the introduction

of Indra's elephant Airavata1
. (Plate YI b. Cf. Anderson, Catalogue, Part

I, pp. 182 f. M 7
;
Burgess, Ancient Monuments, pi. 60; T. Bloch, Buddha

ivorshipped by Indra in Proc. A. S. B. for 1898, pp. 186—189 ;
Foucher,

Jj'art grdco-bouddhique, Vol. I, pp. 492—497).

H 12.— Slab (ht. 1' 7" or 0 m. 482) carved with a figure of Buddha

seated cross-legged with his right hand raised to the shoulder, on a throne

1 It should, however, be remarked that the British Museum contains a bas-relief (ht. 8')

from Ka6t Kot which represents the same scene and shows the elephant sitting in front of

the cave. It was presented by Sir Harold Dcane.
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supported by a pair of Hods. He is surmounted by four figures, of which

two stand to the right and two to his left, each holding a cup. We may,

therefore, assume that the scene refers to the presentation of the four

bowls by the four guardian -gods (Lokapula), though the treatment is

uncommon. Cf. beneath no. X 2g. The scene evidently belonged to a

series of similar illustrative panels placed one over the other and separated

by Buddhist railings. Pandit Radha Krishna acquired it from the village

of Isapur on the left bank of the Jamna opposite the City. On loan from

the Government of India.
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I. Decorative Bas-Reliefs.

1 1.—Fragment (ht. 3' 1" or 0 m. 94) of a slab carved on two faces,

each divided by concentric arches into three lunulate areas. On one face

the centres of the three compartments are occupied by an alms-bowl1
,

apparently filled to the brim with offerings, a Buddha seated in the protect-

ing attitude, and a Bodhisattva in royal attire seated in meditation under

a tree. On the reverse we have in the upper compartment Buddha's head-

dress (which, as we know, received the homage of the thirty-three gods) and

in the central one a Bodhisattva—perhaps Maitrcya, as may be inferred

from the vessel in his left hand—who raises his right hand in the conven-

tional attitude of protection. Of the figure occupying the centre of the

lowermost division only a portion of the halo is preserved.

The worshipping figures are divine or semi-divine beings—flying, as

indicated by their pose, and carrying cabbage-like nosegays from which they

afe showering flowers. The narrow end of each compartment is occupied

by yawning crocodiles. The spandrils are decorated with conventionalized

Garudas.

Among the Graeco-Buddhist sculptures of Gandhara numerous pedi-

ments are found decorated in the same manner as this Mathura relief, but

in expression much more classical. We may also compare a sculpture from

the Kaiikall Tlla,, now in the Lucknow Museum, which was published by

Professor Biihler. It is a fragment of the same shaps as the one in the

Mathura Museum, but more elaborately decorated. Biihler describes it as

a torajia , both fragments evidently served the same purpose.

The present fragment was preserved at the Allahabad Public Library

till December 1907 and was perhaps originally found on the Jamalpur site.

(Cf. A. 8. R., 1906-07 p. 159; plate LVI. On the fragment from the

Kankali Tlla, cf. Biihler, Ep. Ind., Vol. II, p. 319, plate III ; and Y. A.

Smith, Jain Stupa, plates XIX and XX.)

I 2.—Slab (ht. 2' 5J" or 0 m. 745, width 5' 6J" or 1 m. 685) containing a

portion of an ornamental frieze in low relief. The subject, Cupids carrying

a garland, was borrowed from Hellenistic sarcophagi and appears first in

India iu the Graeco-Buddhist school of Gandhara (Peshawar district).

Here the pseudo-Cupid, the head of which is lost, walks to the proper right.

He wears a torque and bracelet round the arms and a dhoti fastened to the

loins by means of a narrow girdle. This purely Indian costume is an

1 Buddha's alms-bowl was worshipped at Peshawar at the time of Fa-hien's nisit (A.D.

500). But when Hiuen Taiang came to Peshawar, it had gone to Persia Cf. Fi hien,

Traveli (transl. Legge), pp. 34 f, Si-i/u-ki (transl. Beal), Vol. I, p. 98,
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innovation, not found in Gandhura, whore the garland-carrying figures are

nude and wholly represent the well-known type of the Cupids of later clas-

sical art. The intervening spaces between the garland^are filled by a pal-

mette rising from a lotus rosette. The stone which is pL-rced by two round

holes must have formed part of the facing of a stupa. Its find-place is

unknown.

I 3.—Slab (ht. 9' or 0 m. 229 ; width 3' 3-i " or 1 m.) carved in bas-

relief with two male figures, walking to the prop r right, who carry a triple

garland, interlaced with flowers, the cuds issuing from the mouths of a pair

of crocodiles (Skr. mzknrx^. This device i-; also found on the Amaravati

Stupa. Cf. above sub. I 2. Th? ston? must have belonged to the facing

of a small stilpo. Its find-place is unknown.

I 4.—Fragment (ht. 11" or 0 m. 278; width 3' |" or 0 m. 926) of a

slab decorated with two friezes separated by a horizontal raised rim. The

upper frieze consists of an ornamental bord?r of three male figures carrying

a heavy garland, the curves of which are filled with various flowers. The

lower frieze contains three scenes, evilently of some birth story (Skr,

jiitahi)—
(a) That to the proper right, of which a part is missing, shows a

bearded man, seated on a gra-s cushion and recognisable as an

ascetic (Skr. t"pisvin) from his hair which is tied in a knot

on the top of his head. He pets a bird of which only the

head is preserved. Behind him a young ascetir clad with a loin

cloth stands in front of a bengi, such as are used to cany holy

Ganges-water (Skr. Gahgii-jdi). At his side are a fire-altar and

a water-pitcher.

(6) The ascetic's leaf hut (Skr. pnrnx s'dn) separates the scene

from the central one, in which we find a male and a female

antelope walking to the proper left over a rocky eminence

between two trees.

(c) The same hut separates this scene from that to the proper left

one, of which only the standing figure of a bearded hermit is

partly preserved.

The sculpture probably decorated the square basement of a small stupa.

Its find-place is unknown.

I 5.—Fragment ,'ht. 7\" or 0 m. 19) of a frieze decorated with two

garland-carrying figures which have the appearance of dwarfs and wear

turbans, ear-pen.lants and dkOth. In the curves of the garland are

flowerpots each containing three buds. Above the frieze runs a decorative

border in low relief; and along the top of the stone is a cornice supported
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by brackets. The fragment probably formed part of the facing of the

square basement of a miniature stiipa. Of. above sub no. I 2. It was

kept at the Allahabad Library till December 1907 and is probably from

the Jainalpur site.

I G.—Fragment (lit. 9" or 0 m. 228) carved with a frieze ot garland

carrying Cupids. In each interval arc a lotus-flower and two lotus-buds.

Over the frieze is a bracket. The sculpture probably made part of the

facing oi the basement of a small stiipa. It was found in clearing a well at

Jamfdpur and made over to the Museum by Lieutenant-Colonel YY. Yost,

I.M.S.

I 7 —Fragment (ht. V 7i" or 0 m. 492 ; width 3' 2" or 0 m. 963) of a

frieze with a sunk panel on which arc five Buddha figures seated cross-

legged. Each has two attendants with fly-whisks standing at his sides.

The figure to the proper left wearing royal dress must be the future Buddha

or Bodhisattva Maitreya. In his left hand we recognise the vessel, which

is his emblem in the Graeco-Buddhist sculptures of Gandhara. The other

five figures wear monk's dress ; that next to Maitreya seated in meditation

must be Sakyamuni, the Buddha of the present age, and the other three

his immediate predecessors Krakuehchhanda, Kanakamuni and Kasyapa.

Probably three Buddha figures are lost to the proper right. The panel is

enclosed within ornamental borders. The stone which is broken in two

and has a dove-tail mortice on the top probably decorated the facade of

some Buddhist shrine. Find-place unknown.

The bottom of the stone is carved with three flying Deva figures and a

lotus-rosette which probably occupied the centre of the stone when entire.

From this it appears that the front of the missing portion contained four

more seated Buddha figures.

I 8.—Sculpture (ht : 1' 10" or 0 m. 558) carved on one side with a bas-

relief containing four figures standing turned to the proper right. The

first and third figures are males in royal head-dress standing with folded

hands in the attitude of adoration. The figure between is that of a woman

who holds o nosegay in her right hand. The last figure, somewhat smaller

in size, appears also to be of a male. Over it the head of some animal

is visible. The carving is much defaced. The sculpture was preserved at

the Allahabad Public Library till December 1907 and probably originates

from the Jamalpur site.

I 9.—Fragment (ht. 1' 5" or 0 m. 435 ; width 2' or 0 m. 61) of a relief

representing a stupa worshipped by a pair of Niigas. Of the stuptc only

the top portion remains, surmounted by a parasol with two garlands
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attached to it. Of one of the Nagas only the head remains with an orna-

m.-ntal head-dress and a hood of five snake-heads. Of the other only a

portion of the hood can bo traced. The scene is enclosed between two

Persepolitan pilasters with a couchant winged lion on their capitals. These

pilasters support a plain architrave on which two chaitya windows are

carved in low relief. Find-place unknown.

1 10.—Fragment (ht. 10" or 0 m. 252 ; width 2' 1" or 0 m. 631) of a frieze

with a relief (defaced) representing a stupi decorated with two parasols

being worshipped by three male figures. One of these carries a long staff

to which a streamer is attached and the second an umbrella. Find-place

unknown.

I 11.—High slab (Skr. urdhvapatta ; ht. 5' 3|" or 1 m. 66; width 1H"
or 0 m. 29) carved both on the front and sides which are divided into

several compartments of varying height separated from each other by

Buddhist railings. The front is in parts much defaced ; the two uppermost

panels are almost entirely destroyed. The lower-most panel, supported by

four partly defaced Atlantes, shows a stately gateway provided with two

balconies. This gateway is flanked by crenelated walls over which the heads

of armed men and palm-trees are visible. On both sides rises a tower. In

the next panel, the sides of which are occupied by standing Atlantes, we

find a soldi jr guarding a covered rmd which slopss upwards to the next

panel. In this and the two following panels we find some young men

desporting themselves in the company of fair damsels. On the correspond-

ing narrow sides of the stone there are female figures. In the two upper

panels we distinguish portions of three figures, one of which carries a

sword in his left hand, while the right is raised towards his shoulder. An
elephant with elevated trunk can also be traced. The relief probably

represents one of the lower heavens (Skr. Kamaloha) in which the sensual

element is prominent. The style of the sculpture with its crowded scenes

bears a strong resemblance to that of the AmaravatI school. Probably it

formed the facing of a torana pillar, the other three faces being decorated

with similar slabs. Find-place unknown. (Plate XX.)

I 12.—Fragment (ht. V 8J" or 0 in. 52) carved with a relief which

represents a male figure who wears a scarf round his loins and a heavy

necklace and bracelets, and stands with his right foot placed on a stool of

wickcrwork. He touches with his left hand the shoulder of a female figure.

She wears a scarf round her loins, the usual ornaments and a broad girdle

which she is in the act of unloosing. The panel is enclosed between

pilasters ; that to the proper left is broken. Tho lowor part of the sculpture

contains the upper portion of another panel, likewise enclosed between
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pilasters. The two panels are separated by a Buddhist railing and an

architrave decorated with chaitya windows. Find-plaee unknown.

1 13.—Fragment (ht. 1' 5}" or 0 m. 443) carved with a rampant lion

mounted by a nearly nude male figure, which holds the reins. Similar

lions, often placed over or on elephants, are a decorative device commonly

met with in Indian sculpture. Tenon on top of stone. Find-place

unknown.

1 14.—Fragment (ht. 1' 2" or 0 m. 35) of a relief containing a group of

figures turned to the proper left in the attitude of adoration (Skr. namas-

hara). Two of them are males clad in a loin-cloth and a scarf or shawl

leaving the upper part of the body nude. Between these two figures a

third male (?) person is partly visible. In front are three figures of

children ; the one in front headless and the other two defaced. They arc

likewise turned to the left, with folded hands. The child in front is a

girl, wearing a girdle round her loins. Find-place unknown.

115.—Fragment (ht. 1' 4" or 0 m. 405) of a relief containing the

bust of a male figure, wearing an elaborate turban and various ornaments.

Drapery over his left shoulder and breast slightly indicated by wavy line.

With his right hand he clasps the handle of a fly-whisk, the upper portion

of which is broken off. Left arm broken below the elbow. Find-place

unknown. (Plate XXI b.)

I 1G.—Fragment (ht. V 2.V or 0 m. 367) of a slab with flying, garland

carrying figures in relief.

I 17. Fragment (ht. 6" or 0 m. 152) of a sculpture with foliage in

low relief and on a projecting piece two figurines flying to proper left,

both headless and much injured. The one in front is a male wearing a

loin-cloth and holding a garland in both hands before his breast. The
second, slightly smaller, is a female, nude to the waist. It seems that her

right arm was raised and that her left was stretched out over the head of

her companion. Find-place unknown.

I IS.—Fragment (ht. V 3 " or 0 m. 38) of a slab containing the upper

portion of a male figure, wearing an elaborate turban and the usual

ornaments and holding in his right hand a sword, partly broken , over his

shoulder. A child, facing, is standing in his left hand, resting, as it were,

against his shoulder and holding its hands folded before its breast. The
figurine of the child is defaced. The corners of the slab have been out

away square. Find-place unknown. (Plate XXI a).

I 19.—Bas-relief (ht. Hi" or 0 m. 285), considerably injured,

representing a fight between a four-armed figure, probably Vislwu in
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one of his avataras or incarnations (attributes irrecognizable) and a

monster with enormous head and protruding eyes. Behind the figure

supposed to represent Vishnu, stands a female figure holding what seems

to be a staff. In front four miniature figures are playing. Find-place

unknown.

I 20.- -Fragment (ht. V Sh" or 0 m. 515) of a slab, containing the

head of a Buddha figure under a projecting arch which i> decorated with a

foliated design, Nose missing. Hair arranged in concentric rows of

schematic waves surmounted by a high ushn'ashu of peculiar shape. Find-

place unknown.

I 21.—Fragment (ht. 1' 3" or 0 m. 495) with portion of the hand of

a colossal image.

I 22.—Fragment (ht. 4" or 0 m. 10) consisting of the head and right

hand of a female figurine with a cluster of flowers at the side of her head

Find-place unknown.

I 23.—Fragment (ht. 11 " or 0 m. 277) with a winged flying figure

carrying a garland. Find-place unknown.

I 24.—Fragment (ht. 9" or 0 m. 23) with portions of two standing-

female figures. Find-place unknown.

I 25.—Fragment (ht. oh" or 0 m. 139) with the 1 gs of a standing

male figure.

I 20.—Fragment (ht. 7%" or 0 m. 997) of a bas-relief containing the

heads of two figures.

I 27.—Fragment (ht. 10 " or 0 m. 24S) of a bas-reli.f with a female

figure standing facing under an ogee arch. Find-place unknown.

I 28.—Fragment (ht. 9" or 0 in. 222 ; width 1' C" or 0 m. 455) of a

bas-relief decorated with a border of scroll-work over which one male

figure seated to front and part of a second figure. Find-place

unknown.

I 29.—Fragment (ht. 4} " or 0 m. 115) of a bas-relief exhibiting a

full-blown lotus and another flower. Find-place unknown.

I 30. Fragment (ht. 1' 1" or 0 in. 232) carved with two bas-reliefs

placed one over the oth< r. The upp.T panel which contains a standing

Buddha figure is defaced, The lower panel shows two male figures wor-

shipping a ntv.pci decorated with three parasols and two streamers, The

panel which is enclosed between pilasters, is broken below. The fragment

was found kt in a wall at the Sit alii GhatI and obtained fur the Museum

by Pandit Eadha Kridiua. On loan from the Government of India.

I 31._ Fragimnt (ht. 1' 7" or 0 m. 49) of a railing, consisting of a

railing-pillar, on which is a male figure holding a lotus in his right hand,
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of a coping stone carved with a head under an ogee arch and of three

cross-bars decorated with lotus-rosettes. The fragment was found at a

shrine at the Sit alii GhatI and acquired for the Museum by Pandit Eadha
Krishna. On loan from the Government of India.

I 32.—Fragment (ht. 9'' or 0 m. 225) of a bas-relief carved with a

railing consi-ting of a railing pillar with a male figure holding a garland, a

coping stone carved with an ogee arch and two cross-bars on each side.

The fragment was found in clearing a well at Jamalpur and made over to

the Museum by Lieutenant-Colonel W. Yost, I.M.S.

I 33. —Fragment (ht. 7J " or 0 m. 19) carved on one side with a flying

Deva figure carrying an offering (-?) in its left hand and on the reverse

with flowers and leaves in low relief. The sculpture was preserved at the

Allahabad Library till December 1907 and probably originates from the

Jamalpur site.

I 34.—Fragment (ht. L' 6" or 0 m. 457) with the figure of a Harpy

(Skr. supawia) flying to the proper left and holding an offering. The

figure has conventional wings and tail and wears a turban and dhoti.. The

sculpture has perhaps made part of a tablet of homage like no. Q 2, repre-

senting a stiipa worshipped by suparms, A portion of the parasol

surmounting the stiipa is still preserved. The fragment was presented to

the Museum by Mr. Ingram in 1909 and came from the bungalow once

occupied by Mr. Growse. Its original find-place is unknown.

I 35.—Fragment (ht. 1' 3" or 0 m. 38) with portion of a nimbus

surrounded by foliage of the plpal tree {ficus religiosa) and with the figure

of a flower-showering celestial being, flying to the proper right. The frag-

ment evidently formed the upper, proper left corner of a Buddha image. It

was brought to the Museum in 1909 from ^Jphahar 6 miles south-west of

Mathura, east of the road to Sonk.

I 36,—-Fragment (ht. l r 1" or 0 in. 33) with portion of a circular halo

surrounded by foliage of the plpal tree (fious religiosa) and with the

figure of a flower-showering celestial, flying to the proper right. The

fragment evidently is the upper, proper left corner of a Buddha image. It

is said to have come from Anand Tlla at Uchhagaon, 7 miles south-west of

Mathura on the road to Sonk. On loan from the Government of India.

137.—Fragment (ht. lOf " or 0 m. 273) of a frieza carved with three

figures, a Bodhisattva and two Buddhas, seated cross-legged. The Bodhi-

sattva raises his right hand in the attitude of imparting protection {abhaya-

mudrii), the Buddhas are seated in meditation. Each of those figures

appears to have been placed between two attendants standing and holding

flowers and garlands, but only four of these attendant figures are preserved.
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The uppcf part of the frieze is decorated with a foliated border in which

animal heads appear to be introduced,

This sculpture may be compared with I 7. Similar rows of Buddhas

with attendants are found in the Graeco-Buddhist art of Gandhara.

Obtained from a bugh'tchu near the BhtitOsar mound. On loan from the

Government of India,

I 38.—Fragment (ht. 10}" or 0 m. 267 ; width 3' IV' or 0 in. 975)

of a frieze carved with a row of six figures walking towards the right. The

first figure of the row, who wears the dress of a wealthy lay-member, carries

a garland. Of the remaining five, who all wear monks' robes, one holds a

fly-whisk, one blows in a conch-shell and three are shown in the act of

beating a drum. The proper right half of the relief is occupied by a city

gate, from which presumably the procession just described was supposed to

have issued. The gate is flanked by two square towers with conical roofs.

Each tower has a window and over it a balcony with balustrade. The gate

adjoins a crenelated wall, over which the slopping roefs of three buildings

are visible. In front of the wall we notice a structure with a window (?)

and curvilinear roof decorated with three pinnacles. This building is

evidently shown in side elevation. It is possible that the group of edifices

shown here represents not a town but a Buddhist convent. With the scene

here portrayed may be compared that found on the torana architrave from

the Katra (no, M 1). Finally we notice a dragon rampant who occupies the

proper right end of the carved surface.

Pandit Kadha Krishna obtained this sculpture from the Gall Qanun-

goy.in where he found it let into the wall ot a house. On loan from the

Government of India.

I 39.—Fragment (ht. 1' 9" or 0 m. 53) of a frieze containing three male

figures, perhaps Bodhisattvas, standing to front with the right hand raised

to the shoulder and the left placed on the hip. The central figure holds a

small vessel in his left hand. There are traces of a fourth figure on the pro-

per right side. The sculpture, which belongs to the Kushana period, was

obtained from Kans-ka-Qila' on the bank of the Jamna in Mathura City.

On loan from the Government of India.

I 40.—Sculpture (ht. 1' G" or 0 m. 457) representing a male figure

standing with a fly-whisk in his right hand. It belongs to the Kushana

period and came from the SarasvatI Kuud, 1 mile from Mathura on the

Delhi road, wh^re it was worshipped as Krishna. On loan from the

Government of India.
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J-P AND R—5—ARCHITECTURAL SCULPTURES.

J. Railing Pillars.

*J.l. Railing pillars (ht, C 8|" or 2 m. 04. ; section 1' 6£" by 9|"

carved with a female figure (defaced) wearing a scarf tied round

her waist, a broad bead girdle, bracelets, anklets and other ornaments.

She holds a bunch of flowers (!) in her right and a defaced umbrella of

plaited sedge in her left hand. Over this figure is a rectangular panel

representing two monkeys seated on stools. One is address jd by an ogre

(Skr. yaksh'i) who applies his hands to his eyes. The other monkey seems

to cure the eyes of an owl (?) perched on a similar stool of wickerwork.

The scene, which is enclosed between a pair of Persepolitan pilasters,

probably refers to some Jdtaka. 1 On both sides of the stone are three

mortici's, 1' 8" long, for the reception of cross-bars. The back is plain.

The pillar once stood on the Bhutesar mound in front of the entrance to

the temple where it was discovered by General Cunningham and Mr. Growse
" On the side of the rail," the former says, "is engraved the Ariau letter h,

which was the figure for 100 in use at Mathura during the Indo-Scythian

period. There must, therefore, have been no less than 100 of these large

railing pillars, which, with their rails, would represent a length of not less

than 300 feet." The figure in question, however, appears to be 30.

(A. S. R., Vol. Ill, pp. 21 f. : Growse, Mathura p. 120 and J. A. S. B.,

Vol. XLVII (1878), part I, p. 118
;
plate XIX).

J 2. Railing pillar (ht. 6' 5" or 1 m. 952 ;
section lOj- " by 10"), the

central portion of which is octagonal in section. It is carved on one face

only with a female figure with elaborate headdress in the act of unloosing

her girdle. She stands over a crouching, grotesque figure with protruding

eyes and erect ears which is partly defaced. A medallion above the female

figure represents a man with an umbrella in his left hand who

apparently is addressing an assembly of people. On both sides of the pillar

are three mortices (Hi'' long) for the reception of cross-bars.

J 3. Railing pillar (ht. 6' 2h" or 1 m. 89 ; section 1 1" by 10") The front is

embellished with three lotus-rosettes, the central one containing a human face.

On the top there are traces of a circular medallion. At the sides are four

mortices, 1' long, for the reception of cross-bars. Perhaps this pillar is iden-

tical with that which Mr. Growse recovered from a well near the Balbhadar

Kund, though the measurements do not quite agree (Mathurd p. 120.)

1 Cunningham describes this bas-relief incorrectly as "a comic scene between two

lions and two monkeys." Growse rightly culls the four actors of the scene "two monkeys, a

bird, and a misshapen human dwarf." It is, of course, quite possible that the story depicted

iiereis that of only one monkey shown twice in diffeient attitudes on the panel.
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J4. Railing pillar (Jit. 4' S" or 1 m. 42 ; section 11" by 6i") carved

on one face with a nude female figure in the act of unloosing a scarf from

around her waiht. She is standing on a prostrate dwarf, his chin resting

on his hands. Over her is a male figure (defaced) on a balcony, his right

arm slung round the neck of a boy who holds a flute (?) in his right hand.

On the reverse are three panels carved in low relief which refer to the

birth-story of Visvantara (Pali Vesantara) the paragon of generosity'.

The scenes represented are the following :

Top panel : Visvantara, who lives in exile as a hermit, gives his children

away to a Brahmin.

Central panel : He makes the children over to the Brahmin , notwith-

standing their supplications.

Lower panel : His wife returns to th-? hermitage carrying a watervessel

and fruit. In the two upper panels the man with the little vessel in his

left hand must be the Bodhisattva Visvantara. The other with the topknot

and the garment of bark (Skr. valkala) is the Brahmin.

On each side are three mortices (10|" long) for the reception of the

cross-bars. The sculpture was acquired by General Cunningham from the

verandah of a chaupul or dhuram.v'tln near the temple of Bhutesar,

together with no. J 5 and three other pillars all belonging to the same railing.

Of the three remaining pillars one is now in the Lucknow Museum and two

are in the Calcutta Museum, which ako possesses a sixth pillar of this railing

discovered previously by Colonel L. B. Stacy. Cunningham makes, moreover,

mention of two fragments of pillars of this railing which in 1860

were in a museum at Agra. These may be nos. J 51 and 52 returned to

Mathura from Allahabad in December 1907. Professor Grlinwedel, in refer-

ring to the Bhutesar pillars, maintains that they are not Buddhist. The

occurrence, however, of the Visvantara-jfitaka on one of them can leave no

doubt that they belonged to a Buddhist edifice, presumably a stapa (Cun-

ningham, A. S. R., Vol. Ill, pp. 20ff, plates VI, VII and XI ;Growse, Mathura,

pp. 120f. Grunwedel, Buddhist Art, p. 41 ; Burgess, Ancient Monuments,

plates 58-59
;
Anderson, Catalogue, Pt. I., pp. 186-190, M. 15 a, b and c.)

J5. Bailing pillar (ht. 4' 7" or 1 m. 393 ; section 10J" by 7*") carved

with a nude female figure in the act of adjusting a pendant to her right car

with the aid of a mirror in her right hand. She stands on a prostrate dwarf.

Over her arc two male figures on a balcony, one turning away from the other

1 Tbis birth-story is no. 547 of tbe Pali book (ed. Fansboll) vol. VI, pp. 470ff. transl.

Rouse vol. VI, pp. 247ff. and is also fouiid in the Sanskrit collection Jutaka-mala (ed. Kern)
no. 9, pp. 61ff.
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who seems to otivr hini a garland. On the reverse tire three panels, much

worn, with scorns whii-h probably refer to the jo.taku of the tigress1 .

Top jiaael : The Bodhi-attva seated between two attendants.

Central panel : The Bodhisattva as ascetic, seated on a cushion of

holy grass. In front of him his disciple and the hermit's hut behind are

traceable.

Lowermost panel : The tigress de\ouring the Bodhisattva. On each side

of the pillar three mortices (If lung) for the reception of crossbars. It

was acquired by General Cunningham, from a dh'-'.ramsOld near the temple

of Bhiitcsar and must have belonged to the same railing as no. J-i.

J6. Railing pillar (lit. 3' 5" or 1 m. 04 ; section Hi" by 5-1".) On the

obverse is a female figure standing on a prostrate dwarf, of which alone part

of the face is preserved, and under a tree, which she grasps with her right

hand; while her left hand rests on ths hip, SJhj is nude, but wears an ela-

borate girdle round her loins, a torque and a necklace hanging between

the breasts. On thj re vers.- are three compartments containing scenes of

adoration. In the upper panel there is an enclosure with a sacred tree

which is being worshipped by two male persons with elaborate head-dress.

One stands with folded hands ; the other seems to offer lotus-flowers. The

central panel has an almsbowl (?) worshipped by two male figures similar to

those of the upper panel. In the lower panel we see a Buddha and another

figure standing in the attitude of adoration. The lower portion of the pillar

is missing. On the two sides are three mortices (9f long) for the recep-

tion of cross-bars.

*J7. Fragment (ht. 2' 11" or 0 m. SO; section 9i" by G") of a

railing pillar. On the obverse is a male figure of Faun-like appearance with

elaborate turban, necklace of beads and other ornaments. He is stand*

ing under a mango tree in blossom with his right hand raised to his lips, and

with his left placed against his thigh. He wears a sash round his waist and

a curious necklace round his shoulders. Over the tree is a balcony without

figures. On the reverse are three sunk panels carved in relief. The upper

panel contains a sacred tree surrounded with a railing, and worshipped

by two male figures who approach it with offerings of garlands and lotus-

flowers. In the central panel are two seated male figures ; in front of one,

stands a bench on which a couple of birds are perched. Two figures appear

in the background. The lower relief is almost entirely destroyed. Each

scene is enclosed between two Persepolitan pilasters with a single winged

lion couchant in their capitals. On both sides are two mortices (9" long) for

the reception of cross-bars.

TUvjdta&a of the tigress ia the first story of the Jaia/caraala (ed. Kern) pp. IS.
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Bjneuli tV uppif piiil is an iusu'iptioa iu ouo lino of 8i" or 0 m.

22, which was first publishe 1 by Mr. Growse and re-edited by Professor

Laden. It reads Abhyiihtxropastctyukcisa Kathikasa danam "Gift of

Kathika the servant of the interior ". On pakeographical grounds the

seuipture is to be assigned to the early Kushana period. It was obtained

from one of the Chaubdivi mounds (namely A—the same which yielded the

steatite relic-casket, now in the Calcutta Museum) by Mr. Growse, who

erroneously described the figure on the obverse as a dancing girl. With it

he found a copper-coin of Kanishka.

(Plate XXII. Mathura, 2nd eel., p. 114, with plate, 3rd ed., p. 123 ; Cf

also hid. Ant. Vol. VI, p. 219, no. 6 and J. A. S. B, Vol., XLVII (1878)

pt. I, p. 188, plates, XVIII and XX ; and Liiders. Ind. AntXol. XXXIII,

p. 152, no. 29.

J 8. Railing pillar (lit. nulii ling tenon 3' 8" or 1 in. 115 ; section 7"

by 5"). On the oover.se is a female figure with a scarf round her shoulders,

a girdle and various ornaments. She holds a bunch of flowers in her right

hand and stands under a tree on a dwarf who is lying on his back with

hL, hjaJ resting on a cushion. The back of the pillar is ornamented with

two full and two half lotus-rosettjs. On both sides are three mortices,

10£" long, for the reception of cross-bars. The top and bottom of this

pillar are bevelled, from which Cunningham concludes that they belonged to

a flight of steps.

J 9. Railing pillar (ht. including tenon 3' 7" or 1 m. 09 ; section 7J" by

4f") carved on one side with a female fig are wearing a scarf and a girdle

round her loins and the uoual ornaments. She is standing on the belly of a

dwarf who is lying on hi j back with folded hands, his head resting on a

cushion. With her Left nan I siu grasps a branch of the tree under which

she is standing. In her right is some indefinite object. The back of the

pillar is ornamenujd wicti two full an.l two hah lotus-rosettes. On both

sides arc three mortices, 8" long, for the reception of cross-bars. The pillar

has a bevelled top and must have formed part of the side-railing of a stair-

case {A. iS. H., Vol., X\rII p. 110
;
plate XXXI h.)

J 10. Railing pillar (ht. 3' 2h" or 0 m. 949 ; section 7h" by 4£")

carved on one side with a female figure holding a flower in her right hand

and standing under a balcony over which a defaced rigure is partly visible.

On the obverse is a medallion with a stupa decorated with a parasol and

streamers, and one full and two half lotus-rosettes. On each side are

three mortices, o'£" long, for the reception of cross-bars. The pillar, together

with J 12, was obtained by Mr. Growse from the mound of Jaisinghpura,

a village on the road between Mathura and Brindaban, (Plate XXIII. Cf.
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J. A.S. B. Vol. XLVII (1878), pt. I, p. 118
;
plates XVIII and XX. Cf.

A. 8. R. Vol. XVII
;
plate XXXI a).

J 11. Railing pillar (ht. 3' ±" or 0 m. 91 ; section 7 J" by 3 J") carved

on one side with a female figure wearing the usual ornaments, a bead girdle

and a scarf which she holds with her left hand. In her right hand she has a

bunch of lotus-flowers raised over her shoulder. Above is a balcony with

the head of two figures looking over it. On the reverse is a medallion

with a ztiipa decorated with streamers, one full and two half lotus -rosettes.

On both sides of the pillar are three mortices, 7" long, for the reception of

cross-bars. From Jaisinghpura (Plate XXIII. Cf. A. S. R., Vol. XVII
plate XXXI e.)

J 12. Railing pillar (ht, 2' 11" or 0 m. 885 ; section 6J" by 5") carved

on the obverse with a female figure wearing a girdle and ornaments and

holding a flower stalk (?) in her right hand. The arms and feet are broken.

Over her is a balcony with a male figure with short curly hair resting his

head on his right hand. His left arm which is now broken reached down

over the balustrade. The reverse is ornamented with two full and two

half lotus-rosettes. On both sides are mortices. 7J" long, for the reception

of cross-bars. (A. S. R., Vol. XVII, plate XXXI f.)

*J13. Fragment (ht. 3' 1" or 0 m. 95 : section 9J" by 6") of a railing

pillar. On the obverse is the lower portion of a female figure standing on

a cushion. She wears a bead-girdle round her loins and the usual orna-

ments. The reverse has two compartments. In the upper one are two

male figures earing elaborate turbans. Each holds a bunch of lotus-

flowers in his right hand. In the lower panel is a male figure in Indo-

Scythian dress : a conical cap, a tunic, trousers and heavy boots. He
rests his left hand ou the grip of his sword bound to his left side, and

holds iu his right hand a bunch of flowers and a garland which he seems

to have taken from a flat basket or dish carried on the head of a kneeling

dwarf. Both scenes are enclosed between pilasters. On each side are two

mortices, 9" long, for the reception of cross-bars. There is an inscription

beneath the lower panel consisting of five letters. I read it : Sa[7h]ghade-

vasa " Gift of Sanghadeva." From the donor's name it may bo inferred

that he was a Buddhist and that the pillar belongs to a Buddhist railing.

The character used in the inscription shows that it was erected during

the Kushana period. Find-place unknown.

J 14. Railing pillar (ht. 3' or 0 m. 911 ; section 6" by 3i"). On the

obverse is a female figure standing on a cushion under a tree and wearing

round her loins a bead-girdle and a scarf which she holds with her right

hand. With her left hand she grasps a heavy necklace which she seems to
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be putting round her neck. On the reverse are two full mid two half lotus-

rosettes. At the sides of the pillar are three mortices, ."-J"
long, for the

reception of cross-bars. (A. S. R., Vol. XVII, plate XXXI g.)

J 15 Railing pillar (ht. 2' 8V or 0 in. 825 : section 61" by 41")

carved on the obverse with a male figure standing under a tree. He

wears a conical head-dress and holds in bis right hand a bunch of lotus-

flowers and in his left an indistinct object. On the reverse are two full

and two half lotus-rosettes. On both sides are three mortices, 7|" long,

partly filled with mortar. To the left of the head of the figure are throe

numerals read by Cunningham as 118. The numerical symbols used

thow that the railing to which this pillar belonged was constructed in the

Kushana period. It was found with five others of the same size in the

excavation of the Jam'dpur (or Jail ) mound.

(Cunningham, A. ft R.. Vol. I. p. 241
;
Dowson, J. R. A. S„ X. S„

Vol. V (1871 ), p. 194 : plate XXX).

J 16. Fragment (ht. 2' 2" or 0 m.G6 : section 71" by 3J") of a railing

pillar carved on the obverse with a female figure nude but for ornaments,

girdle and scarf round her loins. Stone broken at ankles. With her left

hand she holds her scarf, and in her right some fruit which a dwarf, crouch-

ino- at her feet, is stretching out both hands to receive. The female is

distinguished by a curious head-dre-s of which the hair i^ tied together in

a knot on the top of the head. Behind her head is a curtain fastened on

both sides to pilasters, of which the capitals alone are visible. Over this

curtain peep* a female (?) head. On the reverse are one half and two full

lotus-rosettes in low relief, the bottom half one being missing. On both

sides of the pillar are three mortices, G-J" long, for the reception of cross-

bars. Find-plaee unknown. (A. S. R.. Vol. XVII, plate XXXI b.)

J 17. Fragment (ht. 2' 9" or 0 m. 885 ; section 8\" by 4f ") of a

railing pillar carved on the obverse with a female figure standing under a

tree, which she gra->p-> with her left hand. The revcr-e has three compart-

ments. In the upp -r one is a casket placed on a throne and surmounted

bv a parasol with streamers. The middle one has a male figure with an

elaborate head-dress who takes fruit or flowers from a flat basket or dish

placed on the head of a kneeling dwarf. Th' j Lover on-! contains a male

figure standing in almo-t the suae posture as on the central panel, but

holding in his right hand a fly-whi-kf'V Tfp scenes are enclosed between

Persepolitan pilasters, (.hi both >idos are three' mortices, Sf long, for the

reception of cro=s-bara. Find-place unknown.

J 18. Fragment (ht. 2' 4" or 0 m. 71 . section 8V' by 4\") 0 f a railing

pillar carved with a Bodhisvttva figure, d,. faced, standing under a fipal
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trco (Jicus religiom). Circular halo with scalloped border. Ushn'slta

broken. His right hand is destroyed, but was evidently raised towards the

shoulder in the attitude of protection. A scarf hanging over his left arm
which rests on his hip is thrown loosely round both legs. There is an

indistinct object between his foot. Tin posture and drapery are similar to

those of the inscribed BodhUattva statues of Sftrnath and Saheth-Maheth.

On the reverse are two full and a portion of one half lotus-rosette. On
each side are thive mortices, fij" long, for the reception of cross-bars.

Find-place unknown. (Plate III b.)

J 19. Fragment (ht, 1' 11" or 0 111. 342 : section 81-" by 4|") of a

railing pillar. On one side are the legs of a female figure standing on

some indistinct object, and on the other side portions of two panels, much

defaced. The upper one shows a standing muh (?) figure dressed in a

tunic reaching down to the knees, trousers and stout boots. Another

figure, apparently female, is kneeling at his side and holds a basket(?)

between both hands. On each side are two broken mortices for cross-

bars. Find-place unknown.

J 20. Fragment (ht. V 71" or 0 m. 595 ;
section 71" by 41") of a

railing pillar carved on one side with a portion of a female figure standing

under an aioka tree. Her face, right arm and breasts are broken. The

reverse is decorated with one full and a portion of one half lotus-rosette.

At each side are two mortice^, 81" long, for the reception of cross-bars.

The top of the stone is bevelled. Find-place unknown.

*J 21. Fragment (ht. 1' 91" or 0 m. 545; section 9" by 5}") of a

railing pillar, presenting on one side a prostrate dwarf on which a figure is

standing of which only the feet remain. Ou the reverse is a panel with a

dwarf-like figure with short petticoat eanying on his head a flat dish or

basket filled with fruit or flowers from which another person whose head

is broken seems to take something. The panel is enclosed between

Persepolitan pilasters. Under this panel is an inscription of three letters

which I read -.—Jodasu. " [Gift] of Joda." The character shows that the

sculpture belongs to the Kushana period. Find-place unknown.

J 22. Fragment (ht. Ill" or 0 m. 294 ;
section 91" by 51") of a railing

pillar. On one face are the feet of a figure standing on a cushion. The

reverse contains a panel with two wc unen. seated on stools, one holding a

bow and the other touching her ear-ring with her left hand. On each sidu

of the stone is a mortice lor a cross-har. Find-place unknown.

J 23. Fragment (ht. V 9" orO m. 503 ; section S-l" by 51") of a railing

pillar. On one face are traces of two feet with some drapery (1) between.

On the obverse is a panel with a man, whose head and right arm are
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missing, seated on the head of a dwarf who holds his feet. Possibly this

scene refers to the Sutaaoma-jataka1 which occurs also on the Javanese

stupa of Borobudur. It is enclosed between pilaster*. On both sides is a

mortice for a cross-bar. Find-place unknown.

J 24. Fragment (ht. 1' 7" orO m. 743 : section H" by 51") of a railing

pillar. On one side are the legs of a female figure with heavy anklets. The

reverse consists of two panel*. The upper panel contain-, an ornamental

building with high roof, presumably a temple. The carving is much

defaced. In the lower panel, partly defac -d, i, seated under the Bodhi

tree a Buddha figure with right hand raised : and left on his knee. The

right shoulder is bare. Each scene is enclosed between pilasters. On each

side is a mortice, 9" long, for th; reception of a cross-bar. Find- place

unknown. (Plate III a)

J 25. Fragment (ht. 1' 6" or 0 m. 445 : section 7" by 3") of a railing

pillar carved on one side with a male figure standing and holding a fly-whisk

in his right hand over his shoulder. His left hand iv>ts on his hip. He

wears a dhoti and a scarf tied rouud his loin>. On the obverse are two

lotus-rosettes ; the lower one is defaced. On each side are three mortices

partly destroyed, oh" long, for the reception of crovj-bars. Find-place

unknown.

J 26. Fragment (ht. 1' 2\" or 0 m. 3GS : section 5" by 3}"/of a railing

pillar in white sandstone carved with a female figure standing under]an aJoka

tree and unloosing a scarf from h?r left hip. The legs are missing below

the knees. The reverse is decorated with one half and one full lotus-rosette.

The fragment was evidently part of a solid railing, th cros->-bars of which

were not detachable.

(A. S., R., Vol. XVII, p. 110, plate XXXLZ. J. A. S. B., Vol. XLYII

(1878), pt. I., p. 119 ;
plate XX, where it is erroneously described as] a " pillar

with the figure of Maya Devi under the snl tree. ")

J 27. Fragment (ht. 1' 81" or 0 m. 52 : section 8}" by 5") of a railing

pillar. On one side are th 3 feet of a female figure standing on a cushion.

The obverse contains two panels enclosed between pilasters. In the upper

panel are a male and female figure standing : the. lower has figure erect

under a tree. On each side is a mortice, 9'' long, for the reception of

cross-bars. Find-place unknown,

J 28. Fragment (ht. 1' 10" or 0 m. 557 ; section Gl" by 41") of a railing

pillar carved on one side with two medallions containing fabulous animals.

The upper one is broken ; m the lower one is a crocodile. Reveiso either

1 Jataka (ed. Fausloll), Vol. V, p. 4oJ ; JalahamCdu no. 31 (ed. Kern) pp. 2o7ff

transl. Spoyer pp. 29]ff.
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plain or defaced. On each side arc mortices, 9'' long, for cross-bars. Find-

place unknown.

J 29. Fragment (ht, V 7" or 0 in. 477 : section 6 J" by 4") of a

railing pillar. One side are two lotus-rosettes ; the other face is destroyed.

On each side are mortices, 7" long, for cross-bars.

J 30. Fragment (lit. 10.L " or 0 in. 207 . section 61-" by 4J") of arailing

pillar. On one side are two lotus-rosettes ; the other tace is destroyed.

J 31. Fragment (ht. V h " or 0 in. 215: section 6" by 4" 1) of a

railing pillar. On one side is a lotus rosette : the other side is broken,

J 32. Fragment ( ht. 6h" or 0 m. 201 : section 74" by 4}" ?)of a railing

pillar. On one side is a portion of a lotus-rosette ; the other side is defaced.

J 33. Fragment (lit. 1' G " or 0 in. 445 : section 7" by 3^") of a railing

pillar. On one side is the upper portion of a male figure, standing under

a cluster of full-blown flowers (carved in very low relief) and holding a

bunch of lotus flowers in his right hand. His left hand rests on his hip.

The reverse is carved with one full and on.j half lotus-rosette.

On both sides are two mortices, Gh'' long, for the reception of cross-bars.

The top of the stone is bevelled. Find-place unknown.

J 34. Fragment (ht. 10-i
9 or 0 ni. 27 ; section 8|" o\") of a railing pillar.

On the reverse is a portion of a panel with a male and a female figure

enclosed between pilasters. Find-place unknown.

J 35. Fragment (ht. 1L" or 0 m. 275 ; section 7" by 6" !
.) of a railing

pillar. On one side is a demon with human head, but erect, pointed ears and

wide mouth over which are traces of a moustache. He seems to support a

railing, above which the feet of a standing figure are still extant. Traces

of mortice holes on both sides, Find- place unknown.

*J 36. Fragment (ht. 1' 3" or 0 m. 38 ;
section 8i" by 4£") of a rail-

ing pillar. On one side are the feet with stout boots of a figure standing

on a cushion. On the reverse in a panel enclosed between two pilasters are

two men in the act of killing a tortoise with sticks. This is the concluding

scene of the birth story of the tortoise (Pali Kachohhapa-jdtaha) which is

a Buddhist adaptation of the fable of the loquacious tortoise and the two

geese, which is found iu the Indian fable books Pafichatantra and

Hitopcukki and is best known in the West from La Fontaine's La Tortus

et les deux Canards (X 3).
1

_

1 A representation of the tortoise jatak* occurs also on a railing-pillar at Bodb

Gaya and on the Buddhist temple Chandi Jleudut in Java (B. Kersjes and G. den Hamer, De

Tjandi Jtfendoet, Batavi* and Tha Hague, 1903, p. 9, plate 13).

Cf, J«ia£a(ed. Fausboll) no. 213, Vol. II, pp 175ff ; translation Rouse, \ ol. II, pp.

123ff. Pa Mia taut, a (ed. Kosegarten, Bonn, ISIS) p. 70, 113; trawl. Beufey, p. 90,

Mitopadeh IV, i; L. von Schroder, Indient Litvatur mil Cnltur (Leipzig,1887), pp. 535 f.
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Under the panel are two letters which I read Dosn.

On each side is a broken mortice. 9" long, fur the reception of a cross-bar.

The fragment is reproduced by Cunningham S. ii., Vol. XVII, plate

XXXIc), but no reference is made to it in the text. Its find-place is unknown.

(A. S. B„ 1906-7, p. 1561., fig. l-.B.E. F. E. 0., Vol. IX (1909), p.528/.).

J 37. Fragment (1' 21" 0 m. 367. section 9" by 5") of a railing

pillar. On one -ado is the lower portion of a standing male figure clad in a

tunic and close-fitting trousers. Reverse defaced. On both sides traces of

mortices. Find-place unknown.

J 38. Fragment (ht. 74" or 0 m. 19 : section 7i" by 3i") of a railing

pillar. On one side is a portion of a standing male figure wearing a tunic

and trousers. On the reverse is a lotus-rosette. Mortices broken. Find-

place unknown.

J 39. Fragment (ht, 1' 6" or 0 m. -153 ; section 7" by 6") of a railing

pillar carved on one face with two lotus-rosettes. Reverse plain. On each

side three mortices, 7|'' long. Find-place unknown.

J 40. Fragment (ht. 1' 3" or 0 m. 48 ; section S" by 4") of a railing

pillar. On the obverse is the bust of a female figure standing under an

aioka tree (jonesui asoka) of which she clasps a branch with her

right hand. Above is a balcony over which two figurines are partly visible

On the reverse are a full and a half lotus-rosette. On each side are two

mortices for the reception of cross-bars. The fragment was the first Buddhist

sculpture found by General Cunningham at Mathurfi. He discovered it on

the Katra site in 1853, and deposited it in the Lahore Museum. At my
suggestion the Panjab Government made it over to the Mathura Museum in

July 1905. Cunningham's designation of this sculpture as 11 a broken Bud-

dhist railing pillar with a figure of Maya Devi standing under the set I tree

is incorrect (A.S. R, Vol. I, p. 237 and III, p. 15, plate XII B.)

*J41. Fragment (ht. 1' 2" or 0 m. 355 : section ah" by 0") of a railing

pillar carved on one side with a prostrate dwarf on whose back a female

figure is standing of which only the feet remain. On the obverse is a

jranel enclosed between pilasters. It shows an owl seated on a stool and

t wo monkeys pouring water on its head. The scene probably refers to the

jdtaka of the owl (Pali Uluka-jatak"). 1 Below this panel is a symbol,

apparently the numeral 30.

At both sides is a mortice, 9"
(!) long. The fragment was found in

clearing a well at the village of Jamilpur and rescued for the Museum by

1 On the Vltiba jataiaaeo Jataka (ed. Fausbull) Vol. II, pp. 352f. No. 270 and
transl. House, Vol. II, p. 242.

The story o£ the owl forms aU j tha fuma story of the 3rd book of the Fahch atantra.
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Lieutenant Colonel W. Vosfc, I.M.S. (Cf. my Etudes de sculpture bouddique

in B. E. F. E. 0., Vol. IX, 1909, p. 530).

J 42. Fragment (he. 2' 2" or 0 m. 66 ; section 8" by 4") of a railing

pillar carved on two sides. On the obverse is the lower portion of a male

figure, presumably a Bodhisattva, facing front. On the reverse are two

panels, each representing a figure mounted on a fish or makara and enclosed

between two Indo-Scythian pilasters which support a chaitya architrave. On
each side is a mortice, 9" long, to receive a cross-bar. The pillar slopes at

the bottom like nos. J 8 and 9 which possibly indicates that it formed part

of the balustrade of a staircase. It was at the Allahabad Library till

December 1907 and perhaps came from the Jamalpur site. (Plate XXIV.)

J 43. Fragment (ht. T or 0 m. 61 ; section 8" by 4 }") of railing pillar

sculptured on two faces. The obverse is carved with a standing male figure

of which the head and feet are missing. This figure is clad in a tunic,

held round the waist by a girdle, and trousers, the dre.-s being similar to

that found on the coins of the Kushana kings. He holds in his right hand

a bunch of lotus-flowers and in his left an indistinct object, perhaps a lotus

bud. On the reverse are two panels enclosed between Indo-Scythian

pilasters. The upper panel which is much defaced coDtains what seems to

be a Buddha (!) figure seated in meditation inside a cave or shrine. The

lower panel shows a man seated on a stool under a tree and petting (?) a

bird placed on another stool opposite him. Cf. above I it. On each side

is a mortice, 9 " long. The fragment was preserved at the Allahabad

Library till December 1907 and perhaps came from the Jamalpur site.

(Plate XXIV.)

J 44. Fragment (ht. V 2|" or 0 m. 37 ; section S|" by 4") of a railing

pillar carved on one side with a male figure, standing to front, of which only

the lower half is preserved. The obverse, almost completely defaced, has a

Buddha (?) figure seated in meditation. On both sides mortice holes.

It was preserved at the Allahabad Library till December 1907 and probably

originates from the Jamalpur site.

J 45. Fragment (ht. V 7£" or 0 m. 495 ; section 7*" by 4") of a railing

pillar carved on two faces. One displays a medallion with a stupa, a

rosette partly missing, and a half rosette. On the reverse are two rosettes

(one broken) and a half rosette. On both sides are mortices, 6" long. It

belonged to the Allahabad Library collection.

J 46. Fragment (ht. V 9£" or 0 m. 545 ; section 6J" by 6") of a railing

pillar, carved on two faces. One is carved with three rosettes of which

two are incomplete. The reverse is defaced, but was probably ornamented

iutho same fashion. At the sides are mortices, 6|" long. It was preserved
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at the Allahabad Library till December 1907 and probably originates

from the Jamfdpur .site.

J 47. Fragment (ht. 1' 1J" or 0 m. 44 ; section 8|" by 4J-") of railing

pillar carved both back and front. On the obverse is a lotus-flower on

which a figure stood of which only one foot remains. On the reverse is

a panel, enclosed between two Indo-Scythian pilasters. In the centre a

male figure is standing with an indistinct object in his right hand. On both

sides mortices. It was kept at the Allahabad Library till December 1907

and came perhaps from the Jamalpur site.

*J 4S. Fragment (ht. 2' 9" or 0 m. 836 ; section 9" by 5J") of a railing

pillar. On the obverse is a standing figure completely defaced. On the reverse

two panels much obliterated. In the upper panel are two figures, male and

female, standing. In the lower panel are a male figure and a crouching

dwarf. These scei . • -eern to be similar to those on the reverse of No. J 18.

On two sides are mortices 9J" long. On the tenon of the fragment

are three symbols.

J 49. Fragment (ht. 9" or 0 m. 227; section 9^" by 5") having on one

side four conventional flowers and on the back a defaced standing figure.

Mortices on two sides. The carving on the obverse, which is much more

recent that on the reverse, evidently dates from a time when the jjillar frag-

ment was used as a decorated building stone of some Hindu or Muhamnia-

dan building. It belonged to the Allahabad Library collection.

J 50. Fragment (ht. 9" or 0 m. 277) of a railing pillar carved on one

side with a doorway and the lower half of a standing male figure and on the

reverse with a defaced figure, apparently an Ailant. Mortices on two sides.

It was preserved at the Allahabad Library till December 1907 and perhaps

originates from the Jamfdpur site.

J 51. Fragment (ht. 2' or 0 m. 61 ; section 11J" by 7£") of railing pillar

carved on both -ides. Oa the obverse is a prostrate dwarf on which stood

a figure of which only the feet are preserved. On the reverse is a portion

of a panel containing two standing figures, one clad in a long robe. The

other appears to be an ogre similar to the one on the bas-relief of the large

railing pillar no. Jl. Th? fragment probably belongs to the same railing

as the Bhutesar railing pillars nos. J 4 and 5. The bas-relief seems to

represent some jutaka. (Plate XX1Y.)

*J 52. Fragment (ht. 2' 2" or 0 m. 66 ; section 9" by 7f") of a railing

pillar carved on both sides. On the obverse is a prostrate dwarf on which

stood a figure of which only the feet remain. On the reverse a somewhat

defaced panel contains the figure of an ascetic (?) who holds a staff in his left

hand and with his right points towards a bird (?) which is shown aoross the
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trunk of a palm-tree. The scene is enclosed between Indo-Persepolitan

pilasters ; it probably refers to some jataka. Beneath the panel are three

inverted letters which I read Sivara. This is perhaps the name of the

sculptor.

J 53. Fragment (ht. 2' 1" or 0 m. 635 ; section 9" by 7") of a railing

pillar, carved on both faces. The obverse is completely obliterated.

The reverse has a greatly defaced panel, in which two male (?) figures

stand between Indo-Persepolitan pilasters. The fragment was preserved

at the Allahabad Library till December 1907, and probably originates from

the Jamalpur site.

J 54. Fragment (ht. 1' 10J" or 0 m. 57 : ; section 8f by 5^")

of a railing pillar. The obverse is carved with rociv.j on which a figure

is standing of which only the feet remain. On the rover e is a defai. ed

panel containing an elephant driven by a mahaut who hold* a

goad (Skr. ankuia). The • -one is enclosed between Indo-Persepolitan

pilasters. The fragment belongs to the Allahabad collection. (Plate

XXIV.)

J 55. Bailing pillar (ht. 2' 1|" or 0 m. 047 ; section Gi" by 4")

sculptured with a graceful female figure wearing a bead girdle, a scarf

and the usual ornaments. Her high head-dress deserves special attention.

She stands under an a&uka tree in blossom of which she clasps a branch

with her left hand, and leans with her back against its trunk, which she

presses with her left foot. The scene evidently illustrates the belief,

referred to in old Indian poetry, that an as oka tree can be made to blossom,

when touched by the left foot of a fair woman. It rr calls a &cene in

Kalidasas play " Mfdavika and Agnimitra," in which te King watches,

the heroine, while she performs the act just referred to at the request of

her mistress the Queen.1 The reverse of the pillar is decorated with

two full and one half lotus-rosette. On both sides are three mortices,

6f " long, for the reception of cross-bars. The lower portion of the stone

with the right foot of the figure is missing. The sculpture was brought

from the garden of the Collector's bungalow and made over to the

Museum by Mrs. Last in January 1908. {Of. my Etudes de sculpture

bouddique in B. E. F. E. 0. Vol. IX (1909) p. 531.f, fig. 34.)

J 56. Railing pillar (ht. 2' 6f" or 0 m. 782 ; section 7" by 3J") carved

on one side with a male figure standing to front and holding a bunch of

flowers over his right shoulder and an indistinct obj ect in his left hand.

His dress, consisting of a high conical cap, a tunic, trousers and boots, is

1 Other references to this custom from Sanskrit literature are Eaghuv., VIII, 63

and Meghadita (ed. Stenzler), p. 16, verse 75.
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of peculiar interest, as it agrees with that of the royalties portrayed on the

Indo-Scythian coinage. He wears, moreover, a flat torque and a belt

from which a tassel hangs down in front. The dress of this figure is

identical in every detail with that of the human devotees on the Kubera

group of Tahkal near Peshawar, now in the Lahore Museum \

Over the figure is a projection carved with a so-called chaitya

window. On the reverse of the pillar are two complete and two half

lotus-rosettes. Both sides have three mortices, 6 J" long, for the reception

of cross-bars. The top and bottom of the stone are bevelled, from which

it may be inferred that the pillar belonged to the balustrade of a staircase.

The railing-pillar was acquired at the villag3 of Kota together with

Nos. J57 to 62. These pillars, which must have belonged to the same

railing, were first noticed and described by General Cunningham. The

present specimen seems to be identical with B (and P ?) of his list.

{A. S. B., Vol. XX, p. 51). On loan from the Government of India.

J 57. Bailing pillar (ht. V ll"orO m. 602; section 7" by 3")

sculptured on the front with a female figure .standing under a tree with

her back to the spectator and looking back over her right shoulder. She

is shown in the act of culling flowers. The lower portion of the stone

with the feet of the figure is missing. On the reverse are two full and

one half lotus-rosette ; the lower half rosette is wanting. On both sides

are three mortices, 6J" in length, to receive the cross-bars. This railing-

pillar comes from Kota and seems to be identical with A of Cunningham's

list. Cf. above sub no. J 56. On loan from the Government of India.

*J58. Bailing pillar [ht. 2' 9" or 0 m. 863; section 7" by 3")

decorated on the front with a female figure erect on a prostratj dwarf

under a tree of which she clasps a branch with her left hand. Her right

hand rests on her hip. The reverse is carved with two full and two half

lotus-rosettes. Above the upper half rosette there are two figures

(reversed) which I read 4S (?) apparently the serial number of the railing

pillar. On each side are three moitices, 6" in length, for the reception

of cross-bars. The top and bottom of the stone are bevelled, from which it

appears that the pillar formed part of a staircase. It came from Kota and

seems to be identical with D (and 0 ?) of Cunningham's list. Cf. above

sub no. J56. On loan from the Government of India.

J 59. Bailing pillar (ht. 3' or 0 m. 942 ; section 7" by 3") carved

on one side with a female figure standing to front and holding with her

left hand a necklace which she seems in the act of unloosing. Her face

1 Cf. my Note sur une statue du Gandhdra conserves au muivt de Lahore, it

B. E.F.E. 0, Vol. Ill (1903) pp. ISOf.
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&nd right arm are damaged. Over her is a chaitya window. The reverse

is decorated with two full and two half lotus-rosettes. On both sides of

the pillar are three mortices, G" long, for the reception of cross-bars.

This pillar belongs to the Kota railing and is perhaps identical with F of

Cunningham's list. Cf. above sub. No. J56. On loan from the Government

of India.

J 60. Railing pillar (ht. 2' 4" or 0 m. 733 ; section 7" by 3f")

carved on one side with a male figure standing to front on a cushion (?)

He is clad in an ample robe, leaving the right shoulder uncovered, and

holds his right hand, adorned with a bracelet, in front of his breast. A
scarf hangs over his left hand which rests on his hip. The upper portion

of the pillar with the head of the figure is missing. The reverse is

decorated with two full and one half rosette. On both sides of the pillar

are three mortices, 6" in length, for the reception of cross-bars. The pillar

belongs to the Kota railing, but does not seem to occur on Cunningham's

list. Cf. above sub no. J56. On loan from the Government of India.

J 61. Railing pillar (ht. 1' 10" or 0 m. 567 ; section 7" by 31")

carved on the obverse with a female figure standing to front under a

chaitya window and balancing a ball on her right elbow. She holds an

indistinct object in her right hand ; her left arm hangs by her side.

The lower portion of the pillar with the feet of the figure is missing. The

reverse is decorated with two panels of which the upper one contains a

sacred tree and the other a stiipa. The third panel is lost with the lower

portion of the pillar. On both sides of the stone are three mortices,

about 6" in length, for the reception of cross-bars. The pillar was

brought from Kota and is apparently identical with G of Cunningham's

list. On loan from the Government of India.

J 62. Railing-pillar (ht. 2' 3" or 0 m. 703 ; section 6|" by 3")

carved on the front with a female figure standing to the proper left with

her back and right foot against the trunk of a tree and playing a harp

with a plektron. The head of the figure is lost with the upper portion of

the pillar. The reverse is decorated in the same manner as in no. J59.

On each side of the stone are two mortices about 6" long. The pillar

came from Kota, but does not seem to have been described by

Cunningham. On loan from the Government of India.

J 03. Railing-pillar (ht. 3' 2" or 0 m. 994; section 6f" by 4")

carved on one side with a female figure with elaborate head-dress standing

to front under a tree and holding a sword in her right hand. The left

rests on the hip. Both feet are missing. The obverse is decorated with

two full and two half rosettes. On each side of the stone are three
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mortices, about 6" long, for the reception of cross-bars. This railing

pillar and the next one (No. J 64) which seem to have belonged to the

same railing, were found let in a wall on both sides of the inscribed tablet

of homage (No. Q. 2). Pandit Radha Krishna secured the three sculptures

for the Museum. {Of. V. A, Smith, Jain Stii'p'i of Mathurii
;
plate CIII)

J 64. Railing pillar (ht. 3' 2" or 0 m. 994 ; section 6" by 3£";

carved on the front with a female figure standing under a tree of which she

clasps a branch with her left hand. She looks in a mirror which she holds

in her right hand. The obverse is decorated with two full and two half

rosettes. On each side of the stone are three mortices, about 6" long, for

the reception of cross-bars. Cf. above sub no. J 63. On loan from the Gov-

ernment of India.

J 65. Railing pillar (ht. 9" or 0 nr 235) belonging to a solid miniature

railing and carved on the front with a female figure standing with her

left hand on the hip and holding a garland in her right hand. The lower

portion of the stone with the feet of the figure is missing. The reverse

has a standing figure which is entirely defaced. On each side of the

pillar two cross-bars can be traced.

J 66. Fragment (ht. including tenon 1' 9F or 0 m. 546; section 7" by

3§") of a raibng pillar carved in front with a male figure, perhaps a

Bodhisattva, standing on a cushion. The upper half of the pillar with the

head and bust of the figure is lost. Beneath it is a winged dragon running

(or flying ?) to the proper right and carrying in its mouth what appears

to be a garland. On the reverse are a full and a half lotus-rosette, defaced.

On both sides are two mortices, 7§" long, for the reception of cro»s-bar.

The sculpture was found on the top of the Nonusur Tlla near the village

of Pall Kherii, 3 miles south of Mathura, and placed in the Museum in

December 1908. On loan from the Government of India.

J 67. Fragment (ht. 1' 3" or 0 m.38) of a railing pillar carved on one

side with the lower portion of a standing male figure and on the reverse

with a sunk panel containing two standing male figures in Indo-Scythian

dress, each holding a garland. Above and beneath these must have been

similar panels, the feet of two figures of the upper panel being preserved.

Obtained from Any6r near Govardhan. On loan from the Government of

India.

*J 68. Railing-pillar (ht. 2' 1|" or 0 m. 649) carved on one face with

a male figure standing to front under a balcony. He holds a bunch of

flowers in his right hand which is raised to die shoulder. The reverse is

decorated with two complete and one half lotus-rosette. Above the latter
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there are two letters which I read : Rama. They show the sculpture to

belong to the Kushana period. Obtained from a math in the Gopalpur

Quarter of the City. On loan from the Government of India.

J 69. Fragment (ht. V 5" or 0 m. 432) of a railing-pillar carved on one

side with a female figure, of which only the feet wioh bangles remain,

standing on a cushion. The reverse shows a sunk panel containing a male

figurine, perhaps a Buddhist monk, holding a bunch of flowers in his right

hand. From Arjunpura Mahalla in Mathura City. On loan from the

Government of India.

J 70. Railing-pillar (ht. 2' 1" or 0 m. 635) carved on the front with a

female figure standing with her right arm raised and on the obverse with

rosettes. Both sides are defaced. From Arjunpura Mahalla in the City.

On loan from the Government of India.

J 71. Railing-pillar (ht. 5' 5 J" or 1 m. 665; section 1' 1" by 7J")

carved on the obverse with a female figure, defaced, standing in the act of

unloosing her girdle. She is standing on a prostrate dwarf, his chin resting

on his hands, and is surmounted by a balcony over which two figures, both

defaced, are partly visible. The reverse is decorated with three panels,

partly defaced, enclosed between pilasters. The top panel represents a

tslupa surmounted with a triple parasol. The dome is encircled by four

cobras. This scene, which also occurs on a Sarnath sculpture, probably

refers to the relic-tower of Rauiagrama which, according to a Buddhist

legend, was guarded by the Sagas1
. The remaining two panels seem

each to contain three figures, but are too much defaced to be identified.

On both sides of the pillar are mortice holes, 11' long. The pillar was

found by Pandit Radha Krishna inside the Maholl Paur (or Gate) of

Mathura City. It must have belonged to the same railing as the Bhutesar

pillars nos. J4-5. On loan from the Government of India.

J 72. Fragment (ht. 8" or 0 in. 203) of a railing pillar, with a

prostrate dwarf on which another figure was standing of which only the

feet remain. It was found inside the Maholl Paur of Mathura City. On

loan from the Government of India.

1 Cf. A S. S. for 1904-5, p. 89, fig. 12.
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K.—Railing coping-stones.

K 1. Coping stone (ht. 10" or 0 m. 253 ; width 4' 1" or 1 in. 24 ;
and

thickness 8" or 0 m. 23) of a railing, carved on each side with a series of

ogee arches enclosing sacred symbols. On one side arc two such arches,

one with a conch and the other with a round object placed on a triple

platform. On this side there are portions of two more arches. One of the

latter contains half of a Buddhist railing. On the obverse one has a

bouquet (?) and the other a figure peeping over a curtain. This side of

the sculpture is identical with Cunningham's drawing of a railing coping-

stone except that the two last subjects are reversed. This is possibly due

to an oversight and the stone may be identical with that reproduced by

Cunningham. In any case, it must belong to the same railing. The

plate on which Cunningham's coping-stone is pictured is marked Kankdll

Tilii. In the bottom of the stone are three mortice holes, each measuring

about 7" by 2f", placed about 10" apart. It was preserved at the Allaha-

bad Library till December 1907 and perhaps originates from the Jamalpur

site. (Cunningham, A. S. R. Vol. Ill, p. 25, plate YIII).

K 2. Coping-stone (ht. Ill" or 0 m. 293 ; width 2' 5" or 0 m. 735;

and thickness 7i" or 0 m. 9) of a railing carved on both sides with a series

of ogee arches enclosing various subjects. On one side is a complete arch

with an almsbowl, which contains offerings, and with two conches, and a

portion of a second arch with a fragmentary figure, apparently a flying

Deva. The two arches on the obverse have one almsbowl filled with

offerings, and the other a half lotus-rosette. In the bottom of the stone

are two mortices, each measuring 6A" by 3", placed 1' apart. The coping-

stone is of precisely the same type as no. K 1, but some slight difference

in the measurements indicates that it may have belonged to a different

railing. It was kept at the Allahabad Library till December 1907 and

came perhaps from the Jamalpur site.

K 3. Fragment (ht. 8" or 0 in. 203 ; width 1' 9^" or 0 m. 545 ; and

thickness 6-|" or 0 m. 17) of a railing coping-stone rounded at the top.

On the obverse a human-faced animal to right between naturalistic

foliage surmounted by a chaitya border. On the reverse is a conventional

lotus border surmounted by raised bands on which is a row of stupaa (or

bell and circle border). Mortice on one end.

K 4. Fragment (ht. 8f " or 0 m. 22 ; width 11|" or 0 m. 29 ; and thick-

ness 7f" or 0 m. 195) of a coping-stone. Obverse foliage ; reverse plain.

K 5. Fragment (ht. 7£" or 0 m. 186 ; width 2' 1A" or 0 m. 668 ; and

thickness 6" or 0 m. 131) of a coping-stone of a railing slightly rounded at
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the top and carved on both sides with a series of ogee arches. One side

is almost completely defaced. On each side are one complete arch and

two half-arches, the fctone being broken at one end. The sculpture was

obtained from a small Hindu shrine near the Balabhadar Kurd.

K6. Fragment (ht. 5" or 0 m. 126) apparently of a coping-stone

carved on three sides. Two opposite faces are decorated with ogee arches

in one of which is the figure of a goose carrying lotus-flowers. The stone

is hollow beneath. Find-place unknown.

K7. Fragment (ht. 4|" or 0 m. 117) apparently of a railing coping-

stone decorated with a running human-faced animal.
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L.

—

Railing cross-bars.

L I. Fragment (ht. V 3£" or 0 m. 385
;
length V WV> or 0 in. 595)

of the cross-bar of a railing. On both skies is a medallion with a lotus-

rosette. Find-place unknown.

L 2. Railing cross-bar (ht. Ill" or0 in. 295 ; width 1' 7" or 0 m. 495)

carved on one side with a medallion containing a lotus-rosette from which

a male figure on horseback projects. The sculpture was obtained by

Pandit Radha Krishna from a weaver (kofi) who worshipped this figure

as Zahir Plr or Gugga, whereas the Brahmins believed it to represent

Kalki the tenth incarnation of Vishnu.

L 3. Railing cross-bar (ht. Hb" or 0 in. 21 ; width 1' 4" or 0 in. 40)

partly broken, carved on both sides with a medallion containing a deer.

Find-place unknown.

L 4. Fragment (ht. 7A" or 0 m. 19 ; width 11" or 0 in. 28) of the

cross-bar of a railing. On the obverse is a medallion with a humped bull

(head lost). On the reverse is a crocodile (?). Find-place unknown.

L 5. Fragment (ht. 9" or 0 m. 23 ; width 7" or 0 m. 18) of a cross-bar

of a railing carved on both sides with a human-faced animal.

L6. Fragment (ht. 7A" or 0 in. 19; width 91-" or 0 m. 24) of the

cross-bar of a railing carved on one side with a medallion containing a

winged animal.

L 7. Fragment (ht. 8" or 0 m. 203 ; width 9A or 0 in. 24) of the cross-

bar of a railing, decorated with a rosette ou each face. It belongs to the

Allahabad collection.

L 8-19. Twelve fragments of cross-bars of railings of various sizes

decorated with rosettes ; five are carved on one side and seven on both

sides, Find-place unknown.

317, Fragment (ht. 7|" or 0 m. 19) carved with a prostrate dwarf on

which a female figure is standing of which only the feet remain. It was

found in clearing a well at Jamillpur and made over to the Museum by

Lieutenant-Colonel W. Vost, I.M.S.

L 20. Fragment (ht. V 8h" or 0 in. 394) of a railing cross-bar carved 'on

two sides with a lotus-rosette containing a human head with large turban,

ear-pendants, torque and necklace. It is identical with the sculpture

which Mr. Growse noticed between the villages of Pall Kherii and Dhan-

singh and which he describes as, " the central portion of a very large

Buddhist pillar, with a head on either side." It was placed in the Museum
in December 1908 (Cf, Growse, Mathurci, p. 124.) on loan from the

Government of India,
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L, 21. Cross-bar (hi 10|" or 0 m. 267) carved with an ornamental

rosette consisting of a conventional full-blown lotus-flower enclosed within

a flowering lotus-stalk. Reverse plain. Found together with no. M 7,

The fragments nos. L 22-25 appear to have belonged to the same railing.

On loan from the Government of India.

L 22. Fragment (ht. lOf " or 0 m. 273) of a cross-bar decorated with

a lotus-rosette containing a female head wearing a flat torque and elaborate

head-dress. Found with no. M 7. On loan from the Government of

India.

L 23. Fragment (ht. 8£" or 0 m. 21) of a cross-bar decorated with

a lotus-rosette containing a male figure riding on an animal, app arently

a bull. Found with no. M 7. On loan from the Government of India.

L 24. Two fragments (ht. 8A" or 0 m. 216) of a cross-bar decorated

with a lotus-rosette containing a male figure, armed with bow and arrows,

mounted on a lion. Found with no. M 7. On loan from the Government

of India.

L 25. Fragment (ht, 10|" or 0 m. 267) of a cross-bar decorated

with a lotus-rosette containing a female head with elaborate head-dress.

Found with no. M 7. On loan from the Government of India.

L 26-28. Cross-bar and two fragments of a cross-bar (ht. 61" or 0 m.

165) decorated on both faces with a lotus-rosette and evidently belonging

to the same railing. On loan from the Government of India.

L 29. Fragment (ht. 5" of 0 m. 127) of cross-bar decorated with

lotus-rosette. Found with nos. L 21-28. On loan from the Government

of India.

L 30. Cross-bar (ht. 9J" or 0 m. 235) decorated on both sides with

a lotus-rosette. One side defaced. From the village of Hftkimpur 6 miles

south of west from Mathura, north of the road to Sonk. On loan from

the Government of India.

L31. Fragment (ht. 6" or 0 m. 152) of a cross-bar carved on one

face with a winged animal, apparently a lion, walking to the proper right.

Head missing. On the obverse is some indistinct carving, apparently a

lotus-leaf. Found at the ChaunisI Jaina temple in February 1910. On
loan from the Government of India.
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M.—TORANACHITRAVES AND BRACKETS.

Ml. Architrave (ht. 10" or 0 m. 254; width 4' 9J" or 0 m. 46)

of a torana carved on two sides. The obverse shows ten figures, apparently

Buddhist monks. One in the centre pours out some liquid from a large

vessel into a bowl Four figures follow him each carrying a bowl. At

the proper right side are a stupa (?) and a torana with a double architrave.

A figure is visible in the gateway, holding one of the jambs, but here a

corner of the stone is broken. The other half of the relief is occupied by

four seated figures of which the one nearest the centre is likewise pouring

out some liquid from a jar. At the end are a pillar, a stupa and a tree

with garlands hanging down from the foliage. Under these figures, along

the whole width of the sculpture, there runs a border consisting of a

Buddhist railing and a bell-border. The reverse is decorated with a

similar border. But here the Buddhist railing supports a colonnade

surmounted by ogee arches alternating with balconies. Between the

pillars of this colonnade and over the balconies a number of human figures

are visible. The sculpture must bo identical with " the peculiarly carved

architrave of a Buddhist gateway, richly sculptured on both sides with

buildings, figures and trees, including a representation of a gateway itself",

which was discovered by General Cunningham on the Katra site during

the cold season of 18G2-3. The sculpture was preserved in the Public

Library at Allahabad till December 1907. (Plate XXV. Cf. A. S. R.,

Vol. I, p. 237 and Vol. Ill, p. 15 ;
Growse, Mathura p. 106).

M 2. Fragment (ht. 7f " or 0 m. 197 ; width 2' 1 J" or 0 m. 647) of

the architrave of a torana carved on one side. The central portion which

was over the gateway and is broken off, is decorated with a naturalistic

lotus design. The square panel which must have surmounted the jamb

of the gate contains a curious half-human figure with a forked tail consisting

of two coiled snake bodies. These end in two winged dragons rising on

both sides of the figure, which holds their necks with his hands. It is

seemingly a blending of two decorative elements : the Triton found in the

Graeco-Buddhist sculpture of Gandhara and evidently derived from a

classical source 1
, and the rampant dragon or leogryph which as a

decorative bracket is met throughout Indian art. The round end of the

stone is carved with the curled-up body of a fish-tailed crocodile (Skr.

malcara), such as are found in exactly the same position on the torana

architraves of Barahat. The stone is pierced with a round hole at the

1 Cf. also tlie Samatti railing-pillar, reproduced J. B- A. 8. for 1908, p. 1095, plate }V,

fig 2.
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place where it rested on the jamb of the doorway. Besides there is a

square mortice above for the tenon of a torana figure placed between the

two architraves ; and two mortices (one round and the other oblong,

beneath, the purpose of which is not clear. (Plate XXVc, Cf. V. A
Smith, Jain StUpa, plate XXIV, fig. 1 ; and Foucher, L'art greoo-boud-

dhique, Vol. I, pp. 242 f. fig. 124).

M 3. Torana, architrave (ht. 7 J" or 0 m. 19 ; width 8' or 2 m. 52)

sculptured on both faces ; each face being divided into five compartments.

On the obverse the middle of the central compartment is occupied by a

sacred tree, probably the bodhi tree, behind (or inside ?) a building, through

the gateway of which the trunk is visible, while the foliage is shown

emerging from the windows and above the roof. It is interesting to note

the attempt at perspective in rendering the edifice, the lines of the bastions

which flank the gateway being drawn sloping. The sanctuary is approached

by twelve male worshippers elegandy draped in flowing garments and

arrayed in two rows of six on each side of the building. The two figures

at the head of these two rows, carry each a round vessel in both hands

whilst the remaining ten hold each a long garland and a nosegay as

offerings.

The two square panels which once must have stood over the torana

pillars represent two other scenes of adoration : that to the proper right

a stupa and the left one a wheel of the law (Skr. dharmachakra) each

worshipped by two male d3votees. The wheel which is supported by three

lions seated back to back recalls the lion capital of the Asoka pillar of

Sarnath. Th3 two projecting ends of the architrave are each decorated

with a fish-tailed sea-monster with human bust, a blending of the indigenous

makara and the Triton of classical art.

On the reverse the central panel depicts the well-known scene of

Indra's visit to Buddha in the IndraSaila Cave. (Cf. above Nos. H 1 1 and

N2 h.) The Buddha, seated inside the cave in the attitude of imparting

protection, occupies the centre of th j scene. To his left stauds Indra, the

king of the gods, recognisable from his peculiar-shaped hat which charac-

terises him also in Gandharian representations of this episode. He joins

his hands in the attitude of adoration and is attended by two females,

probably heavenly nymphs (Skr. Apsaras), standing in the same pose.

They are followed by ihree elephants, of which the central one is caparisoned

and may be supposed to represent Indra's riding elephant Airavata. The

third animal is only partly visible. On the other side of the cave stands

Paflchasikha, the lord of Gandharvas or heavenly musicians., playing the

harp. He is followed by six nymphs, the first of which seems to beat time.
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the second and fourth , have their hands joined in adoration, and the

remaining four carry each a garland and a bunch of flowers as offerings.

The two square panels which once surmounted the gate pillars contain each

a vase of lotus-flowers. The two remaining compartments at the ends

of the architrave, are each decorated with a Triton similar to those found

in the corresponding panels of the obverse.

The heads of some of the figures in the central panel of the reverse

are broken ; but for the rest the sculpture is in excellent preservation.

It is one of the finest specimens of Mathura art and displays a pleasing

combination of Indian and classical elements. A comparison with the

torana architraves of Sanchi shows at a glance that the general mode of

decoration is thoroughly Indian. There also the central panel commonly

depicts a scene of adoration, in which a row of worshippers approaches

the sacred object from both sides. But on the Mathura. sculpture the

arrangement of the figures and their graceful attitude are due to Gandhara

influence, which is especially noticeable in the scene of Indra's visit to

Buddha. The human-headed sea-monsters at the ends of the architrave

appear also to be developed from the maharas on the ancient toranas

under the influence of Gandhara art.

The beam is pierced in two places to receive the tenons of the torana

pillars. The bottom is provided with seven mortices. The central one

is 15J" long. On each side are three of which that in the middle is

rectangular and 3" long, and the other two circular and 2" in diameter. In

the top are nine mortices of which seven correspond m position to those

in the bottom surface. The remaining two, which are rectangular and

3|" long, are found near the two extremities of the architrave. It is clear

that the mortice holes were intended to receive the tenons of sculptures

placed between and above the three architraves of the torana. This may be

inferred from a comparison with the gates of the Sanchi itupa, where such

sculptures are still found in situ.

The Mathura torana architrave was obtained from a house in the

City where it was found let in the wall above the main gate. Pandit

Radha Krishna arranged for its removal to the Museum in November

1908. On loan from the Government of India.

M 4. Bracket (ht. 2' I" or 0 m. 654) of a torana carved on both

sides with a female figure standing under an aioha tree of which she holds

a branch with one hand. The lower portion of the sculpture with the feet

of the figure is missing. It was obtained from a Pandit who had found

it in excavating the foundations of his house near the Dig Gate of the
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City. (For similar torana brackets cf. V. A. Smith, Jain Stupa, plates

XXXIV and XXXY). On loan from the Government of India.

M 5. Head (ht. 1' 7" or 0 m. 497) of a leogryph with protruding

eyes and curved horns. The lower jaw is missing. On the top of the

head is a tenon. The sculpture probably served the purpose of an orna-

mental bracket of a torano,. It was obtained by Pandit Radha Krishna from

the Math of Mathura-nath Mahadeo near the Katra. (Gf. V. A. Smith,

Jain Stupa, plate XXXVII). On loan from the Government of India.

M 6. Head (ht. 6|" or 0 m. 165) of a lion which must have belonged

to a bracket supporting the end of a torana architrave. Svastika, on

the right cheek. On loan from the Government of India.

M 7. Fragment (ht. 11 J" or 0 in. 286 ;
length 2' 4" or 0 m. 71)

consisting of the end of a torana architrave, carved on both faces with a

yawning crocodile (malcara), whose curled-up fish-tail follows the curved

outline of the stone. In the mouth of each malcara we notice the figure of

a kinnara with leafy girdle. One of these kinnaras is armed with

sword and shield. The sculpture was found together with the cross-bar

fragments nos. L 21—25 in a brick-kiln near the Mathura Junction

Railway station. On the malcara and kinara ornament cf. A.S.R.

for 1906-7, p. 160. On loan from the Government of India,

M 8. Statuette (ht. 10" or 0 m. 254, including tenon) of a lion seated

on its hind quarters. Manes treated in a conventional manner. It pro-

bably belongs to a torana and stood on the end of the top lintel. Obtained

from a Devi Math in the Bahadurpura Mahalla of Mathura City. On loan

from the Government of India.
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X.

—

StCpas.

*N 1. Drum and dome of a miniature stupn (ht. 1' 7" or 0 m. 482)

consisting of two pieces which have been refixed. On the four sides of the

drum are four Buddha figures seated cross-legged in the attitude of protec-

tion (abhaya-mudru), each under a trefoil arch supported by two Indo-

Scythian pilasters. Along the top of the drum runs a border of

garland-carrying Cupids (cf. above nos. 1, 2 to 6), which is supported by

flat brackets. On the top of the plain dome is a square mortice with raised

border to receive the hti (Skr. hcvniku) with the pinnacle. The bottom

of the drum is flanged so as to fit into the basement. (Cf. post no. N 3.)

There is an inscription in one line on the dome. The aksharas measure

f" to 1" in height. The character is Briihml of the Kushaua type. I

read it : Nusapriydye Suranasya ditu (i.e. dhitu). " [Gift] of Nusii-

priya, the daughter of Surana."

The inscription was first edited by Professor J. Dowson. On account

of the character of the inscription, the votive stupa must belong to the

Kushaua period. It was at the Allahabad Public Library till December

1907 ; its find-place was presumably the Janialpur site.

(Plate IV. Of. J. R. A. S. N. S., Vol. V, p. 187, No. 20, with facsimile

;

and J. A. S. B. Vol. XXXIX (1870), part I, p. 129, no. 13).

N 2. Drum (ht. 8" or 0 m. 20 ; diameter 2' or 0 m. 62) of a minia-

ture stupa carved with a frieze of eight metopes representing the four

principal and four secondary scenes of Buddha's life, namely :

—

(a) His birth in the Lumbini garden near Kapilavastu. Maya Devi

is standing in the usual pose with her right hand clasping a

branch of the sal tree above her. She is held by her sister

Prajapati standing to her left. On her right side is a god,

probably Indra, who receives the child on a cloth. The infant

Bodhisattva is repeated at the proper left side of the panel

;

round the child's head is a halo with scolloped border. At his

sides are the Niiga kings Nanda and Upananda emerging half-

way from two masonry wells. The same scene is pictured on

Nos. H 1 and 2.

(b) His enlightenment (Skr. bodhi) or attainment of Buddhahood at

Bodh Gaya. To render this event, the sculptor has chosen the

scene of the assault of Miira, the evil one, which immediately

preceded the bodhi. Buddha is seated in the conventional pose
;

he stretches his right hand out to the earth in order to call her to

bear testimony of his good deeds in former existences. To hia
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left are Mira's .seductive ilaughters. The crouching figure to

his right must he Mara himself, behind whom an indistinct

figure is visible, perhaps meant for a demon wielding a rock.

It is noteworthy that the bodhi tree has been altogether

omitted and that Manx's daughters are represented by only two

figures, whereas in all texts their number is three. (Cf. above

No. H.6.)

(c) His first sermon in the Deerpark, the modern Sarnath, near

Benares. The technical expression is that here the Buddha

began " to turn the wheel of the law." On the sculpture he is"

actually shown touching the wheel which is placed on a low

pillar at bis right side. The five mendicant friars who becam3

his converts on this occasion are shown on both sides of the

Buddha, but apparently for purposes of symmetry the sculptor'

has reduced their number to four. Cf. above no. H 7 (a ).

(d) His death or final extinction (Skr. parinirvanu) in the sal grove

of Kusinara or Kusanagara. Buddha is reclining in the tradi-

tional pose on his couch between the twin sal trees. There are

three mourning figures, one to the right, one to the left and a

third behind the couch. (Cf. above nos. H 1, lb, 8 and 9.)

(e.) The meaning of this scene is uncertain, but presumably it shows

Buddha seated in the famous Gandhakuti. This shrine, in which

he used to dwell, was situated in the Jetavana, a sacred grove near

Sravasti. The site of this ancient city has been identified by

General Cunningham with Saheth-Mahcth in the Gonda and

Bahraick districts of the United Provinces.

(f) Buddha's descent from th;> Heaven of the thirty-three gods, where

he had preached the law to his mother. This event was supposed

.to have taken place at Sankasya, tfie modern Sankisa (Farrnkh-

abad district;. In the centre of the bas-relief is the triple

ladder. In front of the central one is the figure of Buddha and

at his sides are Brahma and Indra standing with folded hands in

the attitude of adoration.

(g ) Buddha presented with an almsbowl by the four guardian gods of

the quarters or world-protectors (Skr. lokupXla). When after

his enlightenment Buddha wished to partake of the food off.Ted

by the merchants Trapusha and Bhallika, tlu four guardian gods

approached him eae-h with a bowl. As he did not wish to

disappoint any of them by refusing his gift, he caused the four

bowls miraculously to become one.
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(h ) Buddha worshipped by Iudra ia the Indrasaila Cave, near R'vja-

gyiha, the modern R ijgir in Bihar. Buddha is shown in the

attitude of* meditation inside the cave. The figure crouching

to his left mu-t be Indra, apparently holding his attribute, the

thunderbolt (Skr. vajra), in his left hand. The standing figure

with the harp on the other side of the cave is Indra's attendant

Paiichasikhi, the king of the heavenly musicians (Skr. Gan-

dli'h'v i). A fuller representation of thii scene will bj fjund on

the bas-relief No. H 11 and on the toran ' architrave M 3.

It will be seen by a comparison of th: other bas-reliefs quoted that the

scenes of Buddha's life are depicted here in as summary a manner as

possible. The ex cution is clumsy and we have noted several iuaccuraeics

in the plastical rendering of the legends. The sculpture, however, is of

great interest, as in it the influence of the Graeco-Bnddhist school of Gan-

dhara is more manifest than in any other product of Mathura art. It reveals

itself not only in thj individual scenes, hut also in the decorative elements.

This will be evident at once by comparing this slupa drum with that ex-

cavated by Sir Harold Deane at Sikri (Peshawar district) and now preserved

i.i th ' Lahore Museum. In his discussion of the Sikri stupa drum, M. Foueher

was th 1 fir t to point out it -i relationship to our Mathura sculpture which

he rightly calls " sa caricature lamentablement indianisee." " Le tore

j;rossier do 1'architrave," he says, " la cornicle trop lourde aux consoles trop

Luges, les pilastres massifs a ehapitoaux barbares ne laissent aucnn doute

sur la pn'tention ui sur la maladresse de l'imitation ; e'est un entablement

elasdqu- avec trise analogue a celui de Sikri, qu'on a voulu composer."

The sculpture which was first published by Mr. Y. A. Smith from photos

taken l>y Babu P. C. Muklnuji was found by me in the courtyard of a

Hindu t Tnpl on the 1 >hruv Till where it was used as a receptacle (i liaihla)

fur th 1 sacred tal«i plant. With the assistance of Pandit Radha Krishna

I succeeded in acquiring it lor the Museum in D .cember 1907. (Y. A.

Smith, The Jain StUpu
;
plates CV—CYII. Foucher, Les bas-reliefs du

ttiipa de tSlkri. J. A., series X, Yol. II (1903), p. 323.)

N 3. Votive btiipa (ht. 4]" or 0 m. 124) of miniature size carved

on its four sides with Buddha figurines seated cross-legged and holding

their hands in the traditional attitudes. The break on the top of the stone

indicates that it was originally provided with a pinnacle or hti. It was
noticed by Pandit Radha Krishna in a baglucli" near the Seth's Garden on
the right bank of the Jamna, about 1?, mile south of the C'itv.

N 4. Fragment (ht. 9" or 0 m. 23) presumably belonging to th.:

square basem.nt of a miniature »{«//.«. It is carved on one side with a
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cornice suppoited by two Atlantes alternating with elum?y brackets. The
Atlam to the proper right is squatting with his feet wide apart; and his arms
rossc d on his chest. The other one who supports the cornice with his

right hand has the appearance of a Triton of cla^ical art, his body ending
in a double snake tail. Similar figures occur in Gandhara

;
tb:y are

evidently meant for Xagas and afford another example of the adaptation of

classical types to Indian conceptions. Find-place unknown.

X 5. Fragment (ht. 11 \" or 0 m. 28o) consisting of th> corner por-

tion of the square base ment of a miniature s<>"p«. It is carved on two

sides with a Buddha figure seated cross-legged in a niche with his right

hand raised in the attitude of imparting protection. The niches alternate

with dwarf pilasters w hich support a brackaed cornice. The top of the

stone is t)ang\ d to receive the ntvp'i drum, Find-place unknown.

X 6. Fragment (ht. 5J" or 0 m. 11 ; width 1' 7i'' or 0 m. 403) of

a cornice with four brackets and an acanthus border. The sculpture must

have be longed to a miniature dv\)%. It was preserved at the Allahabad

Public Library till December J 907 and peihaps originates from the Jamfd-

pur site.

X 7. Fragment (ht. 3^" or 0 m. 09 ; width IS" X 1" or 0 m. 105) of a

circular stone with plain mouldings and mortice on the top. It belonged

to the Allahabad collection.

X 8. Fragment (ht. 7" or 0 m. IS) of a jinracle pel ably \ laced on

the top of a miniature diipa. The lower portion, broken off at the bottom,

is a cube carved on three sides with chapels and on the fourth vertical

side with a half-nude female figure stanclir.g unckr an osuka tree of which

she clasps a branch with her right hand. The lower portion of this figure

is lost. The opposite side was hollowed in the shape of a niche, pieihaps

meant to contain a lamp. This cube is surmounted by an octagonal pin-

nacle separated from it by an octagenal neck. The top of the pinnacle is

missing. The fragment was preserved at the Allahabad Public Library

till December 1907 and perhaps oiiginatcs from the Jamfdpur site.

X 9. Hollow cube (ht. 8J" or 0 m. 216) carved on each of its sirles

with a Buddha figure seated cross-legged between two Indo-Scythian

pilasters. Two of the figures ore sittirg in the attitude of meelitatiou ; the

two others have the right hand raised tewaids the shoulder to express the

imparting of protection. One of the two meditating and one of the two

other Buddha figures is placed on a conventional lotus. All four have a

halo with scolloped border. One of the figures is broken. It was obtained

by Mr. Growse from theM ahav idya Tila (J.A.S.B., Vol. XLYII (1878), pt.

1, p. 120; plate XX),
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X 10. Fragment (diamot or 3' 0" or 1 m.143) of a parasol which may

have stood cither over a stt'po. or over a statue. It is carved oil the lower

surface with time conventional borders of a lotus-pet.il, foliated and garland

design. There i^ a circular hole in the centre to receive the umbrella staff.

The fragment was pro-served at the Allahabad Library up to December
1007 and came probably troin the Januipur sit.1 .

X 11. Fragment (ht. i' C or 0 m. 702 ) of a parasol which may have

ovcr-hadowed either a sitipa or a .statue. It is decorated with six con-

centric bands of different de-igu, separated by narrow raised rims. Tho

central oni is of an elaborate fnliat -d pattern surrounded bv a garland

border. The outer-most bund which is raised has a festoon pattern. This

fragment also belongs to the Allahabad collection transferred to Mathura

in December 1907.
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0.—Lion rir.viiE.s.

O I. Figure ( lit. 3' 4" or 1 m. 15) of a half engaged lion standing with

his right piw in front. Th? n.ipT jw is missing. Ths sculpture was

broken in five pieces in transit from Allahabad whore it was preserved up

to December 1007.

0 2. Figure (lit. 3' 1}" or 0 m. 1)52) of a half engaged lion standing

ro proper left with his left piw in front and mouth open. Back, except

head, plain. Find-place unknown.

O 3. Figure (lit. 2' 10'' or 0 m. S63) of a half L-ngaged lion standing.

His left paw, which tvas advanced, is broken. Tongue injured. Ciniy

moustache. Find-place unknown.

0 4. Figure (lit. 2' 111" or 0 m. 901) of a half engaged lion standing

to proper right with his right paw in front and open mouth. Back except

head, plain. Find-place unknown.

O 5. Figure (lit. 2' 10'' or 0 m. SO) of a half engaged lion standing with

his 1 ;ft paw in front. Upper jaw broken. Pandit Badha Krishna found

this sculpture in the store godowu of the Agra Delhi Choid-line Railway and

secuivd it for the Museum. It is said to have been excavated by a railway

engineer.

O 6. Figure (ht. 2' 9" or 0 m. 837) of a half engaged lion. L-gs and

lower jaw broken. It was preserved at the Allahabad Public Library till

December 1907 and perhaps originates from the Jamiilpur site.

O 7. Figure (ht. 2' 8" or 0 m. 837) of a half engaged lion standing turn-

ed to the proper right with his left paw in front. Head defaced and paws

broken. It was obtained from the Janambhumi shrine 1 near the Katra

and probably once belonged to one of the Buddhist sanctuaries on that

site.

O 8. Figure (ht. 2' or 0 in. 61) of a half engaged lion standing turned

to proper right. Svastik '< on right cheek. Find-place unknown.

O 9. Figure (ht. 1" 10" or 0 m. 576) of a complete lion. Head, paws

and tail broken. It was brought to the Museum from a garden near the

Balbhadra Kuud.

O 10. Figure (ht. 2' 1" or 0 m. 035) of a complete lion standing over

miniature elephant {{). The right fore paw which was raised, and the

head and the tail, are broken. The mane is indicated by schematic curls.

Find-place unknown.

Oil. Figure (ht. 1' 5" or 0 in. 43) of a half engaged lion standing to

front with open mouth. Paws beneath knees missing. Find-place unknown

1 This jlirine is believed to mark the birth-place of K'rislini.
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0 12. Fragment (ht, 1' 7'' or 0 in. 4*2) of a lion fignrc. Hind-quar-

ters, riant fore-leaf and face missing. It was preserved at the Allahabad

Public Library till December 1907. Feihaps it came troni the Jamfdpur

site.

0 13. Figure (ht. 2' 8V' or 0 in. S25) uf a complete lion, much worn.

Th.' fore-paws rest on each other. Find-place unknown.

0 14. Fragment (ht. G-j-
7 or 0 m. lb') consisting of the fore-paws of a

lion standing with his right one in front. Evidtntly it belongs to a sculp,

ture like no*. O 1— 12. Find-place unknown.

0 15. Fragment (ht. 11'' or 0 m. 2*) consisting of the leg of a lion

figure. Find -spot unknown.

O 1G. Figure (ht. 3' 2'' or 0 m. 095) of a half engaged lion standing

turned to proper right anc. with his left paw in front. Top of head broken.

It was acquired from a cltaupi'd near th.1 Kotvfdl.

0 17. Fragment (ht. 4J/' or 0 m. 115) with lien's head facing. Find-

place unknown.

O 1<S. Fragment (lit. 4^" or 0 in. 107) of lion's head. Scastika

marked on right cheek. Find-place unknown.

0 19. Figure (ht. 2' 2" or 0 in. G6) of a half engaged lion v% ith. pro-

truding eyes, the head turned to the right. Legs broken and lower jaw

damaged. Obtained from a lOghJcha between the Potra kunl and the

Katra. On loan from the Go\ eminent of India.
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P.—MISCELLANEOUS ARCHITECTURAL SCULPTURES.

(Biitldhist period.)

P 1. Fragment (ht. 2' or 0 m. CI: width 4' or 1 m. 22) which

must hav.' forme 1 the proper right half of a do 3r-lint el. In th; centre is

a paael containing a ro,v of six standing figures of whi -h five cavrv lotus

flowers, whilst the sixth, apparently a woman, has h^r hands lolded in the

attitude of adoration. This pan:l is sun'ounded by two plain decorative

bauds. To the proper right of it is a small panel with a flying figure and

a rosette. Both panels are enclosed within decorative borders in bold re-

lief and a raised outer border of an elegant osuka design. Beneath the

stone has a mortice to fit it to the doorjamb. The sculpture was preserv-

ed at the Allahabad Public Library till December 1907 and perhaps came

from the Jamalpur site. (Plate II a.)

P 2. Fragment (ht. 2' 10" or 0 m. 863) of a proper left doorjamb,

evidently belonging to the same doorway as no. P 1. The front is

carved with two panels each containing two standing figures, male and

female. In the upper panel both figures hold a bunch of lotus-flowf rs in

the right hand. In tlu lower panel the mala figure holds likewise a bunch

of lotuses ; the female stands with fold id hands in the attitude of adora-

tion. The figures are standing on a Buddhut railing under an ogee arch

« hieh encloses a balcony with a miniature figure. A similar arch is sjen

under the lower panel.

To tlu proper left of thesi panels are four decorative bands of the same

design as are found on the door-'intel no. P. 1. The proper right side

of the stone which was turned to the passage of the doorway i-, decorated

with a graceful vine border. This sculpture aho b.doaged to the Allaha-

bad collection. It came perhaps from tlu Buddhist site of Jamalpur.

(Plate II b).

P 3. Fragment (ht. 2' 11" or 0 m. 839) of a pillar consisting of

the top portion of the shaft which is sixt.'en-.>ided below and circular above

(diameter 1' 2";, a grooved bell, a flat torus, and a square capital (I' 2" by

1' 2"), the four faces of which are ea^h decorate;! with two lions couchanc

surmounted by foliage. The fragment belonged to the Allahabad collection,

P 4. Fragment (ht. 11]" or 0 m. 29.S) of a pillar, consisting of the

top portion of the shaft which is sixteen-sided below and circular above

(diameter 1' 2"). Cf. No. P. 3. Allahabad collection.

P 5. Fragment (ht. 1H" or 0 m. 292) of pillar consisting of the

grooved bell and flat torus of tlu capital. Al'ahabad collection.

P 0. Fragment (ht. 1' h" or 0 m. 317) of a pillar consisting of the

top portion of the capital (1' 2" spiare in horizontal section"), the four faces
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r>{ which arc cacli decorated with, two lions coucham placed back to back

and surmounted by foliage. Allahabad collection.

P 7. Fragment (ht. 2' or 0 m. (51) of a pillar consi-ting of part of

th3 shaft, eight-sided below and sixtoon-'-ided above. The top is circular

(diameter 1' 2"). Allahabad collection.

PS. Fragment (lit. 8 -f' or 0 in. 222) of doorjamb (?) with figure

standing to front: h.-ad lo-t. Ornamental border on proper left fide.

Find-place unknown.

P 9, Sculpture (lit. 1' or 0 m. 484) carved with a much
defaced male figure emerging halt-way from the fuliage of a tree. The

attitude of this figure is very similar to that of the spirit of the stil tree

shown on the bas-relief of Baddha's Xirvlu a No. H 8. There is, there-

fore, reason to assume that it likewise represent < a tree spirit or dryad.

The sculpture was found by Pandit lladha Krishna close to thi bungalow

of the Permanent Way Inspector, R, 51. Railway, near the village of

Haiisganj on the left bank of the Jamna opposite Mathura City.

P 10. Fragment (lit. 2' 1" or 0 in. C54, including tenon) of a door-

j
nub carved on the trout face w ith two sunk panels, each containing a

figure. The upper figure is a male standing with an offering of flowers

in both hands : the lower one i 5 a femali crouching with a child in h.jr lap.

E\idently this figure is identical with no. F 2d. Along the two figures

is a veitical raised border decorat.d with foliage issuing from a vase.

The proper light f;uu is caned with a half lotus-rosette and a festoon.

The si-uljture was accpiiied (rum the Milage of 3IaholI.

P »1. Fragment (ht 1' 2i" or 0 m. 38) oi a dooijamb carved on the

from lace with a male figure, probably a Bodhisattva, standing to front with

his right hand raised to the shoulder. His head is encircled in a halo with

scolloped border. Along this figure runs a raised vertical band decoratively

eaned. The proper kit iaee oi the stone has pait of a lotus-ro^ette and a

festoon. Obtained from HaholT. On loan from the Government of India.

P 12. Pillar-base (lit. 1' 2" or 0 m. 355) carved with foliit-d orna-

ment and pierced with a round hole 31" in diameter. A poition of it is

broken. It was found in a fi> Id ktween the v illag s of P;]i Klv'rl and
Dansingh together with no-. L "20 and P. 13 and plan d in the Musann
in December 1908. On lean from the Gov, ''liment of India.

P 13. Lamp-stand (lit. 1' ()" or 0 in. 457, hicludinu tenon'; consisting

of an elongated cube car\cd in low relief with t]i<i't;j<\ windows and pio-

vid d with a niche on one face and vtitical groove- on two ol the remaining

three faces, and an upper member in thj shape of a liiujn surrounded

with a band. Find-place same as No. P. 12.
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P 14. Lower portion (ht. V 2" or 0 m. 355) of a doorjamb, proper

right side, carved with a male figure, standing with a staff in his righ fc and

a lotus-flower in his left hand. On the projecting portion is a boyish figure

in low relief holding with both hands a stalk with flowers and foliage.

Obtained from Sitoha, 3 miles from the City on the road to Govardhan.

On loan from the Government of India.

P, 15. Capital (V 1" or 0 m. 33) rectangular in horizontal section,

pierced vertically and carved on the four sides. One of the two long sides

is carved with a group consisting of an elephant to right, mounted by a

mcthaut, and some seven small figures, apparently children, and a boar to

left carrying two female figures. A large bell is suspended from the boar's

neck. On the opposite side there is a group of two seated and some

standing figures too much defaced to be recognized. Each of the two short

sides has a female figure seated with children, probably Hariti the goddess

of abundance and fertility.

The sculpture was obtained by Pandit Radha Krishna from a weaver

in the Kesabpura Mahalla of the City. On loan from the Government of

India.

P 16. Fragment (ht. 8|" or 0 m. 215
;
length 2' 2|" or 0 m. 68) of

a lintel decorated with a row of five lion's heads, the surface beneath being

carved in a foliated pattern, in which on the proper right end there is a

figurine standing with a garland in each hand and enclosed within an

ogee-arch. Obtained together with no. P 17 from Ral, 8 miles north-west

of Mathura City. On loan from the Government of India.

P 17. Fragment (ht. 3' 1£" or 0 m. 954) of a proper left door-jamb

decorated with a sunk panel containing a male figurine leaning on a staff.

On the proper left side is a raised rim carved in flat relief with foliage and

scrollwork, in which a conch and a lion's head are introduced. The

sculpture seems to belong to the Gupta period. It was obtained from

B;d together with No. P, 16. On loan from the Government of India.

P 18. Fragment (ht. 11" or 0 m. 28) consisting of a grooved ogee

arch, in which a Buddha figure is seated cross-legged in the attitude of

meditation. It was obtained from the Raj Ghat in Mathura City to-

gether with No. H 1 in January 1908.

P 19. Building stone (ht. 7" or 0 m. 177) carved on one side with

a half lotus-rosette enclosed between vertical bands. It was preserved at

the Allahabad Public Library till December 1907 and perhaps originates

from the Jamfdpur site.

*P 20. Pillar-base (1' 11|" or 0 m. 587 square ; ht. 1' If" or 0 m. 35).

Toius decorated with lotus petals and with four projecting lion figures of
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of which nrc each clecomtefl with two lions couchant placed back to back

and surmounted by foliage. Allahabad collection.

P 7. Fragment (lit. 2' or 0 m. 01) of a pillar consi-tiug of part of

th3 shaft, eight-sided below and sixteen-sided above. The top is circular

(diameter 1' 2"). Allahabad collection.

P 8. Fragment (lit, Sf or 0 in. 222) of doorjamb (I) with figure

standing to front; had lot. Ornamental liorder on proper leftside.

Find-place unknown.

P 9. Sculpture (ht. 1' C\" or 0 m. 484) carved with a much

defaced male figure emerging: lulf-wav from tin.' foliage of a tree. The

attitude of this figure is very similar to that of the spirit of the s<il tree

shown on the bas-relief of Buddha's Xirv.um No. H 8. There is, there-

fore, reason to assume that it likewise represents a tree spirit or dryad.

The sculpture was found by Pandit lludha Krishna closi to the bungalow

of the Permanent Way Inspector, R. M. Railway, near the village of

Htmsganj on the left bank of the Jamiri opposite Mathura City.

P 10. Fragment (lit. 2' I" or 0 m. G54, including tenon) of a door-

j
unb carved oil the front face ^ ith two sunk panels, each containing a

figure. The upper figure is a male standing with an offering of flowers

i'i both hand* : the lower one i, a female crouching with a child in her hip.

Evidently this figure is ideutbal with no. F 20. Along the two figures

is a veitieal raised border decorated with foliage issuing from a vase.

The prop t light face is caned with a half lotus-rosctte and a festoon.

The M-uljture was aecpiiied from the tillage of Maholi.

P . I. Fragni'itt (lit 1' 2 ! " orO m. o.S) of a dooijamb earv.d on the

from taoe vith a male figure, pr<jh;d<ly a Bodhisaltva, standing to front with

hi- right hand raided to the slioulder. Hi- head is encireleil in a halo with

scolloped border. Along this figure runs a raided vertical band dcvoratively

caned. The prop u- kit face <A the stone has pait of a lotus-rosette and a

festoon. Obtained from Maholi. On loan from the Government of India.

P12. Pillar-baso (ht. 1' 2" or 0 m. 355) carved with foliat -d orna-

ment and lior.M d with a round hole ?,}," in diameter. A poition of it is

broken. It was found in a fr Id b.twoen the vdlag s of P.'li Kh<~yi and
Oansingh together with no>. L 20 and P. 15) and plac. d in the Museum
in December 1908. On loan from the Government of India.

P 13. Lamp-stand (lit, V U" or 0 m. 457, in.-luding tenon; consi-ting

of an elongated eube caned in low leliet with rh< i -t yit windows and j.io-

vidd with a niche on one face and veitieal i>roo\es on two ol the remainim'
three faces, ami an upper member in tin shape ot a liinj'i surrounded

with a band, Find-pl.iee same as Xo. P. 12.
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P 14. Lower portion (ht. V 2" or 0 m. 355) of a doorjamb, proper

right side, carvod with a male figure, standing with a staff in his right and

a lotns-flowcr in his loft hand. On the projecting portion is a boyish figure

in low relief holding %v
-ith both hands a stalk with flowers and foliage.

Obtained from Sitohii, 3 miles from the City on the road to Govardhan.

On loan from the Government of India.

P, 15. Capital (1' 1" or 0 m, 33) rectangular in horizontal section,

pierced vertically and carved on the four sides. One of the two long sides

is carved with a group consisting of an elephant to right, mounted by a

mahnut, and some seven small figures, apparently children, and a boar to

left carrying two female figures. A large bell is suspended from the boar's

neck. On the opposite side there is a group of two seated and some

standing figures too much defaced to be recognized. Each of the two short

sides has a female figure seated with children, probably HaritI the goddess

of abundance and fertility.

The sculpture was obtained by Pandit Radha Krishna from a weaver

in the Kesabpiira Mahalla of the City. On loan from the Government of

India.

P 16. Fragment (ht. 8J" or 0 m. 215
;
length 2' 2f" or 0 m. 68) of

a lintel decorated with a row of five lion's heads, the surface beneath being

carved in a foliated pattern, in which on the proper right end there is a

figurine standing with a garland in each hand and enclosed within an

ogee-arch. Obtained together with no. P 17 from Ral, 8 miles north-west

of Mathura City. On loan from the Government of India.

P 17. Fragment (ht. 3' 1£" or 0 m. 954) of a proper left door-jamb

decorated with a sunk panel containing a male figurine leaning on a staff.

On the proper left side is a raised rim carved in flat relief with foliage and

scrollwork, in which a conch and a lion's head are introduced. The

sculpture seems to belong to the Gupta period. It was obtained from

Rfd together with No. P, 16. On loan from the Government of India.

P 18. Fragment (ht. 11" or 0 m. 28) consisting of a grooved ogee

arch, in which a Buddha figure is seated cross-legged in the attitude of

meditation. It was obtained from the Raj Ghat in Mathura City to-

gether with No. H 1 in January 1908.

P 19. Building stone (ht. 7" or 0 m. 177) carved on one side with

a half lotus-rosette enclosed between vertical bands. It was preserved ab

the Allahabad Public Library till December 1907 and perhaps originates

from the Jamfilpur site.

*P 20. Pillar-base (1' 11|" or 0 m. 587 square ; ht. 1' If" or 0 m. 35).

Toius decorated with lotus petals and with four projecting lion figures of
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which one is missing. The corner of the stone is broken. Circular mor-

tice in the top. There arc two inscriptions. The first inscription runs

round the top of the torus. I read it D[a]nciih bhikshusya Buddhi&re-

shthasya cha[tu]rvvi[dha~\sya bhaja kasya sahghe

ch[a]turddiie sa 47 gri 4 di 25. " Gift of Friar Buddhisreshtha Chatur-

vidha (?) Bhaja . . ka to the universal Community . in

the year 47, the 4th [month of] summer, the 25th day."

The second inscription, which is cut on one side of the base, is

indistinct. I read it tentatively : Dcinam Buddhisreshtjiasya bltaprana-

kasya. The stone was preserved at the Public Library at Allahabad

till December 1907.

*P 21. Pillar-base (1' 8|" or 0 m. 514 by 1' 9£" or 0 m. 54 ; ht. 1' or

0 m. 305). Torus decorated with lotus petals, but without projecting

lion figures. Mortice in the top and two small mortices in the corners of

the top of the square base. There are two inscriptions on two faces of the

basement. Aya[m] ku[m\bhaka du\_nam'] suhgha-prakt'it[a]n[am]

Bhadraghosha-praimxiJchtmum.] "This pillar-base is the gift of the

Superiors of the Community, among whom Bhadraghosha ranks first." The

same legend occurs on nos. P. 25 and 26.

The second inscription, which consists of two lines, is mostly obliterat-

ed. In the first lino I road the word sahgha and at the beginning of the

second line dharrnadeya.

* P 22. Pillar-base (1' 11|" or 0 m. 597 by 1' 102" or 0 m. 578; ht.

1' li" or o m. 343), Plain torus djcoratcd with four projecting lion figures

of which one is broken. The following inscription in two lines is cut on the

face of the square basement.

1. Ayam kii[ih\bhako dano.m bhikshunam Suriyasya Buddhara-

kihitasya cha prahan'lk[ft]na [tfi], Anena

2. deyadharmma-par'ttyugena sarvvesham prahanikunarh arogya-

dak\_sh]indyc bhavatu1
.

" This pillar-base is the gift of the Friars &urlya and Buddharakshita

the prahamkas. May, by the munificence of this pious donation, health

be bestowed on all prahawkas."

The pillar-base was discovered by Mr. Growso " plastered and white-

washed and imbedded in one of the side pillars of the Tahsili gateway."

It had probably been excavated in 1877-8 on the Janiiilpur site.

(Dowson No. 23 ; Growse, Mathurd, 2nd ed., p. 154 ; 3rd ed., p.

165, Ind. Ant., Vol. YI, p. 218, No. 3
;
Senart, J. A. Series VIII, Vol. XV.

1 The grammatical construction of the second sentence of the inscription is faulty.

A similar formula is found on pillar-baso M 2g in tho Calcutta Museum. (Dowson No. 12).
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p. 121, note ; D. R. Bhandarkar, J. B. B. R. A. S., Vol. XX, p. 269,

note 2; Liiders, Incl. Ant., Vol. XXXIII, p. 155, note 100).

* P 23. Pillar-base (2' V' or 0 m. 622 square ; ht. l'li" or 0 m. 343)

Torus decorated with lotus-petals, but without projecting lion figures.

Mortices in the corners of the top of the square basement. One corner broken.

The following partly defaced inscription runs along the top of the torus:

Sa . . . . ja[mi]trasya Vojyavaiikasyu .... hichan-

dusya, iitahalagatdndm pujdye bhavatu saclhyivihurisya Dha[rmade]

vasya arogya-dakshindye

" May health be bestowed on the Sadhyavihari Dharmadeva " 1
.

*P 24. Pillar-base (1' 10J" or 0 m. 565 by 1' 11|" or 0 m. 597 ; ht. 1* f

"

or 0 m. 325). Torus decorated with lotus«petals and with four projecting

lion figures, three of which are broken. The following inscription is cut on

the top of the torus: Ddnam sangha-prakr

i

2 tan% [m] Bhad[i]la-

2yramukhana[m]. "Gift of the Superiors of the Community among whom
Bhadila ranks first."

*P 25. Pillar-base (1' 10J" or 0 m. 57 by V %}» or 0 m. 546 ; ht. 10|"

or 0 m. 266). Torus decorated with lotus-petals, but without projecting

lion figures. Mortices in the corners of the top of the square basement

The following inscription is cut on the face of the basement : Ayaih [kumbhaJco

ddnam} sahgha-prakr itdnam Bhadraghosha-pramuhhd[7iam], " This

pillar-base is the gift of the Superiors of the Community among whom
Bhadraghosha ranks first." The same legend is found on nos. P 21

and P 26.

*P 26. Fillar-base (2" or 0 m. 601 by 1' 9|" or 0 m. 343). Torus

decorated with lotus petals, but without projecting lion figures. Mortices

in the corners of the top ot the square basement. The following inscription

is cut on the face of the basement of which a corner with the concluding

portion of the inscription is lost : Ayam [kuihbhako] ddnam sangha-

prakritunam Bhadragliosha-[pramulcUdnaih\. " This pillar-base is the

gift of the Superiors of the Community among whom Bhadraghosha ranks

first." The legend is evidently the same as that of nos. P 21 and P 25.

*P 27. Pillar-base (1' 10|" or 0 m. 578 by 1' 10J" or 0 m. 565 ; ht. 1' \"

or 0 m. 318). Torus decorated with lotus-petals and with four projecting

lion figures one of which is broken. The following inscription is cut on the

face of the basement : [Siddham] Daja (Ddnam) bhiJcshuno Bhadrasya

1 The naraa Dharmadeva occurs also Ind. Ant. Vol. XXXIII, p. 101.

5 The ha has both an t stroke above and a ri strobe beneath.
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Bhadragh[o]shasya cha " Gift (?) of tb.3 tvn Friars Bhadra and Bhadra-

ghosha." The same legend occurs on no. P 2S.

*P 28. Pillar-base (1' 10£" or 0 m. 565 by 1' 10§" or 0 m. 58 ; lit, 1' 1"

or 0 m. 33). Torus decorated with lotus-petals and with four projecting

lion figures, all of which are broken. The following inscription is cut on the

face of the square basement : [Siddham] Banarh (?) bhikaho Bhadrasya

Bhadraghosha[*ya cha], " Gift of the Friars Bhadra and Bhadraghosha."

The same legend is found on no. P 27.

*P 29. Pillar base (1/ 11" or 0 m. 584 by 1' 111" or 0 m. 597 ; ht, 1' 3"

or o m. 381). Torus decorated with lotus-petals and with four projecting lion

figures, throe of which arc broken. On the face of the square basement is

an inscription, the concluding portion of which is missing. It was published

by Prof. Dowson and re-edited by Prof. Liiders, who reads it : Dcinam

fianghct'8thcivirasya bhadanta
" Gift of the elder of the Congregation, the venerable "

The stone was preserved in the Public Library at Allahabad till December

1907. (Cy. Dowson No. 21 ;
Liiders, Ind. Ant. Vol. XXXIII, p. 155, No. 37.)

*P 30. Pillar-base (2' or 0 m. 61 by 1' 101" or 0 m. 571 ; ht. 1' §" or

0 m. 292). Torus decorated with lotus-petals and with four projecting lion

figures, one of which is destroyed. The following inscription is cut on the

face of the square basement : [Da]nam Visvasikasya Suiyalasya ku[rh]

bhako sabharyyakasya sapu [trrakasya ] "A pillar base the gift

of the Visvasika
(
x

) Susyala with his wife [and sons ]."

The stone was noticed by my photographer at the entrance of the Tahsil

gate in December 1907.

*P 31. Pillar-base (1' Hi" or 0 m. 596 by 2' or 0 in. 61 ; ht, 1' \" or

0 m. 311). Torus decorated with lotus-petals and with four projecting lion

figures two of which are broken. The following inscription is cut on the

face of tho square basement. D\tt~\nam bhiksho[h*] Sanghadevasya

Falcudatev[a]nkasya. " The gift of Friar Sanghadeva, the disciple of

Vakuda (i.e., Vakula)."

*P 32. Pillar base (1' 10-}" or 0 m. 562 square ; ht. l'SJ" or 0 m. 375).

Torus decorated with lotus-petals and with four projecting lion figures.

The following inscription is cut on the face of the square basement : Ja a

yi(J) k[uih]bhako d[a]narh bhik[shu]sya Sa,nghavarmma[sya] Vaddha

(?) eya cha. " A pillar-base the gift of Friar Sanghavarmau and of Vaddha
(Vriddha?)."

1 The word Viivasiha which also occurs in the inscription on pillar base M 2 g. in the

Calcutta Museum (Dowson No. 12) is apparently a title.
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*P 33. Pillar-base (1' IV/ or 0 m. 59 by V 10|" or 0 m. 572 ; ht. 1' 2"

or 0 m. 356). Torus decorat.'d with lotus-petals and with two projecting

lions and one elephant. The following inscription, partly defaced, is cut on

the face of the square basement: D[«J nam bhik8hu?[ya] Buddhamitra-

s[ya] " The gift of Friar Buddhamitra "

*P 34. Pillar-base (1' 1Q}/' or 0 m. 57 by 1' 11" or 0 m. 584 ; ht. V \l"

or 0 m. 342). Torus decorated with lotus-petals and with four projecting

liou figures, all of which are damaged. One corner is missing with the

concluding portion of the inscription cut on the face of the square basement.

D[u]nam bhikdhu[sija] Dattu.sya 37 (0 sahghe ch[a]t[ti,rdi£e
]

" The gift of Friar Datta to the Universal Community "

(Dowson no. 27).

*P 35. Pillar-base (1' 10|" or 0 m. 57 by 1' lOf " or 0 m. 577 ; ht. 1' U"
or 0 m. 342). Torus decorated with lotus-petals and eight symbols and with

projecting lion figures which are damaged. One corner is missing with the

beginning portion of the inscription cut on the face of the square basement.

The remainder reads : datta 126 sarh 47 1 va. 1 di. 11.

" in the year 47 ;in the first month of the rainy season
;

on the 11th day " (Dowson No. 7 ;
Cunningham, A.S.R. Vol. Ill, p. 34,

no. 14.)

*P 36. Pillar-base (1' lOi" or 0 m. 57 by 1' 10|" or 0 m. 577
; ht. V f"

or 0 m. 323). Torus decorated with lotus-petals and with four projecting

lion figures of which three are destroyed. Inscription on the face of the

square basement almost entirely obliterated.

*P 37. Pillar-base with indistinct inscription on the face of the square

basement. It reads : Ddnam sahghaprakritcinam Bhaddila-pramukha-

nctrh sdrva-aatvcinam hita[swkhartham] ;
" Gift of the Superiors of the

Community, among whom Bhaddila ranks first, for the sake of the happiness

and welfare of all creatures.'' (Cf. above no. P 24.)

*P 38. Pillar-base with indistinct inscription in two lines on the face of

the square basement. It reads : [Sam] 47 gr [i] 4 di [20] asyapurv-

vaycirh [bhihshusya] ,

" [In the year] 47 ; in the 4th month of summer ; the 20th (?) day ; on that

date as specified above [of Friar] "

*P 3D. Pillar-base with obliterated inscription on face of square basement.

*p 40—53. Fourteen pillar-bases similar to nos. P 20—39 but without

inscriptions.

P 54. Fragment (ht. 3' 6" or 1 m. 065) of an Indo-Pcrsepohtan

1 Professor Luders reads 77.
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pilaster of highly decorative design consisting of the top portion of the

round shaft, decorated with lotus-buds and conventional Garudas separated

by double festoons, and of a grooved bell-shaped capital surmounted by

four lions couchant which support an abacus decorated with a palmetto

and two defaced female figurines. The pilaster projects from a post

carved on both sides with a decorative border in which two grotesque

figures and a dragon are introduced. The sculpture was preserved at

the Allahabad Library till December 1907 and perhaps originates

from the Jamalpur site. (Plate lid).

P 55. Fragment (ht. 3' 6" or 1 m. 065) of the shaft of a highly decorated,

semi-circular pilaster (diameter 9") rising from a vase. The shaft is

carved with a pattern of interlaced double garlands, the triangular spaces

being filled with lotus-flowers and palmettes, and the square ones with

Garudas conventionally treated. The design is the same as that on

the shaft of no. P 54 which must have belonged to the same building.

Find-place unknown. (Plate He.)

P 56. Fragment (ht. 1' 7" or 0 m. 48) of an Indo-Persepoltan

pillar, consisting of a bell-shaped capital carrying four winged lions

couchant, which support the upper member which is decorated on three

sides with a palmetto ornament in low relief. One of the narrow sides

of the upper member is plain, but has a vertical groove. A similar groove

divides one of the broad sides. Find-place unknown.

P 57. Fragment (ht. 10" or 0 m. 255) of a small Indo-Persepolitan

pillar consisting of an abacus supported by four winged Hons couchant.

The obverse is decorated on the two long sides with a palmette. One

of the narrow sides is carved with a fernlike ornament and the fourth

side is marked with a groove. The sculpture was kept at the Allahabad

Library till December 1907 and perhaps came from the Jamalpur

site.

P 58. Fragment (ht. V 6" or 0 m. 457) of a bas-relief with a portion

of an Indo-Persepolitan pilaster consisting of a semi-octagonal shaft and

ornamented bell-capital, carrying two winged lions couchant. The upper

member is missing. To the right traces of drapery. Find-place unknown.

(J. A. S. B„ Vol. XLVII (1878) Pt. 1 ;
plate XX).

P 59. Fragment (ht. 91" or 0 m. 24) of a sculpture carved on one

side with the upper portion of an Indo-Corinthian dwarf pilaster and on

the reverse with a foliated design. Find-place unknown.

P60. Bracket (ht. 1' U" or 0 m. 242; length 2' 9" or 0 m. 833,

including tenon, with projecting figure of an elephant. Trunk and legs

broken. Find-place unknown.
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P 61. Bracket (hfc. Yi" or 0 m. 19 ;
length 1' 5" or 0 m. 435 including

tenon) with projecting figuro of a winged makara. Allahabad collection.

P 02. Bracket (ht. Gl" or 0 m. 165; length 1' 10" or 0 m. 555

including tenon) with projecting figure of a lion. Allahabad collection.

P 63. Bracket (ht. oh" or 0 m. 139 ; length 1' 1" or 0 m. 33) with

projecting figure of an elephant. The trunk which was raised is broken.

Find-place unknown.

P 64. Central member (ht, llj" or 0 m. 293) of an Indo-Persepolitan

capital with four human-headed winged lions couchant. The head of

one is missing. It is pierced from top to bottom by a round hole, 4"

in diameter. It was found in cleaning a well at Jamalpur and made

over to the Museum by Lieut-Col. W. Vost, I.M.S.

P 65. Abacus (ht. 10i'' or 0 m. 267) carved on both sides with the

figure of a Triton flanked by two lions rampant which support the

volutes. It was also found in the Jamalpur well.

P 66. Capital (ht. 2" or 0 m. 23) of an Indo-Persepolitan corner

pilaster, decorated on two adjoining sides with two lions couchant. It was

also found in the Jamalpur well.

P 67. Stele (ht. 2' 2" or 0 m. G6), square in section, with five niches

in two opposite sides. The niches are flanked by Indo-Scythian pilasters

and separated by Buddhist railings. Each of the top niches is surmounted

by an ogee arch. On th? sides which have five niches a figure is carved

on each side of the central niche, whilst on the remaining two sides of

three niches the central niche is placed between two figures peeping

07er a curtain. The sculpture which probably served the purpose of

a lamp-stand (Hindi d'tpdun) was preserved at Allahabad till December
1907, and came perhaps originally from Jamalpur.

P 68. Fragment (ht. 3' or 0 m. 91-4) of a doorjamb carved on both

sides with a male figure standing and holding a long staff in one hand.

Allahabad collection.

P 69. Fragment (ht. 1' 7f" or 0 m. 505) carved with a quadruple

decorative border, one showing a vine pattern. Find-place unknown.

P 70. Fragment (ht. 1' f" or 0 m. 32) the raised portion carved

with a triple decorative border of which the one on the proper left has

an acanthus design and the adjoining one a vine pattern. The sunk
portion is decorated with naturalistic lotus-flowers.

P 71. Fragment (ht. 1' 10J" or 0 m. 575) of a doorjamb (?) carved

on the obverse with two panels, much defaced. In the upper one are

two standing figures, in the lower one is a seated figure. The narrow sides

are decorated on the proper right with a male and female figure and on
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the proper left with two dragons rampant. The sculpture was obtained

by Pandit Eadha Krishna from a shrine at Sitala Ghnti in Mathurii City.

P 72. Fragment (ht. 6" or 0 m. 459) carved with a double border of

an aioka and lotus design respectively. Fincl-place unknown.

P 73. Fragment (ht. 1' 21 " or 0 m. 367) of the facing of a doorjamb (?)

decorated with vertical bands and the figure of a Bodhisattva in royal dress,

and halo with scolloped border, seated cross-legged with his right hand

raised in the attitude of imparting protection. In his left hand he holds a

vessel. On the narrow sides are portions of two figures of which the lower

one is a Buddha. Find-place unknown.

P 74. Fragment (ht. 1' 11" or 0 m. 585) of the capital of an Indo-

Persepolitan pilaster with defaced figures of winged lions couchant. Find-

place unknown.

P 75. Fragment (ht. 10" or 0 m. 255) of a doorjamb (?) carved on

one side with a panel containing two half-nude figures, male and female

standing with folded hands in front of four men placed in a row. The

first one is seated on a stool; of the others only the head is visible. Over

the panel is another scene of which only the portion of a figure seated

on the ground is preserved. Both are enclosed between vertical decorative

borders. On the adjoining face is a male figure standing and holding

a garland in both hands. The head is missing. The fragment was

preserved at the Allahabad Public Library till December 1907, and perhaps

originates from the Jamfdpur site.

P 76. Half-figure (ht. 4" or 0 m. 104) of a winged lion couchant.

From shrine of Mathura-nath jtfahadeo at the Dig Gate.

P 77. Fragment (ht. 6§" or 0 m. 165) of a doorjamb (?) decorated,

with two male figures standing to front and holding a bunch of flowers

in their right hand. Remnants of standing figure on proper right side.

It was found in clearing a well at the village of Jamalpur and made over

to the Museum by Lieutenant-Colonel W. Yost, I.M.S.

P 78. Fragment (ht, 2' 10|" or 0 m. 877) of a doorjamb, proper

right side. The front is divided into three sunk panels, in each of which

there are two figures, male and female, standing with hands joined in the

attitude of adoration. Of the lower-most figures only the heads remain.

Each couple is standing on a Buddhist railing supported on three brackets

and is surmounted by a roof with cha itya window. On both sides of these

panels there is a raised border carved with a foliated design. The side

face of the jamb is decorated with a lotus-rosotte and bands mostly defaced.

It was obtained by Pandit Radha Krishna from the village of Keravari two
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miles from the left bank of the Jamnii on the road to Riiya. On loan from

the Government of India.

P 79. Stele (ht. 7' 4'' or 2 m. 237) carved with five females, placed

one over the other, of which the lowermost one is totally, and the next one

partially defaced. These panels are separated by railings surmounted by

chaitya windows, in three of which standing figurines are half visible. To

the proper right runs a narrow bamboo border, to the proper left a flab

band carved in low relief with palmettes and symbols.

The uppermost panel contains three femalj figures, two of which are

seated on low stools opposite each other, the one apparently receiving a

cup from the hand of the other. The third figure, evidently a maid-

servant, is standing somewhat back with a fan in her right hand. In tho

upper corner the foliage of a tree is visible.

The second panel contains a similar scene showing three female figures

making mu^ie. Two are seated, of which one plays the harp, and the other

appears to hold castanets in her right baud. The third, standing, plays

the flute. At her side is the foliage of an aioka tree.

In the third panel one female is seated on a stool, the second rubbing

her left foot and the third standing with a dish in her left hand. The

next two panels are too much defaced to be identified.

The slab was discovered by Pandit Ram Chandar inside the Maholl

Paur (or gate) of the City, where it was" used as the corner stone of a dwell-

ing house. It was subsequently acquired for the Museum by Pandit

Radha Krishna. On loan from the Government of India.
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Q. Inscribed Slabs and Tablets.

*Q 1. MORA WELL INSCRIPTION. Slab. (ht. 11' 2" or 3 m. 506,

width 2' 11" or 0 m. 91C) inscribed with a fragmentary inscription in four

lines. The inscription was discovered by General Cunningham in 1882-83

at the village of Mora 7 miles west of Mathurii City, where it formed part of

the terrace of an ancient well. It was then incomplete, bat it appears

from Cunningham's facsimile that it has since become much more muti-

lated. In the following transcript I enclose within round brackets the

portions found only in the facsimile :

—

1. MahaJc(sha)t(rapasa R'ljuvulasi putra) .....
2. Bhagavata Vrl{sh)ne{nxt pamcha V'lrdnum pratima iaila-

irlvagra) ....
3. yastoshaya &{ai)le {irinwdgrahamatula muda-dhisa) . .

• •

4. arch'i doJam sallam pjichajvaUtfJa iva pirama vapusha)

In January 1908, I had the slab removed to the Museum under supervi-

sion of Pandit Radha Krishna. (A. S. E., Vol. XX, p. 4sf.
;
plate V, no. 4).

On loan from the Government of India.

*Q 2. Tablet of homage or mji'igx-'paft (') (ht. 2' 4" or 0 m. 733
;

width 1' Oil" or 0 m. 503) carved with a compkte i>U~pa surrounded by

a railing and approached by moans of a flight of steps and an ornamental

gateway (Skr. turanu). This torano, is of the usual type with three

architraves, the projecting ends of the one beneath being supported by lion-

brackets. The stupn is flanked by two pillars of Persepolitan style, the one

to the proper right carrying a w heel and the other a sitting lion. On each side

of the stiipa are three worshipping figures. The two flying figures above

possibly represent munis who were supposed to have the power of trans-

porting themselves through the air. They are naked and carry in the left

hand a piece of cloth and a waterpot or almsbowl, whilst their right hand

is applied to the forehead in token of respectful salutation (Skr, namas-

hdra). The second pair of figures may be identified with suparnas or

kimnaras corresponding to the harpies of classical art. They have birds'

tails and claws. The one to the proper right carries a bunch of flowers,

the other a garland. The two female figures leaning in a graceful attitude

(1) " An aijuga-pata is an ornamental shb, bearing the representation of a Jina

or some oilier object of worsbip, and the tetm may be appropriately rendered by
" tablet of bomnce or of wor.-bip," since such slabs were put up id temples, as the numerous

inscriptions on them s.iy "for the worship of tLc Arbats " .... " Among the

Jainas they probably went out of fashion at an early period , as the inscriptions on them
invariably show archaic characters, and pre in do case to be dated." Hubler, Ep. Ind

,

Vol. II, pp. 311 and 314. For other speumccs of a^wja-patas cf. V, A. Smith, Jain Stupa,

plates VII— XIII.
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against the drum of th: stPpa. I supposj them to r .-present nymphs

(yalcshl). They resembb the so-called dancing-girls found on railing-pillars.

On each side of the staircase is a ni.-he containing a standing figure, the

nature of which cannot he a Pertained. That to the proper right seems to

be a male figure a^ompanii d by a child, that to the left a female.

On the dome is a Prakrit inscription in six lines, 74/' to 8|" long.

It reads

:

Text.

1. Namo Arahato Vardhainunast Ardye1 ganikd-

2. ye Lonasijbli.tkO.ye dhitu £ .ima >i asu v IhCiye

3. Ndddye ganih'tye Vasu[_ye] Araliuto devik[u]la

4. Cvjiig i-salhd pr'pd £!l[u']pa[to'] patisth[d,]pito Nigathd-

6. nam Araha[hl]yatane sa[hd] m[d]tare bhaginiye dhitara

putreiia

G. sarvenu cha po.rijn.nena Arahata pujdye.

TftAXSIATIOX.

"Adoration to the Arhat Yardhaimna. The daughter of tho

matron (?) courtesan Lonasobhika (Skr. Lavanasobhika), the disciple of

the ascetics, the junior (?) courtesan Yasu has erected a shrine of the

Arhat, a hall of homage (uydgj.sabhd), a cistern [and] a stone slab at tin

sanctuary of the JS'irgrantha Arhat s together with her mother, her

daughter, her son and her whole hons;hokl in honour of the Arhats.''

I take drdye (Skr. drydydh) and nndO.ye (Skr. nunddy'dt) to be

titles denoting certain ranks among courtesans. It should be remembered

that in the Mrkhclthakatikd the courtesan Yasantasena is aelelressed as

ajjukd.

This inscribed tablet was first noticed by Bhagavan Lai Indraji who

published a rough sketch of it together with a transcript and translation

of the epigraph. Subsequently Mr. Y. A. Smith published a photograph

of it. The exact whereabouts of the sculpture were, however, unknown,

until Pandit Kadha Krishna rediscover, d it let into the wall of a small

lihga shrine at the well of the name of Mukund Kuan not far from the

Lachhmangarh Tila outsiele the Holi Gate. The Pandit secured it for

the Museum in April 1908 together with the two railing pillars nos.

J 63 and 64. It is assert. d that the three sculptures had been dug up from

a fit-Id near the village of Maholl (Plate Y. Cf. Ades da sixieme congrh

international des Orientdhtex tenio en 1883 A Leide, part III, section

II, pp. 142—144, with plate
;

Smith, Jain Stilpa, plate CIII
;

Burgess,

Ancient Monument.% plate 155, no. 2 ;
Lfiicrs, Ind. Ant.

;
Yol. XXXIII,

1 Professor Lujers reads Aduye.
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pp. 152 f., and Z. D. M. G. Vol. LVII (1904), p. 8G8).

On loan from the Government of India.

*Q 3. Fragment (ht. 1' 6}" or On, 403) consisting of the upper

proper left corner of a tablet of homage (uydgn-pi.ifa). Of tlu central

panel, enclosed in a double rope border, only two flying figures with

garlands which occupy the spandrels remain. Along the proper left

side is a narrow panel which contains a column with Persepolitan bell

capital and two winged lions couchant, surmount. d by an elephant

standing to the right. The whole is enclosed within a decorative vine

border.

On the back is a fragmentary inscription in two lines, 14|" by

5|" long, enclosed within a border carved in low reli f. It was first pub-

lished by Mr. Growse and re-edited by Professor Meiers. It reads :

1.... [nu]ye Mogali-putasa Puphakasa bhiynije

2. Pusdye pasudo.

" Gift of Piisa (Skr. Pushya), the wife of Puphaka (Skr. Pushpaka), the

son of Mogali "

Judging from the character, the tablet must belong to the 1st century

B.C. Mr. Growse notes l hat it was found in the Kaiikali Till (Muthura,

pp. 177f., Ind. Ant., Vol. VI, p. 218, no. 4, and J. A. S. B., Vol. XLVII
(1878), Pt. I, p. 119, plate XX; Liiders, Ind. Ant., Vol. XXXIII, p. 151,
no. 28.)

*Q 4. Slab (length 3' 6" or 1 m. 10 ; width 3' 4" or 1 m. 047 and thick-

ness G" or 0 m. 157) with traces of an inscription of four lines in Brahmi
charact rs of the Kushana period. The slab was found together with the

insciibed Nfiga image no. C13 at the village of Chhaygaon, 5 miles south of
Mathuni. All that can still be traced is

:

1 [[ra]jat:[rajr,]

2
, [pu]i"jiiyya

8 K0 sa sa va pi da ra va

4 [pri]jati

Apparently the inscription contained a date. It must have been con-

temporaneous with the inscribed Niiga statue.

*Q 5. Gupta inscription. Fragment (ht. 1H" or 0 m. 302 : width
11" or 0 m. 288) of a tablet, broken in U\o pieces, with portions oft n
lines of an inscription in Gupta character. It contains the gonealogv of the
Gupta emperors and must belong to the ivign of Chandragupta II Vikra-
maditya. The stone was discovered by General Cunningham in 1853 at
the Katra where it formed part of ihe pavement immediately outside the
Katra gateway. The inscription was first published by Cunningham amJ
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re-edited by Dr. Fleet (Gupta laser., p. 26,. no. 4). On loan from the Gov-
ernment of India.

*Q 6. Tablet ( I' 7" or 0 m. 498 by 1' 1|" or 0 m. 353), broken in two

puces, with an inscription in thirteen lines of corrupt Sanskrit. Line 11

is written vertically along the proper right margin. Lines 12 and 13 are

written in the top margin, the last line being a short one. The character

is Nagfiri. The letters, which are raised, are irregular and badly formed ;

and measure about f* in height. The iusoiiption apparently records the

construction of some sanctuary by an individual of the name of Narayan

Das. The date is the Yikrama year 1012, Chaitra ba ti 10, Sunday,

corresponding with

Text,

1. Svasti &ri atha samvatnare smin

2. fen-wripati-V ikramdd itya-sdke samvat

3. 1612 vurshe Chaitra va. di. 10 dasaml Ravi-

4. dine Vijai-Sikamdara-rdjye Tivun Niham-

5. ddtasya jmtra Gopitladtisa&ya sishyu Nardya-

6. mddsa dharmmdrthena karitarh vihdravdsl Dhala

7. ti Ed' to va sta nv,\\ Taj janma tdni karmmd-

8. nl tad dyustan mano-vachan\\ vrindth yenaj

9. hi visvatmd sevyate ffarlr Isiaroh\\ 1-Piai

10. syu'a dhavi g t r* va vd da daasha iiu

11. dahalakar'i Dddil Brdhnvnyx
12. Likhitaih Keso Mlsru gxniko siahya.

13. sr'i-Gofdla jaya.

Translation.

"Hail! Good fortune ! In this year, the year 1C 12 of the illustrious

prince Vikramaditya, in [the month ol] Chaitra, the tenth (10th) day of the

dark fortnight, on Sunday, in the victorious reign of Sikandar, Narayan

Das, the pupil (?) of Gopal Das, the son of Tivari Nihaifa {<) Dat (Das \),

caused for the sake of lvligious merit to be made

" That is [true] existence, those arc [true] deeds, that is [true] life, and

that is [true] thought and speech of men [that namely] by which the Soul

of the Universe, the Lord Hari, is served

written by Keso Misru

" May Sri Gopal be victorious f

The tablet is said to originate from Brind "iban. The date of the inscrip-

tion corresponds to Sunday the 17th March 1555 A.D. The king in

whose reign it is dated, is Sikandar the younger brother of Sh"r Shlh Sur
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and last of the line of Afghan kings of Delhi. He was defeated by

Humayfin in the battle of Sirhind which took place on the ISth of June

1555, viz., three months after the date of the present inscription.

*Q 7. Stele (ht. 5' C" or 1 m. 728) with a sunk panel, V high and

1 ' wide, containing a rudely carved male figure walking to the right and

holding a large bow. The lower portion of the panel bears a Niigarl

inscription in six lines which I read :

1. Samvat 1420 varshe Maihgodalu jnnmasthana

2. stha-Jcuyastho Muthurinh nvayu (') Bhiisbira-pau-

3. tra-Vtkrata Pithau Simgha-suta

4. [\l\\Asvana-mdse site pakshe dasam[yiim]

5. SomaViisare gomihesa fam[ga]

6. me Ainarashhgho ndmx

The inscription contains the name of the village (?) of Mangodala

situated 13 miles from the City in the direction of Bharatpur (Of. Growse,

Mathuru, p. 4) and the date Samvat 1420, Asvina su. ti. 10, Monday

corresponding to the 18th September 1363 A.D.

The stone was obtained by Pandit Radha Krishna from the village of

Maglora {') On loan from the Government of India.

*Q 8. Tablet (ht. 1' 4" or 0 m. 42 : width V If" or 0 m. 36) of buff-

coloured sandston • containing a Sanskrit inscription in nine lines of Bengali

characters. Pandit Binode Bihaii Bidyabinode has supplied the following

reading :

1. 1702 S~jka urangalcn....

2. gate RayanamasiW&rl Utta-

3. ma ru(i)ina Sri •nui[tah<ltl ?] Ita

4. Si i Lakhiruma Sri Rxvu

5. ni Bri Virachandra Sri Lahhi

6. ruina Sri Govodhana Si-l U
7 rilvi Bra(SrX) prdnnutha Sri hi

8. ttivusa Si'l Vivhfo

9, rilma.

*Q 9. Square pillar (ht. 4' G{" or 1 m. 40) carved on one end with a

half lotus-rosette on each face and inscribed on two sides.

*Q 10. Satl slab (ht. lOf" or 0 in. 282) with two figures, male and

female, standing to front, hand in hand. It has a fragmentary Nagarl

inscription in two lines, one above and the other beneath the figures.

Both sides of the stone are broken. It was obtained from a shrine near

the Balbhadra Kund. On loan from the Government of India.
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•Q 11. Slab (7" or 0 m. 178 square) inscribed with three lines in

Nagarl. Obtained from a baghich.it, near the Kanska fIltl at Mathura

City. On loan from the Government of India.

*Q 12. Undressed stone with indistinct carvings and Nagarl (?) in-

scription apparently consisting of five linjs of writing. On loan from the

Government of India.

*Q 13. Monolithic column (ht. 19' 1" or 5 m. 954; width 1' 2" orO m.

356 ; thickness 1' or 0 m. 304) square in section up to a height of 8' 7"

and octagonal above. It is inscribed with the following inscription in seven

lines, 1' 2" in length :

—

Transcript.

1. Siddho.ih 11 Mahurdjasya r[u]jat[t]irajasya devaljm-]

2. trasya Sh'',her=Vvdsishkasya rajya-saihvatsare [cha-]

3. turvimse 24 gr['i]shmd-mdse chaturtthe 4 diva[se]

4. trimse 30 asyum purvvuyam Rudrila-pitttren.t Drona-

5. lena bruhmanena BhCtradvuja-sagottrenn mu l -

6'. na (?) chchhundogena ish f,vH s'-tttreni dvddasar['j]ttrena

7. yiipah prutishfjidpitah[l*]t
>riyan'iim= Agnayu[k],

Translation.

" Success ! In the reign of the King, the King of kings, His Majesty,

Shahi Vasishka, in the twenty-fourth (24th) year, in the fourth (4tb) month

of summer, on the thirtieth (30ih) day—on this date Dronala, the son of

Rudrila, a Brahmin belonging to the gotra of Bharadvaja and a chanter

of holy hymns, while performing a saciifice in a [solemn] session of twelve

days (lit. nights), has set up this sacrificial post. May the [three] Fires be

propitious."

The pillar was discovered by Pandit Kadha Krishna in Juno 1910

at the village of Isapur or Hans Ganj on the left bank of the Jamna

opposite the City. (Cf. J.R.A.ti. for 1910 )

1 Possibly an ahshara is lost after ma",
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E. Beahmanical Ahchitectceal Sculptures.

R 1—29. Remains from a Hindu temple at Sahiir, Chhiita pargana.

(Cf. Growae, Maihuvu, Notes, J.A.S.B., Vol. XLYII (1878), part I,

pp. 117f., plate XV.)

R 1. Fragment (ht. 5' 10J" or 1 m.79) of a profusely carved dcor-

jamb, which must have stood on the proper left side of the entrance to the

temple. Beneath are two projecting figures too much defaced to be identi-

fied. The remaining portion is decorated with four vertical borders. That

nearest the entrance (proper right side) is carved with an elegant foliated

design. The second border contains four erotic groups placed one over the

other, and each consisting of a male and a female figure standing under a

canopy. Under the lowermost group is a four-armed flying figurine sup-

porting with two hands the canopy above and holding a lutj (Skr. v'nn)

with the other two hands. The third band is carved in the shape of a pilas-

ter. Both in its base and capital the well known device of the vase with

overhanging foliage has been introduced. The square shaft is decorated

with a bell hanging down from a grotesque mask. The fourth band is

carved with a simple relief pattern.

R 2-10. Eight pillars and pilasters with plain square shafts recessed along

the corners and with elaborately carved capitals of the pot-aud-foliage type.

R 11— 12. Two specimens of an abacus.

R 13-15. Three bracket capitals (ht . V 2" or 0 m.35G). The four

brackets are each decorated with a projecting four-armed male figure.

These figures support with two hands and with their feet the slab on which

the ai'chitrave rested. Their remaining two hands arj placed on their knees.

All the four figures are defaced. Between two of them there projects an

elephant of which the trunk is broken. Under it is a figurine seated cross-

legged. On the three remaining sides are standing 2saga (!) figures.

R 16—19. Four capitals of different shape.

R 20—29. Ten ornamental building-stones carved in the shape of

chapels iu which figures of deities are placed. No.* R 21 has a fragmentary

Niigari inscription dated Samvat 1428 (A.D. 1371-2).

R 30. Fragment (ht. S" or 0 in. 235) of a building-stone carved with

an ornamental pediment.

R 31. Fragment (ht. 1' 2}" or 0 m. 335) of a doorjamb carved with

a standing figure of a river goddess carrying a vase iu her right hand.

R 32. Ornamental building-stone (ht. V S}" or 0 m. 544) decorated

with a diaper pattern. It was obtained by Mr. Growse from Mahaban and

probably belonged to a mediaeval Hindu temple, (Mathunt, Notes, J.A.S.B.,

Vol. XLYII, 1878, part I, p. 119, plate XX).
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R 33-3-1. Two pillar ba-es from Sahiir (') carved in the shape of step-

ped pyramids {Ibidem, plate XV, but cf. Introduction).

R 35—36. Two square pillars (ht. 3' G" or 1 m. 068) with bases and

capitals of the pot-and-foliage type. One pillar has on one side over the

lower vase a female figurine seated to the proper left. The other pillar had

presumably a similar figure, which, however, is defaced. The centre of the

shaft is marked with a rim from which a double festoon hangs down on each

side. Mr. Growse who obtained these two pillars from the Kankall Tila

ascribes them to about the year 400 on account oi the absence of a grotes-

que mask (Mathum, p.lLS ; Matliun' Notes, p.110, plate XX).

R 37. Grotesque mask (Jit. 1' 6" or 0 m.45S) with protruding eyes,

pointed nose and a wide mouth with a moustache. It probably belongs to a

Brahmanical temple.

R 38. BuildiDg-stone (lit. SJ" or 0 in. 215) profusely decorated with

carvings,

R 39. Building-stone (ht. 10" or 0 m. 254) apparently the moulded

base of a pilaster.

R 40. Building-stone (length 2' 9" or 0 in. 533); purpose uncertain.

R 41. Pilaster (ht. 1' 7" or 0 in. 497) with portion of architrave, pro-

fusely carved, probably belonging to some mediaeval Hindu temple. Id

was discovered by Mr. Growse in opening out the newr pa\ ud way along the

river bank in the City. (Math urn Notes, p. 119, plate XX).

R 42. Building-stone (ht. 0" oi 0 m. 15 ;
width 1' 2" or 0 m. 356)

carved on two sides with chaitya windows.

R 43. Fragment (lit. Hi" or 0 in. 29) of an ornamental Until deco-

rated with horizontal borders of various design. A projecting ehapel which

originally must have occupied the centre contains a figure oi Si\a seated on

the bull Nandi and holding a trident and a snake. With his right arm he

clasps Piirvatl who is seated on his knee. Both figures are injured. On

each side stands a female attendant. It was obtained by 3Ir. Growse " in

the progress of repairs of the Chhattlii Falua (or Assi Khamba) at MahabaD,

being part of the Hindu temple 1 there which was destroyed by Aurang-

zeb." {Mathum Note*, p. 120, plate XX).

R 44. Fragment (ht. 1' or 0 m. 305) carved with a corpulent dancing

figure in high relief. Find-place unknown.

R 45. Fragment (ht. 1' 1" or 0 m. 33) of adoorjamb, containing two

dancing figures placed one over the other.

1 In tkeLucknow Museum are two pillars said to have belonged to the same temple.

They both bear inscriptions dated Samnt 1227 (A.D. 1170-1). Cf. abore p. 17.
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E 46. Fragment (lit. 1' Ui" or 0 m. 47) of a .sculptured stone appa-

rently belonging to the doorway of some Brahmanical temple. It is carved

with three figures. The surface is much disintegrated. It was preserved at

the Allahabad Public Library till December 1907, but it is doubtful whether

it belongs to Mathura.

R 47. Sculpture (lit. 1' or 0 in. 304) apparently the pediment of a

Brahmanical miniature temple or chapel. The centre is occupied by an

ornamental niche containing a corpulent male figure which holds a staff

over his bit shoulder. It is flanked by two squatting female figures of

which that to the proper right holds a child in her lap. That to the proper

left, which is defaced, is four-armed. Beneath these three figures there is a

row of nine squattiug figurines representing the Sun, the Moon, the five

planets Mars, Mercury, Jupiter, Venus, and Saturn, the Eclipse-demon

Rahu (depicted as a bust) and the Comet Ketu. These nine figures called

Nava-Grah ia are usually placed over the entrance of Brahmanical temples.

On both sides of this row is a projection containing a pair of dancing female

figures carrying various attributes. There is, moreover, at both ends of the

sculpture a standing figure which is mostly defaced. Along the top of the

stone is a row of eight dying figurines of which four are placed to the right

of the central figure and tour to the left.

It was purchased by Pandit Radha Krishna from a Khatrl, Girdhar Lai,

who is said to have found it in the Jamna near the old Fori of Kails. On

loan from the Government of India.

R 4S. Building-stone (length 3' or 0 in. 942 ; ht. 8" or 0 m. 21) with a

four-armed suppoi ting bracket-figure, partly broken, on one side and a plain

bracket of geometrical design at the other end. The stone apparently first

belonged to a Brahmanical temple and was afterwards used in a Muham-

madan building. It was noticed by Pandit Radha Krishna let into the

wall of a house in the KakOr Ghati in Hathura City and subsequently

purchased for the Museum.

R 49. Fragment (ht. 2'orOm. 61) of a sculptured building-stone,

which Mr. Growse obtained from Sheigayh in the Chhat'i pargand, where

he found it imbedded in one of the towers of a fort built according to

tradition by the Emperor Sher Shah. It probably belongs to a mediaeval

Brahmanical temple (Mathura Notes, p. 119, plate XX).

R 50. Fragment (ht. 1' li" or 0 in. 353), probably lower portion of

the proper left doorjamb of a doorway, carved with two standing figures,

male and female, which are much defaced. It was obtained by Pandit

Radha Krishna from the Jogipura Quarter of the City close to the Holi

Gate. On loan from the Government of India.
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R 51. Fragment (ht. 1' 3" or 0 m. 393), probably lower portion of

the jamb of a doorway, carved with two partly defaced standing figures.

It was obtained by Pandit Radha Krishna from the Jogipura quarter of

the City cW to the Holi Gate.

R 52. Fragment (ht. 11" or 0 m. 288), probably lower portion of the

jamb of a doorway, carved with two standing figures, male and female,

which are partly defaced. It was obtained from a cowherd who is said to

have found it on the Brindaban road.

R 53. Building stone (ht. 1' 8" or 0 in. 523), apparently base of a

pillar, camd in front with a partly defaced female ('.) figurine kn?tling to

proper left and holding a vessel (?) in her right hand. It was found by

Pandit Radha Krishna in the village of Jaisinghpura, 1 mile from the City

on the Brindaban Road. According to a local tradition, it had once

formed part of the Kesab Dev temple destroyed by Aurangzeb in A.D.

1661.

R 54. Stele (ht. 3' 11" or 1 m. 23) carved in the shape of a sikhara

temple surmounted by an amulaka stone. Style late mediaeval. The

four faces beneath the sikhara bear the following figures enclosed between

square dwarf pillars:— 1. Male figure with pointed beard seated on horseback

and apparently receiving a cup from a femab figure behind. 2. Male

figure lying on a couch under a tree with a female figure rubbing his feet.

3. Male deity with pointed beard seated on a cushion ; attributes indistinct.

4. Male figure seated with a female figure on his left knee.

The sculpture is said to be a sepulchral monument erected in memory

of a Rajput warrior who is probably represented by the first figure. The

other three figures seem to be Siva (with Parvati), Brahma, and Vishnu

(with Lakshml). The stone was obtained by Pandit Radha Krishna from

the neighbourhood of the village of Behach, Dig Tahsil, Bharatpur State.

On loan from the Government of India.

(For a description of a similar sepulchral monument cf. Cunningham,

A.S.R., Vol. XXI, p. 120, and Fiihrer, Monumental Antiquities,

pp. 139 f.)

R 55. Bracket (ht. 8" or 0 m. 209) with Atlant. Legs broken ; circular

hele in body. Obtained from the town of Kami in Bharatpur State.

R 56. Lower portion (ht. 3' or 0 m. 914) of proper left doorjamb

with figure of the river goddess Gang;! (the Ganges) standing on a

crocodile (Skr. makara) and turned to the proper right with her right

hand (which is broken) raised to the shoulder and her left hand resting on

the head of a girl who is standing behind her. She is accompanied by

two male figures : one a boy—apparently an attendant—standing behind
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her in uncertain action, and the other standing to front with his right

hand raised to his shoulder and holding a staff in his left hand. Behind

the boy attendant rises a lotus-stalk and over his head we notice a flower

on which two miniature figures, apparently male and female, are seated.

On each side there is a full-blown lotus-flower. The stalk ends in a

defaced Xaga figurine win -h is provided with a sjven (')-headed serpent-

hood and joins hands in the attitude of adoration.

On a level with this Nfiga there aiv throe figurines supporting three

vertical bands of carving. To the proper right we have a ba nd with two

dancing figures : the one Karttikeya f '-) seated <>n a peacock (!) with a staff

in his left hand, and over him Chamundfi (') with a long necklace and a

staff resting in her left arm. The central projecting band is carved with

a female figurine holding a clcaur'. in her left hand aucl standing under

a pediment of a miniature chapel. Beneath is a capital of the pot-and-

f'oliage type. The third raised band to the proper left is decorated with

croll-work. The three raised bands are separated by deep vertical recesses.

To the proper left runs an inner border of scrollwork over the Naga figure.

The sculpture, which came from the bungalow once occupied by Mr.

Growse, was presented to the Museum by Mr. J. Ingram.

R 57. Proper light doorjamb (ht. 5' or 1 m 52) decorated with the

figure of a river-goddess, probably Yamuna (the Jamna) standing on

a tortoise and turned to the proper left, viz., the side of the doorway. The

animal on which she stands is uncertain and may be a crocodile in which

case the figure would represent Gang.l (the Ganges). The river god-

dess is accompanied by a female attendant of smaller siz=>, apparently

holding a lotus-stalk, while a male figure is standing to front with his left

hand raised. There is, moreover, a broken figure of a child standing to

his right with one hand placed on his shoulder and with the other appar-

ently holding his hand, The action of this figure is uncertain. We notice

further a miniatur e figure kne.-ling (or flying ') to the proper left of

Yamuna and holding an off -ring in both hands.

Over each of the two larger figures there rise- a vertical raised band,

supported by a four-arm d (iaudharva. flying to the proper left, who holds

a mace or sword in two hand- and with the remaining two hands .supports

the pedestal above.

The two raised border- which are separated by a flat sunk band ot

scroll-work are each decorated with four amatory couples. To the proper

left of the inner border there runs a i arrow line of busts of dancers and

musicians, sixteen in number, the lowermost figure being turned towards

the temple entrance with hands fold.'d in adoration.
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R 58. Fragment (ht. 7f " or 0 m. 20 ;
length 2' 3|" or 0 m. 705)

consisting of the proper left half of a lintel with defaced seated male (?)

figure iii the centre, a row of six flying figures carrying garlands (Gandhar-

vas and Ap-saras ?) and a male and female figure standing. Obtained

together with no. F 08 from the village of Dlnngaon G miles south-west

of Mathunl. On loan from the Government of India,
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S. Mughal Architectcral Remains.

S 1—35. White marble remains from Aurangabad apparently

belonging to some building of the Mughal period.

S 1. Fountain basin (2' 4'' or 0 m. 71 square) with raised border and

depression, circular in outline, and carved in the scalloped fashion in vogue

during the Mughal period.

S 2. Stand ('3' 7" or 1 m. 092 square) consisting of a slab resting on

four detached legs of an ornamental kind.

S 3.—Stand (2' 1" or 0 m. 635 square).

S 4. Broken screen (5' 3" by 2' 8") pierced in a hexagonal design.

S 5 — G. Two tapering shafts (ht. 3
; H") of pillars, fluted with twelve

flutinc.'s and ending on both sides in a calice ol twelve leaves.

S 7—S. Two tapering shafts (lit. 3' 8") similar in shape and design to

the pillars nos. S 5— 6.

S 9—10. Two pillar bases (ht. 2' 5" and 2' 6") with a central bulbous

portion of twelve flutings.

S 11—12. Two bases of pilasters (ht. T 5" and 2' 6") with a central

bulbous portion of twelve flutings.

S 13—35. Twenty-three carpet-weights (Persian vilr-farsh) each

consisting of an ornamental boss resting on a square base.

S 3G. Building stone (ht, 1 ' U" or 0 m. 458
;
length 4' 2" or 1 m. 31

)

with a bracket on each side. It probably belongs to a building of the early

Mughal period. It was found on the road leading from the Holi Gate to

the Kot will! and presented to the Museum by Seth Bhik Chand, Honorary

Magistrate of Mathura,

S 37. Red sandstone fragment (ht. 1' H" or 0 m. 34) of the fluted

shaft of iiillar rising from a border of foliaye. Probably it belongs to some

building of the Mughal period. It was preserved at Allahabad t ill Decem-

ber 1907, but it is doubtful whether it originates from Mathura.

S 38. Red sandstone fragment (ht. 7i" or 0 in. 19) carved with the

figure of a peacock. The stone seems to belong to some Hindu or early

Mughal building 2
. It was kept at Allahabad till December 1907, and it

is uncertain whether it originates from Mathura.

S 39. Base (ht. 1' 6" or 0 m. 471) of a pillar, early Mughal in style.

Allahabad collection.

1 Aurangiibi'l is a village 4 mill's to the south of Matbuia, which is nameil after

Aurang-zeb who here enticed his brother Jlciail Hakhsh. The ancient name of the place

appears to have bten Eupiiagar. Cf. Manucci, Storia do Mogor (triiisl. Irvine), Vol. I,

pp. 208S. and Valentijn, Kieuw Ooii-Indun, Vol. IV, p. 302.

' A frieze of similar peacocks occurs on the early Mughal buildings in the Lahore

Fort.
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S 40. Carpet-weight (lit. 6i" or 0 m. 165) consisting of a boss on an

octagonal base. It was preserved at the Allahabad Public Library till

December 1907
;
origin unknown.

S 41. Figure (lit. 10'' or 0 m 253 j of an elephant, trunk and legs

broken, probably belonging to a bracket ot some Hindu or early Mughal
building. It also belonged to the Allahabad collection

;
origin unknown.

S 42. Figure (ht. Cf " or 0 m. 171) of an elephant probably belonging

to a bracket of souij Hindu or early Mughal building. Allahabad collec-

tion
;
origin unknown.

S 43. Bas-relief (ht. 1' 3'-" or 0 m. 393 ; width 2' 2|" or 0 m. 666)

in a sunk panel representing a horseman pursued by an eleph mt mounted

by two men of whom one holds a goad (Skr. unkuki) and th.j second an

object in the shape of a dumb-bell x
. The sculpture must belong to the

early Mughal period {circa A.D. 1600). Pandit Radha Krishna obtained

it from Govardhau where it was being worshipped as J.ihir (i.e., Zahir) Pir

or Gugga, the Cid Campador of Hinduism. When found, it was covered

with plaster. On loan from the Government of India.

1 A very similar scene occurs among the tile mosaics on the Lahore Fort which will

shortly be published in the Journal of Indian Art anil Industry.
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T.—Tedra-cottas asi) Miscellaneous Antiquities.

T 1. Terra-cotta plaque (ht. 9\" or 0 m. 235) with a squatting cor-

pulent male figure wi aring a garland round his shoulders, heavy ear-rings,

a necklace and bracelets. The two hands are empty ; the left rests on the

knee. Find-place unknown.

T 2. Terra-cotta fragment (ht. ISi" or 0 m. 216) containing the loft

leg and right foot of a standing male ('.) figure wearing a dhoti and a

garland {tiki, mula) hanging down along his knee. Workmanship rude.

Find-place unknown.

T 3. Terra-cotta fragment (ht. 9" orOm. 228) with a corpulent

female figure seated to front on an ornamental chair and holding in her

left arm a male child lacing and wealing a string of beads round its

neck and its loins Her right hand is raised to the height of her shoulder

with the open palm of the hand turned outward. She wears a wreath on
her head, heavy pendants in her ears, a row of bracelets and a tilaha.

T 4. Terra-cotta fragment (ht. 6" or 0 in. 152) consisting of a headless

female figure with a girdle, bracelets and heavy bangles standing to front

with a bulbous flower--* ase to her right. Find-place unknown.

T 5. Terra-cotta fragment (ht. 7" or 0 m. 178) consisting of a rudel

modelled female figure, the arms and legs of which are missing. Find-

place unknown.

T 6. Terra-cotta fragment (ht, 1' 4'' or 0 m. 407) consisting of a

female figure, presumably a NagI, carrying a flower vase on the palm of

her left hand, which is raised to a level with her shoulder. Right arm and
legs below knees missing. Nose, chin and breasts damaged.

Nos. T 6—14 were found in 1905 at Malpur by Mr. H. L. Battersby,

P. W. D., Assistant Engineer, Agra-Delhi Chord Railway, when making a
cutting through the south-west corner of the site of the ancient city of
Mathura. They were presented to the Museum by Major Ashworth, R.E.,
in charge of the construction at Mathura of the Agra-Delhi Chord Railway.'

T 7—10. Four large-sized bricks (15" by 8J-" by 2"
;
15]" by 9" by 3"

16|" by 9" by 2" and 16J" by 9" by 2-]-").

'

T 11. Six balls of baked clay, perhaps used in slings.

T 12, Stone stool (ht. 6" or 0 m. 152).

T 13—22. Ten fragments of stone stools.

T 23—24. Two fragments of terra-cotta drains.

T 25. Fragment (length 7" or 0 m. 183
; thickness If" or 0 m. 046)

of a carved brick decorated with scrollwork. Obtained from the village

of Maholi near Mathura.
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T 20. Figurine (ht. G" or 0 m. 157) of a female wearing an elaborate

headdress aud standing with a pitcher in her right and an indistinct object

in her left hand. Obtained from the Tillage of Eaya.

T 27. Fragment (ht. 9" or 0 m. 23) consisting of male figure, of

which the head and logs are broken, standing with a sword in his left

hand. He wears a necklace, bracelets and a dhoti fastened to the loins

with a belt. Obtained from the village or Sitoha, three miles from Mathura

on the road to Govardhau. On loan from the Government of India.

T 28. Head and bust (ht. 2J" or 0 m. 07) of a female figurine 1

with elaborate head-dress in which btus-flowers have been introduced.

Left breast broken. From the ancient site of Gosna, three miles from the

City on the road to Raya. On loan from the Government of India.

T 29. Fragment (ht. 2^" or 0 m. 053) of a male figurine wealing a

diadem aud apparently winged. From Gosna, On loan from the Gov-

ernment of India.

T 30. Head and bust (ht. 3
:j
7 or 0 m. 095) of a female figure with

heavy earring in right ear and lotos-dowers on her head. From Gosna.

On loan from the Government of India.

T 31. Head and bust (ht. 2£" or 0 m. 07) of a female figurine with

heavy earrings in both ears surmounted by lotus-flowers. From Gosna.

On loan from the Government of India.

T 32. Male figurine (ht. 3i'' or 0 m. 09) holding a bird in his right

and a fruit in his left hand. Legs missing. From a math in the Gdpal-

pur Mahalla of the City. On loan from the Government of India.

T 33. Head and bust (ht. 3" or 0 m. 075) of a female figurine with

heavy earring in left car. From Aira-khera. On loan from the Govern-

ment of India.

T 34. Head (ht. 2\" or 0 m, 055) of female figurine. From MOra

site. On loan from the Government of India.

T 35. Head (ht. 2A" or 0 m. 063) of female figurine. From

Ganesia. On loan from the Government of India.

T 36. Fragment (ht. 2" or 0 m. 05) of bearded figure. From

Gariesra. On loan from the Government of India.

1 A terra-cotta very similar to the Gosna figurines eos, JJS and 30-31 was fovmd

by Cunningham on the site of TaxiU C'f. J.S.B., Vol, XIV, i>. lit . plate IX, no. 1.
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{]. SCVLI'TURES LXCAVAXU) KUOM THE Sl'IollA AXJ)

( lANlMlA T\XKS.

In Juno 190S, Pandit Pi ad ha Krishna cleared tli< • ancient tanks of

Siinhfi and (.!in.)t"i.ra three miles west uJ the City in the direction of Govardha n

and Dig and obtained 99 pieces of sculpture. Nos. 1-37 were found in

the Sitoha and nos, 38-0!) in the Gane-ra tank. They arc ton much defaced

and water-worn to allow of a detailed description. The great bulk are

statuettes in buff-coloured sandstone, representing Erahmanical deities.

We recognize Yishi.ni (nos. s, 10. 37, 57— 50, 70, 70 and 80); Surya

(no. 41;, Jagann "ctha (no. 17). Lakshml (no. 32), Si\a and Parvati (nos. 3'

23,53,81 and 94). Ganesi (no-. 2, 18. 43 and 01). Ganesa with four

Saktis (no. 47), Durga slaying Mahisha (nos. 13, 21, 51, 04. 89 and 01).

The only piece which is certainly Budhist is no. 72 (lit. 4" or 0 m. 10').

It is the upper half of a Buddha figutiue seated with the right hand raised

at the level of the shoulder and the 1-tt hand placed on the knee. It has

a halo with scolloped border. Judging from the style, it must belong to

thee Knshana period. Other sculptures which may be a%signed to the same

period are nu.s. 80, 45, 50, 55, OS. 81 and 03. No 30 (ht. 91" or 0 m. 248;

represents a male figure, caned in the round, standing \% itli his right

hand raised to the shoulder and the 1 -it placed on the hip. The attitude

is that of the BxlhisaUva figures of the Kushana period. No. 50 (lit. 0"

or 0 m. 157) is the upper half of a slab carved with a figure of the goat-

headed Nemesa, carrying a child nu eaeh shoulder ^Cf. above E 1). No. 55

(ht. 8" or 0 m. 21), which is carved in the round, is a headless female

figure seated on a bench with ornamental back against which a round

cushion is placed. A child emu dies between her feet. The subject is

apparently the same as that of the in-eiibed fragment no. G 10. No. 84

(ht. Hi" or 0 m. 302 ) i, the upper portion of a Xaga statuette with a

seven-headed serpent hood, standing in exactly the same attitude as the

Naga images of the Kushana period (G 11-13). No. 08 (lit. 8-]" or 0 m. 21(j)

is a fragment carved on both faces w ith a chaity ( arch containing a humau
bust. It deserws notice that in general the older sculptures are made of

spotted red sandstone.

The sculptures of this section have not been exhibited, on account of

their slight interest, but wi 1

! be shewn on application to the Curator,
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V. Axcient Brasswork '.

VI, Water-vessel (j imbu) decorated wuh floral and geometrical

designs, Purchased at Brindaban.

V 2, Round dish (rak-Vjl) decorated with foliated design. Purchased

at Mathura.

V 3. Stand, d.corated with a kneeling winged Garuda figure, and used

in worship. Purchased at Brindaban.

V 4. Square idol-stand (*ingh<~txa'n) u-ed in wordiip. Purchased at

Brindaban.

V 5. Pump (pichkara) decorated with an elephant's head and used to

sprinkle colour water on the oeea-ion of rho Huli festival. Pur' hi^ed at

Mathura,

V 6. Pair of mirror-stands (bdas) used to decorate the corners of

idol-stands (# i ngh~i.*a

n

) and idol-car-* (mtu). Purchased at Brindaban.

V 7. Sacrificial box (ehavpra) d.-oorated with four peacocks and con-

taining three divisions, for rice (al^hat), incense (dhiip), red-lead (sindur)

and other ai tides unjloyed in worship. It is said to be mainly used in

the Dekhan and was purchased at Brindaban.

V 8. Idol pedestal (choufa) on four legs. Purchased at Mathura.

V 9. Attar-holder [attardun) worked it jour and decorated with floral

ornament. A piece of cotton-wool drenched with attar is plueul in the

cavity. Purchased at Mathura.

V 10. Sacrificial bowl (pancftfciVrii) meant to contain the water in

which the idol is washed. It is decorated v, ith geomi trical d,^i»n«. Pur-

chased at Mathura.

V 11. Sacrificial spoon (nchm'.im) used to sprinkl.1 tlv water contained

in the panchp'itnt on the light palm of the devotee who sip, it. The

handle is wrought in the shape of a cobra. Purchased at Mathura,

V 12. Tortoise used as a toy which is placed before the idol. It must

originally have been surmounted by a bird the feet of which are still extant.

Purchased at Brindaban ; but probably Japanese work.

V 13. Collyrium-holder (surraed" iu, in the thap.' of a fi-h. Purchased

at Brindaban.

V 14. Stag (bCwasinga) used as a toy. Puivhased at Biiudaban.

V 15-10. Two elephants {hO.lh') used as toys. Purchased at Mathura.

V 17. Idol of Vishnu, four-arni.d, standing on a detachable stand.

Purchased at Brindaban.

V 18. Idol of Vishnu, four-armed, standing. Purchasidat Mathura.

1 The objects under this lieadi",' were all given "r. loin l.v the Government cf India.
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V 10. IL1 of Lakshm"-Xu\iya?a defaced. It shows the four-armed

Viih-ju s -at 3d with his spDas.1 Lilislr.nl on his lift knej. Purchase! at

Mathura.

V 20. Idol of Balarama or Baladeva (usually called Dauji), the elder

brother of Krishna. He is standing in front of the serpent Sesha-nfiga

of which he is supposed to be an incarnation and holds a cup in his left

han l and an indistinct object, perhaps a plough, in the right. Purchased

at Mathura. (Cf. above svA. no. D 3G).

V 21. Figurine cbfaced, probably Garuda, the bird of Vishnu, knteling

with hands folded. Under his left knee two cobras are traceable. Pur-

chased at Mathura.

V 22. Figuring of a four-armed goddess, perbars Lakshmi, seated on

a tortoise. In the head-dress is a cavity for the reception of a precious

stone.

V 23-29. Seven figurines of Bal Mukund also called Makkhan-chdr

'•Butter thief" or Loxhh Gdpal " Sweetmeat GOpfd." It represents the

infant Krishna crawling and holding in his right hand a lump of butter

(or sweetmeats) which he has taken away from his footer-mother Yasodhfi.

Th?y were purchased partly at Mathura and partly at Brindaban.

Y 30. Copper idol-throne (singk'tstn) with high back, detached.

From Govardhan.

Y 31. Bras^ scissors (saraut'i) used to cut areca nuts. From
Govardhan.

Y 32. Brass elephant 'hnt'i') on square pxlestal. It must have held

some object in its trunk. From Brindiiban.

Y 33. Two brass deer Quran), lying. Horns apparently broken.

From Brindiiban.

Y31. Sw'i'ilO, d^omtxl with a foliate 1 design. Very ornamental.

Obtained from Mathura City.

Y 35 and 3(3. Hukka a with floral design. From Mathura.

Y 37. Hukka .smaller than the above. From Mathura.

Y 38. Hukka of th:- same pattern as above. From Brindaban.

Y £9. Hukka plain. From Brindiban.

Y 40. Hukki \wth floral de-ign. From Mathura.

Y 41. Fair of palankins. From Mathura.

Y 42. Yessi.l with spout. From Mathura.

A' 43—44. Vessel with spout. From Mathura.

Y 45. Lo'/l of brass surround-d with images of the Sun. From
Mathura.
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Y 40. L'lta, smaller than th 1 above. From Mathura.

Y 47. Jambhu of the Deccan styb. From Mathura.

Y 48. Jambhu smaller than the above. From Mathura.

Y 49. Jambhu same as above in size, but different in pattern.

From Mathura.

Y 50. Flower-pot. From Brindaban.

Y 51. Snull water vessel with spout, ornamental. From Mathura.

Y 52. Small water vessel with spout, ornamental, smaller than the

above. From Mathura.

Y 53. Old lamp stand. From Brindaban.

Y 54. Old lamp stand, smaller than the above, From Mathura.

Y oo. Spouted vessel of good workmanship. From Delhi.

Y 56. Wide-mouthed bell (ghantl) slightly ornamental. From

Mathura.

Y 57. Wid ?-mouthed bell (rjhairf) smaller than the above. From

Brindaban.

Y 58. Yessel to hold Ganges water (gangdjall). From Mathura.

Y 59. Pump (pichkara) decorated with flower on one side. From

Mathura. Cf. sub no. Y, 5.

Y CO. Artl with serpent-headed handle. From Brindaban.

Y 01—63. Aril,, handle with female figure. From Brindaban.

Y 04. Artl without decoration. From Mathura.

Y 05 and 66. Yidiuu badge. From Brindaban.

Y 07. Hantiman badge. From Brindaban.

Y6i. Sacrificial bowl (p inAipatrn) large. From Mathura.

Y 09. Sacrificial bowl (panohpatrd) small. From Mathura.

Y 70
—

"1. Female head. From Agra.

Y 72. Chilam. From Mathura.

Y 73. Chilam. From Brindaban.

Y 74— 75. Tripod. From Mathura.

Y 70. Small idol-throne (mnghO.-an). From Brindaban.

Y 77. Cup with four wheels and a bull's head. From Brindaban.

Y 78. Conch stand. From Brindaban.

Y 79. Fragment of an Indian lamp.

Y sO. Sand-holder u-ed for blotting.

Y si. Small diJi, floral ornament.

Y 82. Idol-car (rath) drawn by dephants containing an idol of

Yishnu. From Mathura.
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Y S3, Car (rath) drawn by horse-;. From Mathurii,

Y 84. Siva's bull Nandi, From Mathuni.

Y 85. Siva's bull Nandi. From Brindiiban.

Y 86—87. Cow. From Brindaban.

Y 88—S9. Horse on four wheel*. From Brindaban.

Y 90—91. Horse without wheels. From Brindaban.

Y 92—94. Elephant (lu'itlu) on wheels with rider. From ITathurii.

Y 9.j—96. Elephant (Jtdllu) mounted, but without wheels. From

Brindaban.

Y 97. Elephant on wheels, not mounted. From Brindaban,

Y 98. Elephant without wheels, unmounted.

Y 99. Fantastical beast (timurgh) on wheels holding a flower-like

object in one of its paws.

Y 100. FPjuch'ml', mounted with a peacock, used to place various

objects used in worship. From Mathura.

Y 101. Copper conch-shell (tiunl'h). From Hathura.

Y 102. Sacrificial spoon (uclnno.nl,) with sserpeut head. From
Brindaban.

Y 103. Sacrificial spoon (nehman'i) plain. From Brindaban.

Y 104. Argha. From Brindiiban.

Y 105—100. Peacock. From Govardhau.

Y 107. Peacock. From ilathura.

Y 108. Image of Devi standing, From Math nra.

Y 109. Imago of Krishna dancing. From Brindiiban.

Y 110. Image of Krishna singing. Fn>rn Brindiiban.

Y 111—114. Duck. From Agin.

Y 115. CiJlyrium -holder (sunned" n~) of good workmanship. From
Brindiiban.

Y 116. Small pocket Jad-ka (hukLlyi) of good workmanship.

From Agra.

Y 117. Image of Sakhl GopM, i.e.,
''

Gr.pfil the witness," worshipped

in a temple near Jagannath, Orissa. From Mathura.

Y 118—119. Image of the infant Krishna crawling, called Bai-

rnukund. From Brindiiban.

Y 120. Yishrui image. From Brindaban.

Y 121. Yi-hnu image. From Brindaban.

Y 122— 123. Brass images. From Brindiiban.

VI 24. .Small coppt r imago. From Brindiiban.
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^'.—Miscellaneous Objects.

W 1. Chin se chess-board, with backgammon board inside, of sandal-

wood inlaid with ivory, and twenty-nine chessmen of ivory.

Presented by the Court of Wards' Estate of Raja Seth Lachman Das

through Mr. D. Calnan, I.C.S., Collector, Mathura, on the 14th September

1908

W 2. Conch-shell (Skr. kihhha) obtained from a sudhu.

X.—Coins
X 1. Buddhist cast copper coin.

Obverse : Lion facing sacrificial post.

Reverse: Chaityn and two symbols.

X 2. Copper coin of Sotcr Megas. Common type.

X 3. Copper coin of Wemo Kadphises. Common type.

X i. Copper coin of Huvishka. Elephant ridjr type. Deity un-

certain.

X 5. Four copper coins of the Lit,1 Iudo-Seythian or Kushana type.

X C. Gold coin of the Scytho-Sassauian or Kushino-Sassanian type.

Obverse : King, standing to left at altar with trident in left hand,

wearing richly ornamented coat and conical cap ; small trident over altar
;

svast ikz between king's legs. Below king's left arm a monogram. Cor-

rupt Greek legend intended for Shaonana Shao Bxzodeo Koshq.no.

Reverse : Siva and bull, in degraded style. Legend Oesho,

(V. A, Smith, Indian Museum Catalogue, p. 91, plate XIV, 12,)

X 7. Copper coin, late Indo-Sassanian. Common type.

X 8. Gold coin of the later Kushana type.

Obverse : Kushana king standing at altar. Legend tj left bha {'.);

under arm sena (V. A. Smith reads sita) ; to right shak.i.

Reverse : Throned Ardokhsho. (V. A. Smith, Indian Museum
Catalogue, p. 89

;
j. late XIV, (j.)

X 9. Gold coin of the later Great Kushana type.

Obverse : Kushana king standing at altar. Legend to left bha ; under

arm sya (1) ; to right shaha.

Reverse: Throned Ardokhsho. (Cunningham, Coins of the later Indo-

Scythians, p. 32, nos. 6 and 7.)

X 10. Gold coin of the later Indo-Kushana or Little Kushana type

(Cunningham, op. cit. p. 72
;
plate VI, II.)

X 11. Gold coin of Xara-bfiladitya, probably Narasimha-gupta of the

Imperial Gupta Dynasty.

» For the i>articulir« given iu Ihis section I aui indebted to Mr. It. Bum, I.C'.S,
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Obverse : King standing to lett, grasping how with left hand
;
right

haud extended across Garuda standard. Legend Nnra uud r left arm.

Reverse : Goddess seated on lotus. L.'gend indistinct (V. A. Smith,

op. clt. p. 119).

X 12. Gold coin of Go\inda-ehaudra-deva of Kauauj. (Cunningham,

Coins of Mediaeval India, plate IX, 1C).

X 13. Gold coin of Kuuifu'a-pala-de\a of Delhi. (Cunningham,

op. cit. plate IX, 3.)
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APPENDIX I.

LIST OF INSCRIPTIONS
Mauhya Period (3rd and 2nd centuries B. C.J

C 1. Parkham statue (LL 150).

Satrap Period. (1st century B.C.)

Q 1. Mora stone slab
;
fragmentary inscription of the reign ("<) of the

Great-Satrap Bajuvula. (LL 14).

Q 2. Holi Gate tablet of homage. (LL 102.)

Q 3. Tablet of homage; fragmentary inscription. (LL 97).

J 7. Railing pillar inscription. (LL 98).

Kushana Period (1st and 2nd centuries A.D.).

Dated.

B 71. Jina fourfold image
;
inscription, dated in the year 5. (LL 20 ).

Q 13. Sacrificial pillar inscription of the year 24 in the roign of Viisishka.

A 49. Buddha image inscription of the year 28 in the reign of Yiisi ('')-

shka. (LL 33).

A 71. Pedestal of Buddha statuette
;
inscription of the year 31 (?) in the

reign of Huvishka.

A 63. Lukhanu Bodhisattva image
;

inscription of the year 35 in the

reign of Huvishka.

B 70. Jina four-fold image: inscription of the year 35 (LL 19).

C 13. Chhargaon Naga image of the year 40 in the reign of Huvishka.

E 25. Male figure in Indo-Scythian dress
;
inscription, dated in th.j year

42(?).

P 20. Pillar base
;
inscription of the year 47.

P 35. Pillar base
;
inscription of the year 47. (LL 65).

P 38. Pillar base
;
inscription of the year 47.

B 29. Jina (?) image
;
fragmentary inscription of the year 50 in the r?ign

of Huvishka. (LL 51).

E 20. Fragments of female figure from Mora; inscription, dated in the

reign of Huvishka.

A 66. Anyor Buddha statuette
;
inscription of the year 51.

C 21. Naga statuette
;
inscription of the year 52.

B 2. Jina image
;
inscription of the year 83 in the reign of Vasudeva

(LL 68).

B 3. Jina image
;
fragmentary inscription of the year 83. (LL 69).

B 4. Jina image
;
inscription of the year 84 in the reign of Vasudeva.

1 The letters LL refer to the List of Brahmi inscriptions published by Professor

H. Liiders in the Epigrophia Indica, Vol. X, Appendix.
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Bo. Jina image
;
inscription of the year 90 (!), (LL73).

G 38. Pedestal
;
fragmentary inscription of the reign of Vasudeva (?).

Undated.

A 1. KatraBodhisattva inscription.

A 2. Anyor Buddha inscription (LL 13).

A 50. Buddha (?) image
;
fragmentary inscription.

A 56. Bodhisattva (?) pedestal
;
inscription defaced.

A 64. Dhunsarpfua Buddha image
;
fragmentary inscription.

B 14. Jina (?) statuette inscription (LL 123).

B 18. Jina image
;
fragmentary inscription.

C 16. Naga image inscription.

C 28. Yaksha and YakshI figure.

G 10. Jamfilpur fragment inscription.

G 39. Fragment inscription.

G 42. Pedestal fragment inscription.

G 43. Kota pedestal fragment inscription (LL 15).

G 47. Base of female figure.

J 1. Railing pillar inscription (
J
).

J 13. Railing pillar inscription.

J 15. Railing pillar inscription.

J 21. Railing pillar inscription.

J 36. Railing pillar inscription.

J 41. Railing pillar inscription.

J 48. Railing pillar inscription.

J 52. Railing pillar inscription.

J 58. Railing pillar inscription.

J 68. Railing pillar inscription.

N 1. Votive Stapa inscription (LL 136).

1
J 21,34, 36, 37 and 39. Pillar base inscriptions (P 22, LL 126 ; P 29

LL129).

Q 4. Slab; fragmentary inscription.

Gupta Period. (4th and 5th centuries A.D.)

B 15. Jina (?) statuette
;

inscription ol the Gupta (?) year 57« (A.D
376-7). (LL45).

B 31 . Jina pedestal
;
inscription of the Gupta (?) year 97 (0 (A.D. 416-7).

A 48. Buddha image
;
inscription of the Gupta year 135(A.D. 454-5).

Q 5. Slab fragment of Chandragupta Vikramaditya (circa A.D. 400).

A 5. Buddha image
;
inscription of about the 5th century A.D.

i According to Professor Luders, the date is to be referred to the era o£ Kauiskha.

~
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Mediaeval and Later Inscriptions.

B 22. Jina statuette
;
inscription of the Vikrama year 1104 (A.D. 1047 ;.

B 24. Jina statuette
;
inscription of the Vikrama year 1234 (?) (A.D. 1177).

B 21. Jina statuette
;
fragmentary inscription.

B 23. Jina statuette
;
fragmentary inscription.

Q 7. Stele
;
fragmentary inscription of the Vikrama year 1420 (A.D. 1363).

R 21. Chapel
;
fragmentary inscription of the Vikrama year 1428 (A.D.

1371—2.)

Q 6. Stone tablet
;
inscription of the Vikrama year 1612 (A.D. 1555 or

1556) and of the reign of Sikandar Sun.

D 52. Sculpture with three-headed hgure ; inscription of the Vikrama

year 167[3], Saka 153[8] (A.D. 1616).

D 32. Midhauli stele inscription.

Q 8. Tablet inscription dated Saka 1702 (A.D. 1780).

Q 9. Pillar inscription.

Q 10. Sati slab inscription.

B 25. Jina statuette
;
inscription of the Vikrama year 1826 (A.D. 1770).

APPENDIX II.

Dr. J. F. Fleet has favoured me with the following note on the date

of the slab inscription Q 6. It will be seen that, if the year corresponds

to A.D. 1556, the epigraph would be posterior to the defeat of Sikandar

Surl at Sirhind.

" Samvat 1612 : Chaitra vadi 10 Ravidine."

" This dat3 may fall in A.D. 1554, 1555, or 1556. In these three

years, the given tithi can be connected with a Sunday only as follows :

—

" A.—In Vikruma samvat 1612 current, whether Chaitradi, Ashadhadi,

or Karttikadi, the Furnimunta Chaitra vadi 10 began at about 3-0 p.m.

(afternoon) on Sunday, 17th March, A.D. 1555. But, even if we accept

the current year, what reason was there for using the t ithi with the weekday

on which it began, instead of with the weekday (Monday) on which it was

current at sunrise ? The tithi is not a special one devoted to some festival

or rite : so there is no reason of that kind. Does the inscription record

a death ? If so, the reason may be found there."

" B.—In Ashadhadi or Karttikadi Vikrama samvat 1612 expired, the

Amimt't Chaitra vadi 10 ended at about 1-0 p.m. (midday) on Sunday,

5th April, A.D. J 556. The tithi therefore answers quite regularly to this

date. I should prefer this result, as far as I am in a position to decide

without knowing the purport of the record : especially if the inscription is a

Jain record."
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